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This report identifies
and analyzes a broad
range of issues affecting the development and
implementation
of a sound Federal coal management
program--particularly
the use of
Western coal in meeting America’s
energy
needs.
On June 4, 1979, the Secretary of the Interior
announced a new Federal coal program, calling for a resumption
of competitive
leasing
for the first time since a moratorium
was imposed in 1971. Leasing is to take place beginning in January
1981. But--as the report
points
out--many
questions
remain
unanswered, some of which GAO believes need
to be resolved before further long-term leasing
can take place. Others can be worked out during the early stages of the new leasing program.
GAO believes early consideration
and resolution of these issues is needed for a coal program that responds to national needs expeditiously--and in the most effective way.
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To the President of the Senate and the
Speaker of the House of Representatives
This report brings to the attention
of the Congress and the
Administration
issues affecting
the development and implementation
of a sound Federal coal management program and the use of Federal
and non-Federal Western coal in meeting America's energy needs.
Its basic purpose is to provide a framework for understanding
the
broad range of coal leasing issues by identifying
and sorting
out
the more significant
questions which face the future of coal on
Federal lands.
Copies of this report are being sent to the Director,
Office
of Management and Budget; the Secretary of the Interior;
the Secretary of Energy; and the Attorney General.

Comptroller
Generalof the United States

ISSUES FACING THE
FUTURE OF FEDERAL
COAL LEASING

COMPTROLLER GENERAL'S
REPORT TO THE CONGRESS

DIGEST
-----This report
brings
to the attention
of the
Congress
and the Administration
issues
which
have or may have significant
adverse
effects
on the development
and implementation
of a
sound Federal
coal management
program
and the
use of Federal
and non-Federal
Western
coal
Its basic
in meeting
America's
energy
needs.
purpose
is to provide
a framework
for understanding
the broad range of coal leasing
issues by identifying
and sorting
out the more
significant
questions
which face the future
of coal on Federal
lands.
Federal
cpal leasing
issues
are important
because Federal
coal accounts
for about 30 percent of total
domestic
coal reserves
and 60
percent
of Western
coal reserves.
In addition,~
Interior
estimates
that
the Government
controls
about 20 percent
of non-Federal
Western coal because
many Western
coal regions
are characterized
by intermingled
ownership
patterns.
t
These issues
are also important
because
Federal
coal is now, and is expected
to continue
through
this
century
to be, a significant
energy
supply
source.
For example,
Interior
has estimated
that
existing
leases
and pending preference
right
lease
applications
could
have an annual
production
potential
as high
as 450 million
tons by 1990, a figure
equal
to about
65 percent
of Western
coal production
and 31 percent
of national
coal production
by 1990, as forecast
by the Department
of Energy.)
But, GAO and many public
and private
sector
parties
are concerned
about the effect
existing
and proposed
regulations
could
have on
the responsiveness
of the new Federal
coal
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program
in making available--in
a socially
and environmentally-acceptable
manner-sufficient
quantities
of Federal
coal to
meet the Nation‘s
energy
needs.
FRAMEWORK FOR UNDERSTANDING COAL ISSUES
The following
gressing
from
"down to earth"
the framework
range of coal
this
report.

six overriding
questions,l-probasic
public
policy
issues
to
management
concerns
provide
for understanding
the broad
leasing
issues
addressed
by

--How should
Federal
coal leasing
goals
and policies
be balanced
with
interrelated
and often
conflicting
national
environmental,
socio-economic,
and
economic
objectives?
(See Chapter
3.)
--How well
are the two Departments-Energy and Interior--working
together
in establishing
and implementing
goals and regulations
to "make it all
happen"?
(See Chapter
4.)
realistically,
is the production
--What,
potential
of coal already
under lease
--in
view of the many legal,
economic,
environmental,
and other
factors
affecting its development?
(See Chapter
5.)
--How should
Interior
better
tie together
its determinations
on the amount of unleased
coal available
to meet future
needs with
on-going
land use planning
and coal exploration
programs?
(See
Chapter
6.)
--How should
Interior
proceed
in identievaluating,
and selling
specific
fW-3,
lease tracts?
(See Chapter
7.)
--How can Energy and Interior
improve
lease management
to encourage
the
timely
and orderly
development
of coal?
(See Chapter
8.)

ii

Balancing

Multiple

Goals

the Congress
has enacted
In recent
years,
various
laws governing
the basic
policy
and
regulatory
framework
affecting
the leasing
and development
of Federal
coal--e.g.,
the
Federal
Coal Leasing
Amendments
Act of 1976,
Federal
Land Policy
and Management
Act of
1976, Surface
Mining
Control
and Reclamation
Act of 1977, and the Department
of Energy
Organization
Act.
These and other
public
laws emphasize
the multifaceted
nature
of
coal resource
management,
taking
into
consideration
three
interrelated
goals--domestic
energy
development,
environmental
protection,
and socio-economic
security--which,
at times,
may be in conflict
but for which
a reasoned
balance
through
appropriate
trade-offs
is the
ultimate
objective.
A major
GAO concern
is that
a reasonable
balance between
these goals may not be achieved.
Uncertainties
about
the achievement
of this
balance
is represented
by the following
issues:
--When coal leasing
goals
conflict
with
environmental,
socio-economic,
and economic goals,
how should
a trade-off
analysis
be performed?
--Who should
pay the cost
balance
among goals?

of

achieving

a

--Can
a less regulated
private
sector
achieve
timely,
orderly,
and efficient
coal development
without
jeopardizing
environmental
and social
concerns?
As the new Federal
coal leasing
program
is
implemented,
GAO believes
the Administration
and the Congress
should
identify
and weigh
alternative
ways of dealing
with
these
complex
issues
and their
potential
consequences
on the
public
and private
sectors.
Otherwise,
shortsighted
decisions
and actions
could
evolve,
the consequences
of which could
be unforeseen
adverse
effects
on certain
groups--be
they
industry,
environmental,
consumer,
or other--
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and on the
meet energy

availability
demand.

Split
Responsibility
Energy and Interior

of

Federal

coal

to

Between

Interior
has primary
responsibility
for leasHowever,
the Department
ing public
coal lands.
of Energy Organization
Act requires
Energy to
develop
certain
regulations
related
to the
management
of energy
resources--also
to estabBecause of
lish
energy
production
objectives.
the split
responsibility,
the law established
a
Leasing
Liaison
Committee
to assist
in interagency coordination.
GAO believes
the following
from split
responsibilities--are
the Administration
and the
monitor
closely:

issues--stemming
ones both
Congress
ought
to

--Will
the split
responsibility
between
agencies
enhance or impede efforts
to
develop
effective
regulations?
(Will
the Leasing
Liaison
Committee
function
as an effective
inter-agency
coordinating mechanism?)
--Will
leasing
to meet Government-derived
production
goals
restrict
supplies
and
result
in anticompetitive
coal markets
and supply
shortfalls?
--Will
production
goals
the basis
of flexible
reliable
data?

be formulated
methodology

on
and

there
are major
uncertainAt the present
time,
ties
about how reliable
and useful
Energy's
prosuch goals will
actuduction
goals
are, whether
ally
be used by Interior
in shaping
the rate
and timing
of new leasing,
and the effect
of all
this
on the state
of competition
in coal markets.
GAO in a recent
report
L/ expressed
concern
about

L/"Federal
bility

Leasing
Working?",

Policy --Is
EMD-79-60,
iv

the Split
June 4,

Responsi1979.

whether
the Leasing
Liaison
Committee
can
function
effectively
when the departments
are in conflict
or when lease management
and
e.g.,
concerninq
diliregulatory
policies-gent development,
competition,
and bidding
to be resolved
at the departsystems --need
ment levels.
In recently
announcing
the new coal managethe Secretary
of the Interior
ment program,
also announced
establishment
of a new Interior/Energy
working
group,
under the Leasto coordinate
Energy's
ing Liaison
Committee,
coal production
goals
with
Interior's
regional
leasing
targets.
GAO believes
this
and other
top management
cooperation
are needed to assist
in resolving
potential
conflicts
in objectives
between
the two departments.
Coal

Already

Under

Lease

Previous
efforts
by Interior
to resume Federal
coal leasing,
including
the previous
Activity
leasing
program-the Energy Minerals
Recommendation
System--were
widely
criticized
because
the need to resume Federal
leasing
had not been demonstrated.
The District
Court
in NRDC v. Hughes cited
this
deficiency
as a major
defect
in the 1975 programmatic
environmental
impact
statement.
GAO believes
that
a coal leasing
program
should
be designed
regardless
of whether
or
not there
is a need now for new leasing.
In
developing
the program,
Interior
should
consider
all aspects
of pre-lease
and post-lease
sale management
functions
and market
conditions.
If this
is done,
a reliable,
efficient,
effective,
and flexible
system
should
be in place
if and when a resumption
of coal
leasing
is necessary.
Leasing
decisions
can
then be made in a timely
and efficient
manner.
The following
assessment
of

questions
are relevant
leased
coal tonnage.

to

the

--To what extent
is the development
of
existing
leases
restricted
by environmental
considerations?
Tear Sheet
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--To what extent
does an evaluation
of
production
potential
and capacity
of
existing
leases
depend on the formation
of mining
units
that
could
be
mined profitably?
--To what extent
existing
leases
of transportation

is the development
of
prevented
by a lack
networks?

Interior
has not made an analysis
of existing
leases
to determine
those
that
have environthose
that
are not by themmental
problems,
selves
or in conjunction
with
other
coal
properties
logical
mining
units,
or those
that
are not near transportation
facilities.
Availability

of

Unleased

Coal

Interior
is responsible
for evaluating
Federal
lands
to determine
how much unleased
Federal
coal
is available
and suitable
for
Such evaluations
must
meeting
coal needs.
be tied
in with
land use planning
and coal
Three
issues
surface.
exploration
programs.
--Should
regional
be considered
source
values
use plans?
--Will
able
lack

coal production
goals
along with
other
rein developing
land

the designation
for coal mining
of information?

of areas
unsuitbe impeded by a

--Will
Federal
coal exploration
provide
sufficient
data for timely
analysis
of all
potential
leasing
areas?
/
GAO found thatiin
evaluating
alternative
land
usesr-a
critical
step
in coming
up,with
regional
land use plans --Interior
d&&s not explicitly
consider”%egional
coal production
goals
or other
resource
needs,‘which
could
result
in plans
that
do not adequately
assess
trade-offs
between
coal
and other
resource
needs and values.
GAO believes
that
such
evaluation
--considering
demands and values

vi

needs
for all
resources-regular
part
of Interior-s
land use alternatives.

to

be employed
evaluations

as a
of

In addition,
Interior
plans
to make recommendations
on lands determined
to be environmentally
unsuitable
for coal production
early
in land use planning
if sufficient
data is available
or--if
best available
data is not sufficient
--later
in the leasing
process
when sufficient
data
is available.
Either
way, Interior
plans
to provide
an
opportunity
for public
comment on criteria
applications.
A major
uncertainty
is whether
delays
in land use planning
and leasing
will
an alternative
planoccur
and, if so, whether
ning and leasing
mechanism
could
be developed
to reduce
delays
and risks
to acceptable
levels.
Regarding
coal exploration,
GAO believes
a
long-range
plan is needed to provide
public
and private
sector
energy,
coal leasing,
and
land use decision-makers
with better
information
for both leasing
and land use deciFurthermore,
sions.
a long-range
plan could
assist
the Congress
in considering
alternative
exploration
incentives,
strategies,
and
policies.
A key issue
is whether
and, if so,
how exploration
objectives
can be better
accomplished
through
incentives
to industry
to identify
and analyze
coal deposits.
Identifying,
and Selling
i
I

I

I

Evaluating,
Lease Tracts

One of the most important
responsibilities
Interior
has in implementing
a new leasing
program
will
be to select,
evaluate,
and
then sell
specific
tracts
which are responsive to the need for Federal
coal.)
GAO sees
many potential
obstacles
in accomplishing
this,
including:
--Some means for and agreement
on how
to go about
resolving
probable
conflicts
in exchanging
unsuitable
leases
for suitable
ones.
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--A

question
as to whether
Interior
can
and should
be authorized
to lease certain tracts
--such
as bypass tracts-non-competitively
to reduce
administrative
costs,
save time,
and provide
more certainty
of getting
tracts
into
production.

--Possible
high costs
of gaining
the
consent
of surface
owners for access
to certain
tracts
otherwise
ideal
for
,leasing.
--Dis-incentives
for industry
to enter
lease sales
and develop
Federal
coal
after
it is leased
because
of uncertainties
involving
maximum economic
recovery
and higher
minimum royaJty
requirements.
--Problems
in making fair
market
value
determinations
and in implementing
alternative
bidding
procedures.
--Finding
ways to streamline
the process
for gaining
public
participation
and
resolving
differences
with
State
and
local
governments.
Coal

Lease

Nanagement

If Federal
coal is to be developed
in an orderly
and efficient
manner,
the Government
must formulate
clear
and reasonable
lease
management
policies
which encourage
private
sector
investment
and orderly
and timely
development.
GAO zeroed-in
particularly
on
permitting,
diligent
development,
and logical mining
unit
requirements.
GAO believes
the permitting
process
should
be
reviewed
to determine
how it can be redesigned
and streamlined
to shorten
development
lead
times,
cut administrative
costs,
and reduce
paperwork
and duplication
between
Federal
and
State
requirements.
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GAO also finds
that
diligent
development
requirements
need to be re-examined
in light
of the effect
they have on the timely
and
orderly
production
of coal and premature
the
cancellation
of leases.
And, finally,
reasonableness
of the 40-year
depletion
requirement
and the manner in which logical
mining
units
are defined
are other
matters
viewed
by GAO as needing
review
because
of
their
potential
effect
on limiting
the coal
that
can be produced
by a given
mine.
CURRENT PROGRAM STATUS AND
ISSUES REQUIRING IMMEDIATE
ATTENTION
On June 4, 1979, the Secretary
of the Interior
announced
a new Federal
coal management
profor a resumption
of competitive
gram, calling
leasing
for the first
time since
a moratorium
Leasing
is to take
was imposed
in 1971.
place
beginning
in January
1981.
But-- as the
report
points
out --many
questions
relating
to
coal leasing
remain
unanswered,
some of which
GAO believes
need to be resolved
before
any
further
long-term
leasing
can take place.
Others
can be worked
out during
the early
stages
of the new leasing
program.
Some of these same questions
and issues
have
been or are now being addressed
by either
the Department
of the Interior
or the Department of Energy.
GAO noted considerable
progress
by the two Departments
in developing
a
workable
program-including
changes
made since
a draft
of this
report
was made available
to
them for comment.
But further
actions
are
needed,
and it is hoped this
final
report
will
further
contribute
to their
resolution.
that-=as-a--m+ni-mum
/ GAO believes
( four
important
issues
need to
before
leasing
can be resumed:
--An analysis
production

Tear
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to

--the
following
be dealt
with

be made of
of existing

the

leases-- 1 in view of the many economic,
and other
problems
environmental,
associated
with
their
likely
developThis is necessary
to give a
ment.
better
fix on how much coal needs to
be made available
to satisfy
demand
under the emerging
program.
in initially
developing
its
--Interior,
comprehensive
land use plans,
needs
to consider
coal production
goals&
as well
as demand estimates
for other
resources-to help make judgments
on
land use alternatives
and foster
an
appropriate
balancing
of energy
goals
with environmental
and socio-economic
goals.
This is particularly
important
because land use plans developed
over
the next several
years will
affect
the level
of resource
usage on Federal
lands--whether
recreation,
wildlife,
timber,
coal,
or whatever--for
the
remainder
of this
century
and beyond.
--Interior
needs to evaluate
the impact
of the surface
owner consent
requiremerit+-and
decide
how to implement
it-since
this
will
affect
the economics
and thus the ultimate
leasability
of
proposed
new tracts.
--Final
regulations
are needed specifying (1) how maximum economic
recovery
determinations
will
be made, and
(2) what factors
will
be considered
in establishing
logical
mining
units.‘:
These determinations
are essential
for potential
developers
in knowing
how to respond
to the nomination
process for new leases
as well
as in considering
the implications
of the rules
for existing
leases.
Interior
has recently
issued
its
final
programmatic
environmental
impact
statement
for
a new leasing
program,
and final
re ulations
are expected
to be issued
shortly.
e GAO found
that
the final
programmatic
statement--

X

'
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i ,I ;:iw.,;
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I

I

no't7Zffectively
dealing
with.the
issues
discussed above-- is thorough
in defining
the
history
and broad scope of the proposed
proin describing
potential
environmental
gram,
impacts,
and in providing
good insights
into
many aspects
of the proposed
new leasing
,?;.r.
system. ,A *.>.-'
.>:..' i-8: - (' / , 4,:
4 .I I(_,,'I'
/
? r
__A'.
In the--interest
of getting
on with
a new leasing program,
GAO is not suggesting
revisions
elieves
'ns+ea?lto the statement
itself--but
that
open issues
need to be t ealt
with J ,either
through
the final
regulations
o other
analyses called
for in this
report.
Unless
this
is done,
the emerging
program
c(I: uld well
become a major
source
of uncertainty
and confusion to private
and
sector
energy
and
environmental
planners.
MATTERS FOR CONSIDERATION BY THE
CONGRESS AND THE ADMINISTRATION
A program
such as this
that
will
impact
on
national
welfare
for decades
to come should
be subject
to close
scrutiny
during
the early
development
stages.
This will
increase
its
chances
for success
in the long-run
and, hopefully,
prevent
delays
such as those
encountered
during
the last
decade.
Oversight
by the Congress,
through
the appropriate
committees,
is needed--with
particular
attention
given
to such matters
as:
--Effectiveness
of Federal
policies
to
provide
a proper
balance
between
the
Nation's
interrelated
coal production,
environmental,
social,
and economic
objectives.
--Workability
of retaining
the split
responsibilities
between
Energy and
Interior.
(A case in point
is the manner in which Energy's
coal production
goals
will
be used to develop
Interior's
leasing
targets
and schedules
and the
feasibility
of this
approach
in light
of differing
agency perceptions
and
objectives.
Actions
by Interior
and
Energy on recommendations
GAO made in a
recent
report,
"Federal
Leasing
Policy--

I
I
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"C'S,

L PVC

Is The Split
issued
June
monitored.)

Responsibility
4, 1979, should

Working?",
be closely

--Effectiveness
of the Leasing
Liaison
as well
as the newly estabCommittee-lished
working
group on production
goals
and leasing
targets--in
ironing
out differences
between
departmental
objectives
and regulatory
policies.
--Interrelationships
coal leasing.and
coal exploration

between
Interior's
land use planning
programs.

--Feasibility
of streamlining
ting
and public
participation
to avoid production
delays
tion
of effort.

and

the permitprocesses
and duplica-

--Clarification
or revision
of certain
statutory
requirements
which,
in their
present
form,
have potential
for adverse
impact
on balancing
multiple
goals
and achieving
timely
and orderly
development.
These requirements
include
maximum economic
recovery,
logical
mining
unit
formation,
diligent
development,
royalty.
40-year
mine life,
and minimum
--Feasibility
authority.

of

--Feasibility
tive
leasing
leases).

of

--Implementation
sent requirement.

a general

lease

exchange

short-term
non-competi(e.g.,
bypass or emergency
of

the

surface

Before
new long-term
leasing
is
recommending
that
the Secretary

owner

con-

resumed,
GAO is
of the Interior:

--Analyze
the production
potential
of
existing
leases
by determining
which
leases
are included
in logical
mining
units
and which ones will
be eliminated
by unsuitability
criteria,
inaccessability
to
transportation
facilities
or

xii

other
factors-and submitting
analysis
to the Department
of

such
Energy.

--Use
regional
production
goals
as well
as demand estimates
for non-coal
resources, as a regular
part
of Interior's
evaluation
of land use alternatives.
--Evaluate
the economic,
energy,
and environmental
implications
of Interior's
implementation
of the surface
owner
consent
requirement--including
its effect
on the determination
of fair-market
value-and submit
this
study
to the
Congress.
--Publish
covery
tions

explicit
maximum economic
reand logical
mining
unit
regulafor comment and public
hearings.

In addition
to the above recommendations,
which
are highlighted
because
of their
importance
in
connection
with
the resumption
of long-term
leasing,
GAO further
recommends
that
the Secretary
of the Interior:
through
in the development
of an
appropriate
and workable
mechanism
for
achieving
a reasonable
balance
between
interrelated
energy,
environmental,
and
socio-economic
objectives.

--Follow

--Prepare
and submit
to the
long-range
coal exploration

Congress
plan.

a

--Determine
whether
the process
for fulfilling
public
participation
requirements can be redesigned
to improve
Government
planning
and decisionmaking.
--Determine
how the
be streamlined.

permitting

process

can

--Work
closely
with
the Secretary
of Energy
Committee
in making
the Leasing
Liaison
an effective
inter-departmental
coordinating and problem-solving
body and in expeditiously
staffing
and making
operational
the
Interior/Energy
working
group on coal production
goals
and leasing
targets.
I

,
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GAO recommends

that

--Use
Interior's
potential
on
be done as a
mendation
to
in
Interior-goals.

the

Secretary

of

Energy:

evaluation
of production
existing
leases--which
will
result
of our first
recomthe Secretary
of the
developing
coal production

--Publish
methodology
and procedures
to be
used in arriving
at production
goals,
including
an ex,planation
of assumptions
used in making the estimates,
and make
this
available
to the public.
--Work
closely
with
the Secretary
of the
Interior
in implementing
a new Federal
coal management
program
that
achieves
a
balance
between
public
policy
goals of
domestic
energy
development,
environmental
protection,
and socio-economic
Particular
attention
should
security.
be given
to Energy's
statutory
responsibilities
for issuing
regulations
pertaining
to diligent
development,
competition,
and alternative
bidding
systems.
--Work
closely
with
the Secretary
of the
Interior
in making the Leasing
Liaison
Committee
an effective
body and in expeditiously
staffing
and making operational
the Interior/Energy
working
group on coal
production
goals
and leasing
targets.
AGENCY COMMENTS
The Department
of Energy,
in commenting
on GAO's
draft
report
(see Appendix
IV),
noted overall
that
the report
was quite
thorough
and addressed the major
issues
relevant
to the future
management
of Federal
coal resources.
By contrast,
Interior's
response
(see Appendix
V)
was highly
critical
of our draft
report.
Interior's
basic
impression
is that
GAO is calling
for a reconsideration
of much of the legislation
related
to coal leasing
that
the Congress
has passed
in recent
years.
They refer

xiv

to the Federal
Coal Leasing
Amendments
Act,
Federal
Land Policy
and Management
Act,
Surface Mining
Control
and Reclamation
Act,
and
various
other
laws which establish
national
Whereas
policy
related
to coal development.
there
are certain
items
related
to these
laws
that
should
be reviewed,
GAO is not--as
suggested
by Interior-calling
for a sweeping
review
of such legislation
and has no quarrel
with
such basic
tenets
as the need for comprehensive
land use plans
and an end to speculative
holding
of Federal
coal.
GAO is concerned,
however,
with
how the Administration
will
implement
programs
to support
congressionally-established
environmental,
Interior's
and social
policies.
energy,
charges
should
not divert
attention
from the
unresolved
coal management
issues
which need
to be scrutinized.
Interior
also expressed
concern
that
delaying implementation
of the Federal
coal program to study various
issues
would only cause
further
uncertainty
about the Government's
GAO
ability
to manage its coal resources.
does not want to delay
program
implementation
but believes
some issues--discussed
earlier-must be resolved
before
long-term
leasing
is
resumed.
For the most part,
however,
the
issues
identified
in this
report
should
be
evaluated
by the Congress,
Interior,
and
Energy during
the early
stages
of program
implementation.
Overall,
GAO believes
early
consideration
and resolution
of issues
identified
in this
report
will
result
in a coal management
program that
responds
to national
needs expeditiously-and in the most effective
way.
A more detailed
treatment
of Interior
and
Energy's
responses,
and GAO's evaluation
of
them,
is included
in Chapter
9.
In addition,
because of the serious
and extensive
nature
of Interior's
comments,
GAO's responses
have
been annotated-section
by section
of paragraph by paragraph
--on
the full
text
of
Interior's
letter
(See Appendix
VI).
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It should
be noted that
subsequent
to Interior's
formal
comments on this
draft
report,
it published
a final
environmental
impact
statement
and announced
adoption
of the new coal management program.
These actions
incorporated
various
changes,
some of which addressed
issues
It has
included
in the earlier
draft
report.
been GAO's intent
to recognize
these
actions
in
this
report.
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION
This report
brings
to the attention
of the Congress
and the Administration
issues
which have or may have adverse
impacts
on the development
of a sound Federal
coal
management
program
and the use of Federal
and non-Federal
Western
coal in meeting
the Nation's
energy
needs.
The
report's
objective
is to contribute
to a better
understanding of what these
issues
are and how they are interrelated.
Where the analysis
went far enough to make specific
conclusions
and recommendations
now, either
to the Congress
or
the Administration,
we made them.
Future
work will
follow
-up on the specific
recommendations
as well
as deal with
various
other
questions
and issues
which remain
open.
Being the first
in a series
of GAO reports
on Federal
coal leasing,
this
report
identifies
and sorts
out the more
significant
questions
and issues
facing
the future
of Federal
coal.
It establishes
a framework
for analyzing
issues
with
regard
for environmental,
socio-economic,
energy,
and
economic
policies.
The following
six overriding
questions
--progressing
logically
from basic public
policy
issues
to
"down to earth"
management
concerns-provide
the framework
for the report:
--How should
Federal
coal leasing
goals
and policies
be balanced
with
interrelated
and often
conflicting
national
environmental,
socio-economic,
and economic
objectives?
(See ch. 3.)
--How well
are the two departments--Energy
and
Interior-working
together
in establishing
and
implementing
goals
and regulations
to "make it
all happen"?
(See ch. 4.)
--What,
realistically,
is the production
potential
of coal already
under lease--in
view of the many
legal,
economic,
environmental,
and other
factors
affecting
its development?
(See ch. 5.)
--How should
Interior
better
tie together
its determinations
on the amount of unleased
coal available
to meet future
needs with on-going
land use planning and coal exploration
programs?
(See ch. 6.)
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--How should
ating,
and
ch. 7.)

Interior
selling

proceed
specific

--How can Energy and Interior
ment to encourage
the timely
ment of coal?
(See ch. 8.)

in identifying,
lease
tracts?

evalu(See

improve
lease manageand orderly
develop

Since Federal
coal leasing
was halted
in 1971, the
Department
of the Interior
has committed
a substantial
amount of resources
to its coal activities.
Interior
estimates
that
for the fiscal
year 1971-79
period,
total
coal activity
appropriations
have exceeded
$183 million.
Seventy-eight
percent
of this
amount has been appropriated since
fiscal
year 1977.
The FY 1980 budget
for coal leasing
related
activities
is about $62 million.
These activities
include
coal
exploration,
reserve
and resource
appraisals,
water
monitoring,
coal land classification,
leasing
operations
and
management,
and environmental
studies.
This amount compares
to a total
FY 1980 coal activity
budget
of about
$307 million--primarily
for environmental
and reclamation
research,
mined area regulatory
programs,
mine health
and
safety
research
and development
(R&D),
as well
as coal
leasing.
The FY 1980 coal activity
budget
for Energy
is
about
$690 million--primarily
for R&D.
During
the 1970's
Interior
has studied
coal leasing
issues
and has attempted
to design
and implement
a viable
coal leasing
program.
The first
attempt
failed,
as the
programmatic
environmental
impact
statement
was successfully
challenged
in court.
Interior
has initiated
its second attempt,
but as this
report
demonstrates,
there
are
serious
issues
which still
confront
the department's
objective
of implementing
a sound program.
This is not to
say that
Interior
is ignoring
these
issues.
Many of them
are being studied
by task forces
established
by Interior.
These task forces
are listed
in Appendix
VIII.
Over this
same period
we have focused
our attention
on problems
and issues
that
are either
directly
or indirectly
related
to Federal
coal leasing.
Since 1972,
we have issued
a number of reports
related
to coal leasing.
These reports
are listed
in Appendix
I.
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In a recent
report
to the Congress
L/ and in testimony before
congressional
committees,
we stated
that
the
inexhaustible
United
States,
in the long run, must develop
sources
of energy
for any sustained
economic
growth.
Domestic
oil
and gas supplies
are declining
and international
Long
supplies
have security
and availability
problems.
lead times
in overcoming
technological
and economic
barriers
associated
with
inexhaustibles
must be factored
into
Reliance
on
the transition
to a renewable
resource
base.
greater
coal production
as well
as energy
conservation
will
be key elements
in bridging
the transition.
Because
coal will
be an important
near-term
and intermediate-term
the analysis
of coal leasing
issues
is imenergy
supply,
portant.
Federal
coal accounts
for approximately
60 percent
of
Western
coal reserves
and 30 percent
of total
domestic
coal
reserves.
In addition,
Interior
estimates
that
the Government controls
about
20 percent
of non-Federal
Western
coal
because many of the Western
coal regions
are characterized
by intermingled
ownership
patterns.
Western
coal production
is increasing,
and so is the
share of total
Western
coal produced
from Federal
sources.
Approximately
60 million
tons of coal were mined in the
West in 1972, accounting
for about 10 percent
of that
year's
nationwide
production.
Western
Federal
coal production
in 1972 accounted
for about
15 percent
of that
year's
total
Western
production
and about
2 percent
of the
nationwide
production.
In 1977 approximately
165 million
tons were mined in the West,
about
24 percent
of nationwide
production.
Western
Federal
coal production
in 1977 accounted
for about
31 percent
of that
year's
total
Western
production
and about 8 percent
of nationwide
production.
The trend
of increasing
Western
coal production
is
expected
to continue
according
to Energy
and Interior
forecasts.
Energy's
April
1979 production
forecast
estimates
that
by 1990 approximately
689 million
tons could
be mined
in the West,
representing
47 percent
of nationwide
production.
Interior
estimates
that
with
no new Federal
leasing Federal
coal production
potential
in 1990 could be
approximately
450 million
tons,
representing
about 65

l/"Analysis
Iranian

of
Oil

the Energy
Shortfall,"

and Economic
Effects
EMD-79-38,
March 5,
l-3

of the
1979.

percent
percent

of
of

Energy's
Western
production
the nationwide
production

forecast
forecast.

and
l-/

31

SCOPE OF WORK
We identified
issues
by raising
a series
of guiding
questions
and relating
the issues
to these questions:
How much Federal
and non-Federal
coal do we need?
How much
Federal
coal do we have under existing
lease
relative
to
our needs?
How much Federal
coal should
be leased
if needs
are not satisfied
by existing
leases?
How much Federal
coal could be made available
after
considering
environmenHow should
the Federal
coal be leased?
How
tal
impacts?
should
the coal leases
be managed?
In addition,
we reviewed
issue papers
which had been prepared
by Interior.
Then we compiled
an issues
document.
Next,
we convened
a panel of seven energy
and environmental
experts
from across
the Nation
for a workshop
in
Washington,
D.C.
Each expert
received
an advance
copy of
the issues
document.
The workshop
focused
on issues
pertaining
to production
goals
and the role of the public
and private
sectors.
The issues
document
was updated
as
a result
of the workshop.
We then distributed
the updated
issues
document
to
over 50 Federal
and non-Federal
parties
across
the Nation.
Included
were environmental,
financial,
legal,
mining,
private interest,
research,
State
government,
transportation,
and university
representatives.
We also sent copies
of the
document
to representatives
of Energy and Interior.
A list
of the recipients
is included
in Appendix
VII.
We met individually
with
each party,
after
which the report
was prepared.
Prior
to issuance,
it was submitted
to the Departments of Energy and Interior
for comment.

A/Percentage
scenario.

figures

relate

to
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Energy's

medium

production

CHAPTER 2
HISTORY

OF COAL MANAGEMENT ACTIVITES

DESCRIPTION

OF INTERIOR&S
LEASING

AND

PREFERRED

PROGRAM

EVENTS LEADING TO INTERIOR'S
PROPOSALS FOR A FEDERAL COAL
MANAGEMENT AND LEASING PROGRAM
Prior
to 1970 Interior
responded
to requests
for
leasing
on a case-by-case
basis
without
regard
to the
total
reserves
under lease or the need for additional
leasing
and coal production,
and without
an assessment
of the environmental
impact
of the expected
coal proFrom 1945 to 1970 leased
acreage
on public
duction.
lands in six Western
States--Colorado,
New Mexicol
North
Dakota,
Montana,
Utah,
and Wyoming--increased
from about 80,000
acres
to about
788,000
acres,
according
to a 1970 Bureau of Land Management
study.
same period,
During
this
production
from Federal
leases
decreased
from 10 million
tons of coal to 7.4 million
tons.
Coal was being produced
from only about
10 percent of the acreage
under lease.
Because
of concern
over low production
levels
and over the adequacy
of environmental
safeguards,
the
Secretary
of the Interior
stopped
all
coal leasing
activity
in 1971,
including
the issuance
of prospecting permits.

Energy Minerals
Recommendation

Activity
System

A new coal leasing
policy
was established
in 1973.
This policy
required
Interior
to develop
a new Federal
coal leasing
program
and prepare
a programmatic
environmental
impact
statement.
In addition,
the moratorium
on the issuance
of prospecting
permits
was continued
and the only leasing
allowed
was that
which would maintain
existing
mines or provide
reserves
for production
in the near future.
These were designated
short-term
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Between
1974 and 1978, ten short-term
leases
leases.
were issued.
Seven of these
leases
were producing
coal
by the end of 1977.
No long-term
leases
were issued
during
this
period.
In May 1974, Interior
issued
a draft
programmatic
environmental
impact
statement
and in September
1975
the final
statement
was issued.
The leasing
program
was
adopted
in 1976 and was known as the Energy Minerals
AC-.
tivity
Recommendation
System.
It included
four basic
program
elements:
(1) nominations,
(2) land use planning,
(3) environmental
analysis,
and (4) resource
evaluation.
This program
required
Interior
to first
obtain
industry
nominations
of potential
lease
tracts
and public
identification
of areas that
should
not be leased.
Nominations
could
be accepted
for any area,
and based upon
them,
Interior
would select
areas for land use planning,
environmental
analysis,
and resource
evaluation.
Lawsuit:
Defense

Natural
Resources
Council
vs. Hughes

The adequacy
of the 1975 final
programmatic
environmental
impact
statement
was challenged
in Federal
court
--the
Natural
Resources
Defense
Council,
by four
parties
Defense
Fund, Inc.,
Northern
Inc.
(NRDC) I Environmental
Plains
Resource
Council,
and Powder River
Basin Resource
l/
On September
27, 1977, the court
ruled
Council.
that
Interior
had violated
the National
Environmental
Policy
Act of 1969 "in their
formulation,
adoption
and
implementation
of a new federal
coal leasing
program..."
Interior
was enjoined
from
"taking
any steps,
whatsoever,
directly
or
indirectly,
to implement
the new coal leasincluding
calling
for nominations
ing program,
of tracts
for federal
coal leasing
and issuing any leases,
except
when the proposed
lease
is required
to maintain
an existing

Natural
Resources
Defense
L/Civil
Action
No. 75-1749;
Council,
Inc.,
et al.,
v. Royston
C. Hughes,
et al.;
United
States
Dmct
Court
for the District
of
Columbia;
memorandum opinion
and order
issued
September
order
issued
June 14, 1978.
27, 1977; modified
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mining
operation
at the present
levels
of
production
or is necessary
to provide
reserves
necessary
to meet existing
contracts
and the extent
of the proposed
lease
is not
greater
than is required
to meet these
two
criteria
for more than three
years
in the
future."
The court
indicated
that
the standard
should
be applied
to both non-competitive
preference
right
lease
applications
A/ and competitive
lease
applications.
On June 14, 1978, the court
approved
a settlement
of the case and issued
a modified
order
which altered
its
initial
standards
for leasing
prior
to the issuance
of a final
new programmatic
environmental
impact
statement.
The revised
standards
allow
additional
leasing
when:
-The proposed
lease
is required
for the mining
of coal that
would otherwise
not be mined,
and
perhaps
never
at all,
because
of economic
or
if it is not developed
environmental
costs,
by an existing
mine.
Up to 5 years of reserves
may be included
in a lease
under the provision.
To qualify
for a lease,
mining
operations
must
have been in existence
on September
27, 1977.
--The
proposed
lease
is required
for the maintenance of production
and employment
in mines which
were in operation
on September
27, 1977.
Up
to 8 years
of reserves
may be included
in a
lease under this
provision.
--The
proposed
lease
is required
for the
of a lease
in an alluvial
valley
floor

J/A

exchange
2/,
as

preference
right
lease
application
is an application
for a lease which will
be issued
if the applicant
has
discovered
commercial
quantities
of coal.
The application
can only be made for lands
under prospecting
permit
issued
before
the Federal
Coal Leasing
Amendments
Act
of 1976.

Z/An alluvial
stream-laid
availability
irrigation

valley
floor
consists
of unconsolidated
deposits
holding
streams
where water
is sufficient
for subirrigation
or flood
agricultural
activities.
2-3

authorized
Reclamation

by the
Act.

Surface

Mining

Control

and

--The proposed
lease
is required
for the support
of research
and technology
projects
authorized
by the Surface
Mining
Control
and Reclamation
Act.
--The
proposed
lease
is one of seven
cited
exceptions
to the injunction.

specifically

,

Interior
estimates
that
35 leases
involving
a total
of 275 to 300 million
tons of coal to satisfy
short-term.
production
needs could
be leased
under the above criteria.
Prior
to the approval
of a lease sale,
however,
except
as
to the seven cited
lease applications,
Interior
is required
by the court
order
to notify
the plaintiffs
and to provide
them information
on the qualifications
of an applicant
for
As of April
1, 1978, 13 leases
involving
a total
a lease.
of 53 million
tons have been offered
for sale.
The court
order
authorizes
Interior
to process
but
not issue
20 preference
right
lease applications.
Interior
is required
to give preference
to applications
for
tracts
in which 90 percent
of the reserves
can be mined
by deep mining
methods
and the total
amount of surface
mining
would affect
no more than 50 acres,
which would
not require
substantial
additional
transportation
facilities
or water
storage
or supply
systems
in a region,
and
would not involve
substantial
new industrial
development in the region.
Lawsuits:
Sierra
Club vs.
Kleppe and Natural
Resources
Defense
Council
vs. Berklund
In addition
to NRDC v. Hughes,
two other
lawsuits
have resulted
in decisions
that
affect
Federal
coal
management.
The first,
Kleppe v. Sierra
Club,
427 U.S.
390 (1976),
was appealed
to the Supreme Court.
The Court
found that
an environmental
impact
statement
is not required
until
the time a Federal
agency makes a recommendation
or report
on a proposal
for Federal
action.
Although
an individual
project
may proceed
where covered
by
an adequate
statement,
the Court
indicated
that
the National
Environmental
Policy
Act may require
a comprehensive
statement where several
related
projects
are pending
at the same
time.
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In the second lawsuit,
NRDC v. Berklund,
458 F. Supp.
the United
Statesstrict
Court
for the Dis925 (1978),
trict
of Columbia
held that
the Secretary
of the Interior
does not have discretion
to reject
preference
right
lease
applications
where coal has been found
in commercial
quantities.
If the issuance
of a preference
right
lease
would constitute
a major
Federal
action
significantly
affecting
the quality
of the human environment,
an environmental
impact
statement
must first
be prepared.
President
Carter's
environmental
policy
The President
of Federal
coal in
1977. He said:

stated
his position
his environmental

on the management
message of May 23,

"The newly enacted
Coal Leasing
Amendments
and
the Federal
Land Policy
and Management
Act provide the Secretary
of the Interior
with
the
necessary
authority
to carry
out environmentally
sound,
comprehensive
planning
for the
public
lands.
His duty now is to implement
an
affirmative
program
for managing
coal lands
and associated
resources
in a manner that
fully
protects
the public
interest
and respects
the
rights
of private
surface
owners."
The President's
memorandum of May 24, 1977, instructed the Secretary
of the Interior
to respond
to reasonable production
goals
but to lease only those
areas where
mining
is environmentally
acceptable
and compatible
with
other
land uses.
He also directed
that
existing
leases
and preference
right
lease
applications
be evaluated
to
determine
whether
they show prospects
for timely
development in an environmentally
acceptable
manner.

DESCRIPTION OF THE FEDERAL
COAL MANAGEMENT AND LEASING

PROGRAM

On December
15, 1978,
programmatic
environmental
April
30, 1979, a final
EIS
of the Interior
established
and leasing
program
June 4,

Interior
issued
a new draft
impact
statement
(EIS)
and on
was issued.
The Secretary
a Federal
coal management
1979.
Interior
has set a
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goal of holding
the 1971 leasing

its first
moratorium

long-term
lease
sale
in January
1981.

since

According
to Interior,
1.5 billion
tons of Federal coal will
be leased
in 1981 and 1982 to meet energy
production
goals
through
1987.
Interior
states
that
"in the long term up to 200 billion
tons of Federal
coal reserves
would be made available
for leasing
and
production."
The regions
and coal tentatively
targeted
for leasing
in 1981 and 1982 are as follows:
Region
Green River-Hams
Uinta-Southwestern
Powder River
Total
This level
76 million

Coal
Fork
Utah

(million

s

tons)

531
109
776

tons

1,416

of leasing
is projected
tons of annual
production

by Interior
to add about
from 13 new mines.

Interior
indicated
that
selection
of final
leasing
targets would be made next Fall when the regional
lease sale
EISs would be started.
The current
leasing
targets
are
considered
tentative
and will
be subject
to public
comment
prior
to Interior's
selection
of final
leasing
targets.
Regarding
the processing
of preference
right
lease
applications,
the Secretary
decided
that
these
applications
be processed
in the cycle
of on-going
land use plans
unless
the applications
would not be processed
in 5 years;
then
processing
would be done independently
of the land use
planning
schedule.
Interior
considered
seven possible
leasing
alternatives
in the programmatic
EIS.
The first
alternative
listed
below is the one selected
by Interior
and is
described
in much more detail
in the EIS than the other
six.
The seven alternatives
are as follows:
--Merge
Department
with
inputs
from
and interest
try,
production
targets
gets.
--No

Federal

leasing

of Energy production
projections
States,
local
governments,
indusgroups
to derive
Interior
regional
and then lease
to meet the taruntil
2-6

at

least

1985.

--Process
and
applications.

lease

only

preference

--Lease
only bypass
existing
operations.

coal

A/

--Lease
need.

to meet

coal

industry's

--Allow

States

--Lease

to meet

Interior
Federal
coal
cant program
--Land

to

use

of

the selected
It
program.

needed

to maintain

indication

leasing

Department

delineation,
sale

--Public

and coal

lease

of

levels.

Energy

production

alternative
has several

goals.
as the
signifi-

planning.

--Pre-lease
body

ranking,
and

lease

and small

--Preference

right

--Emergency

leasing.

use

determine

refers
to
management
elements:

--Tract

Land

the

right

and
sale

procedures.

business

lease

selection.

leasing.

applications.

planning

The initial
step of the selected
alternative
is
land use planning
by the land management
agencies
such
as the Bureau of Land Management
and the Forest
Service.
Implementation
of the agencies'
planning
systems
would
result
in the delineation
of areas acceptable
for further
consideration
for coal leasing.
The areas acceptable
would be identified
by screening
out areas
that:
--Have

coal

reserves

of

low

development

potential.

coal is an isolated
coal deposit
that
cannot,
for
-l/Bypass
the foreseeable
future,
be practically
mined either
separately
or as part
of any logical
mining
unit
other
than that
of the applicant
for an emergency
lease.
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--Are

environmentally

--Are
preferred
owner.
--Are
in

unsuitable
for

considered
the resource

non-mining

to be more
trade-off

for
uses

valuable
analysis.

leasing.
by the
for

surface

other

uses

and other
parties
would be encouraged
Industry,
States,
to participate
in the land use planning
process
through
hearings,
meetings,
written
comments,
and other
ways to
An envimake their
particular
needs or desires
known.
ronmental
impact
statement
would be prepared
on the
land use plan prior
to its
adoption.
Tract
delineation,
and selection

ranking,

The second step of the selected
alternative
is
ranking,
and selection.
This step
tract
delineation,
follows
completion
of the land use plan,
and the tracts
to be delineated
are contained
in the areas acceptable
for further
consideration
for leasing.
based

The delineation
on:

of

preliminary

tracts

would

be

--Expressions
of interest
by industry,
States,
small
businesses,
or others
public
bodies,
existing
or planned
operations
on adjoining
lands.
--Technical
coal data,
including
type of coal,
sulfur
content,
and proportion
of recoverable

and

reserve
tonnage,
seam thickness,
coal to reserves.

--Conservation
considerations,
including
calculation
of preliminary
maximum economic
recovery,
land
ownership
patterns,
and the formation
of logical
mining
units.
--Surface
ownership,
owner consultation
and the existence
their
terms.

including
the results
of
in the land use planning
of surface
owner consents
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surface
activity,
and

,

--Prior
the

regional
regional

leasing
targets
coal teams.

and guidance

from

Ranking
would be on a coal region-wide
basis
and
not separately
within
each land use planninq
area.
Ranking
criteria
would relate
to coal economics,
ease
of reclamation,
proximity
to existing
transportation
class
of surface
ownership
(Federal
or
facilities,
non-Federal),
and socio-economic
and environmental
considerations.
The selected
tracts
would be placed
in a proposed
regional
lease
sale schedule.
Regional
coal teams would be established
to facilitate
coordination
and consultation
between
Interior,
State
governors,
other
Federal
land management
agencies,
and other
Federal
and State
agencies
with
expertise
of
relevance
to the tract
ranking
and selection
process.
A separate
team would be established
for each of the major
multi-State
coal regions,
and would consist
of a Bureau
of Land Management
field
representative
and a State
government
representative
from each State
within
the reAn additional
member would be appointed
by the
gion.
Bureau Director
and would serve
as the team leader.
Each regional
coal team would consider
and suggest
policy
for regional
production
goal and lease target
tract
delineation,
and site-specific
analysis
setting,
in the coal regions.
It would guide
and review
tract
and conduct
the tract
selection
and sale
ranking,
scheduling
procedures
that
develop
the alternatives
which are analyzed
in the regional
lease
sale environmental
impact
statement.
The Secretary
of the Interior
would have decision-making
authority
for the selection
and scheduling
of tracts
for lease
sale.
The development
of the lease
sale schedule
would
be based on the assessment
of need for Federal
coal,
according
to Interior's
regional
coal production
targets.
In establishing
the targets,
Interior
would
review
and adjust
that
portion
of the Department
of
Energy's
national
goal which applies
to the Federal
coal production
regions.
Final
regional
production
targets
would be established
by Interior
after
the
States
had been consulted
and the public
and industry had been given
an opportunity
to submit
comments
on the preliminary
targets.
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The results
of the ranking
and selection
process,
the proposed
lease
sale schedule,
and the ranking
criteria
would be published
in a regional
lease
sale environmental
impact
statement.
This would be followed
by a public
hearing
and the submission
of comments.
Following
release
of the final
environmental
impact
statement,
Interior
would formally
consult
with
the affected
State
Governors
or Federal
surface
management
agencies.
The
surface
management
agencies
would have to consent
to the’
issuance
of the lease before
Interior
could
issue
the
If a Governor
objected
to the lease proposal,
lease.
Interior
would reconsider
the proposed
lease
sale but
would not be required
to withdraw
the proposal
and cancel
the lease
sale.
Pre-lease
sale
sale procedures

and lease

The final
step of the selected
alternative
is the
lease
sale.
Several
activities
pertaining
to pre-lease
sale and lease
sale procedures
are mineral
evaluation
and determination
of fair
market
value,
acquisition
of surface owner consent,
and determination
of lease
sale and
bidding
methods.
Mineral
evaluation
determination
of
market
value

and
fair

After
the regional
lease
sale schedule
is announced,
the Geological
Survey would determine
the coal resource
economic
value.
The public
would be given
an opportunity
to comment on fair
market
value
and maximum economic
reThe basic
method for evaluating
fair
market
covery.
value
would be the discounted
cash flow analysis,
This
analysis
involves
calculating,
in current
year dollars,
annual
costs
and revenues
which would result
from the
development
of the property.
This evaluation
would also
include
the consideration
of coal quality
and quantity,
probable
mining
method,
and logical
mining
unit.
The
estimate
of costs
would include
surface
owner consent
acquisition
costs.
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include
the consideration
probable
mining
method,
estimate
of costs
would
acquisition
costs.
Acquisition
of
owner consent

of coal quality
and quantity,
The
and logical
mining
unit.
include
surface
owner consent

surface

According
to the Surface
Mining
Control
and Reclamaa coal lease
for surface
mining
cannot
be issued
tion
Act,
unless
consent
has been granted
in those circumstances
where the surface
owner is of a special
type.
The surface
owner is required
to meet one of the following
criteria
for
at least
3 years
prior
to granting
of any consent
to mine:
--Have
the

his
land.

or

her

principal

place

of

or

ranching

a significant
any, from such

portion
farming

--Personally
conduct
on the land.
--Receive
directly
her income,
if
operations.
The criteria
discussed

in

for defining
Appendix
III.

farming

a surface

owner

residence

are

on

operations
of his or
and ranching
further

The Federal
Coal Leasing
Amendments
Act requires
that
leases
be sold on a competitive
basis
for fair
market
value.
According
to the draft
programmatic
EIS,
Interior
would monitor
surface
owner consent
to ensure
that
the form and financial
terms do not substantially
affect
fair
market
value
or the competitive
nature
of
the lease
sale.
Interior
would,
should
these
terms
threaten
the public
interest,
decline
to proceed
with
the lease
sale or to execute
the lease.
In the selection
of tracts
for sale,
Interior
would
give preference
to tracts
where the surface
is federally
owned and to tracts
where surface
owner consent
has been
received.
Industry
would be responsible
for acquiring
surface
owner consent
prior
to execution
of the lease.
If no filing
of consent
is made before
notice
of sale,
the tract
would be removed
from the sale schedule
and,
if necessary,
another
tract
substituted
for it.
to

The consent
a third
party.

would be required
If any consent
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to be transferrable
existing
prior
to

the

Surface
Mining
Control
and Reclamation
Act is nonthe tract
would not be offered
for sale
transferrable,
unless
it is included
in an intertract
sale (discussed
below).
Determination
and bidding

of sale
methods

Interior
prefers
that
the sale and bidding
mechanisms,
and that
the choice
of method be made
be kept flexible,
Sale methods
include
individual
on a case-by-case
basis.
Under the individual
tract
method,
tract
and intertract.
bidders
would compete
against
each other
for a given
tract.
Under the intertract
method,
bidders
would compete
between
tracts
as well
as over individual
tracts.
More tracts
would be offered
for sale than are intended
to be awarded.
Only those
tracts
with
the highest
bids which are needed
to meet the cumulative
lease
sales
target
would be awarded.
draft

Five optional
bidding
and final
programmatic

methods
EISs.

are presented
These are:

--Direct
bonus bidding,
in which
immediate
payment
is offered
for the lease.
--Royalty
bidding,
the value
of the

in which a fixed
coal is offered

--Sliding
scale
royalty
bidding,
of the royalty
paid is varied
the value
of the coal produced.

in

the

cash

percentage
of
for the lease.

in which
the
in proportion

amount
to

--Profit
sharing,
in which the Government
becomes
a partner
in the coal enterprise
and receives
a percentage
of profits.
--Fixed
ment

rental,
in which
a set amount each

the bidder
pays
year regardless

the Governof production.

Public
body and small
business
leasing
Interior
would reserve
and offer
a number of coal
lease
tracts
as special
leasing
opportunities
to public
bodies
under tne Federal
Coal Leasing
Amendments
Act
and to small
businesses
under the Small Business
Act of
1953, as amended.
The special
opportunities
would consist
of holding
special
lease
sales where public
bodies
would bid only against
other
public
bodies
and small
businesses
against
other
small
businesses.
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Preference
right lease
applications
Interior
would examine
all preference
right
lease
applications
for acceptability
for mining
using
the
unsuitability
criteria.
All applications
would be
processed
through
the land management
agencies'
planning systems.
The applications,
or portions
thereof,
for which applicants
are entitled
to leases,
but
which are found unsuitable,
would be purchased,
exor conditioned
to protect
environmental,
changed,
socio-economic,
or other
values.
-Emergency

leasing

Interior
states
that
emergency
leasing
would enable
them to meet urgent
needs for Federal
coal which could
manner through
the normal
not be dealt
with
in a timely
long-term
leasing
process.
The emergency
leasing
proposed
by Interior
would differ
from the normal
long-term
leasing
process
only with
respect
to the method of tract
identification
and the breadth
and scope required
in the planning
and environmental
process.
An emergency
lease
would have
to meet one of these criteria:
--The
applicant
is an existing
mining
operation
which had been producing
coal for at least
2
years
before
the date of application;
and
the Federal
coal is needed within
3 years
to
sustain
an existing
mining
operation
at the
average
annual
level
of production
or new committed
level
of production
on the date of application,
as substantiated
by a mining
sequence
plan and projected
production
levels.
--In
an existing
mining
operation,
the requested
Federal
coal would be bypassed
if not mined.
Further,
some portion
of the bypassed
coal would
be mined within
3 years
as substantiated
by a
mining
sequence
plan and stated
proposed
production
levels.
--The
Federal
coal would be mined within
3 years
in the process
of obtaining
economic
access
for
development
of private
or leased
coal.
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In addition,
the applicant
would have to show that
the need for coal,
except
in certain
cases of bypassed
had resulted
from circumstances
beyond the control
coal,
of the applicant
or that
he could
not have reasonably
foreseen
and planned
for in time to enable
Interior
to
respond
through
the normal
long-term
process.
No coal lease would be issued
unless
a comprehensive
land use analysis
has been conducted
on and Interior‘s
unsuitability
criteria
have been applied
to the land
to be included
in the lease.
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CHAPTER 3
HOW SHOULD FEDERAL COAL LEASING
POLICIES

GOALS AND

BE BALANCED WITH INTERRELATED

OFTEN CONFLICTING
SOCIO-ECONOMIC,

NATIONAL

AND

ENVIRONMENTAL,

AND ECONOMIC OBJECTIVES?

In recent
years,
the Congress
has enacted
various
laws governing
the basic
policy
and regulatory
framework
affecting
the leasing
and development
of Federal
coal.
These laws,
many of which are listed
in Appendix
II and
selectively
discussed
in Appendix
III,
include
the Federal
Coal Leasing
Amendments
Act of 1976,
Federal
Land Policy
and Management
Act of 1976, Surface
Mining
Control
and
Reclamation
Act of 1977, and the Department
of Energy
Organization
Act.
These laws emphasize
the multifaceted
nature
of coal resource
management,
taking
into
consideration
three
interrelated
goals--domestic
energy
development,
environmental
protection,
and socio-economic security--which,
at times,
may be in conflict
but for
which a reasoned
balance
through
appropriate
trade-offs
is the ultimate
objective.
This chapter
focuses
on issues
that
revolve
about
these
interrelated
and sometimes
conflicting
goals.
We
are concerned
that
Interior
may implement
a coal leasing
program
that
will
not effectively
achieve
a balance
between
these goals,
largely
because
of uncertainties
represented
by the following
issues:
--When coal leasing
goals
conflict
with
environmental,
socio-economic,
and economic
goals,
how should
Interior
perform
a trade-off
analysis?
--Who should
pay
among goals?

the

cost

of

achieving

a balance

--Can
a less-regulated
private
sector
achieve
timely,
orderly,
and efficient
coal development
without
jeopardizing
environmental
and social
concerns?
We believe
the Administration
identify
and weigh alternative
these
complex
issues
and their
the public
and private
sector.
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and the Congress
should
ways of dealing
with
potential
consequences
on
Otherwise,
shortsighted

decisions
and actions
would evolve,
the consequences
of
which could
be unforeseen
adverse
effects
on certain
they industry,
environmental,
consumer,
or
groups --be
and on the availability
of Federal
coal to meet
others-energy
demand.
Our concern
over the balancing
of goals
also relates
to the timely
development
of land use plans
for all
areas
that
could
be considered
for future
coal leasing--essen-,
tially
those
including
Known Recoverable
Coal Resource
Areas (discussed
in Chapter
6).
Interior
states
they will
review
existing
land use plans
to determine
whether
the
plans
are of sufficient
quality
to permit
coal leasing
decision-making
prior
to 1985.
Criteria
for this
review
will
be included
in coal management
regulations.
The
Secretary
of the Interior
has ordered
that
no planning
of
lease
sales
be conducted
on existing
land use plans
after
New plans will
then be required
for all coal leas1984.
ing decisions.
DOMESTIC ENERGY DEVELOPMENT
The National
Energy Plan was first
submitted
to the
Congress
in April
1977 and revised
in April
1979.
It will
be revised
and resubmitted
bi-annually
thereafter.
A major
objective
of the plan is to reduce
the Nation's
dependence
on foreign
oil
and its vulnerability
to supply
interruptions.
Two main reasons
for seeking
energy
independence
are
national
security
and economic
stability.
National
security is jeopardized
when America
is forced
to depend on
unreliable
foreign
sources
of oil.
The uncertainty
about the future
of Iran
and other
Middle
East countries
illustrates
the unstable
nature
of foreign
oil
prices
and supplies.
Economic
considerations
are emphasized
by recent
oil price
increases
by the Organization
of
Petroleum
Exporting
Countries.
The price
paid for foreign
oil
is presently
contributing
to domestic
inflationary
pressures,
the Nation's
balance
of payments
problem,
and
the low value
of the dollar
in relation
to foreign
currencies.
The achievement
of energy
independence
from foreign
sources
of fuel
supply
is one objective
that
may have
an effect
on the pacing
and timing
of Federal
coal
development.
If non-coal
domestic
or foreign
energy
fuels
are unavailable
or unacceptable,
the demand for
coal may experience
a sharp rise.
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The precise
level
of future
Federal
coal production
is difficult
to determine
because
of uncertainties
which
affect
forecasts.
The amount of oil
and gas that
is
available
can rapidly
change with
new discoveries
and
actions
by foreign
oil producers.
Additional
factors
that
will
affect
Federal
coal production
levels
include,
but are not limited
to, Western,
Mid-Western,
and Eastern
coal demand in relation
to productive
capacities
in these
regions;
availability
and capacity
of transportation
networks
and the sensitivity
of coal prices
to transporand air quality
standards
and associated
tation
rates;
costs
of pollution
control
equipment
that
are designed
to
limit
powerplant
pollutant
emissions.
The production
potential
from existing
and any new Federal
leases
also
depends on other
environmental
and socio-economic
factors,
discussed
below,
as well
as Federal
lease management
policies
and regulations
, production
from private,
State,
railroad,
and Indian
coal lands,
and the economic
viability of the coal tracts
in question.
In addition,
ing of five
laws,
These laws are:

the 1978 National
Energy Act,
consistmay affect
the demand for Federal
coal.

--The
Public
1978 (P.L.

Utility
95-617).

Regulatory

--The

Tax Act

of

Energy

--The
National
Energy
(P.L.
95-619).
--The
Powerplant
and
1978 (F-L.
95-620).
--The

Natural

1978

Policies
(P.L.

Gas Policy

Act

of

of

95-618).

Conservation
Industrial

Act

Policy

Act

Fuel

Use Act

1978

(P.L.

of
95-621).

The Utility
Regulatory
Act could
affect
coal use
through
a leveling
of electrical
demand,
thereby
reducing
the number of generating
plants
needed to supply
peaking
power.
The Tax Act could
affect
coal use by tax incentives
which might
encourage
conversion
to coal from
oil and gas.
The Conservation
Act could
indirectly
affect
coal use by potentially
reducing
electrical
demand from utilities.
The Fuel Use Act could
result
in an increased
demand for coal,
particularly
for
new utility
generation
facilities
and new industrial
boilers.
The Gas Policy
Act could
encourage
greater
use of coal through
higher
natural
gas prices.
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The Department
of Energy Organization
Act requires
Energy
to establish
coal production
objectives.
With
the above forecasting
qualifications
in mind,
it would
be helpful
in this
discussion
to briefly
review
the coal
production
projections
prepared
by Energy
in April
1979.
These projections
are an update
of June 1978 projections
calculated
at the request
of Interior
for use in developing the coal leasing
programmatic
EIS.
The Department
of Energy prepared
three
Western
coal
production
scenarios
to provide
a range of planning
estimates for 1985 and 1990 coal production.
According
to
Energy
it is not expected
that
circumstances
will
combine
to generate
coal production
requirements
lower
than that
indicated
by the “low”
case,
or higher
than indicated
by
the “high”
case.
Accordingly,
the low and high forecasts
are selected
to bound the range of reasonable
expectations,
with
the mid-range
scenario
representing
a “more likely”
estimate.
Energy has forecast
a production
range for coal
regions
in six States--North
Dakota,
Montana,
Wyoming,
Colorado,
Utah,
and New Mexico.
The range extends
from
a low of about 249 million
tons to a high of about 291
million
tons in 1985, and from about
465 million
tons
to about 654 million
tons in 1990.
The forecast
did not
indicate
how much of the estimated
production
would consist
of Federal
coal.
However,
mining
plans
for Federal
leases
indicate
that
about
309 million
tons are planned
for production
in 1985.
In 1977 Western
Federal
coal
production
was about
52 million
tons.
ENVIRONMENTAL

PROTECTION

Western
coal development
will
be affected
by environmental
policies
at the national,
State,
and local
levels.
For example,
new source
performance
standards,
prevention
of significant
deterioration
increments,
and ambient
air
quality
standards
will
influence
the pace and
magnitude
of coal development.
The new source
performance
standards
require
that
new coal-fired
facilities
be equipped
with
the “best
available
control
technology”
to reduce
the emission
of
air pollutants.
This may affect
the current
premium
on use of low sulfur
Western
coal in favor
of high sulfur Mid-Western
and Eastern
coal or low sulfur
deep
Eastern
coal.
This could
occur
if the higher
electric
generation
costs
resulting
from the use of mandatory
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scrubber
technology
make the total
cost of mining,
transporting,
and burning
Mid-Western
or Eastern
coal less than
the total
cost of mining,
transportingp
and burning
Western
coal.
The implications
associated
with
this
type of policy
relate
to national
production
goals,
the options
to fill
a possible
Western
coal production
shortfall,
and the cost
of the options.
Some of the Western
coal production
which
would have been destined
for Mid-Western
and Eastern
markets may be replaced
with
deep-mined
Eastern
coal.
The
increased
social
costs
of this
option
in terms of safety
and public
health
may exceed the costs
of other
options,
such as importation
of foreign
oil.
On the other
hand,
higher
prices
and conservation
efforts
may eliminate
the
anticipated
shortfall.
In a recent

report

A/

we stated

that:

"the benefits
of constantly
controlling
sulfur
dioxide
are largely
unknown,
and most parts
of
the country
are achieving
the national
ambient
air quality
standards.
Because
the cost-estimated
to be in the billions
of dollars--of constant
emission
controls
is great
and the
benefits
largely
unknown,
EPA (Environmental
Protection
Agency)
should
not require
schedules
calling
for immediate
compliance
until
it has
done the research
to determine
whether
they
are necessary."
In response
to this
report
the Environmental
Protection
Agency said that
continuous
emission
controls
are required
by the Clean Air Act Amendments
and that
there
are problems
with
non-continuous
control
technology
--particularly
the lack of adequate
monitoring
feedback
controls.
The Agency admits
that
the benefits
of continuous
control
are not clearly
defined,
but they also
state
that,
"the risk
of allowing
virtually
unrestricted
Sulfur
Dioxide
emissions
are equally
unclear."
On May
25, 1979, the Agency announced
the control
standards
for
new coal burning
electric
powerplants.
These standards
are summarized
beginning
on page 3-16.

A/"16
Air And Water Pollution
Issues
CED-78-148B,
October
11, 1978, p.
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Facing
41.

The Nation,"

The effects
of another
environmental
objective,
the
prevention
of significant
deterioration,
may be important
because
most of the pristine
areas
such as National
Parks
and wilderness
areas
are in the Western
States.
One effect
may be to limit
the size
and probably
the number of
energy
conversion
facilities
such as coal-fired
steamelectric
powerplants
that
can be sited
in certain
localities.
For example,
in 1978 the Environmental
Protection
Agency denied
a permit
needed for construction
of two
.
additional
units
of a powerplant
in Colstrip,
Montana.
The denial
was made because
the Agency‘s
air
quality
model
showed that
the units
would violate
Federal
air
quality
standards
in a nearby
pristine
area,
the Northern
Cheyenne
Indian
Reservation.
According
to the Agency,
the units
can be built
if adequate
emission
controls
are achieved.
Air quality
standards
may also
serve
to significantly
limit
Western
coal development
because
of fugitive
dust
emissions.
For example,
the Wyoming Department
of Environmental
Quality
has told
us that
the maximum allowable
emissions
for an area near Gillette
may be reached
before
the coal
production
levels
now approved
have been attained,
and certainly
before
production
commences
at the levels
covered
by mine permit
applications.
Although
the f ugitive
dust
problem
might
be solved
through
appropriate
environmental
safeguards
and research
and development
applications,
a major
concern
is the cost
of controlling
fugitive
dust
and its
effect
on policy
options
to concentrate
coal
leasing
and production.
Another
environmental
consideration
is the National
Environmental
Policy
Act of 1969.
This act will
continue
to influence
the rate,
timing,
and amount of leasing
by
the requirement
for an environmental
impact
statement
for
any proposed
major
Federal
action
which would
significantly affect
the quality
of the human environment.
In addition
to the above environmental
policies,
a
number of others
will
affect
Western
energy
development.
These include
policies
to promote
coal mine safety,
to
protect
water
quality,
maintain
the natural
character
of wild
and scenic
streams,
protect
and preserve
endangered
species,
control
the disposal
of toxic
substances,
protect
drinking
water
supplies,
and restore
surface-mined
lands.
Statutes
establishing
these
policies
are listed
in
Appendix
II.
Furthermore,
land use planning
activities
are designed
to protect
environmental
impacts
through
the
application
of environmental
unsuitability
criteria.
Issues
pertaining
to this
criteria
are discussed
in this
report.
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SOCIO-ECONOMIC

SECURITY

Socio-economic
concerns
apply
to Eastern
and MidWestern
coal fields
as well
as Western
coal regions.
If
expanded
Western
coal production
replaces
Eastern
coal
social
impacts
in Eastern
and Mid-Western
production,
communities
could occur.
For example,
these
communities
could
face higher
unemployment
and under-utilization
of
existing
resources
and coal facilities.
Large-scale
Western
energy
development
could
also
cause serious
social
and economic
disruptions
in small
Western
communities
if actions
are not taken
in advance
of development
to plan for and alleviate
these disrupWestern
coal and other
energy
fuels--e.g.,
uranium,
tions.
oil shale,
oil,
and gas --are
generally
located
in sparsely
populated
places
and in many cases the development
of more
than one energy
source
or non-energy
mineral
is common in
the same area.
This development
has already
resulted
in
one new town in Wyoming and has caused some existing
communities
to double,
triple,
and quadruple
their
populations
in a few years.
Population
growth
in many energy
development
areas
can be expected
to continue.
This,
in turn,
can cause
changes
in the social
structure
and life
style
of the
communities
as they grow and are impacted
by energy
develMore specifically,
opment.
crime
rates
may increase
to
such a degree
that
existing
law enforcement
capabilities
will
have to be upgraded;
higher
demand for medical
services
may mean that
more medical
facilities
and personnel
will
be needed:
more school
children
may necessitate
more
classroom
space and teachers:
and so on.
Rapid growth
may impose economic
hardships
on some
communities.
The need for basic
public
facilities
and
services
often
arises
before
adequate
local
revenue
sources,
including
a tax base,
are available.
Increased
revenue
will
follow
a population
increase;
however,
if adequate
public
services
are to be maintained,
construction
of
facilities
must coincide
with , or precede,
population
increases.
Even if enough revenue
is available,
development often
takes
place
quickly
and time for planning
for population
increases
is sometimes
short.
Furthermore,
some observers
question
whether
impacts
can be effectively
mitigated
in advance
of development
if local
community
citizens
do not perceive
the nature
and magnitude
of
the expected
impact.
They maintain
that
without
a public
education
process
and consensus
among local
citizens
as
to the nature
of the problem,
planning
may be futile.
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Preservation
or enhancement
of the quality
of life
and the alleviation
of hardships
in energy
impacted
communities
is of growing
local,
State,
and national
concern.
The States
are demanding
a larger
role
in planning
Federal
energy
development
because
of the socio-economic
problems.
The fiscal
responsibility
of the States
and localities
places
them not only in a strategic
position
but also
gives
them considerable
responsibility
for dealing
with
However,
this
responsibility
is not
these problems.
It is shared
with
the Federal
Government
'
theirs
alone.
and industry.
The Federal
Land Policy
and Management
Act of 1976
establishes
a loan program
and requires
that
a certain
percentage
of mineral
revenues
be returned
to the States
to relieve
social
or economic
impacts
by development
of
mineral
leases.
The Powerplant
and Industrial
Fuel Use
Act of 1978 also provides
for impact
assistance
through
socio-economic
planning
grants
and land acquisition
and
development
grants.
An impact
assistance
bill
was debated in the last
session
of the Congress.
The sponsor
of this
legislation
indicates
that
it will
be re-introduced in the 96th session.
WHEN COAL LEASING GOALS
CONFLICT WITH ENVIRONMENTAL,
SOCIO-ECONOMIC,
AND ECONOMIC
GOALS, HOW SHOULD A TRADE-OFF
ANALYSIS BE PERFORMED?
In light
of complex
interrelationships
among goals,
a systems
approach
to analyzing
coal leasing
issues
can
enhance understanding
and help assure
the emergence
of
a logical
and consistent
leasing
system.
This approach
emphasizes
that
issues
should
not be examined
in isolation
without
considering
their
potential
effect
not only
system
as a whole,
but
also
on the total
on the leasing
energy
and economic
system.
Any approach
to decisionmaking which fails
to recognize
complex
and dynamic
interrelations
could
result
in the misallocation
of resources.
In general,
policy
decision-making
should
involve
the following
elements:
--Specification
--Identification
issue.

of
of

the

issue.

alternatives
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to

resolve

the

--Analysis
of each alternative
in terms of its
relative
advantages
(benefits),
disadvantages
(costs
and uncertainties),
and key interrelationships
with
other
issues.
--Selection

of

the

best

alternative.

An analysis
of the dynamic
interrelationships
among
goals
and issues
should
explicitly
recognize
that
there
are uncertainties
and risks
associated
with
decisionmaking.
Some of these
uncertainties
and risks
pertain
to
(1) trade-offs
among differing
public
policy
goals,
(2)
certainty
and stability
in Government
policies,
and (3)
private
sector
participation
in public
sector
decisionmaking.
Conflicting
public
policy
goals
in the Federal
resource
management
area may result
in a complex
decisionmaking process.
Simultaneously
maximizing
the goals
of
timely
and orderly
energy
development,
environmental
protection,
and socio-economic
security
may not be feasible
The adjustment
of differences
between
goals
or possible.
can be a slow process
because
many different
interests
must be considered
in light
of local,
State,
and national
priorities.
In some instances
a balance
between
multiple
goals may be achieved
quickly.
In other
instances
the
balance
may be difficult
to achieve.
certainty
as to timely
Government
deciFurthermore,
sion-making
should
promote
timely
and orderly
resource
development.
For example,
the lessee
is required
to com- /
mence production
and achieve
diligent
development
within
10 years of lease
issuance.
This includes
submitting
a
mine plan within
3 years
after
lease
issuance
and obtaining a number of permits
before
mining
can commence.
As
many as five
Federal
agencies
are involved
in this
process.
However,
these agencies
are not required
to take action
on these documents
in a specified
timeframe.
An increased
role of public
sector
decision-making
is
required
by recently
enacted
legislation.
However,
if the
private
sector
were excluded
from providing
input
to the
decision-making
process,
uncertainties
about
the feasibility of achieving
energy
goals
and meeting
energy
demand
and the risk
of incurring
a production
shortfall
would be
increased
substantially.
The risk
of leasing
too little
too late
(soon),
or at the wrong site
without
(much),
proper
market
information
might
be judged
to be so serious
a societal
risk
and uncertainty
that
greater
private
sector
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participation
be warranted.

early

in

the

decision-making

process

would

Interior's
proposed
coal management
regulations
make
provision
for public
comments
and testimony
in establishing coal production
goals
and regional
leasing
targets,
and for formal
expressions
of leasing
interest
after
land
use planning
is completed.
An issue
is whether
Interior.
in a timely
manner,
the type of information
will
receive,
needed for planning
and decision-making.
Actual
operational
experience
during
the early
stages
of program
implementation
should
enable
Interior
to determine
this.
The larger
issue connected
with
information
needs cited
here and in
other
sections
of this
report
is how quickly
the process
for planning
and decision-making
will
operate
to allow
supply
and demand forces
to function
efficiently--promoting competition
and the timely
production
of coal at the
minimum necessary
cost.
These risks
and uncertainties
and other
factors
discussed
in this
report
indicate
that
no direct
link
can be made between
leasing,
production,
and development
In light
of all
the uncertainties
and potential
impacts.
cost impacts,
the link
cannot
always
be viewed
rigidly
or predictably
at a high confidence
level.
For example,
with
the environmental
statutes
and regulations
that
have
evolved
in this
decade and with changes
in land use and
coal leasing
policy,
a lease by itself
no longer
guarantees a right
to mine.
Nor should
it,
unless
all actions
necessary
for mine plan approval
were accomplished
prior
to lease
issuance.
If a billion
tons is leased,
it is not certain
that
a billion
tons will
be mined.
Subsequent
chapters
discuss
some of the particular
aspects
of the leasing
environment
that
break
the link
between
leasing,
production,
and development
impact.
Economic
analysis
is needed
but should
not exclude
other
decision
tools
The Federal
Government
is mandated
responsibility
under the Mining
and Minerals
Policy
Act of 1970 to
foster
and encourage
private
industry
in the orderly
economic
development
of domestic
mineral
reserves.
The
Department
of Energy Organization
Act requires
Energy to
identify
strategies
that
should
be followed
to achieve
energy
production,
utilization,
and conservation
objectives.
Energy
is also required
to outline
appropriate
Federal
Government
policies
that
will
maximize
private
3-10

production
and investment
necessary
in each of the significant
energy
supply
sectors
consistent
with
Federal,
State,
and local
environmental
laws,
standards,
and
requirements.
A desirable
objective
would be to encourage
rational
decision-making
by determining
the economic
effect
of the programs
established
to accomplish
energy,
environmental,
and socio-economic
goals.
An impartial
assessment
of program
cost and benefit
to the public
and
private
sectors
could
be used by regulatory
authorities
in designing
the most efficient
and effective
programs
to accomplish
the goals.
However,
determining
and quantifying
all
the costs
and benefits
might
be extremely
difficult,
if not impossiFor example,
ble,
from strictly
an economic
perspective.
some non-energy
uses of public
energy
landsp
such as recreation
or wilderness,
may have a low market
value
in
economic
terms,
although
in non-economic
terms
their
social
value
to the region
and Nation
may be high.
If social
values
are included
in the analysis,
the
difficulty
or impossibility
of quantifying
them could
cause the decision-making
authority
to place
a higher
or
lower
benefit
on them than on energy
development.
Furthermore,
the benefits
of energy
development
could
be
difficult
to assess
because
the energy
user beneficiaries
may not be the same group that
bears the social
and environmental
costs.
This could
occur
when coal
is converted
to electricity
at the mine site
and then transported
out
of the region.
If social
values
are excluded
from the analysis,
the
decision-making
authority
could
place
a higher
benefit
on
energy
development
because
of the difficulty
in quantifying
the non-economic
values.
This illustrates
the point
that
no individual
analytical
tool
or mixture
of tools
can be relied
on to provide
a quantified
objective
decision
in every
case.
Data bases
have imperfections
that
cannot
realistically
be corrected.
Consequently,
trade-offs
will
be difficult
to make because
of these
inadequacies,
the conflicting
nature
of goals,
and
the lack of a public
consensus.
This is not to say that
alternative
uses of public
lands
and alternative
locations
in siting
energy
and non-energy
activities
cannot
be identified
through
existing
techniques.
However,
some nonquantifiable
alternatives
and trade-offs
may have to be
resolved
through
other
decision-making
mechanisms.
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The trade-offs
that
will
be made carry
the risk
that
in a particular
wayp one or more
the failure
to achieve,
goals may have unacceptable
consequences
to certain
groupsr
Coal developbe they industry,
environmental,
or others.
ment may be in greater
demand from some coal regions
than
from others.
If minimum standards
to alleviate
the environmental
and socio-economic
impacts
are established,
accepted,
and enforced,
coal development
could
be given
a higher
priority
than maintaining
the environmental
and .
This
socio-economic
elements
in their
present
position.
emphasizes
that
the trade-off
decision
should
not be viewed
as the elimination
of one goal in favor
of another.
Instead,
it should
be viewed
as the mechanism
for achieving
a mixture
of or acceptable
balance
between
goals
and for
avoiding
judgments
about two or more goals
in "either-or"
terms.
WHO SHOULD PAY THE COST OF
ACHIEVING A BALANCE AMONG GOALS?
The desire
to achieve
a reasonable
balance
among
these goals
raises
the issue
as to how it should
be paid
for.
Some observers
maintain
that
all
costs
associated
with coal development,
including
environmental
and socioeconomic,
should
be reflected
in the price
of coal.
They
argue that
subsidized
costs
inappropriately
understate
the
total
cost of coal development
and make the selection
of
coal,
or any energy
fuel
for that
matter,
questionable
on
economic
grounds.
Other observers
maintain
that
the Government
has
a responsibility
to subsidize
certain
energy
development costs
because
the national
interest
dictates
that
these costs
be financed
publicly.
They argue that
if
it weren't
for these overriding
social
cost concerns
at the Federal
level,
local
and State
governments
would
encourage
energy development
at a lower
total
cost to
consumers,
perhaps
in order
to capture
additional
State
This raises
the issues
of social
equity.
revenue.
For
examplep
one such issue
is whether
costs
would be shifted
onto society
in the form of unacceptable
environmental
and
social
degradation.
CAN A LESS REGULATED PRIVATE SECTOR
ACHIEVE TIMELY, ORDERLY, AND EFFICIENT
COAL DEVELOPMENT WITHOUT JEOPARDIZING
ENVIRONMENTAL AND SOCIAL CONCERNS?
ment

The coal industry
with regulations

operates
affecting

in a regulated
environboth coal supply
and coal
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demand.
On the supply
side regulations
affect
coal operaIncluded
are environmental
protection
tions
in many ways.
for surface
mining
reclamation,
job safety
and working
and land use restrictions.
On
conditions,
exploration,
Factors
that
the demand side regulations
affect
coal use.
can constrain
demand include
air quality
protection
and
transportation
modes and rates.
From an economic
perspecregulations
can increase
supply
costs,
thus reducing
tive,
coal expansion,
or increase
the cost of using
coal,
thus
Howreducing
coal demand,
or some combination
of these.
ever,
regulations
can also reduce
long-term
costs,
spur
innovation,
and encourage
greater
coal utilization
at
socially
acceptable
levels.
Many individuals
are concerned
about actions
the
Government
may take to prescribe
when, where,
and how coal
resources
should
be developed
and used.
A major
issue
is
whether
a less-regulated
private
sector
could
achieve
the
timely,
orderly,
and efficient
development
of coal resources
without
jeopardizing
environmental
and social
concerns.
This issue
involves
the proper
mix and type of Government
regulatory
controls
and acceptable
private
sector
initiatives
to meet national
energy,
environmental,
and social
policy
objectives.
The issue
centers
not only on whether
existing
and proposed
regulatory
programs
provide
worthwhile
social
benefits,
but also on whether
the expenditures
necessary
to comply with
the regulations
are worth
the benefits
received,
and whether
less costly
alternatives
to direct
regulatory
control
are available
to achieve
the
social
objectives.
Conversely,
in some areas regulations
may be appropriate
or may be desirable
to create
yardsticks
against
which private
sector
performance
can be measured.
In a December 1978 report
L/,
the Congressional
Research
Service
noted that
regulatory
requirements
stemming from recent
laws have added large
costs
to coal production
and use, have created
extensive
delays,
and have
introduced
great
uncertainty
as to what will
be required
and when approvals
will
be given.
The Research
Service
believes
that
actions
should
be taken
to improve
productivity
and to comply with
regulatory
requirements
at minimum
necessary
cost.
The magnitude
of the cost
impact
associated

L/"The
Coal Industry:
Problems
and Prospects,"
Congressional
Research
Services
December
1978.
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with
Federal
regulations
depends on the
Many categories
of regulatory
adopted.
designed.
Two broad categories
are the
and the incentives
approach.
Direct

regulatory

regulatory
approach
control
could be
direct
approach

approach

One
The direct
regulatory
approach
can go two ways.
, often
referred
to as the "cookis called
design
standards
book" approach,
that
not only specifies
the objective
to
be achieved
but also prescribes
in detail,
and sometimes
the steps
that
are required
to achieve
in complex
terms,
The other
is performance
standards
which
the objective.
may prescribe
an objective
without
specifying
the exact
Emissions
means by which the objective
is to be obtained.
standards
is one example of a performance
standard.
Advocates
of the direct
approach
contend
that
it provides
a high level
of administrative
certainty
as to the
achievement
of goals.
They also believe
that
compliance
can be more easily
enforced
than under the incentives
approach
in that
violations
can be more easily
prevented.
In general,
performance
standards
allow
more flexibility
for compliance
compared
to the design
standards.
Critics
of this
approach
argue that
less costly
alternatives
may be available
that
could achieve
the same
objective.
Critics
also argue that
because
the direct
approach
restricts
choices
and alternatives
by channeling
action
in a specific
way, it inhibits
innovation,
expansion
of knowledge
and research,
and improvement
upon the
state-of-the-art.
Incentives

regulatory

approach

The incentives
regulatory
approach
relies
on economic
mechanisms
such as taxes or penalty
charges
to encourage
behavior
consistent
with desired
social
objectives.
For
example,
by using taxes or charges
to reduce
pollutant
emissions
into
air or water,
the regulatory
agency could
impose a cost on the polluter
for the damages caused by
the emissions.
The charges
would serve
as an incentive
for adopting
measures
to reduce
emissions.
A polluter
could choose from a variety
of pollution
reduction
measures such as cutting
back production
to a less polluting
level,
changing
production
techniques,
installing
pollution
control
devices,
or some combination
of these.
major

According
advantage

to
is

advocates
of the
the decentralization
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incentives
approach,
of decision-making.

a

They believe
this
approach
lower
cost
to society
when
latory
approach.

encourages
compared

to

efficiency
the direct

at a
regu-

Critics
of this
approach
question
its
feasibility
because
of a lesser
degree
of assurance
that
regulatory
objectives
are being
achieved.
For example,
a polluter
might
be willing
to pay the higher
taxes
or penalty
charges
and continue
polluting
the air.
Need

for

regulatory

review

As a measure
to improve
Government
regulations,
President
Carter
issued
Executive
Order
12044 on March 23,
1978.
This order
established
the policy
that
regulations
are to be as simple
and clear
as possible:
achieve
legislative
goals
effectively
and efficiently;
and not impose
unnecessary
burdens
on the economy,
individuals,
public
or private
organizations,
and State
and local
governments.
Regulatory
analysis
is required
to be performed
for all
regulations
which will
result
in an annual
effect
on the
economy of $100 million
or more,
or in a major
increase
in costs
or prices
for individual
industries,
levels
of
government,
or geographic
regions.
The President
established
the Regulatory
Analysis
Review Group to review
regulations
and consult
with
agencies.
A number of regulations
could
affect
the demand for
and supply
of Western
coal as well
as Eastern
and MidWestern
coal.
Examples
of regulations
yet to be proposed
that
could do so include
maximum economic
recovery,
diligent development,
logical
mining
unit
formation,
and surface owner consent.
Recently
proposed
regulations
that
could
have an effect
on the extent
of future
coal leasing
and development
of Western
coal include
those
to control
air quality
and surface
mining.
The following
discussion
summarizes
some recent
studies
of these proposed
regulations
to illustrate
the possible
effect
of the regulations
on coal development.
The Clean Air Act Amendments
of 1977 changed the law
for regulating
new powerplants
by requiring
the use of
technological
systems
to limit
sulfur
dioxide
emissions.
The main question
is whether
a boiler
using
low-sulfur
coal should
be required
to achieve
the same percentage
reduction
on sulfur
dioxide
emissions
as boilers
using
higher
sulfur
coal.
On September
18, 1978, the Environmental
Protection
Agency issued
proposed
standards
to
require
a reduction
of potential
sulfur
dioxide
emissions
3-15

by 85 percent
except
for 3 days per month when no less
Compliance
with
the
than 75 percent
would be allowed.
proposed
percentage
reduction
would be on a 24-hour
daily
basis
and would be computed
on the basis
of overall
sulfur
dioxide
removal
through
various
methods
such as scrubbers
and pre-treatment
coal cleaning
systems
as well
as through
emerging
clean-up
technological
systems.
Protection
On December 8, 1978, the Environmental
Agency published
supplemental
information
and analyses
of additional
alternatives
to the proposed
sulfur
dioxide
standards,
including
a number of changes
in the assumptions
which have an effect
on the analyses.
The alternatives
analyzed
include
full
control,
partial
control,
and 95
percent
control
with
a sulfur
dioxide
emission
limitation.
As indicated
belowI
alternatives
to the proposed
regulations
have been studied
by the Regulatory
Analysis
Review
Group and the Department
of Energy,
the implications
of
which are a part
of the ongoing
debate.

,

A January
15, 1979, Regulatory
Analysis
Review Group
evaluation
of the proposed
standards
questions
the validity
of the benefit
estimates
because population
exposure
or
health
effects
have not been analyzed.
The Review Group
urges the Environmental
Protection
Agency to analyze
exposure and health
effects
of emission
levels
of each proposed
alternative
before
making
a final
decision
on the form of
the new source
performance
standard.
In a July 6, 1978, letter
to the Environmental
Protection
Agency,
the Department
of Energy
indicated
that
adoption
of the proposed
standard
could
result
in significant
conflict
among environmental,
economic,
and energy
objectives.
Energy proposed
two modifications
to the
standards.
They suggested
that
compliance
with
the percentage
reduction
requirement
be averaged
on a monthly
basis
rather
than a daily
basis
and that
the percent
reduction
requirement
be a non-uniform
one (a sliding
scale).
On May 25, 1979, the Environmental
Protection
Agency
announced
final
Federal
air pollution
standards
for new
coal-burning
electric
power plants.
L/
Sulfur
dioxide
l/"New
Standards
For New Coal-Fired
Power Plants,"
Statement
by Douglas
M, Costle,
Administrator,
U.S. Environmental
Protection
Agency,
May 25, 1979.
The standards
apply
to
electric
utility
steam
generating
units
capable
of firing
more than 250 million
BTU/hour
heat input
of fossil-fuel,
for which construction
is commenced after
September
18, 1978.
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emissions
to the atmosphere
are limited
to 1.20 pounds per
million
BTU (British
Thermal
Unit,
a measure
of heat value)
heat input,
and a 90 percent
reduction
in potential
sulfur
dioxide
emissions
is required
at all
times
except
when
emissions
are less than 0.60 pounds per million
BTU heat
input.
When sulfur
dioxide
emissions
are less than 0.60
pounds per million
BTU heat input,
a 70 percent
reduction
in potential
emissions
is required.
According
to the final
standards,
compliance
is determined
on a continuous
basis
by using
continuous
monitors
to obtain
a 30-day
rolling
average.
The second set of proposed
regulations
face mining.
The Office
of Surface
Mining
rules
to regulate
surface
mining
under the
Control
and Reclamation
Act of 1977.

deal with
surhas proposed
Surface
Mining

The Regulatory
Analysis
Review Group,
in a November
concluded
that
the Office
of Surface
27, 1978, study,
Mining's
proposed
air quality
regulations
would enforce
standards
of doubtful
environmental
benefit
and cause
many Western
surface
mines to have difficulty
in complying
with
even the best available
control
technology.
In addition,
the Review Group is critical
of the Office
of Surface Mining
because of uncertainty
and lack of analysis
about the effect
of the alluvial
valley
floor
regulations.
The Review Group also concludes
that
much of the coal
that
is minable
will
be subject
to reclamation
costs
at
least
10 to 15 percent
higher
than those
required
by
existing
regulations.
In regard
to permitting
requirements the Review Group states,
"There
are requirements
for hydrologic
studies,
blasting
plans
and performance
bonds which are discretionary
and may add roughly
$29.44
million
to the annual
cost of coal without
contributing
significantly
to the information
required
to protect
the
environment."
QUESTIONS

FOR CONSIDERATION

Nature

goals:

of
1.

What are the specific
national
policy
goals
that
should
be addressed
by Federal
coal
management
and leasing
policy?

2.

Is congressional
action
needed to resolve
conflicting
statutory
goals
or should
the Administration
be relied
on to do this?
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Trade-off

analysis:
1.

How should
Interior
balance
multiple
goals?
What analytical
tools
should
be used in
making trade-off
decisions?
How should
non-quantifiable
factors
be analyzed
and
weighted,
particularly
if a public
consensus
is lacking?

2.

In those regions
where energy
development
is
encouraged
by the Government,
what level
of
Government
funding
to mitigate
socio-economic
impact
is appropriate?
Can funding
be relied
on to mitigate
all‘impacts,
or will
local
citizens
need to be educated
about problems
before
solutions
can be found?

Who pays

the
1.

Regulatory

cost:

Should all
costs
of energy
development
including
environmental
and socio-economic
be included
in the price
of energy
and directly
passed on to
the consumer,
or should
some of these costs
be
funded by Government
appropriations
and other
public
sources
and indirectly
passed on to the
consumer
or the public
at large?
control:

1.

What type of regulatory
control
should
be adopted
for Federal
coal leasing?
How will
regulatory
control
affect
the balancing
of goals?
How will
regulations
affect
coal market
supply
and
demand conditions?

2.

What are the benefits
and costs
of regulatory
control?
Do the benefits
outweigh
the costs?
If the costs
exceed the benefits,
can the
regulations
be revised
to improve
program
effectiveness?

3.

What are the viable
regulatory
control?
and type of regulatory
sector
initiative?
trol
affect
private

alternatives
to direct
What is the proper
mix
control
and private
How does regulatory
consector
initiative
to meet
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environmental,
and social
policy
oben-m5
jectives?
Can a less-regulated
private
sector
achieve
the timely,
orderly,
and efficient
development
of coal resources
without
jeopardizing
environmental
and social
concerns?
4.

What regulatory
foster
increased
consumer
costs?

actions
should
productivity

5.

What coal regulations
the Regulatory
Analysis
the Group's
conclusions
be considered
binding?
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be taken
to
and decreased

should
be reviewed
by
Review Group?
Should
and recommendations

CHAPTER 4
HOW WELL ARE THE TWO DEPARTMENTS--ENERGY
AND INTERIOR--WORKING
AND IMPLEMENTING

TOGETHER IN ESTABLISHING
GOALS AND REGULATIONS

TO

"MAKE IT ALL HAPPEN"?
Interior
has primary
responsibility
for leasing
public
coal lands.
However,
the Department
of Energy Organization
Act requires
Energy
to develop
certain
regulations
related
to the management
of energy
resources.
The act also requires
Energy
to establish
energy
production
forecasts.
Issues
related
to these requirements
include:
--Will
the split
responsibility
between
agencies
enhance or impede efforts
to develop
effective
regulations?
(Will
the Leasing
Liaison
Committee function
as an effective
inter-agency
coordinating
mechanism?)
--Will
leasing
to meet Government-derived
production
goals
restrict
supplies
resulting
in anti-competitive
coal markets
and supply
shortfalls?
--Will
production
goals
lated
on the basis
of
reliable
data?

and leasing
targets
flexible
methodology

be formuand

WILL THE SPLIT RESPONSIBILITY
BETWEEN AGENCIES ENHANCE OR
IMPEDE EFFORTS TO DEVELOP
EFFECTIVE REGULATIONS?
Prior
to October
1, 1977, Interior
had sole responsibility
for leasing,
regulatory,
and management
functions.
However,
with
the enactment
of the Energy Organization
Act,
Energy has assumed some of the regulatory
functions.
Energy
is responsible
for issuing
regulations
pertaining
to fostering competition
for leases,
implementing
alternative
bidding
and establishing
requirements
for diligent
developsystems,
ment and production
rates.
Energy
is required
to consult
with
Interior
during
the preparation
of requlations
and to give
Interior
an opportunity
to comment on the proposed
regulations
before
they are published
for public
comment.
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Interior
retains
sole responsibility
for the issuance
and supervision
of leases
and the enforcement
of all
leasing regulations,
including
but not limited
to lease
terms
Energy may
However,
and conditions
and production
rates.
disapprove
of any term or condition
which relates
to any
matter
for which
it has regulatory
responsibility.
If
disapproved,
the term or condition
may not be included
The interrelationship
of Interior's
leasing
in the lease.
system
and Energy's
leasing
regulations
is obviously
very
close.
The role
of the
Leasing
Liaison

Committee

The Energy Organization
Act established
a Leasing
Liaison
Committee
to be composed of an equal
number of
members from Energy and Interior.
A Committee
charter,
signed
by the Secretaries
in May 1978, requires
that
the Committee
be composed of four
representatives
from
each Department
who are serving
at the Presidential
appointment
level.
The charter
allows
the Committee
to address
policy
issues
and make recommendations
to the respective
Secretaries,
but it does not allow
the Committee
to function
as a policy-making
body.
The scope of activities
includes
leasing
matters
pertaining
to Federal
energy
resources
such as coal,
offshore
oil
and gas, onshore
oil
and gas,
uranium,
geothermal,
oil
shale,
and tar sands.
Specifically,
the Committee's
responsibilities
are
to (1) identify
and solve
problems
related
to Federal
energy
leasing
responsibilities
that
arise
between
Energy
and Interior,
(2) provide
timely
information
exchanges,
(3) expedite
consideration
and resolution
of interdepartmental
energy
leasing
matters
generally,
(4) ensure
cooperation
and assistance
in preparing
annual
reports
and
reports
to the Congress,
and (5) facilitate
consultation
on
technical
matters
of concern
to both departments.
The effectiveness
of the inter-agency
establishment
of
coal leasing
policy,
development
of particular
regulations,
and resolution
of differences
are issues
of concern
to many
Government
and non-Government
persons.
Many observers
believe
that
split
responsibility
under a properly
functioning
Leasing
Liaison
Committee
could
result
in the orderly
resolution
of issues
and potential
conflicts.
They maintain
that
this
organizational
arrangement
could
be an appropriate
mechanism
for reaching
the most desirable
and constructive
4-2

regulatory-related
balances
element

in

decisions
it.

because

of

the

checks

and

Other observers
believe
that
split
responsibility
could
result
in conflicting
policies
and major
uncertainties
about the timely
and orderly
development
of Federal
coal
resources.
They maintain
that
Interior
and Energy may have
divergent
views-in part
because
of the agencies'
interpretation
of their
responsibilities
and objectives--which
.
could prolong
issue-resolution
and regulatory
decisionmaking.
Further,
this
could adversely
affect
certain
elements of the coal leasing
program.
It could create
confusion and uncertainty
among not only Government
energy
and
environmental
planners
in Washington,
D.C.,
but also
Government
field
personnel
responsible
for implementing
the
program
and interacting
with
the private
sector,
and the
various
non-Federal
groups-including
environmentalists,
local
citizens,
State
officials,
and the coal industry.
It remains
to be seen how the Leasing
Liaison
Committee will
resolve
problems
that
are not solved
at the departmental
level.
If the Leasing
Liaison
Committee
becomes
deadlocked
over an issue,
a mechanism
has not been established
which stipulates
who should
resolve
the issue
(e.g.,
the President
or the Congress)
, when the conflict
should
be aired,
and what procedures
will
be followed
in
resolving
the issue.
Energy‘s

regulatory

role

At the present
time there
are major
uncertainties
about the effect
of Interior
policy
and administrative
functions
regarding
many issues,
particularly
maximum
economic
recovery,
environmental
unsuitability,
tract
selection
and ranking,
and surface
owner consent,
as
well
as production
goals which are discussed
below.
These issues
may substantially
affect
competitive
interest
in particular
tracts,
mine development
lead times,
and
production
rates.
As these uncertainties
or both agencies
through
the
special
regulatory
action
by
foster
competition,
encourage
implement
appropriate
bidding
Energy responds
to these
and
timely
and orderly
development

are removed by Interior,
Energy,
Leasing
Liaison
Committee,
Energy may be required
to
timely
production,
and
systems.
The manner in which
other
issues
will
affect
the
of Federal
coal reserves.
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The role

of

production

goals

The Department
of Energy Organization
Act requires
Energy
to establish
production
objectives
for coal and
The
other
energy
fuels
for periods
of 5 and 10 years.
act also requires
Energy
to identify
the strategies
that
should
be followed
to achieve
production
objectives,
including
levels
of investment
in supply
and consumption
sectors
and the appropriate
Federal
policies
and actions
that
will
maximize
private
production
and investment.
Although
not specifically
Departments
have agreed
to
Federal
energy
resources.
several
useful
functions.

required
by the act,
the
establish
production
goals
for
Production
goals
can serve
Among these are:

--To promote
the development
energy
policy
by specifying
for Federal
and non-Federal
are necessary
to carry
out
--To serve
consensus
policies.

of an integrated
national
production
objectives
energy
resources
which
that
policy.

as a vehicle
for seeking
a national
on energy
production
and conservation

--To provide
guidelines
Federal
efforts
should
--To communicate
to
policy
production
development
activity
encourage.

as to priority
be committed.

areas

where

the private
sector
national
energy
objectives
and the type of private
which the Government
will

Energy and Interior
signed
an agreement
in September
1978 spelling
out the responsibilities
of both agencies
in
the establishment
and use of production
goals
for Federal
energy
resources
including
coal,
offshore
oil
and gasp
onshore
oil
and gas, uranium,
geothermal,
oil
shale,
and
tar sands.
Interior
agreed
to provide
Enerqy with
an
evaluation
of resource
and production
potential
for Federal
lands.
Prior
to the establishment
of final
national
production
goals,
Energy agreed
to submit
the proposed
goals
to Interior
for review.
According
to the agreement
production
goals
for federally
upon
--production

estimates

Energy will
establish
owned resources
based

provided
4-4

by Interior;

--production
scheduled

estimates
developed
to be leased;

by Energy

for

lands

--increases
or decreases
in these estimates
resulting
from modifications
to pertinent
regulations
or
anticipated
advances
in technology,
or
statutes,
use of enhanced
recovery
methods:
and
--any
additional
increases
which
the Secretary
of

or decreases
in production
Energy may propose.

The coal production
forecast
periods
are 5, 10, and 15
The agreement
requires
Interior
to be "guided"
years.
by the final
production
goals
in establishing
or revising
The term
leasing
programs
and lease planning
schedules.
"guided"
is not defined.
The agreement
does not explicitly
state
that
Interior"s
lease sale scheduling
will
be driven
by Energy's
production
goals.
In the final
programmatic
EIS Interior
states
that
selection
of production
targets
includes
consideration
of the full
range of Federal
land management
responsibilities
and applicable
statutory
requirements
and policies
of the States.
Interior
officials
indicate
that
these
factors-particularly
those affecting
environmental
protection-may conflict
with
regional
lease sale
scheduling
designed
to meet Energy's
production
goals,
and that
Interior
should make adjustments
where necessary.
According
to Interior's
proposed
coal management
regulations,
published
in the Federal
Register
on March 19, 1979,
Interior-in consultation
with
Energy,
affected
State
Governors,
and other
concerned
parties--will
biennially
adopt
regional
coal production
goals
established
by Energy.
Interior
would establish
preliminary
and final
regional
leasing
targets
based on Energy's
regional
production
targets,
recommendations
of Federal/State
coal teams,
and other
relevant
information
from various
sources--coal
and utility
industries,
agricultural
groups,
community
organizations,
environmental
groups,
and other
parties.
If the final
target suggests
the need for Federal
coal leasing,
a proposed
lease sale schedule
would be prepared.
Interior's
proposed
regulations
emphasize
that
Interior's
target
for a given
region
may not be the same as
Energy's
goal for that
region.
Energy officials
have emphasized
that,
in the aggregate,
Energy's
goals
and Interior's
targets
should
be in agreement,
but that
Interior
must respond to environmental
and other
concerns
which may require
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adjustments
to the regional
goals
in formulating
regional
This agreement
may be difficult
to ascerleasing
targets.
tain
because
Energy's
production
goals
are expressed
as a
range.
If Interior's
leasing
targets--,in
conjunction
with
estimates
of production
potential
for existing
leases
and
within
the range,
it might
be
non-Federal
coal-- falls
difficult
to determine
if,
in the aggregate,
sufficient
coal will
be leased.
An issue
is the extent
to which
factors
independent
of Government-derived
production
goals
will
be used to verify
the market
demand for Federal
coal.
As a mechanism
to develop
working
procedures
for
implementing
the process
of coal production
goals
in conformity
with
the September
1978 agreement
and subsequently,
deriving
Interior
regional
leasing
targets,
the Secretary
of the Interior,
on June 2, 1979, established
an Interior/
Energy working
group under the Leasing
Liaison
Committee.
The working
group would serve
in an advisory
capacity
and its recommendations
would not be binding
on
only,
Energy or Interior.
According
to Interior,
the group
would facilitate
communications
between
the Departments
in assuring
that
they carry
out their
responsibilities
in
an effective
manner that
would reduce
the potential
for
misunderstanding.
The groups's
--Facilitate
between

basic
the
Interior

role

would

be to:

exchange
of information
and Energy.

on coal

--Coordinate
timing,
scheduling
and other
technical
aspects
in the execution
of the agreement
between
Interior
and Energy concerning
production
goals
and leasing
targets.
--Resolve
questions
relating
application
of coal models
and leasing
target
setting.
--Generally
technical
Energy.

to interpretation
used in production

provide
a mechanism
for
ideas and views between
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and
goal

interchange
of
Interior
and

WILL LEASING TO MEET GOVERNMENT
DERIVED PRODUCTION GOALS RESTRICT
SUPPLIES RESULTING IN ANTI-COMPI ETTIVE COAL MARKETS AND SUPPLY SHORTFALLS?
In a previous

report

L/

we stated

that

"Under present
circumstances
and outlook,
a viable
state
of competition
exists
in the coal industry
and it is unlikely
that
the industry
could be
dominated
by any firm
or group of firms.
Circumstances
could
change;
however.
The situation
is dynamic
in Western
markets
and requires
the
continued
vigilance
by the Federal
Trade Commission,
Department
of Justice,
and the Interior
Department
through
its coal leasing
program."
A limited
leasing
policy
may affect
competition
in
the Western
coal market.
A Department
of Justice
report
2/
states
that
Federal
coal leasing
has a great
potential
toprotect
the competitive
environment
of Western
coal markets
because
the Government
controls
most of the Western
coal.
Justice
believes
that
the coal leasing
moratorium
may be the
most severe
barrier
to new entries
into
the Western
coal
market.
A conclusion
in the report
is that
"In the
Southwest
and Northern
Plains
it may already
be starting
to limit
the ability
of sellers
to compete
and could
eventually
foster
anti-competitive
effects,
tantamount
to a monopolistic
restriction
of supply."
Advocates
of a greater
level
of leasing
argue that
limited
leasing
program
could
restrict
the availability
of coal to be mined and create
a single
source
of fuel
supply
for planned
utility
and industrial
plants.
They
maintain
that
such a Government-created
monopoly
would
have inflationary
impacts,
both locally
and nationally,
and may be contrary
to antitrust
objectives.

A/"The
22,

State
of Competition
December 30, 1977.

2/"Competition
May 1978.

in

The Coal

In The Coal
Industry,"
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Industry,"
Department

a

EMD-78of

Justice,

The issue of adequate
competition
in Western
coal
markets
focuses
on what constitutes
a sufficient
number
of potential
suppliers
to offer
a wide range of choices
and industrial
users-so prospective
coal users --utility
The primary
can choose
the least
cost available
coal.
concern
is the rate
and timing
of new leasing
to achieve
the desired
level
of competition,
and as discussed
below,
to hedge against
production
shortfalls.
Some advocates
of a limited
leasing
policy
believe
the limit
can be made flexible
to respond
to periodic
adjustments
in production
forecasts.
They argue that
a
liberal
leasing
policy
may retard
Government
(local,
State,
and Federal)
efforts
to plan for and mitigate
For example,
environmental
and socio-economic
impacts.
the draft
programmatic
EIS states
that
land use and environmental
impacts
of Federal
leasing
would depend on which
of the leases
were developed,
making
Federal
control
of these
impacts
less secure.
Advocates
of a greater
level
of leasing
argue that
while
impact
assessment
and control
are valuable
functions,
other
important
factors
should
also be considered
They maintain
in determining
how much coal to lease.
that
tonnage
leased
may not equal
tonnage
produced
because
the leases
are in areas where supply
is subsequently
limited by constraints
such as coal quality,
transportation
rates,
air quality
protection
standards,
or other
factors.
Critics
of limited
leasing
argue that
the realization
of a probable
shortfall
is likely
to come too late
for
effective
mid-course
correction.
They maintain
that
such
a shortfall
could result
in higher
prices
for electricity
and further
inflationary
pressures
as well
as anticompetitive
activities.
Furthermore,
critics
believe
that
if the shortfall
were serious
enough,
the Government
would
have to take action
to allocate
coal to areas severely
disrupted
by the shortfall
or to impose mandatory
conservation
measures.
The issue of available
on how much surplus
Western
available
if and when needed
falls
in other
coal regions
Prior
to the preparation
of
Interior
considered
a variation

supply
to meet demand focuses
production
capacity
should
be
as a result
of supply
shortor in other
energy
supplies.
the draft
programmatic
EIS,
of the proposed
preferred
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leasing
alternative.
l/
In this
variation,
the basis
for
calculating
the regional
production
target
would be
Energy's
medium production
goal plus 25 percent.
The
inflated
goal was justified
under this
leasing
alternative
because
it is difficult
to predict
actual
future
coal production
that
will
result
from any given
level
of leasing.
The prediction
is difficult
because
some leases
may not
be developed
due to unforeseen
environmental
or marketing
'
problems.
This variation
is excluded
from the preferred
alternative
in the final
programmatic
EIS.
Interior's
medium production
estimate
of Western
coal production
for
1990 for the preferred
alternative
indicates
that
approximately
the same total
Western
production
as Energy's
medium
forecast
would be achieved,
although
the magnitude
of
regional
production
would differ.
If Energy's
medium production
goal were adjusted
by 25 percent
and the resultant
estimate
used as a basis
for calculating
the regional
production
target,
the estimate
would be 827 million
or 165 million
tons above the final
programmatic
EIS's
tons,
production
projection
for the preferred
alternative.
The
highest
1990 medium production
estimate
is 772 million
tons to meet the industry
needs alternative.
However,
when the Secretary
of the Interior
announced
adoption
of a Federal
coal management
program
June 4, 1979,
he selected
preliminary
leasing
targets
for three
regions
as discussed
on page 2-6.
The preliminary
target
for the
Powder River
Region
is based on Energy's
medium production
goal plus a 25 percent
factor
to increase
the preliminary
target
over Energy's
goal.
Interior
states
that
the additional
25 percent
will
allow
greater
flexibility
and promote competition.
The preliminary
leasing
targets
for the
other
two regions
are based on Energy's
medium production
goals with
no adjustment.

l-/Office
of Coal Leasing
Planning
and Coordination,
Department
of the Interior,
"Secretarial
Issue
Paper:
Formulation
of Proposal
for Coal Programmatic
Environmental
Impact
Statement,"
June 23, 1978, "Summary
of Paper on Need for Leasing/Leasing
Systems
Choice,"
p. 11.
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WILL PRODUCTION GOALS AND LEASING TARGETS BE FORMULATED ON THE BASIS OF
FLEXIBLE METHODOLOGY AND RELIABLE DATA?
The reliability
and usefulness
of Energy's
production
goals
and Interior's
leasing
targets
depend on several
Because goals
and targets
may be
interrelated
factors.
departmental
prioriused for different
purposes --setting
analyzing
their
impact
on market
structure
and comties,
petition,
scheduling
lease sales,
etc.--it
is important
that
they be formulated
on the basis
of flexible
forecasting
methods
that
reflect
realistic
assumptions,
supply
and demand conditions,
and take uncertainty
into
account.
Flexible

forecasting

Forecasting
techniques
need to be flexible
enough to
meet various
analytical
and policy
needs,
including
the
potential
uses of production
goals
and leasing
targets
and
the extent
to which site-specific
and event-specific
data
Forecast
will
shape final
leasing
and production
decisions.
Estimates
can be
estimates
can be calculated
several
ways.
complex
and integrative
generated
through
the use of large,
such as those
utilized
by Energy and Intecomputer
modelsp
rior.
These energy
models
seek to forecast
energy
demand
taking
into
account
specific
energy
and supply
in detail,
demand and supply
sources
by sector,
type,
and geography.
In short,
they are designed
to provide
a range of energy
market
conditions.
Other
decision
tools--such
as market
surveys
and total
cost schedules
of energy
supply
alternatives
based on uniform
cost accounting
standards--could
meet some policy
needs at various
decision-making
points,
particularly
when Energy's
assumptions
and goals
are subject
to modification
by Interior
at different
decision-making
points.
Whether
policymakers
at the Federal
level
should
be
locked
into
a single
forecasting
model or a set of models
to
meet their
continuing
policy
development
needs is an issue.
I_/
Local
and regional
political
and market
conditions
may have

L/Coopers
& Lybrand,
"Management
Audit
of Selected
of the Department
of Energy,"
a report
undertaken
the request
of the Secretary
of Energy,
published
2, 1979, pp. 35-37.
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Areas
at
March

considerable
influence
in shaping
Federal
leasing
decisions.
Factors
such as land use trade-offs,
coal prices,
and environmental
standards
and their
enforcement
may be more accurately
reflected
through
information
at the decentralized
level
compared
to data generated
by computer
models at the
However,
Federal
level.
the extent
to which computer
models
can be disaggregated
and their
assumptions
stated
explicitly
could
determine
their
usefulness
to decisionmakers
at various
levels
of responsibility.
Computer
models can be useful
tools,
providing
valuable
certain
proceassistance
to energy
policymakers.
However,
dures and practices
should
be followed
to insure
that mathematical
and statistical
models make credible
predictions.
These include
(1) a system
for obtaining
the views of both
experts
and the general
public;
(2) established
rules
for
changing
the model;
and (3) procedures
to document,
verify,
validate,
and test
the model.
lJ
In commenting
on a draft
of this
report,
Department
of Energy officials
stated
that
Energy's
production
forecasts
recognize
problems
associated
with
unreliable
data
and numerous
unquantifiable
factors.
The officials
also
stated
that
Energy's
production
projections
appear
as
and high)
which recognizes
the probranges
(low,
medium,
lems of uncertainty.
Additionally,
the officials
told
us that
Energy anticipates
putting
into place
a continuous
process
of improvement
in Federal
coal production
goal
development
methodology
which would assure
that
the best
state-of-the-art
forecasting
techniques
are used.
Further,
the officials
indicated
that
Interior
has provided
in its
proposed
coal management
regulations
a process
for translating
Energy's
goals
into
leasing
targets.
This was
briefly
summarized
earlier.
Interior's
leasing
targets
would be used for several
departmental
priorities,
aiding
States
purposes --setting
in planning
for future
coal development
impacts,
and guiding
Interior
on the amount of coal to be offered
though
lease
schedules.
The proposed
regulations
state
Interior's
regional
leasing
targets
would reflect
the difference
between
desired
levels
of production
in the regions
and projected
supplies.
They also state
that
final
leasing
targets
do

l/"Activities
Report
to
fessional

of the Energy
Information
Administration,"
the President
and the Congress
by the ProAudit
Review Team, May 7, 1979, p. 33.
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Previous
efforts
to resume Federal
coal leasing,
including
the adoption
of the former
leasing
program,
the Energy Minerals
Activity
Recommendation
System,
were widely
criticized
because
the need to resume Federal
The court
in NRDC
leasing
had not been demonstrated.
v. Hughes (see Chapter
2) cited
this
deficiency
as a
major defect
in the 1975 coal leasing
programmatic
EIS.
INTERIOR'S
ANALYSIS OF THE
NEED FOR COAL LEASING
According
to the final
programmatic
EIS, approximately
6 billion
tons or 36 percent
of the 17 billion
tons of recoverable
coal under lease will
probably
not
be mined because
of failure
to achieve
diligent
development by 1986.
The leases
containing
this
coal are not
Additional
tonnage
for leases
included
in mining
plans.
included
in mining
plans may also not be mined,
but no
estimate
was made.
.Interior
discusses
existing
leases
may not
leases:

the following
be put into

reasons
production.

--Are
small
and would require
additional
leasing
or acquisition
of other
coal
form economicaily
viable
mining
units.
--Are

located

--Are

in

--Contain
is not

far

areas

coal that
competitive

--Contain
coal
not competitive
--/ill
not
coal will
for it.
would

with

that

from

transportation

environmental
is of
with
is
with

Federal
rights
to
routes.

problems.

poor quality
higher
quality

and thus
coal.

costly
to mine and thus
coal that
is cheaper
to

be mined because
only be produced

demand is
if there

Interior
discussed
four
benefits
be realized
by a resumption
of
--The
Nation
would
able to meet its

why some
Some

which
leasing.

lacking
and
is a market
they

believe
These are:

have greater
assurance
of
national
energy
objectives.
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is
mine.

being

Reliable

data

Supply and demand data used to formulate
production
goals
must be reliable
if the goals
are to be useful.
As
mentioned
abovep with
so much uncertainty
about the future,
a specific
number may not be as reliable
as a range.
Supply data includes
estimates
of Federal
and non-Federal
recoverable
coal reservesp
projections
of new mine open- '
ings and capacity
additions
to existing
mines,
State
and
local
government
policies,
and supplies
of non-coal
fuels.
Demand data includes
indications
of potential
coal markets,
need for existing
operations,
and demand for non-coal fuels.
Supply

data

The first
type of supply
data needed is a valid
estimate of recoverable
reserves.
In the West,
the Federal
Government
owns the majority
of coal reserves,
and therefore
has a major
responsibility
for ensuring
the availability,
validity,
and reliability
of reserve
estimates.
The manner
in which this
responsibility
is discharged
is discussed
in
Chapter
6.
In addition,
estimates
of non-Federal
coal will
be
needed to evaluate
production
potential
and to determine
the
amount of Federal
coal that
should
be leased
to meet production
goals.
Some reserve
estimates
of non-Federal
coal may
be obtainable
from States,
Indian
tribes,
industry,
and other
owners.
Furthermore,
some Western
Federal
coal,
standing
alone,
cannot
support
mining
operations.
Before
production
potential
is evaluated,
these
tracts
should
be consolidated
into
economic-sized
mining
units
with
nearby
non-Federal
coal.
If the non-Federal
coal has not been explored,
the projection
of Federal
coal drill
hole data onto the non-Federal
land may not provide
a sufficiently
reliable
reserve
estimate for calculating
mining
unit
reserves.
In this
case,
the Federal
Government
might
encourage
the non-Federal
owners to explore
their
lands.
If the owners do not have this
capability,
it might
be feasible
for them to participate
with
the Federal
Government
in conducting
the Federal
drilling
program
so that
an economicsized
mining
unit
could
be delineated,
thus enabling
Interior
to obtain
more reliable
estimates
of production
potential
and encouraging
the availability
of a mining
unit
package
at the time of lease
issuance.
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The second type of supply
data needed is a projection
of mine openings
and capacity
additions
to existing
mines.
In many cases these
future
mine openings
are announced
far in advance
of their
scheduled
opening
and are,
thereThe uncertainty
is created
fore,
subject
to uncertainty.
not only by Federal
and State
regulations
but also by market uncertainties
and energy
economics.
If milestones
to
judge the progress
of expansion
plans were established,
they could
indicate
either
the need for additional
regulatory
action
or regulatory
modifications
that
would promote timely
development.
The third
type of supply
data needed is State
and
Indian
coal policies
and plans
that
pertain
to the development of their
respective
resources.
Their
policies
and
production
plans,
if available,
could
influence
Federal
coal leasing
in terms of how much, when, and where leasing
should
occur.
The fourth
type of
of supplies
of non-coal
the production
potential
assess
the role of coal

supply
data needed is an estimate
fuels.
This is needed to indicate
in other
energy
sectors
and to
in the interfuel
energy
supply.

Demand data
The first
type of demand data needed is a valid
estimate
or range of future
market
demand.
Private
sector
and end-use
plans
can be used in developing
production
goals
and leasing
targets.
The plans
are subject
to revision
as energy
investment
incentives,
regulatory
changes,
and altering
compliance
costs
could modify
private
sector
intentions
upward or downward.
The second type of demand data needed is a forecast
of additional
coal requirements
for existing
mines.
The
requirements
can be identified
in part
by using
short-term
leasing
criteria
because
it is based on the need for additional
unleased
Federal
coal to fulfill
market
contracts,
maintain
employment,
or prevent
bypassing
small
tracts
of
unleased
Federal
coal.
Production
goals
and leasing
targets could
separately
specify
how much coal is needed to
maintain
existing
mine operations,
but is not yet under
the control
of industry.
Goals and targets
could
also indicate
the number of new mining
operations
that
will
be
required
to meet coal use projections.
Factors
such as
market
structure,
maximum economic
recovery,
and logical
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mining
unit
formation
could
also affect
projections,
too,
but these are partly
based on market
conditions
regulatory
policies.

and

The third
type of demand data needed is a forecast
This is needed to
of future
demand for non-coal
fuels.
help determine
the magnitude
of future
coal demand.
QUESTIONS

FOR CONSIDERATION

Effect

split

of

,

responsibility:

1.

Will
the split
responsibility
between
Energy
and Interior
enhance or impede efforts
to
establish
coal leasing
policy,
develop
effective
regulations,
and resolve
agency
differences?
Will
the split
responsibility
result
in greater
uncertainties
over the
timely
and orderly
development
of coal resources
than if a single
agency were entirely
responsible?
Will
split
responsibility
result
in administrative
delay and duplication?

2.

If the functions
should
be performed
by Energy
and Interior,
is the current
management
structure
conducive
to effective
management?
If not,
how
can it be modified
to be made effective?
If the
functions
should
be performed
by a single
agency,
which agency should
assume the functions
and
how should
it be organized?
What other
options
exist
for Federal
resource
management?

3.

Will
the Leasing
Liaison
Committee
be able to
resolve
or foster
the resolution
of conflicts
over
coal policy
and regulatory
control
in a timely
and conclusive
manner?
If the Committee
becomes
deadlocked
over an issue,
how will
the issue
be resolved?
Who will
resolve
it?
When will
it be surfaced?
What procedures
will
be followed
in resolving
it?

4.

Should
Energy have the authority
to exclude
certain
lease terms
and conditions
that
Interior
is proposing
for a lease?
Can the Leasing
Liaison Committee
resolve
the conflict
if both
Departments
are in disagreement?
Should an
impartial
authority
be established
to make
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final
cannot
Effect
of
equivalent

Effect

determinations
resolve
these

leasing
tonnage
to production

when both
conflicts?

agencies

goals:

1.

How will
leasing
to meet production
goals
affect
What constitutes
a sufficient
competition?
number of potential
suppliers
to offer
a wide
range of choices
so prospective
coal users can
choose the least
cost available
coal?

2.

Will
leasing
to meet production
goals
increase
the risk
of supply
shortfalls?
How much surplus
Western
production
capacity
should
be available
if and when needed as a result
of shortfalls
in
other
coal regions
or in non-coal
energy
supplies?

3.

Should
Interior's
lease
be driven
by Energy's
in what manner should
the differing
perceptions
If not,
two agencies?
of Energy's
production
relation
to what Interior
ing?
How will
Interior
production
goals?

4.

Should
Interior
formulate
duction
targets?
If so,
should
they be estimated?
they be?

5.

How will
Energy's
goals
and Interior's
targets
differ?
Will
Interior
develop
a single
production
target
or will
the target
be expressed
as
a range?
Should Energy and Interior
use the
same production
goals
for Federal
lands
in
developing
the National
Energy Plan and in
managing
the Federal
coal leasinq
program?
What role
should
the Leasing
Liaison
Committee
have in resolving
this
issue?

of
1.

forecasting

scheduling
strategy
production
goals?
If so,
this
be done in light
of
and objectives
of the
what is the proper
role
goals,
particularly
in
does in lease schedulbe "guided"
by Energy's
its own regional
proHow
for what purpose?
How flexible
should

and data:

Are production
goals
formulated
on the basis
of flexible
methodology?
Are existing
forecasting
methods
adequate
to meet public
policy
requirements
and the needs of coal production
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tion
goal-setting
and lease target-setting?
To what extent
should
market
forces
be allowed
to determine
the rate
and location
of leasing
as opposed
to the rate
and location
set by
Government
forecasting?
2.

Will
the conditions
and assumptions
built
into
forecasting
produce
reliable
and realistic
results?
How should
future
uncertainties
.
be accounted
for in developing
production
goals
and leasing
targets?
What degree
of
accuracy
should
be expected
in production
goals
and leasing
targets?

3.

Are production
goals
formulated
on the basis
of
reliable
data?
Does available
data allow
realistic
and reliable
forecasts
to be made?
If
not,
what additional
data is needed?
How should
their
reliability
and validity
be verified?
Does
Interior
have authority
to explore
non-Federal
lands if requested
by the mineral
owner and
if properly
reimbursed?

4.

What should
Energy and Interior
do to assure
that
the goal-setting
process
considers
State
and Indian
coal leasing
policies
and production
plans?
What coordination
between
these groups
is essential?
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CHAPTER 5
WHAT, REALISTICALLY,

IS THE PRODUCTION

COAL ALREADY UNDER LEASE--IN
LEGAL,

ECONOMIC,

ITS

OF

VIEW OF THE MANY

ENVIRONMENTAL,

FACTORS AFFECTING

POTENTIAL

AND OTHER

DEVELOPMENT?

One of the key issues
in the coal leasing
debate
has been and continues
to be the relationship
between
coal tonnage
under Federal
lease
and the future
demand
for Federal
coal.
Interior's
estimates
show that
over
17 billion
tons of recoverable
coal are thought
to be
contained
in the 534 outstanding
leases.
Over 92 percent of this
tonnage
is estimated
for 468 leases
in
6 Western
States-Colorado,
Montana,
New Mexico,
North
Dakota,
Utah,
and Wyoming.
As indicated
in Chapter
4
of the reportp
forecasting
demand for Federal
coal depends on many interrelated
factors
and uncertainties,
including
market
conditions,
lead times,
and production
goals
established
by Interior
and Energy.
Three fundamental
points
are central
to this
issue: (1) the portion
of future
coal production
that
will
come from Federal
lands,
and the time
frame
covered
by this
portion;
(2) the extent
to which existing
leases
could
supply
quantities
of coal to meet
immediate
demand;
and (3) if the extent
of this
supply
source
is inadequate
in relation
to demand for Federal
coal,
whether
the necessary
lease
schedules
to prevent
production
shortfalls
and anticompetitive
conditions
can be followed.
Coal tonnage
under Federal
lease
represents
only
one Western
coal supply
source
that
could
be made available to the market
to meet current
and future
demand.
Besides
coal under existing
lease,
other
coal supply
sources
include
new long-term
Federal
leasing,
a combination
of existing
leases
with
new short-term
Federal
leasing
to form mining
units
that
could
be mined profitand
non-Federal
coal
under
the
control
of State
ably,
government,
Indian
tribes,
railroads,
and private
entities.
In short,
the issue
really
focuses
on the extent
to which existing
leases
by themselves
or in combination
with
other
coal properties,
are capable
of
supplying
coal to meet the demand for Western
coal.
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Three major questions
leased
coal tonnage.
--To what extent
leases
restricted
tions?
--To what extent
leases
depend
--To what extent
leases
prevented
networks?

are

is

related

the development
by environmental

to

the

assessment

of existing
considera-

does an evaluation
of existing
on the formation
of mining
units?.
is

the development
of existing
by a lack of transportation

We believe
that
a coal leasing
program
should
be designed
regardless
of whether
or not there
is a need now
In developing
the program
Interior
should
for new leasing.
consider
all aspects
of pre-lease
sale and post-lease
If this
sale management
functions
and market
conditions.
is done,
a reliable,
efficient,
effective,
and flexible
system should
be in place
if and when a resumption
of coal
Leasing
decisions
can then be made
leasing
is necessary.
in a timely
and efficient
manner.
Although
this
chapter
questions
that
are related
of existing
leases,
certain
chapters
also bear on the
Briefly,
these
include:

addresses
only three
major
to the production
potential
other
questions
raised
in
ultimate
resolution
of this

other
issue.

--Interior's
data requirements
on production
potential
of lands
under Federal
lease
as spelled
out
in the memorandum of understanding
between
Interior
and Energy concerning
use of production
goals
for
energy
resources
on Federal
lands;
--the
extent
to
estimates
for
imum economic
that
Interior

which maximum economic
recovery
existing
leases
are based on maxrecovery
definition
and guidelines
adopted
June 2, 1979;

--the
extent
to which unsuitable
affected
by lease exchange
and
and

leases
related

will
be
actions:

--leases
not currently
contained
in mining
plans
but which Interior
recently
indicated
may have
future
production
potential,
such as leases
acquired
through
assignments
in the last
five
years.
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Previous
efforts
to resume Federal
coal leasing,
including
the adoption
of the former
leasing
program,
the Energy Minerals
Activity
Recommendation
System,
were widely
criticized
because
the need to resume Federal
The court
in NRDC
leasing
had not been demonstrated.
v. Hughes (see Chapter
2) cited
this
deficiency
as a
major defect
in the 1975 coal leasing
programmatic
EIS.
INTERIOR'S
ANALYSIS OF THE
NEED FOR COAL LEASING
According
to the final
programmatic
EIS, approximately
6 billion
tons or 36 percent
of the 17 billion
tons of recoverable
coal under lease will
probably
not
be mined because
of failure
to achieve
diligent
development by 1986.
The leases
containing
this
coal are not
Additional
tonnage
for leases
included
in mining
plans.
included
in mining
plans may also not be mined,
but no
estimate
was made.
.Interior
discusses
existing
leases
may not
leases:

the following
be put into

reasons
production.

--Are
small
and would require
additional
leasing
or acquisition
of other
coal
form economicaily
viable
mining
units.
--Are

located

--Are

in

--Contain
is not

far

areas

coal that
competitive

--Contain
coal
not competitive
--/ill
not
coal will
for it.
would

with

that

from

transportation

environmental
is of
with
is
with

Federal
rights
to
routes.

problems.

poor quality
higher
quality

and thus
coal.

costly
to mine and thus
coal that
is cheaper
to

be mined because
only be produced

demand is
if there

Interior
discussed
four
benefits
be realized
by a resumption
of
--The
Nation
would
able to meet its

why some
Some

which
leasing.

lacking
and
is a market
they

believe
These are:

have greater
assurance
of
national
energy
objectives.
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is
mine.

being

--More
desirable
be promoted.

patterns

--Interior
would
advantages.

benefit

--Competition
improved.

the

Leasing
energy

to meet
objectives

in

of

coal

by legal

Western

coal

development
and

would

administrative

industry

would

.be

national

Interior
states
that
a lease sale in 1980 is not likely
to result
in coal production
until
1985 to 1990.
They estimate
that
for a major Western
surface
coal mine it takes
4 to 7 years
after
lease
issuance
to design
the mine plan,
assemble
equipment
and construct
the mine,
and study
and
design
modifications
to comply with State
and Federal
laws.
Because non-producing
leases
will
be subject
to cancellation
in 1986 as a result
of the diligent
development
Interior
states
that
increases
in Federal
coal
requirement,
production
after
1986 will
come from two sources:
(1) new
Federal
leasing
and/or
(2) expansion
of mines containing
Federal
coal which are already
in operation
by 1986.
Interior
admits
that
it is hard to know precisely
what the
expansion
potential
of those mines would be, or whether
rapid
expansion
would introduce
inefficiencies
in their
operation.
Interior's
comparison
of Energy's
Western
production
goals
with
its own analysis
of Western
production
potential
indicates
there
may be no need for significant
leasing
to reach the 1990 low production
projection.
However,
Interior
believes
extensive
development
of new sources
would be required
to achieve
1990 medium or high production
levels.
This is based on the following
production
estimates.
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Interior
estimate
of production
potential
(note

a)

Energy
production
projections
(note
Medium
Low

b)
High

1985

422.2

299.8
(315.9)

391.1
(367.5)

438.7
(387.5)

1990

509.8

366.5
(563.1)

659.7
(689.3)

922.1
(753.9)

a/Includes
planned
production
for mine plans
including
Federal
leases,
planned
production
from Indian
lands,
and planned
production
from wholly
non-Federal
leases.
The 1990 figures
include
production
potential
for preference
right
lease applications.
b/The
figures
in brackets
are based
The unbracketed
Energy estimates.
on the June 1978 Energy estimates
Leasing
desirable

to promote
patterns

on the April
1979
figures
are based
used in the EIS.

more
of

Interior
believes
that
new Federal
leasing
would
improve
intra-regional
patterns
of development.
They state
that
new leases
could displace
development
of some existing leases
and preference
right
lease
applications
which
may not be the most suitable
in terms of land use and
This could
occur
because
environmental
considerations.
new leasing
will
be permitted
only after
comprehensive
land use and environmental
planning
is conducted.
Leasing
for
administrative

legal
and
purposes

Interior
emphasizes
that
a resumption
of Federal
leasing
is necessary,
at least
to the extent
of issuing
leases
for qualifying
preference
right
lease
applications.
In addition,
Interior
views
lease exchange
or lease purchase
as possible
alternatives
to preventing
development
of existing
leases
and preference
right
lease applications
in environmentally
unsuitable
areas.
They maintain
that
the likely
administrative
and financial
burdens
to acquire
leases
in unsuitable
areas
could
be reduced
by new leasing
and that
Federal
and
State
governments
would benefit
from the added bonuses
and royalties
from the sale and mining
of new Federal
leases.
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Leasing
to increase
competition
in the
Western
coal industry
Interior
states
that
certain
conditions
must exist
in
order
for private
markets
to function
in the most socially
beneficial
manner,
making
the best coal available
at the
lowest
price.
They indicate
that
a critical
requirement
is
that
there
should
be a sufficient
number of buyers
and sellers
for the market
to be genuinely
competitive
so that
no
one or few buyers
can influence
prices
in a monopolistic
fashion.
Interior
believes
that
a decision
not to lease
Federal
coal would tend to inhibit
competition
in the Western coal industry.
The final
programmatic
EIS cites
a 1978
Department
of Justice
report,
discussed
in Chapter
3, which
supports
a resumption
of Federal
leasing
to increase
competition.
What additional
analysis
be made to determine
the
for future
leasing?

should
need

In commenting
on this
report,
both Interior
and
gy believe
that
mining
plans
should
be relied
upon in
evaluation
of production
potential
for existing
leases.
As stated
in Chapter
9, we believe
that
this
strategy
would not result
in the type of information
needed to
swer the question,
"Is there
a need for new long-term
leasing
in the near future?"

Enerthe
ancoal

The final
programmatic
EIS does not present
an
analysis
of existing
leases
to show those that
have environmental
problems,
that
are not by themselves
or in conjunction
with other
coal properties
logical
mining
units,
or that
are not near transportation
facilities.
An
analysis
of these
factors
is necessary
in assessing
existing production
potential
and production
capacity.
Physical
production
potential
and capacity
estimates
could provide
useful
information
to support
leasing
policy
and decision-making.
However,
interpretation
of the estimates
will
depend upon professional
judgments
regarding
future
uncertainties
and the effect
of regulations
not under
Interior
control.
For example,
uncertainties
in rail
transportation
rates,
which are regulated
by the Interstate
Commerce Comission,
could
affect
the economic
viability
of
a specific
lease
tract.
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The assessment
of production
potential
and capacity
is also dependent
on the validity
and reliability
of
reserve
estimates.
In a recent
report
L/ we stated
that
Geological
Survey's
reserve
estimates
for existing
leases
are neither
accurate
nor reliable.
Interior
has stated
it
is undertaking
a program
to improve
the accuracy
of
reserve
information
and to obtain
reserve
estimates
from
lessees
using
a standard
reserve
estimating
methodology.
TO WHAT EXTENT IS THE DEVELOPMENT
OF EXISTING LEASES RESTRICTED BY
ENVIRONMENTAL CONSIDERATIONS?
There are many environmental
considerations
which
should
be carefully
reviewed.
These include
but are not
limited
to the designation
of air quality
areas where
industrial
development
would be limited
or prohibited,
the protection
of potential
or proposed
wilderness
areas,
and regional
and site-specific
surface
mining
considerations.
These considerations
emphasize
the lack of a direct
link
between
leasing
and mining.
This was discussed
previously
in Chapter
3.
Environmental
protection
goals
may consequently
require
that
areas of unmined coal which
could support
an economic
mining
operation
not be mined
because
of overriding
environmental
concerns.
Two environmental
considerations,
discussed
below,
illustrate
the need for assessing
the environmental
suitability
of existing
leases.
These are the designation
of leases
environmentally
unsuitable
for mining
and the
effect
of fugitive
dust standards
on existing
leases.
An analysis
of the production
potential
and capacity
for all existing
leases
and preference
right
lease
applications
is not possible
because
Interior
has not determined which leases
and applications
are environmentally
acceptable
for mining.
Interior
maintains
that
specific
lease development
proposals
must be reviewed
to measure
the possible
contribution
existing
leases
and applications
could make to future
energy
needs.
In the final
programmatic
EIS Interior
states
that
unsuitability
criteria
would be applied
to all new leases,
including
emergency

Estimates
of Western
-l/"Inaccurate
Be Corrected,"
EMD-78-32,
July
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Coal Reserves
11, 1978.

Should

leases
and preference
right
lease applications,
while
the unsuitability
of existing
leases
would not be
determined
until
the time mining
plans were submitted
or lease exchange
requests
were received.
According
to the final
programmatic
EIS, 223 leases
estimated
to contain
about 9 billion
tons of recoverable
reserves
will
be reviewed
for unsuitability,
because
the
On the other
hand,.
lessees
have submitted
mine plans.
there
are 311 leases
estimated
to contain
about 8 billion
tons of recoverable
reserves
which will
not be reviewed
for unsuitability
because
the lessees
have not submitted
However,
mining
plans or applied
for lease exchanges.
some of these
leases
are in areas
Interior
is presently
updating
to take unsuitability
criteria
into account
to support
a possible
mid-1980
lease sale.
The application
of unsuitablity
criteria
to existing leases
will
in all likelihood
be time-consuming.
This
makes it all the more important
for Interior
to undertake
a comprehensive
study of all
existing
leases
(1) to determine what additional
information
is needed,
or if none is
to designate
leases
either
as suitable
or unsuitneeded,
able for mining;
(2) to inform
the lessee
as to the environmental
status
of his lease
so that
he can decide,
in cases where more information
is needed,
whether
to
acquire
the information
or to relinquish
the lease;
and
(3) to make a determination
as to the production
potential
of the 17 billion
tons under lease,
in conjunction
with
the other
analyses
discussed
in this
chapter--a
determination
Interior
has not adequately
performed.
In addition
to the surface
mining
unsuitability
criteria
other
environmental
analyses
are needed to determine
the production
potential
of existing
leases.
For example,
as stated
in Chapter
3, some existing
leases
which may
or may not be included
in mining
plans might
not be developed
because of fugitive
dust restrictions.

The assessment
of production
potential
and capacity
for existing
leases
will
not be adequate
if the economic
viability
of the lease
tracts
is unknown.
One method
for evaluating
economic
viability
is to determine
if a
lease
is included
in a logical
mining
unit.
This unit
represents
an area of coal that
can be mined in an
5-8

efficient,
determined

economic,
and orderly
manner.
which leases
are contained
in

Interior
such units.

has

not

In many instances
there
are diverse
and intermingled
mineral
and surface
ownership
patterns
in Federal
coal
lease areas.
As a result
of these patterns,
some Federal
lease
tracts
will
be isolated
unless
they can be combined
with
private,
State,
railroad,
Indian,
and/or
other
Federal
coal tracts
to form logical
mining
units.
Many of the existing
leases,
alone,
probably
could
not be technically
classified
as logical
mining
units.
Interior
estimates
that
over half
the Federal
coal leases
standing
alone would have insufficient
reserves
to supply high volume coal users
such as electric
utilities.
Interior-s
reserve
estimates
for each of 530 leases
indicates
that
272 leases
each contain
less than 10 million
tons of recoverable
coal.
Sixty-eight
of the 272 leases
each contain
less than 1 million
tons of recoverable
coal.
In establishing
logical
mining
units
and new leases,
several
technical
issues
resolved.
These include:
--Should
the
and placed

lease
tracts
into different

be divided
logical

for
need

existing
to be

geographically
mining
units?

--Should
lease tracts
not contiguous
to other
lands
in a potential
logical
mining
unit
be made a part
of the unit?
If so, legislation
may be necessary
as the statutory
requirement
is that
the tracts
in a logical
mining
unit
must be contiguous.
This
issue
is further
discussed
in Chapter
8.
--Should
separate
coal seams in the
be designated
as separate
logical
be mined by the same or different
same or different
points
in time?
--How should
maximum
be made for logical
recovery
is further

same lease
tract
mining
units
to
operators
at the

economic
recovery
determinations
mining
units?
Maximum economic
discussed
in Chapter
7.
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TO WHAT EXTENT IS THE DEVELOPMENT OF
EXISTING LEASES PREVENTED BY A LACK OF
TRANSPORTATION NETWORKS?
The availability
of rail
transportation,
electric
and other
transportation
modes should
transmission
lines,
be considered
in assessing
the production
potential
and
capacity
of existing
leases.
Rail
is a primary
mode of
transportation
for Western
coal,
but many of the leases
may
not be served
by railroad
lines.
For example,
over 2 billion
tons of leased
recoverable
reserves
are in the Kaiparowits
area of Southern
Utah,
but this
area is not served
by
Unless
this
coal can be
a viable
transportation
system.
used to generate
electricity
at the mine sites,
the coal
cannot
presently
be transported
once it is mined.
One proposal
for this
area would require
about 200 miles
of track
for a transportation
corridor.
Other
areas in the West are confronted
with
similar
For example,
plans
are being developed
for a 45problems.
mile rail
spur along the Tongue River
in the Northern
Powder
River
Basin of Montana.
Without
this
spur,
proposed
coal
mines along the rail
corridor
may not be put into
production.
Consequently,
if a lease can be mined within
environmental
and economic
considerations
, estimates
of production
potential
or capacity
will
not be meaningful
unless
a transportation
network
exists
or transportation
plans
indicate
that
a network
could
be in place
when needed.
This analysis
of production
potential
could provide
some indication
of the
magnitude
of investment
that
would be required
to establish
sufficient
transportation
capacity.
OUESTIONS
Need

for

FOR CONSIDERATION
analysis:

1.

How and when should
Interior
evaluate
existing
leases
and preference
right
lease applications
to assure
an informed
judgment
as to the need
for additional
long-term
leasing?
Should Energy
provide
technical
assistance
to this
effort?

2.

How should
production
potential
capacity
be determined
and used
need for additional
leasing?
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and production
to assess
the

Reserve

estimates:
1.

Will
Interior's
program
to re-evaluate
estimates
on existing
leases
provide
reliable
estimates
when needed?

2.

HOW should
reserve
estimates
be made for leases
that
have little
or no exploration
activity?
If leases
have low mining
potential,
should
they
be re-evaluated?

Environmental

reserve
valid
and

considerations:

1.

Of the 17 billion
tons of recoverable
serves
under lease,
how much is not
cause of environmental
constraints?

2.

In addition
to unsuitability
criteria
and fugitive
dust standards
, what other
environmental
considerations
should
be taken
into
account?

--Logical

mining

coal
minable

rebe-

unit:

1.

Of the 17 billion
lease,
how much
are not included

2.

What factors
should
be considered
by guidelines
for resolving
technical
issues
about logical
mining
units
that
pertain
to geographical
division of leases,
contiguity
of leases,
separate
coal seams, and maximum economic
recovery?

Transportation

tons of recoverable
coal
is not minable
because
the
in logical
mining
units?

under
leases

networks:

1.

To what extent
could
the lack of transportation
facilities
limit
the contribution
of existing
leases
to 1985 and post-1985
demand?

2.

How many of the existing
leases
are not near or
served
by transportation
facilities?
What plans
are being developed
to provide
transportation
facilities?
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CHAPTER 6
HOW SHOULD INTERIOR
ITS

DETERMINATIONS

COAL AVAILABLE
ON-GOING

BETTER TIE

TOGETHER

ON THE AMOUNT OF UNLEASED
TO MEET FUTURE NEEDS WITH

LAND USE PLANNING

EXPLORATION

AND COAL

PROGRAMS?

Interior
is responsible
for evaluating
Federal
lands to
determine
how much unleased
Federal
coal is available
and
suitable
for meeting
coal needs.
The evaluation
of available Federal
coal depends on land use planning
and the coal
exploration
program.
Three issues
are related
to this
activity.
--Should
regional
coal production
goals or targets
considered
along with other
resource
values
in
developing
land use plans?
--Will
the designation
mining
be impeded

of areas unsuitable
by a lack of information?

--Will
Federal
coal exploration
data for timely
analysis
of
areas?

all

for

be

coal

provide
sufficient
potential
leasing

SHOULD REGIONAL COAL PRODUCTION
GOALS BE CONSIDERED ALONG WITH
OTHER RESOURCE VALUES IN
DEVELOPING LAND USE PLANS?
As emphasized
in previous
chapters,
planning
for future
coal development
is more involved
than simply
issuing
leases.
Interior
must
identify
alternative
land uses and make tradeoff decisions
among energy,
other
resources,
and environmental objectives
by evaluating
planning
areas to identify
which
portions
have and which do not have potential
to support
coal
development.
One of the principles
of land use planning
is
the allocation
of scarce
resources.
This can be difficult
when there
are conflicts
between
resource
uses.
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Interior's
preferred
Federal
coal management
and leasing program
described
in the final
programmatic
EIS places
great
reliance
on land use planning.
Interior
refers
to its
preferred
program
as a land use planning-oriented
leasing
system.
Any leasing
program
would have to consider
land use
planning
because
of statutory
requirements.
The Federal
Coal
Leasing
Amendments
Act requires
that
a lease
cannot
be issued unless
a comprehensive
land use plan has been prepared and the lease
sale is compatible
with
the plan.
The
Federal
Land Policy
and Management
Act establishes
the
basic
planning
authority
for the Bureau of Land Management.
The final
programmatic
EIS briefly
discusses
the planning system
as proposed
by the Bureau of Land Management
on
December
15, 1978, and which
Interior
says is similar
to
the system
proposed
by the Forest
Service.
According
to
the EIS, both proposals
would require
nine steps
to be completed.
For example,
the steps
include
inventory
data and
information
collection,
formulation
of alternative
plans,
and estimation
of the effects
of alternatives.
The final
EIS does not clearly
explain
how the proposed
planning
system will
tie
into
Interior's
preferred
program
alternative,
nor does it clearly
explain
how the proposed
system will
be used to (1) determine
values
for coal and other
resources,
(2) identify
land use alternatives
and resource
conflicts,
and (3) perform
trade-offs
between
coal and other
resource
values
where resource
conflicts
exist.
These are
substantive
issues
and are important
to a land-use
oriented
leasing
system because
they relate
to decision-making
mechanisms affecting
coal production
goals,
unsuitability
evaluations,
tract
selection
and ranking,
and expressions
of tract
interests
from industry,
environmental,
and other
groups.
Left
unexplained,
it will
be unclear
as to how industry
and
others
can effectively
participate
in land use planning
and
how land use planning
and coal leasing
are to be accomplished
in light
of Energy's
coal production
goals
and the
market
demand for coal.
Many private
and public
sector
energy,
environmental,
and socio-economic
planners
may be uncertain
as to how tradeoffs
between
coal and other
resource
values
will
be made.
Some have expressed
concerns
to us about the possible
unavailability
of reliable
coal and other
resource-value
data and the
questionable
capability
of the Government
to perform
comprehensive
land use and trade-off
analyses
under conditions
of
uncertainty.
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The final
EIS contains
a detailed
discussion
of unsuitability
criteria
and emphasizes
that
"...most
major
conflicts
between
coal and other
resources
would be addressed
during
the application
of the unsuitability
criteria...",
but it
also recognizes
that
significant
resource
balancing
decisions
could
remain.
These multiple-use
resource
management
decisions,
according
to the EIS, would be made to accommosite-specific
resource
values
clearly
superior
date unique,
to coal but which are not included
in the unsuitability
A prime recreation
site
or campground
are cited
criteria.
The EIS states
"The responsible
official
would
as examples.
balance
these values
against
the value
of possibly
offering
additional
coal from the planning
unit."
A key issue
is how
these
resource
values
will
be determined.
According
to the draft
and final
programmatic
EISs,
Interior
does not plan to use coal production
goals
or targets in the land use planning
process.
Interior
justifies
this
on the grounds
that
the exclusion
of production
goals
or targets
ensures
that
the planning
system would first
produce the best resource
management
decisions
without
the constraint
of meeting
pre-selected
production
targets.
If production
goals
are not to be used in the identification
and evaluation
of land use alternatives,
Interior
will
not be able to evaluate
all
foreseeable
land use alternatives.
Use of coal production
goals
to analyze
land
use alternatives
should
not constrain
a land use plan to
the alternative
that would satisfy
the production
goals.
This would represent
only one alternative.
Failure
to evaluate
this
alternative
along with
other
feasible
alternatives
could
result
in a plan that
does not
objectively
assess coal needs relative
to other
resource
values
and a land use environmental
impact
statement
that
does not evaluate
the cumulative
effect
associated
with
alternatives
that
will
meet the needs.
If all feasible
alternatives
were considered
in terms of their
relative
benefits
and costs,
the land use decision
would probably
be more defensible
because
important
consequences
were
considered.
In addition,
this
should
enable
Interior's
and Energy's
coal supply
analysts
to have a better
grasp
on coal supply
potential
from Federal
lands.
sult

The use of coal production
in coal production
as the
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goals
or targets
could
selected
land use, when

re-

Other
resources
may not be as easotherwise
it might
not.
ily quantified
because
of a lack of market
transactions,
the difficulty
in estimating
reliable
measures
of consumers'
willingness
to pay, or other
reasons.
However,
the selection
of coal as an acceptable
land
use will
not automatically
result
in coal being leased
and
Interior
has established
controls
in the coal
developed.
For
management
program
to prevent
such a direct
linkage.
leasing
targets,
tract
selection,
tract
ranking,
example,
State
consultation,
and other
environmental
and socio-economic controls
as well
as coal economics
and demand will
play decisive
roles
in determinations
of production
levels
in a given
area.
in the final
EIS, Interior
maintains
that
Furthermore,
resource
use could
be controlled
through
the use of threshold development
rates
or levels.
According
to Interior,
these
rates
or levels
would be used to control
impacts
which
depend on an overall
development
level
rather
than on sitespecific
effects.
For example,
the final
EIS states
"...a
threshold
constraint
would be established
in the land use
plan to specify
the total
level
of habitat
reduction
within the acceptable
areas
identified
in the plan."
Interior
maintains
that
threshold
rates
or levels
can be applied
during
land use planning
or in the activity
planning
process.
The threshold
concept
is not clearly
stated
in the
final
EIS. The EIS is unclear
as to how and when it would
who would determine
the threshold
levels
or
be applied,
rates,
and how it would be related
to coal production
goals
and targets.
BLM's proposed
planning
ing land use planning
process
including:
--Better
planner.

national

policy

--Improved
development,
alternatives.

regulations
state
that
the
needs a number of changes
communication
display,

and

to

the

assessment

local
of

--The
assessment
of the environmental
and other
effects
of the proposed
plans
in a combined
draft
and final
plan-environmental
impact
statement.
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exist-

The development
of the land use plan is to be based on a
including
the formulation
of alternanumber of processesp
tive
plans,
a comparative
assessment
of the consequences
and the selection
of the preferred
of each alternative,
alternative.
Various
alternative
plans,
according
to the
should
be developed
to encompass
all
proposed
regulations,
reasonable
ways to utilize
the public
land resource
and
Plan altern'aresolve
issues
and differences
of opinion.
tives
may be developed
which focus on different
goals
such
as resource
protection
or resource
production.
The physical,
biological,
economic,
and social
effects
of implementing
each alternative
are to be estimated
and
using
the available
data and technology.
A key
displayed,
issue
is that
the assessment
of alternatives
will
be incomplete
if Interior
does not consider
production
goals during
This issue
is further
discussed
in Chapland use planning.
ter 9 under our response
to agency comments.
WILL THE DESIGNATION OF AREAS UNSUITABLE
FOR COAL MINING BE IMPEDED BY A LACK OF
INFORMATION?
The Surface
Mining
Control
and Reclamation
Act requires
Interior
to designate
applicable
lands
as unsuitable
for
surface
coal mining
operations.
In addition,
Interior
plans
to designate
unsuitable
lands
for deep mining
operations
where deep mining
would produce
hydrologic
or surface
effects
to which an unsuitability
criterion
would apply.
Surface effects
include
surface
occupancy,
subsidence,
fire,
and other
environmental
impacts
of underground
mining
which
are manifested
on the surface.
According
to Interior,
the application
of unsuitability
criteria
will
enable
to identify
and isolate
Federal
coal areas with major
environmental
features
that make them
unsuitable
for leasing.
The designation
of unsuitable
lands
is to normally
occur
during
land use planning.
Under the
Federal
coal management
program,
lands
acceptable
for further
consideration
for coal leasing
would be designated
after
unsuitability
and other
criteria
were applied.
Twenty-four
unsuitability
criteria
have been identified
and are presented
in the final
programmatic
EIS and in proposed regulations.
Many of the criteria
are based on laws
such as the Surface
Mining
Control
and Reclamation
Act and
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Other
criteria
the Federal
Coal Leasing
Amendments
Act.
Examples
of the categories
are based on Interior
policy.
for which criterion
have been developed
are wilderness
State
fish
and wildlife,
migratory
birds,
study
areas,
wetlands,
prime
farm lands,
endangered
species,
and alluvial
valley
floors.
Before
the unsuitability
criteria
were selected
for
the preferred
Federal
coal management
programp
Interior
established
a task force
to formulate,
field
test,
and evaluplanning
Four Bureau of Land Management
ate the criteria.
units
which had completed
land use plans
were selected
for
the field
test,
These are the Decker-Birney
Planning
Unit
in Montana,
the Campbell
Planning
Unit and Converse
Planning
The
Unit
in Wyoming,
and the Wattis
Planning
unit
in Utah.
test,
done in 1978,
indicated
that
about
98,000
acres or 39
percent
of the total
acreage
would be excluded
by application
of the unsuitability
criteria
in the Decker-Birney
Planning
Unit;
about
219,000
acres or 51 percent
in the Campbell
Planning Unit;
about
28,000
acres or 26 percent
in the Converse
Planning
Unit:
and that
the Wattis
Planning
Unit
would not
be affected
because
the entire
area consists
almost
entirely
of underground
mineable
coal.
The effect
of all
the criteria
could
not be analyzed
due to a lack of information.
The task
force
concluded
that
additional
data would have to be obtained
in most areas
when unsuitability
criteria
are applied
for hydrology,
alluvial
valley
floors,
threatened
and endangered
species,
migratory
birds,
fisheries,
and State
unsuitable
areas.
According
to Interior,
recommendations
on lands determined to be environmentally
unsuitable
for coal production
will
be made early
in land use planning
if sufficient
data
is available
or-- if best available
data is not sufficient-later
in the leasing
process
when sufficient
data is available.
Either
way, Interior
plans
to provide
an opportunity
for public
comment on criteria
applications.
The 1978
field
test
indicates
that
some of the criteria
cannot
be
evaluated
because
no data or very little
data would be available,
It states
that
the land use plan will
(1) explain
whether
additional
data would be likely
to significantly
affect
the conclusions
concerning
unsuitability
and (2) disclose
when in tract
selection,
lease
sale,
or post-lease
activities
the necessary
data would be generated.
A key
issue
is how much data will
be required
for analysis.
A
major
concern
is whether
delays
in leasing
will
occur
and,
if soI whether
an alternative
leasing
mechanism
could
be
developed
to reduce
the delays.
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In May 1979 written
Comments to Interior
on its
proposed
coal management
regulations,
the Department
of
Energy expressed
its concern
about the large
amount of
acreage
that
cannot
be considered
for coal development
until
data pertaining
to some of the unsuitability
criteria
is collected.
Energy evaluated
the effects
of the
unsuitability
designations,
as determined
by Interior
in
its
1978 field
test.
Energy found that
almost
70 per- *
cent of the reserves
in areas it studied
were categorized
as "suitable
pending
intensive
inventory,"
meaning
that
they cannot
be used for coal development
until
adequate
data is developed.
About 45 percent
of these affected
reserves
have a mining
ratio
of 4.5 to 1 or less,
the
lowest
mining
ratio
level
that
Energy uses.
Further,
Energy"s
evaluation
indicates
that
six criteria-Federal
endangered
species,
State
endangered
species,
eagle areas,
State
fish
and wildlife,
wetlands,
and alluvial
valley
floors --appear
to have the greatest
effect
on
coal reserves
in the areas Energy studied.
Energy stated
that
a seventh
criterion--flood
plains--had
a major
affect
on coal reserves
in one area.
Energy said it believes
that
the latter
four of the
above seven criteria
are discretionary
and have reasonable
alternatives
that
would reduce
the impact
on coal reserves
while
maintaining
the basic
intent
of the proposed
criteria.
Energy reports
that
for these
four
criteria
in the
about 3.4 billion
tons of coal
(about
27
areas it studied,
percent
of all reserves)
are in the category
of "unsuitable"
or "suitable
pending
intensive
study."
Following
a review
of the 1978 field
test,
Interior
modified
the criteria
to be included
in the preferred
coal management
program.
In 1979, Interior
field
tested
the modified
criteria
in 10 planning
units
in North
Dakota,
Montana,
Wyoming,
and Colorado.
The areas reviewed
included 551,760
acres
and contained
about 10 billion
tons
of coal.
Results
of the 1979 field
test
and the Bureau of Land
Management's
recommendations
have been documented
in a
According
to the report,
appliMay 1, 1979, Bureau report.
cation
of the criteria
did not result
in wholesale
elimination of large
acreages/tonnages--about
5 percent
of the
tested
coal tonnage
(about
512 million
tons)
were affected.
However,
the report
states
that
some of the lands
found to
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be acceptable
for future
consideration
for leasing
eventually
require
additional
inventory
and study
final
informed
management
decisions
can be made.

will
before

The report
indicates
that
the determination
of mining
units
is the largest
question
to be answered
in determining which coal lands could
be made available
for leasing.
That is, deletion
of coal lands due to multiple-use
tradeoffs,
unsuitability
criteria,
and surface
owner consultation
may result
in coal land patterns
which could
prevent
the formation
of economical
or logical
mining
units.
According
to the report,
the effect
of the resultant
land
patterns
on mining
units
cannot
be determined
from the
field
test,
but the field
test
suggests
the problems
may
be substantial.
In two memoranda
submitted
to Interior's
Office
of
Coal Leasing
in March and April
1979, the Council
of Economic Advisers
expressed
concern
about the economic
implications
of some of the criteria.
The Council
noted that
four criteria
were likely
to preclude
mining
in lowland
areas resulting
in the location
of new mines in upland
areas where mining
costs
are generally
thought
to be
The four criteria
are riverine,
coastal
and
greater.
special
floodplains;
Federal
lands with
national
resource
waters;
prime
farmlands;
and alluvial
valley
floors.
According
to the Council,
incremental
mining
costs
resulting
from the application
of these criteria
may increase
the
price
of Western
coal to a point
sufficient
to induce
regional
shifts
in coal production,
increased
electric
utility
rates,
and increased
oil
imports.
The Council
further
stated
that
regional
shifts
in production
could
be accompanied
by
negative
environmental
impacts
such as increased
concentration
Of
air pollutants
associated
with
the use of Mid-Western
and Appalachian
coal.
The Council
recommended
that
Interior
conduct
an economic
analysis
of unsuitability
criteria.
In response
to the Council's
recommendation,
Interior
performed
an economic
review
of the unsuitability
criteria.
According
to Interior
in their
May 1979 draft
report
of
this
review,
application
of unsuitability
criteria
may
have the following
results:
--Small
(less
than 30 percent)
holdings
will
not immediately
production
in the West.
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reserve
affect

withcoal

--Current
withholdings
will
have a greater
future
impact
through
a shift
in some
forecasted
coal production
from surface
minable
reserves
in the Powder River
Basin
to Western
deep mining
reserves
and to
reserves
in Appalachia
and the Mid-West.
--Western
reserve
withholdings
50 percent
may only affect
consumption
slightly.

of less than
national
oil

--At
of
at

the national
coal may not
low withholding

--If

withholding
rates
of less than 50 perare forthcoming,
electricity
costs
not show significant
increases.

cent
will

level
the delivered
price
show significant
increases
levels.

--When the criteria
are combined
with
the
results
of multiple-use
planning
decisions,
the total
reserves
withheld
may approach
50 percent
in the extreme
case with
30
percent
or less more likely.
Interior
states
that
its conclusions
could
understate
the impact
of the unsuitability
criteria
if there
is a
large
withholding
of Powder River
Basin reserves
with
shifts
to smaller
mine sizes
and/or
less desirable
reserves
coupled
with
greater
than anticipated
increases
in overall
coal demand.
Interior's
draft
report
does not discuss
mining
cost
increases
as a result
of having
to go from low cost coal
to higher
cost coal because of the unsuitability
criteria.
The report
makes the implicit
assumption
that
the coal
lands unaffected
by application
of the unsuitability
criteria
are immediately
available
for production
and unconstrained
by Interior's
coal management
program.
However,
if the coal management
program
does constrain
Western
coal
the least
cost coal unaffected
by the unsuitability
supply,
criteria
may not be made available
to insure
that
producers
will
be able to develop
least-cost
mines.
The Council
on Wage and Price
Stability
comments
to Interior
on the proposed
coal
stated
that
four of the proposed
ulations,
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in May 1979
management
regunsuitability

State
criteria-fish
and wildlife,
wetlands,
floodplains,
and alluvial
valley
floors --have
the greatest
exclusionary
According
to the Council,
these
effect
on coal resources.
criteria
appear
to have their
greatest
impact
on coal reI which generally
have lower
sources
with
low mining
ratios
mining
costs--perhaps
on the order
of 5 to 7 percent.
in recognizing
that
future
land use planning
Further,
should
be conducted
in a manner that
balances
competing
the Council
is concerned
that
Interior
does not
land uses,
appear
to have an effective
mechanism
by which
the value
of coal and coal production
can be considered
in land use
planning.
The Council
recommends
that
Interior
develop
and incorporate
into
its
final
regulations
such a mechanism,
and that
Interior
make the following
modifications
eliminate
the
to the proposed
unsuitability
criteria:
State
fish
and wildlife,
wetlands,
and floodplains
criteria,
which are discretionary;
and, the alluvial
valley
floor
criterion
should
be modified.
On June 2, 1979,
the following
program
regarding
unsuitability

the Secretary
of the
policy
and procedure
criteria:

--Select
the preferred
alternative
24 unsuitability
criteria.

Interior
decisions

for

15 of

made

the

--Modify
5 of the 24 preferred
unsuitability
criteria:
Federal
lands
systems,
rights-of-way
and easements,
scenic
areas,
Federal-listed
endangered
species,
and State
resident
fish
and wildlife.
--Delete
3 of the 24 preferred
criteria:
prime
farm land,
and State
lands
unsuitable.
--Defer
until

the decision
other
options

unsuitability
reclamability,

on the wetlands
are considered.

criteria

--Study
and reconsider
two additional
unsuitability
criteria
in cooperation
with
the
Environmental
Protection
Agency:
prevention
of significant
deterioration
of airsheds
and
protection
of sole source
aquifers.
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WILL FEDERAL COAL EXPLORATION PROVIDE
SUFFICIENT
DATA FOR TIMELY ANALYSIS
OF ALL POTENTIAL LEASING AREAS?
The Federal
Coal Leasing
Amendments
Act authorizes
and directs
Interior
to conduct
a comprehensive
coal exploration
program
to accomplish
two objectives.
First,'
the program
will
enable
Interior
to obtain
resource
information
to evaluate
the extent,
location,
and potential
for developing
the known recoverable
coal resources
of
Second,
the program
will
enable
Interior
Federal
lands.
to obtain
resource
information
to determine
whether
commercial
quantities
of coal are present
and to estimate
the amount of coal that
is recoveraable
by deep and surAccording
to the act*
this
inforface mining
operations.
mation
is to provide
a basis
for:
--Developing

a comprehensive

--Improving
information
and revenues
which

land

use

plan.

on the value
of
should
be expected

--Increasing
providing
bidders

competition
among
data and information
equally
and equitably.

--Providing
deposits
offered

the public
with
and the value of
for sale.

coal
to

resources
from leasing.

producers
by
all potential

information
on coal
public
resourcess
being

According
to a Senate Energy and Natural
Resources
Committee
report
1/ there
is no requirement
that
all known
Federal
coal resources
be evaluated
before
any can be leased.
The Federal
coal exploration
program
does not prevent
Interior
from issuing
coal leases
where information
about the
nature
and extent
of the coal is considered
to be adequate.
Federal
coal reserve
data is needed not only to estimate the recoverability
and economic
value
of coal for a
given lease
tract,
but also to evaluate
potential
coal

i/"Federal
Coal Leasing
Policies
and Regulations,"
Senate Committee
on Energy and Natural
Resources
Publication
No. 95-77,
by the Congressional
Research
Service,
January
1978.
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Interior
submitted
supply
for unleased
Federal
lands.
a plan to the Congress
in 1977 outlining
the Federal
coal exploration
program.
The plan described
the activities
and regions
to be explored
during
the first
5 years
following
enactment
of the Federal
Coal Leasing
Amendments
Act.
The exploration
plan is composed of a regional
coal
assessment
activity
and a detailed
coal evaluation
activity.
Numerous
other
Geological
Survey
activities
such
as topographic
mapping
and water
studies
support
the
coal exploration
program.
The regional
activity
is general
because
it covers
a broad geographic
area and is concerned
primarily
with
identifying
the geographical
extent
of the coal fields.
The coal fields
are not evaluated
in terms of economical
and technological
parameters.
Regional
exploration
work
does not provide
information
for identifying
specific
lease tracts.
Approximately
85 different
geographic
areas
covering
about
100 million
acres
are currently
scheduled
for regional
analysis;
maps and associated
data will
be
published
from time to time as areas are completed.
The
Geological
Survey estimates
that
all
areas could
be completed
in 10 to 14 years
if sufficient
funds
and staff
were available.
Detailed
evaluation
activities
are designed
to provide an estimate
of recoverable
Federal
coal reserves
by
surface
and underground
mining
methods.
Major
evaluation
activities
include
(1) the identification
and evaluation
of coal leasing
areas referred
to as Known Recoverable
Coal
Resource
Areas and (2) the acquisition
and interpretation
of reserve
data to be used in lease
tract
selection
and
evaluation.
This assessment
is based on a mapping
program
and the preparation
of reserve
estimates
for potential
coal
leasing
and development
areas.
In terms of development
potentials,
an analysis
is conducted
to designate
areas as
having
high,
medium or low potential
for surface
mining,
underground
mining,
and in-situ
coal gasification.
As potential
lease
tracts
are delineated,
Survey
conducts
additional
drilling,
as necessary,
to help determine
and
support
maximum economic
recovery
and fair
market
value
estimates.
covered

The detailed
12 coal

mapping
effort
leasing
areas;

was initiated
an additional
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in 1977 and
10 acres were

The reserve
assessment
is completed
for
added in 1978.
one area and Interior
estimates
that
the remaining
11 of
the initial
12 areas will
be completed
in late
1979.
The 22 coal leasing
ares together
represent
approximately
80 percent
of the acreage
of all presently
designated
coal
leasing
areas.
The Geological
Survey
indicates
that
other
areas will
be completed
as funding
permits.
Long-range

planning

Exploration
data can,be
used to support
land use planning decisions,
production
goal estimates,
lease
tract
identification
and evaluation,
and lease management.
Substantial
quantities
of useful
data on a site-specific
level
However,
can be obtained
over the short-term.
the development of a comprehensive
resource
data bank on potentially
available
and unleased
Federal
coal lands
is a long-term
activity.
Interior's
exploration
program
plan forecasts
activities
over a 5-year
period,
which is the minimum planning
requirement
of the Federal
Coal Leasing
Amendments
Act.
A
long-range
plan,
if developed,
would provide
a better
focus
on exploration
schedules
needed to meet objectives
and would
keep various
Interior
agencies
and other
interested
Government and non-Government
entities
informed
of exploration
strategies
and plans.
Exploration
advanced

associated
technology

with

Public
and private
sector
exploration
activities
could
provide
data that
would be useful
in the analysis
of coal
lands suitable
for advanced
coal technology.
Federal
energy
policy
decisions
affectinq
the development
of synthetic
coal
fuels
could
be improved
when certain
characteristics,
such
as tract
size and geological
and geophysical
composition,
are known and related
to potential
development
strategies
and specifications
of the energy
technology.
As these
strategies
and specifications
are developed,
exploration
activities
could
be designed
to develop
a data base to support
private
and public
sector
plans as to where,
what kind,
and how much Federal
coal could
be leased
to satisfy
future
energy
requirements
in a timely
and efficient
manner.
The
development
of synthetic
coal fuel
exploration
program
objectives
would be helpful
to industry,
State,
and Federal
energy
planners
by focusing
attention
on the importance
of
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exploration
for future
coal fuel

f

activities
for selecting,
development,
tracts
suitable
plants
and mines.

and possibly
for siting

reserving
synthetic

exploration
activities
could
provide
resource
Also,
information
on the location
of future
energy
research
and
development
complexes.
Many factors,
including
geological,
legal,
and environmental,
affect
decisions
as to type of
mining
technique
and location
of mining
activity.
An
exploration
program
could
be used to identify
tracts
suitable for conducting
industry
and Government
experiments
to
demonstrate
advanced
technology,
such as for synfuels
and
for increasing
maximum recovery
and resource
conservation.
Private

sector

exploration

Before
enactment
of the Federal
Coal Leasing
Amendments
Act,
and the coal leasing
moratorium,
private
sector
prospecting
or exploration
work was permitted
on Federal
lands
to determine
the existence
and workability
of coal deposits.
Interior
had authority
to issue prospecting
permits
which
entitled
the permittee
to prospect
for coal on the land
included
in the permit
for a term of 2 years.
A holder
of
a coal prospecting
permit
who showed that
the land included
in the permit
contained
coal in commercial
quantities
was
entitled
to a preference
right
lease.
The Federal
Coal Leasing
Amendments
Act abolished
prospecting
permits
and the issuance
of preference
right
leases,
with
the exception
of valid
existing
rights.
Under
the Amendments,
no person
can conduct
coal exploration
for
commercial
purposes
for any unleased
coal on Federal
lands
without
an exploration
license.
An exploration
license
confers
no right
to a lease and the issuance
of exploration
licenses
does not preclude
Interior
from issuing
coal leases
at such times
and locations
and to such persons
as Interior
deems appropriate.
The Amendments
also require
holders
of exploration
licenses
to furnish
Interior
copies
of all data obtained
during
exploration,
including
but not limited
to, geological,
geophysical,
and core drilling
analyses.
Interior
is required
to maintain
the confidentiality
of all data obtained
until
after
the areas
involved
have been leased
or until
such
times as Interior
determines
that
making
the data available
to the public
would not damage the competitive
position
of
the licensee,
whichever
comes first.
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Finally,
the Government
financed
exploration
program
specified
in the Amendments
authorizes
and directs
Interior to conduct
seismic,
geophysical,
geochemical,
or
or to contract
for or purchase
stratigraphic
drilling,
the results
of such exploration
activities
from commercial
or other
sources.
This program
does not limit
any person
from conducting
similar
exploration
activities
to the
extent
permitted
by the exploration
license
regulations.
information,
All data,
maps, interpretations,
and surveys
which are obtained
directly
by Interior
or under a service
contract
are required
to be made available
to the public.
Interior,
however,
is required
to maintain
the confidentiality
of all proprietary
data or information
purchased
from
commercial
sources
not under contract
with
the Government
until
after
the areas involved
have been leased.
On March 19, 1979, proposed
regulations
were published
in the Federal
Register
that
would allow
private
parties
singularly
or jointly
to explore
Federally-owned
coal deposits to obtain
geological,
environmental,
and other
data concerning
coal deposits
and the lands
in which they occur.
The proposed
regulations
state
that
any person
qualified
to hold a lease could apply
for an exploration
license.
An exploration
license
would not be valid
for more than 2
years
from its effective
date and cleanup
and reclamation
must be completed
during
this
2-year
period.
According
to
the proposed
regulations,
exploration
licenses
would not be
extended
and exploration
operations
could
not be conducted
after
the license
had expired,
although
a new exploration
license
could
be issued
simultaneously
with
the termination
of the existing
license.
According
to the proposed
regulations,
applicants
for
coal exploration
licenses
would be required
to provide
an opportunity
for other
parties
to participate
in exploration
under the license
on a pro rata
cost sharing
basis.
Upon the filing
of an application
for exploration
license
an applicant
would be required
to have published
a "Notice
of Invitation"
in a local
newspaper
for the area
where exploration
is to be conducted.
This notice
would
be required
to contain
an invitation
to the public
to participate
in the exploration
under the license.
Moreover,
the proposed
regulations
state
that
an application
to conduct exploration
which could have been conducted
as part
of exploration
under an existing
or recent
coal exploration
license
may be rejected.
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Some observers
believe
existing
and proposed
Federal
exploration
regulations
that
require
cost
sharing
and data
sharing
arrangements
provide
environmental
protection
beneThis may result
because
any one participant
to an
fits.
exploration
plan will
not have to duplicate
drilling,
thus
reducing
the number of acres disturbed
during
exploration
since
public
resource
Also,
and reconnaissance
activities.
is involved,
all parties
willing
and able to pay their
fair
share of the exploration
cost should
also share all
information,
despite
the reduced
competitive
advantage
to those
involved.
Critics
of existing
Federal
coal exploration
programs
and related
regulations
argue that
the system
lacks
proper incentives
to encourage
private
industry
to invest
substantial
resources
in exploration
projects
on Federal
coal
lands.
They say that
regulations
requiring
public
announcement of exploration
plans
and location,
cost
sharing
with
other
parties
interested
in exploring
the same area,
and
release
of proprietary
drill
hole data to all cost sharing
participants
eliminates
any competitive
advantages
created
by the investment
of substantial
sums in exploration
activities.
critics
assert
that
the Surface
Mining
Moreover,
Control
and Reclamation
Act and other
environmental
laws
place
costly
requirements
on future
coal exploration
and
mine development
plans.
Requirements
not only relate
to
acquisition
of costly
site-specific
data,
but also could
add long lead times
in monitoring
water
quantity
and quality data at sites
where no historical
records
exist
due to
a lack of previous
mining
experience.
Critics
further
argue that
if industry
is not given
proper
incentives
to explore
lands outside
of current
coal
leasing
areas,
greater
uncertainties
could
complicate
future
tract
selection
and ranking,
They maintain
that
the
Government
may risk
generating
insufficient
competitive
interest
from industry
in tracts
selected
in previously
unmined areas.
These and other
observers
believe
that
considering
the amount of Federal
coal lands yet to be explored,
and
the substantial
financial
resources
involved
to accomplish
this
effort
within
a reasonable
time period,
Interior
will
not have the necessary
funds to undertake
this
effort.
They emphasize
this
because
of limited
Federal
budgetary
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resources
uncertainties
useless.
incentives
ploration
production

and

the risk
that
future
regulatory
and market
could
render
some of this
exploration
effort
They believe
there
is a need for appropriate
to stimulate
private
sector
investment
in exat a level
consistent
with
future
leasing
and
goals
and land use planning
objectives.

Investment
requirements
of the coal mining
industry
in
the years
ahead is expected
to be large
in comparison
to
the industry"s
past needs.
Future
coal projects--whether
they be exploration
or new mine openings--will
have to compete in capital
markets
for investment
funds with
other
energy
and non-energy
related
projects.
In recent
years equity
financing
has been a minor
source
of new capital
for the coal industry,
particularly
for independent
coal operators.
Financial
experts
conservately
estimate
that
at least
half
of the coal industry's
future
capital
needs will
be provided
from external
sources.
They cite
costly
regulatory
burdens
placed
on the industry
coupled
with
uncertain
market
demand as factors
contrikuting to an uncertain
outlook
for industry
profitability
and
internal
financing,
although
external
financing
is not
viewed
as a constraining
factor
under conditions
of improved
coal demand.
Our discussions
with
commercial
banking
officials
experienced
in coal financing
indicate
that
financial
institutions
generally
will
not share certain
environmental
and
regulatory
risks
associated
with
exploration
and mine plan
development.
According
to a bank official,
banks usually
will
not share exploration
and start-up
risks
of mine plan
preparation
and design,
water
discharge
data collection
and analysis,
environmental
impact
studies,
and work force
payrolls.
In light
of regulatory
cost
uncertainties
and
changing
coal market
conditions,
banks are reluctant
to
lend money to cover
these activities.
Revenues
to repay
the loan usually
do not begin to materialize,
if at all,
until
mining
operations
begin , which can be several
years
after
exploration
and related
work is scheduled
for
completion.
In addition
to exploration
expenditures,
there
are
substantial
front-end
capital
investments
necessary
to
install
the mine and ground
support
systems.
Normally,
a financial
institution
will
not lend the full
amount to
finance
these expenditures,
and the amounts
they do lend
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usually
have a payback
schedule
considerably
less than
the production
schedule.
One bank official
whose bank
is participating
in financing
a Western
surface
coal mine
designed
to produce
ten million
tons a year told
us that
between
$150 million
and $170 million
in front-end
capital
is required
before
any production
will
be forthcoming.
The official
stated
that
such a project
requires
substantial
exploration
and reliable
reserve
estimates
to justify
a major
investment
outlay.
Considering
the substantial
front-end
site-specific
exploration
and capital
expenditures
necessary
to plan
and develop
large-scale
Western
coal mines,
bank officials
told
us that
independent
coal operators,
with
the
exception
of major
independents,
are unlikely
to internally
finance
large
scale
projects.
Larger
enterprises
with
internal
financial
resources
either
separately
or
through
joint
ventures
involving
independants
or others
may be the most likely
to invest
in large-scale
and
risky
ventures
or resort
to equity
markets.
Bank officials
feel
that
the Federal
Government
should
provide
proper
incentives
to encourage
corporations
to invest
in
Western
coal exploration
and mine development
activities.
They feel
that
this
would enhance mining
efficiency,
foster
timely
development
of Western
coal reserves,
stabilize
coal market
prices,
and reduce
costs
to consumers
in the long-term.
Some Government
and non-Government
energy
officials
have expressed
concerns
that
existing
Federal
coal legislation
and programs
could discourage
private
sector
investments in exploration
projects
on Federal
coal lands,
and
increase
the risk
of future
production
shortfalls.
They
also expressed
concerns
about
(1) a lack of Federal
funds
to accelerate
Federal
exploration
programs,
(2) the capability
of the Government
to perform
the work effectively
even if sufficient
funds were made available,
and (3) the
risk
that
accelerated
Government
efforts
could
be misdirected
because
of uncertainties
external
to Interior
control
which could
contribute
to potential
production
shortfalls
and increased
coal prices.
These analysts
also
believe
the Government
should
identify
and evaluate
private sector-public
sector
alternatives
to existing
exploration
and leasing
strategies
which could
provide
greater
social
benefits
in a timely
manner and at an acceptable
cost
to society.
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Some observers
argue that
existing
laws and policies
limit
Interior
in implementing
alternative
exploration
strategies
to stimulate
private
sector
investments
in exploraalthough
they say that
existing
regulations
could
be
tion,
modified
to encourage
such activity
to a limited
extent
and
still
be within
the existing
legal
and policy
framework.
Other observers
say that
the existing
exploration
programs
although
they do recognize
some need for
are adequate,
greater
private
sector
incentives.
They indicate
that
investment
incentives
can take on many forms other
than
establishing
a completely
new exploration
system.
For
investment
tax crkdits
and other
tax policy
meaexample,
sures could
help reduce
capital
barriers
and create
an
environment
conducive
to private
sector
investment
and
risk
taking.
Further,
alternative
bidding
systems
could
be combined
with various
tract
selection
strategies
to
promote
investment
expenditures
to finance
exploration
and
mine development
costs.
Experts
have identified
some alternatives,
although
they have not been evaluated
in terms of their
effect
on
competition,
new entrants,
and their
relative
benefits
and costs
compared
to existing
exploration
programs.
Examples
of alternatives
include:
--Competitive
sale of exploration
rights
in
unexplored
areas and the right
to a lease
after
a mine plan has been approved
by
the Government.
--Application
of exploration
as bidding
right
credits
lease sales.

expenditures
toward
future

--Deferrment
of lease
sale bonus bid payments
until
after
a mine plan has been approved
and production
has begun.
QUESTIONS
Production
1.

FOR CONSIDERATION
goals

and land

How should
Energy
production
targets
land use plan?

use:
production
be used
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in

goals
and
developing

Interior
the

2.

If production
goals
and targets
are not used
in analyzing
alternative
resource
uses,
how
reliable
and useful
will
the land use plan
be?
What coal resource
demand data should
then be used in developing
the land use plan?
How will
Interior
efficiently
and timely
determine
whether
a region
could
produce
sufficient
coal to meet the production
target?

3.

In identifying
public
land use alternatives,
what data sources
and disciplines
should
Interior
utilize
to measure
and rank alternative
resource
values?
How should
Interior
verify
the reliability
and validity
of resource
value measurements
and ranking?

4.

What is the precise
meaning
of threshold
development
levels
or rates?
How and when
would the threshold
concept
be applied?
Who
would determine
the threshold
levels
or
rates?
How should
the threshold
concept
be
related
to production
goals/targets?

Unsuitability

criteria:

1.

Does the Bureau of Land Management
have the
staffing
and resources
to implement
the
Federal
coal management
program?
Under present staffing
and funding
levels,
when will
the Bureau be prepared
to make long-term
leasing
decisions
for all planning
units.

2.

When should
unsuitability
planning
or
mining
plan

3.

How will
environmental
resource
information
and data be analyzed
to assure
the environmental protection
objectives
will
be achieved?
Are decision-making
criteria
for prime
farm
lands,
alluvial
valley
floors,
etc.
well
enough established
to permit
reliable
and consistent
judgements
as to environmental
risks?

4.

Once lands
are determined
to
Surface
coal mining,
how will

a data base be available
determinations--during
prior
to lease
sale or
approval?
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to make
land use
prior
to

be unsuitable
for
this
designation

affect
(1) the production
potential
of existing mines and mining
plan modifications
on
Federal
and non-Federal
lands,
(2) the longrange availability
and production
potential
of undeveloped
or unleased
lands,
and (3)
private
industry
incentives
to explore
undeveloped
coal lands thought
to be suitable
for future
leasing
and mining?
Coal

exploration:
1.

Will
the Federal
exploration
program,
as it
is currently
designed,
enable
Interior
to obtain
resource
data when and where it is needed?
Should
Federal
exploration
efforts
be increased
to make possible
the earlier
completion
of
exploration
activities
or should
the efforts
be
prioritized
and undertaken
over a longer
period
of time?
Will
exploration
priorities,
as
stated
in Interior's
exploration
program
plan,
be consistent
with
the Federal
coal management
and leasing
program?
What is the minimum exploration
information
needed for a coal leasing
system
to work properly?

2.

Should the exploration
program
be used to identify
potential
lease
tracts
for synthetic
fuel
development
(e.g.,
in-situ
gasification)
and
for R&D activities?

3.

Does the Government's
role
in coal exploration
serve as a dis-incentive
to industry
exploration
efforts?
Should private
industry
be provided
incentives
to explore?
What incentives
could ensure
and encourage
the optimal
level
of industry
exploration
consistent
with
future
leasing
goals,
recent
leasing
policy
decisions,
and energy market
trends?
What effect
will
this
have on public
knowledge
of coal reserves
and
on Government
efforts
to encourage
competition?

4.

How should
Interior
evaluate
prospective
benefits
and costs
of the exploration
program
in
comparison
with
alternative
public
and private
sector
exploration
strategies?
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.

CHAPTER 7
HOW SHOULD INTERIOR
EVALUATING,

PROCEED IN IDENTIFYING,

AND SELLING

SPECIFIC

LEASE TRACTS?

One of the most important
responsibilities
Interior
has in implementing
a long-term
leasing
program
will
be
to select
and evaluate
site-specific
tracts
which are
responsive
to the need for Federal
coal.
Major questions
pertaining
to this
issue
are:
--Will
coal lease
preference
right
be feasible?

exchanges
involving
lease applications

--Should
Interior
non-competitive

have authority
leases?

--Will
high

surface
energy

--How will
ry affect

owner consent
and environmental

the application
the leasing

unsuitable
and leases

to

issue

result
in
costs?

of maximum
and production

--Could
miminum royalty
requirements
maximum economic
recovery?
--Will

fair

market

value

--What
are the effects
lease
sales
and the
--Can
the
effective?

public

of various
efficiency

participation

--Can
State
government
process
be made more
--Will
public
entity
tract

estimates

body tract
selection?

unreasonably
economic
recoveof coal?

discourage
be reliable?
bidding
systems
of production?

process

on

be made more

participation
effective?

in

selection

affect
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short-term

the

leasing

private

WILL COAL LEASE EXCHANGES
INVOLVING UNSUITABLE PREFERENCE
RIGHT LEASE APPLICATIONS
AND
LEASES BE FEASIBLE?
Some preference
right
lease applications
and outstanding leases
may include
lands that
could
not be mined after
unsuitability
criteria
are applied.,
A lease exchange
authority-to exchange
environmentally
suitable
coal tracts
for the unsuitable
applications
or leases--is
one method
for dealing
with
this
problem
that
warrants
further
analysis.
Land exchanges
for existing
leases
are currently
authorized
only for unsuitable
leases
located
in alluvial
valley
floors
under the Surface
Mining
Control
and Reclamation
Act and for certain
leases
identified
in the 1978 amendments to the Mineral
Leasing
Act.
Interior
does not have
exchange
authority
for unsuitable
leases
that
fall
outside
these categories.
Other exchanges
are prevented
because
the
Federal
Coal Leasing
Amendments
Act requires
that
all coal
leases
be issued
competitively.
Before
a decision
is made
on a general
lease exchange
authority,
several
issues
need
to be evaluated.
A major
issue
is whether
lease exchanges
will
eliminate tracts
that
could be leased
competitively.
If a proposed exchange
tract
is insufficient,
by itself,
to serve
as an economic
mining
unit
but could
be combined
with other
coal properties
held by the exchange
applicant
to form
such a unit,
a lease exchange
might
be an appropriate
mechanism
for resolving
the problem
posed by the unminable
outstanding
lease.
However,
if the proposed
exchange
tract
is of interest
to more than one competitive
lease
bidder-e.g.,
if it is of sufficient
size to be mined
independently
of other
coal properties
or in conjunction
with
other
coal properties
held by two or more potential
bidders--'
it might
be desirable
to offer
the tract
for longterm
competitive
leasing
to permit
all
interested
parties
to bid,
thus promoting
competition.
Another
important
issue
is whether
the administrative
and technical
costs
associated
with
conducting
a lease exchange program
exceed the benefits
to be gained.
If a
broad exchange
authority
were granted,
many coal companies
might
want to exchange
environmentally
unsuitable
preference right
lease applications
or existing
leases
for unleased
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coal lands.
this
cials,
undetermined
Geological
sibilities.

According
to Bureau of Land Management
offisituation
could
result
in an extreme
but
impact
on other
Bureau of Land Management,
and Forest
Service
programs
and responSurvey,

Furthermore,
before
a decision
is made regarding
general
lease exchange
authority,
other
methods
for disposing
of an unsuitable
application
or lease
should
be evaluated.
Alternatives
include,
but are not limited
to, lease modifications,
bidding
right
credits,
and monetary
compensation.
The
instances
mining.
linquished
amount of
modification
ments Act
added by

lease modification
option
could
be used in certain
when only part
of a lease
is unsuitable
for mining
The lease would be modified
when the lessee
rethe unsuitable
part
and obtained
an equivalent
unleased
coal land contiguous
to the lease.
The
provision
of the Federal
Coal Leasing
Amendprovides
this
authority.
However,
the acreage
the modification
cannot
exceed
160 acres.

Another
option
is bidding
right
credits.
A bidding
right
would consist
of credit
equal
to an administratively
value
of the unsuitable
lease.
The
determined
fair
market
credit
would be given
in exchange
for an unsuitable
lease
and applied
against
the bonus bid on a future
competitive
lease sale.
A further
option
would require
monetary
compensation
upon relinquishment
of the unsuitable
lease.
If this
option
is used a system
must be established
to determine
fair
and
equitable
compensation.
This may be a costly
option
if the
lessee
has done exploration
and development
work.
SHOULD INTERIOR HAVE AUTHORITY
TO ISSUE SHORT-TERM NON-COMPETITIVE
LEASES?
Short-term
lease tracts
are non-competitive
if they
can only be mined by the lessee
of adjacent
coal land and
the existing
operator
is the most logical
and efficient
producer of the coal.
The front-end
capital
costs
to outside
bidders
would be so high in these circumstances
that
other
bidders
would not have an incentive
to purchase
the lease
and mine the coal.
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Some observers
believe
that
bidding
for these
tracts
could delay
the leasing
of coal needed to maintain
existing
Delays
operations
and could cause coal to be bypassed.
have occurred
in the past where more than one sale for the
same tract
was required
before
Interior
received
an acceptable bid.
The concern
with
these
tracts
is that
they
but exceed the 160 acre maxiare not of substantial
size,
mum for lease modification
authorized
by the Federal
Coal
Furthermore,
in some cases these
Leasing
Amendments
Act.
tracts
may not be developed
unless
leased
within
a short
period
because
of an impending
bypass.
In these
situations
Interior
might
be authorized
to
However,
if this
conduct
a negotiated
sales
agreement.
were determined
to be a viable
alternative,
legislation
would probably
be needed because
the Federal
Coal Leasing
Amendments
Act requires
a competitive
leasing
system.
WILL SURFACE OWNER CONSENT
RESULT IN UNREASONABLY HIGH
ENERGY AND ENVIRONMENTAL COSTS?
The Surface
Mining
Control
and Reclamation
Act states
that
Interior
cannot
lease
any Federal
coal for surface
mining
until
the surface
owner's
written
consent
to allow
such mining
has been obtained.
The law defines
surface
owner for the purpose
of this
provision.
Basically,
a surface owner is one who is a farmer
or rancher
and has owned
the surface
for 3 years prior
to giving
consent.
This is
discussed
in Appendix
III.
This provision
does not apply
to underground
mining
or to Indian
lands.
Indications
are that
substantial
areas may be affectalthough
the
extent
to
which
future
tract
selection
and
ed,
leasing
actions
will
require
surface
owner consent
is not
known.
According
to Interior,
approximately
35 percent
of
the leasable
Federal
coal areas are underlain
by Federal
coal and 62 percent
by both Federal
and non-Federal
coal.
Many of these areas have intermingled
surface
ownership
patterns.
This could
render
adjacent
Federal
or private
coal with
non-private
surface
ownership
minable
only if
the Federal
coal overlain
by privately
held surface
can be
developed.
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In

the

final

EIS,

Interior

states

that

. ..of
the 9.7 million
acres of Federal
lands
classified
as containing
technically
recoverable
coal in the six principal
western
coal states,
6 million
acres
are overlain
by private
surface.
the amount of private
surface
. ..Of
course,
owned by surface
owners
as defined
by Section
714
will
be much less than the full
6 million
acres,
but it is still
expected
to be significant."
II

Before
enactment
of the Surface
Mining
Control
and
Reclamation
Act and under 43 U.S.C.
299, an entity
or individual
who obtained
a Federal
coal lease could
re-enter
and
occupy so much of the surface
that
was required
for all
purposes
reasonably
incident
to coal mining
if he had done
(1) secured
the written
consent
of
any of the following:
the homestead
patentee
(surface
owner),
(2) paid for damages
to crops
or other
tangible
improvements,
or (3) executed
a
good and sufficient
bond to secure
the payment
for damages.
The final
programmatic
EIS discusses
Interior's
preConferred
option
for obtaining
surface
owner consent.
sent would be obtained
by industry
and filed
with
the
Bureau of Land Management
prior
to the lease
sale announcement.
A consent
obtained
by one party
would be transferrable
to another
party.
If no consent
were filled,
the
tract
would be removed
from the sale schedule.
Interior
has also approved
an option
whereby
a preset consent
compensation
cost would be used to estimate
fair
market
value.
The limit
would be based on surface
estate
costs
and operation
losses,
regardless
of the actual
price
paid or the price
which
a surface
owner could
otherwise
demand for consent.
Interior
is concerned
that
high consent
costs
could
reduce
the fair
market
value
esis not estimate-and the minimum bonus bid-- if a limit
tablished.
Interior
argues
that
if the cost were sufficiently
large
and unlimited,
it "would
not provide
the
fair
return
which the Congress
intended
to flow
to the
public
from the development
of the coal."
The final
programmatic
EIS states
that
if consent
costs
adversely
affect
fair
market
value
return
to the Government,
Interior
could
refuse
to lease.
Interior
states
that
if the leassee paid the surface
owner more than the pre-set
level,
the excess
cost would be made up by an adjustment
in
other
costs,
prices,
or the return
on investment
that
is used in calculating
his bid.
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Some observers
maintain
that
Interior's
policy
implementing
the surface
owner consent
requirement
introduces
additional
uncertainties
into
the coal leasing
system.
They argue that
the pre-set
consent
compensation
policy
causes
Interior
to make judgments
about certain
market
transactions
and whether
they should
be allowed
to occur.
Market
forces
could
assign
a higher
worth
to the surface
estate
and surface
disruption
damages than what is administratively
viewed
as an acceptable
value
from Interior's
perspective.
Observers
believe
that
Government
intervention
in
these
situations
could
be excessive
and prevent
logical
mining
unit
formation
and orderly
development
in areas
where coal development
is otherwise
socially
and envirIn certain
situations,
they argue
onmentally
acceptable.
that
this
might
force
development
in other
areas where the
nature
of the terrain,
water
systems,
etc.,
will
cause
greater
detrimental
environmental
effects.
They conclude
that
substantial
costs
and inefficiencies
could result
which could outweigh
perceived
benefits
of the consent
requirement.
Other observers
argue that
because
the Government
mandated
the surface
owner consent
policy,
it has a responsibility
to ensure
that
excessive
surface
access costs
do
not distort
fair
market
value estimates.
They maintain
that
surface
consent
cost should
reflect
surface
estate
value
only and not the value
of the Federal
coal underlying
the
surface.
In short,
they state
that
the surface
owner should
not obtain
windfall
profits
because
of the presence
of a public resource.
The timing
and cost of obtaining
surface
owner consent
may also adversely
affect
future
tract
selection
and evaluation,
particularly
in terms of meeting
production
goals.
The achievement
of Western
coal production
goals
could be
delayed
if consent
were not received
for the selected
tracts.
Furthermore,
because
surface
minable
coal is a significant
coal supply
element,
this
may require
that
the number of
tracts
to be selected
and evaluated
be larger
than the number to be leased.
Production
goals
could
be more seriously
affected
if there
were widespread
non-consent
to surface
mine development.
In addition,
be more costly

to

tract
selection
and evaluation
might
industry
and Government
if accomplished
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prior
to obtaining
surface
owner consent.
This could
occur
if consent
is not eventually
given
for some of the tracts.
Consequently,
more tracts
would be selected
and evaluated
to lease
and meet production
goals.
On the other
hand,
surface
owners
are not required
to grant
or refuse
their
consent
before
tract
selection
and evaluation,
and they
may want to keep their
options
open from an economic
or
other
perspective.
Interior's
fair
market
value
task force,
in its April
1979 draft
report,
discusses
surface
owner consent.
According
to the report,
the matter
of surface
owner consent
and whether
it will
cause problems
in appraising
Federal
coal under private
surface
depends
on what policy
Interior
adopts
regarding
the cost of surface
owner consent.
The
report
indicates
that
if a policy
is adopted
which would
allow
the open market
to establish
the value
of surface
rights,
there
should
be no significant
problems
in appraising the fair
market
value
of Federal
coal under private
surface.
However,
the draft
report
states
that
if a policy
is
adopted
which artifically
limits
or establishes
what can
be considered
as the cost of surface
owner consent,
there
will
be substantial
problems
in appraising
fair
market
value of Federal
coal under private
surface.
The report
mentions
three
problems.
The first
problem
would be a question
as to whether
a
fair
market
value
estimate-particularly
one based on surface costs
which would be vastly
different
from prices
actually
being paid in the market--would
constitute
fair
market
value.
Secondly,
the appraisals
would be much more
involved,
require
additional
steps,
and be more subject
to
question
and criticism.
Thirdly,
estimates
of coal value
may exceed the fair
market
value
of non-Federal
coal being
purchased
in open market
situations.
If competition
from
privately
owned coal or other
forces
would prevent
the
lessees
from passing
higher
actual
costs
on to the consumer,
the result
would be to make some Federal
coal unmarketable.
On June 2, 1979,
approved
four
decisions
owner consent.
These
1.

the

Secretary
on split-estate
are:

of

the Interior
leasing
and surface

Attempt
to lease
all
coal regardless
of surface ownerhips
with
passive
compensation
safeguards
through
fair
market
value
computation.
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2.

Industry
would have the responsibility
in the coal management
program
of acquiring surface
owner consent.
Consents
would
have to be filed
with
the Bureau of Land
Management
prior
to the sale announcement.
The consents
would be required
to be transferable.
If no filing
of consent
is made
on a tract
prior
to the sale announcement,
the tract
would be removed
from the sale
schedule
(and,
if necessary,
another
tract
substituted
for it).
Should such determibidder
on
nation
be made, the successful
that
tract
in the sale would be given
a
period
of time after
the sale to obtain
consent.

3.

A surface
owner consent
agreement
would be
considered
transferable
only if it provides
that:
(1) the payment
for the consent
is to
be made by the successful
bidder
after
the
lease sale in which the lease
for the tract
to which the consent
applies
is sold,
or
(2) after
the lease sale,
the successful
bidder
is permitted
to reimburse
the company which
first
obtained
the consent
for
the purchase
price
of the consent.

4.

If after
publication
of a land use plan,
a
qualified
surface
owner on land acceptable
for further
consideration
for coal leasing
submits
a statement
that
he has not previously
given
consent,
the Federal
coal
underlying
that
surface
would not be considered
further
in the ongoing
activity
planning
process
or any such processes
conducted
in the future,
during
the life
of the land use plan,
or, until
the ownership of the surface
estate
changes.

HOW WILL THE APPLICATION
OF MAXIMUM
ECONOMIC RECOVERY AFFECT THE LEASING
AND PRODUCTION OF COAL?
Maximum economic
recovery
is a concept
by the Federal
Coal Leasing
Amendments
Act.
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introduced
The act

requires

that maximum economic
recovery
three
instances.
These are:
--To

be applied

in

determine
the mining
method,
methods,
or
sequence
of methods
which achieve
maximum
economic
recovery
of the coal prior
to lease
issuance.

--To

evaluate

--To
identify
a logical

whether

a mining

leases
that
mining
unit.

can

plan

can

be approved.

be consolidated

into

In the final
EIS and prior
to the establishment
of a
Federal
coal management
program,
Interior
stated
that
maximum economic
recovery
applies
to all
seams which are collectively
profitable,
taking
into
consideration
social
and environmental
costs.
In commenting
on a draft
of this
report,
the Department
of Energy
stated
that
it has raised
concern
about maximum economic
recovery
designation
and Interior's
proposed
policy
concerning
this
issue
(see Appendix
IV).
Energy officials
stated
that
Energy
is working
with
Interior
on a task force
to modify
the maximum economic
recovery
determination.
On June 2, 1979, the Secretary
of the Interior
reconsidered
the earlier
maximum economic
recovery
decision.
The
Secretary
chose a new operational
definition
for maximum
economic
recovery.
The new definition
of maximum economic
recovery
is that
after
safety
factors
are taken
into
account,
all portions
of the coal deposit
within
a Federal
lease
should
be mined that
have a private
incremental
cost of recovery
(including
reclamation
costs
and opportunity
costs)
less
than or equal to the market
value
of the coal.
In short,
lease on the basis
of marginal
cost equals
marginal
revenue.
According
to the Secretarial
Issue Document
the procedural
guidelines
for maximum economic
recovery
are as follows:
"The prelease
determination
of seams to be mined
would be specified
in the lease
sale notice
but
not in the lease.
This would provide
potential
bidders
with
an indication
of Interior's
judgment
as to MER (maximum economic
recovery)
on the data
then available
without
making
this
preliminary
determination
formal
by inserting
it as a lease
term.
The prelease
MER determination
would be
subject
to revision
at the time of mine plan
approval
if more detailed
market
and geological
information
would become available
showing
that
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the configuration
of seams, actual mining costs
or revenues were significantly
different
than
those used previously
to make the preliminary
MER determination."
we expressed our concern
In a draft of this report1
about Interior's
proposed definition
of maximum economic
Much of this discussion
has been deleted
in
recovery.
However, we have left
light
of the Secretary's
decision.
in tact the thrust
of the discussion,
because the detailed
procedures
for determining
maximum economic recovery
are
yet to be developed and our concern about the effect
of
this issue on Interior
and the coal industry
is still
alive.
The amount of coal that can be economically
recovered
These include
the:
is directly
related
to many factors.
(1) complexity
of the geological
conditions
in which the
coal deposit
exists
and the imprecise
knowledge regarding
these conditions
until
development
exploration
and mining
in mining technology
and
commence, (2) state-of-the-art
the technology
available
for use by a given lessee,
(3)
coal industry
economic climate
in general and the competitive
level of coal prices and mining costs in relation
to a particular
mining operation,
and (4) the effect
of
transportation
rates on the demand for coal.
Because these factors
or knowledge about them change
the precision
that
over time, it is necessary to consider
can be achieved in the calculation
of maximum economic
recovery at different
points
in time.
This is necessary
to determine
the best method or methods for calculation
of maximum economic recovery at the different
milestone
points required
by statute
or by Interior
policy.
The
precision
of any calculation
may be affected
by unforeseen geologic
complexities
encountered
during production
that could decrease the reserves originally
estimated
to
be minable and increase
the cost of mining.
Likewise,
improved technology
and economic conditions
could increase
the reserves
originally
estimated
ti> be minable and decrease the cost of mining.
Economists and coal industry
officials
have been concerned that Interior's
EIS position
is a departure
from the
principles
of marginal
cost and marginal
revenue.
These
principles
hold that business will
produce an extra unit
of output so long as the additional
cost of producing
the
unit is less than or equal to the additional
revenues generated by the production.
They maintained
that Government
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I
I

regulations
requiring
coal recovery
beyond the level
at
which marginal
cost equals
marginal
revenue
could
increase
This increase
could
the total
cost of coal to society.
outweigh
the benefits
of resource
conservation
and reduced
acreage
disturbance.
which the use of maximum economic
recovery
is supposed
to achieve.
Since the final
EIS was issued,
Interior,
as indicated
above,
reevaluated
its definition
of maximum economic
reIn a May 18, 1979, report,
Interior's
Geological
covery.
Survey
investigated
the issue of whether
the proposed
maximum economic
recovery
rule-as published
in the Federal
Register
March 19, 1979-is
economically
efficient.
According to the Survey,
economic
efficiency
would occur when
extra
administration
and mining
costs
for complying
with
the rule
are offset
by extra
benefits.
Survey's
analysis
indicated
that
the proposed
maximum economic
recovery
rule
could be a relatively
costly
way of reducing
external
environmental
and socio-economic
costs.
It concluded
that
Interior's
proposed
rule
is likely
not to be an economically
efficient
policy.
Specifically,
the Survey's
report
stated
that
Interior's
proposed
rule
has extra
administrative
costs--to
the Government
and mining
companies--estimated
at $1.5
million
per year.
Further,
the report
stated
that--assuming 356 million
tons of Federal
coal are stripped
in 1985-application
of Interior's
proposed
rule
would result
in
about a 9 percent
reduction
in acreage
being disturbed.
The Survey
report
proposed
rule,
additional
not appear
to be justified
mining
of deeper
seams
the report
stated
that
have to be assigned
to
impacts.

also

indicated
that
under Interior's
costs
of mining
deeper
seams do
by benefits.
To justify
the
under Interior's
proposed
definition,
unreasonable
values
would probably
environmental
and socio-economic

The Survey
report
indicated
that
under current
practice,
Survey's
Area Mining
Supervisors
determine
what mining
method best yields
maximum economic
recovery.
Before
mining
plan approval,
the mining
supervisor
evaluates
the proposed
taking
maximum economic
recovery
into
account,
and
plan,
specifies
modifications
where necessary.
According
to Survey's
report,
some modification
in the plan for the seams
to be mined could
be determined
at the mine plan approval
stage as more detailed
information
is available
at that
stage.
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COULD MINIMUM ROYALTY REQUIREMENTS
DISCOURAGE MAXIMUM ECONOMIC RECOVERY?
An important
issue related
to maximum economic
recovery
is the effect
on the cost of mining
of the statutory minimum royalty
of 12-l/2
percent
of the value
for
Under the Federal
Coal Leasing
Amendsurface-mined
coal.
ments Act new leases
would be subject
to the minimum royalleases
are re-adjusted
they,
too,
ty? and as existing
would be subject
to the minimum royalty.
In discussing
a draft
of this
report
with
Department
the
officials
pointed
out
that
the
of Energy officials,
minimum royalty
requirement
could
complicate
the impleFor example,
mentation
of alternative
bidding
systems.
they indicated
that
a profit
sharing
system
could be affected
adversely
because of the market
distortions
associated
with
the minimum royalty
requirement.
It is
future
coal
Nation
and
On the other
requirement
capable
of
the social

widely
recognized
that
increased
royalties
from
production
can provide
social
benefits
to the
local
communities
impacted
by coal development.
costs
of a minimum royalty
hand, the social
as should
alternatives
should
be considered,
minimizing
any adverse
effects
and providing
benefits
that
higher
royalties
would afford.

A major
concern
is the inflationary
effect
of higher
if Federal
coal produced
in fiscal
royalties.
For example,
year 1977 had been assessed
a royalty
of 12-l/2
percent
of
the value
for surface-mined
coal and 8 percent
for deep-mined
the royalty
revenues
would have been approximately
$47
coal,
about a 380 percent
increase
over the royalties
acmillion,
tually
received.
Some observers
say that
higher
royalties
could
not only increase
the real price
of coal,
but also
cause current
or prospective
coal users
to consider
switching to non-coal
fuel
sources
whose real prices
are more
favorable.
Another
concern
is the effect
higher
royalties
could
have on production
and re-investment
schedules.
Experts
say that
coal operations
are subject
to site-specific
cost
conditions
which are not uniformly
distributed
across
all
producers
competing
in the same market
area.
Coal demand
conditions
may not support
higher
coal prices
to offset
the
increased
royalty
costs.
To protect
their
competitive
posture,
some coal operators
may have to absorb
the higher
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costs
tions

in the form of reduced
improve.

profits

until

market

condi-

If the effect
on profits
were substantial,
lower
long-term
profitability
may impair coal operators'
ability to generate
sufficient
funds to finance
reinvestment
schedules
necessary
to meet contract
requirements
and reclamation
standards.
may-cause
A higher uniform
royalty
some marginal
producers
to shut down.
Consequently,
coal
production
could decline
and absolute
royalties
could be
lower compared to what they would have been if lower
royalties
had encouraged increased
production.
In short,
in certain
situations
maximum economic recovery
may not
be achieved
and some coal may be wasted as a result.
Observers
further
indicate
that the effect
of higher
from other
royalty
rates should not be viewed in isolation
cost factors
which together
impose higher total
costs.
These other factors
include
transportation
costs,
air
quality
costs,
and reclamation
regulatory
costs.
Experts
say that an analysis
could determine
the incremental
cost
impact of higher royalties
given other cost factor
changes.
In this way, changes in public
policy,
such as the use of
different
royalty
rates and their
impact, could be better
understood.
A key issue is what circumstances
would justify
recommending a royalty
rate lower than the statutory
minimum
and to what degree higher royalties
should be sacrificed
because of other costs.
WILL FAIR MARKET VALUE
ESTIMATES BE RELIABLE?
Interior
determines
the minimum acceptable
bid for a
lease sale by calculating
an estimate
of the lease tract's
fair market value.
Under present organizational
arrangements, the Geological
Survey makes the initial
estimate
of
the tract's
economic value.
Survey submits this estimate
to the Bureau of Land Management which adds other considerations,
such as socio-economic
factors,
to arrive
at the
final
estimate
of the tract's
fair market value.
If proper and reliable
data were available
at time of
evaluation,
the Survey might use a comparable
sales
approach to determine
the mineral
value of a tract.
Under
tract
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an estimate
of value is made by comparing
this approach,
recent land transactions
in the area.
Tracts are then
rated for comparability
on the basis of location,
time of
access to transportation
facilities,
highest
transaction,
and other physical
and economic
and best use considerations,
similarities
and differences.
If comparable sales data are
the Survey uses an income approach with disunavailable,
counted cash flow analysis.
This approach involves
the
calculation
of annual revenues and costs resulting
from
development
of the coal resource.
The resulting
cash flow
is discounted
over time to compute the net present value
of the coal resource.
The following
discussion
summarizes some of the
cost, price,
and risk factors
involved
in calculating
mineral value and how they can be treated
in estimating
ranges of fair market value.
Discount

rate

Federal regulations
do
counted cash flow analytical
techniques
to evaluate
lease
prefers
discounted
cash flow
are unavailable.
In addition,
specify
what factors
should
appropriate
discount
rate to
revenue and cost.

not require
the use of distechniques
or any other
tracts.
However, Interior
when comparable sales data
the regulations
do not
be considered
in selecting
an
calculate
present value

Since regulations
do not provide guidance on discount
rates,
discretionary
authority
will
influence
the choice
of the discount
rate and, consequently;
the desired effect
on the fair market value estimate.
Without clear guidelines for selecting
an appropriate
discount
rate,
the rate
could be used as a policy
variable
to influence
tract
evaluation
results.
For example, the choice of an unreasonably low discount
rate would produce an excessively
high fair market value estimate,
reducing
the opportunity
for a successful
lease sale.
As a result,
less Federal
coal would probably
be leased than if a higher discount
rate were chosen.
On the other hand, if the discount
rate were high, the fair market value would be low,
increasing
the opportunity
for a successful
lease sale.
According
to the Geological
Survey1 the discount
rate
reflects
the cost of money and can be determined
by reviewing the prime discount
rate of banks and the Federal
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For projects
developed
by the
Reserve
interest
rates.
economists
maintain
that
the
private
sector,
however,
discount
rate
used in economic
evaluation
calculations
is not the cost of borrowed
money,
but that
it is the
rate
of return
of other
investment
opportunities
of
This is referred
to as the opportunity
similar
risk.
Interior
should
determine
whether
cost of capital.
the discount
rate
could
be based on the opportunity
cost
of capital.
If this
is possible,
the minimum acceptable
bid may be a more reliable
estimate
of fair
market
value.
This could
reduce
potential
delays
in leasing
Federal
coal.
Coal

price

The estimated
selling
price
of the coal is a key
element
in projecting
revenue
from a tract
when estimating fair
market
value.
It is the basis
for projecting
cash flow over the life
of the mine,
although
the price
will
fluctuate
over this
time period,
particularly
in a
competitive
market
where the producers
have little
control
over market
prices.
Projected
coal price
variations
depend upon assumptions
that
pertain
to the strength
of the coal market
and
the timing
of expected
variations.
Large price
variations
occurring
in the future
will
have less effect
on the discounted
cash flow than large
variations
occurring
in earlier
years.
This results
because
long-range
future
values
are discounted
over a longer
period
of time than values
closer
to the present.
Different
techniques
are available
to incorporate
price
variations
over the life
of the mine into
the tract
evaluation
process.
One wayl for example,
is to use a
Monte Carlo
computer
procedure.
This procedure
incorporates price
fluctuations
into
the evaluation
process
by
using probability
distributions
that
reflect
market
uncertainty
and risk.
Another
technique
to determine
coal
price
variations
is to project
current
coal contract
prices
by estimating
future
inflation
and determining
the effect
of inflation
on contract
price
and adjustments.
The technique
that
should
be selected
depends
on uncertainty
and risk
associated
with
factors
that
affect
the real
coal price
over the life
of the mine.
Some of
the factors
are environmental
restrictions,
utility
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fuel, wage
conversions
to coalp coal demand for synthetic
mining costsr
transportation
rates,
the
settlements,
Once the apprice of other fuels,
and severance taxes.
propriate
factors
have been identified,
the degree to
which they can be expected to affect
coal prices should
Interior
should evaluate
the feasibility
be determined.
of making such determinations.
The estimate
of coal price variations
affects
the estimate of fair market value and the determination
of the
For example, if fair market value
minimum acceptable
bid.
is based on an expected rise in coal prices
through the
life
of the mine but bidders expect a smaller
rise,
the
lease sale bids may be less than the minimum acceptable
the Government might have to hold
bid.
Consequently,
more lease sales than would otherwise
be necessary
to meet
some adjustments
were
Energy production
goals , providing
made so that successful
sales would be possible.
On the
future
coal
other hand, if the Government underestimates
prices compared to bidder's
estimates,
fair market value
estimates
may be too low resulting
in successful
lease
sales that may not provide
for a fair return
to the Government.
Royalty

rate

The Federal Coal Leasing Amendments Act requires
that
the royalty
rate be based on the value of the coal.
Acare to specify
the
cording
to the act, agency regulations
point in the selling
process at which the value will
be
identified
for calculating
royalties.
For example, regulations
can require
that the royalty
be based on either
the
price of the coal at the mine mouth or on the price after
preparation
and treatment.
Mine mouth prices
are lower
than preparation
prices.
Federal coal royalties
affect
the market price of coal
and the determination
of fair market value.
If royalties
are determined
at the preparation
and treatment
stage, higher royalties
may lead to higher market prices.
On the other
hand, if royalties
are determined
before preparation,
as
they are presently,
market prices would probably
be lower.
Consequently,
the point in the mining and preparation
process at which royalties
are determined
could significantly affect
the mining and use of coal.
This is particularly
true for coal that could be used as a feedstock
for
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synthetic
fuel
plants.
This type of coal use may require
costly
preparation
activities
before
shipment.
Since the relative
price
of coal can affect
the economic feasibility
of future
synthetic
fuel
development,
royalty
calculation
methods
and rates
may directly
bear on future
coal policy.
Minimum royalty
rates
were previously
discusses
in this
chapter.
Transportation

costs

The availability
of adequate
transportation
is important
to tract
selection
and evaluation
because
it may
affect
the coal price
and access
costs.
This applies
to existing
leases
as well
as future
leases.
The actual
selling
price
at the mine is determined
by negotiations
The customer
is
between
the lessee
and his customer.
also interested
in the delivered
price
of coal--fob
mine
mouth plus transportation
costs.
An issue
relates
to the lack of transportation
facilities
at the time a tract
is selected
and evaluated
for lease
sale,
and the effect
of this
on fair
market
value
if tracts
are selected
for a specific
end-use.
If
transportation
is unavailable,
judgments
are required
as to the potential
end-use
destination
and the party
who will
pay the initial
capital
cost of any transportation
facility.
Unless
market
and institutional
uncertainties
diminish,
it would be difficult
to decide
who will
pay for a
railroad
spur,
right-of-way,
loading
facility,
etc.,
at
the time a tract
is selected
and evaluated.
If this
were
known,
transportation
investment
costs
could
be properly
and equitably
allocated
to the appropriate
entity.
Uncertainty
may cause the calculation
of a fair
market
value
that
is either
too high or too low, depending
on the
assumptions
about
transportation
and the party
who would
pay for the initial
investment.
These uncertainties
could
adversely
affect
the rate
of leasing
and production
schedules.
Department

of

Energy

concerns

In May 1979 written
comments
to Interior
on the proposed coal management
regulations,
Energy
stated
that
the proposed
rules
contain
no procedure
for the determination
of fair
market
value.
According
to Energy,
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fair
market
value
calculations,
in their
present
form,
are established
using hypothetical
mining
methods,
proand selling
prices.
Regarding
public
duction
costsl
and industry
comments on Interior's
fair
market
value
estimates
before
lease sales,
Energy states
that
these
comments may be difficult
to evaluate
since
the industry and the public
will
have no better
knowledge
of the
tract
than Interior.
Energy suggests
that
Interior's
final
regulations
include
guidelines
for adjusting
Interior's
fair
market
value
estimates
to reflect
public
and industry
comments.
Energy further
states
that
Interior's
regulations
should
discuss
how socio-economic
costs
will
be incorporated
in
the process
of adjusting
resource
value
estimates
to fair
market
value
estimates.
WHAT ARE THE EFFECTS OF VARIOUS
BIDDING SYSTEMS ON LEASE SALES
AND THE EFFICIENCY
OF PRODUCTION?
The Department
of Energy Organization
Act authorizes
Energy
to implement
alternative
bidding
systems.
Energy's
choice
of bidding
systems
may affect
the intensity
of bidding competition,
the number of prospective
bidders,
and
effective
resource
management.
tional

The draft
bidding
--Direct
cash

and final
programmatic
systems
include:
bonus
payment

--Fixed
royalty
percentage
of
for the lease.

bidding,
is offered

in

bidding,
the value

EISs

state

that

which an immediate
for the lease.

in which
of coal

a fixed
is offered

--Sliding
amount
portion

scale
royalty
of the royalty
to the value

bidding,
in which the
paid is varied
in proof the coal produced.

--Profit
ceives

sharing,
in which the Government
a percentage
of the profits.

--Fixed
rental,
in which the bidder
offers
to pay the Government
a set amount each
year regardless
of production.
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re-

op-

Energy officials
have told
us that
choice
of bidding
systems
could
vary depending
on the tract
selection
method
The bidding
system
used may depend on
used by Interior.
tract
size and associated
risks
in developing
a mine designed
for large
volume coal users,
as opposed
to tracts
for short-term
or low volume use. Further,
small
tracts
may have different
risk
factors
and would probably
attract
a different
group of potential
developers
than large
tracts.
Small developers
may prefer
small
tracts
while
large
developers
prefer
larger
tracts.
Energy says that
this
is to be expected
as efficiency
objectives
may require
large
tracts
to accommodate
modern mining
technological
designs
in achieving
economies
of large
scale
production.
Before
Energy makes any policy
decisions
affecting
the use and timing
of specific
alternative
bidding
systems,
Energy and Interior
should
evaluate
options
and prospective
impacts.
The evaluation
should
focus
on advantages,
disadvantages,
and probable
outcomes
associated
with each system under various
degrees
of risk
and uncertainty.
Three
bidding
systems
are briefly
described
below to illustrate
the potential
of alternative
systems.
Fixed

royalty

bidding

Fixed royalty
bidding
systems
reduce
the large
frontend money problem
associated
with
cash bonus bidding.
This
makes capital
available
for exploration
work and mine plan
preparation.
Under this
type of bidding,
prospective
lessees
bid the share of future
production
they would be
willing
to pay the Government.
In most cases,
a minimum
fixed
bonus would be set to eliminate
nuisance
bidders.
Independent
operators
with
less capital
could
probably
compete better
under this
system
than under a cash bonus system, particularly
when environmental
and regulatory
uncertainties
could
postpone
or preclude
orderly
development
schedules.
On the other
hand, fixed
royalty
may encourage
operators
to abandon marginal
coal deposits
or prematurely
terminate mining
operations
before
all
recoverable
coal reserves
are mined.
This could
occur because
a fixed,
high royalty
rate may offset
long-term
profitability
of mining
marginal
seams, depending
on coal market
conditions.
The extent
of
this
happening
would depend on a combination
of factors.
Included
are royalty
rate
level
and possible
royalty
adjustments,
cost variations
over time in relation
to market
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cost pass-through
price
variations,
and the reliability
supply
contracts,
and industry
projections
of these
Sliding

scale

royalty

provisions
of coal
of Government
trends.

bidding

Sliding
scale
royalty
bidding
systems
attempt
to
eliminate
the primary
defect
of fixed-royalty
bidding-reduced
recovery
of marginal
seams--by
making
royalty
Royalpayments
commensurate
with production
est’imates.
ties
would tend to decrease
in response
to depletion
of
Slidingrecoverable
reserves
and rising
mining
costs.
scale
systems
make these royalty
adjustments
automatic-according
to a prescribed
formula--rather
than subject
to protracted
negotiations
between
Government
and
lessee.
,

Profit

sharing

bidding

Profit
sharing
bidding
systems,
like
the royalty
eliminate
the front-end
cash bonus.
bidding
systems,
Under this
type of bidding
system,
prospective
lessees
bid a percentage
of the profit
base that
would be paid
to the Government.
Government,
in turn,
shares
with
industry
some risks
of cyclical
and long-term
revenue
and cost fluctuations.
Because mining
operations
usually
proceed
in phases,
it may be several
years after
lease
sale before
production
and revenues
reach
their
peak levels,
with
Government
receiving
less during
the early
phases than it could
under
other
systems.
Also,
as the mine nears depletion
and
experiences
increased
production
costs,
since
deeper
and
higher
cost seams may be mined last,
Government’s
share
may decline
to encourage
greater
resource
conservation
and maximum economic
recovery.
A disadvantage
the system
results
ministrative
costs.
costs
and revenues
the profit
share.

of profit
sharing
in high Government
‘This is possible
need verification

may be incurred
if
and industry
adif mine operating
before
calculating

Some experts
say that
under a proper
profit-sharing
formula
Government
participation
would be closely
tied
to project
viability,
orderly
development,
and effective
resource
management.
A high rental
fee could
be imposed
on the lessee
to minimize
nuisance
bidders.
Some of the
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experts
suggest
this
fee could
be deductible
from the
Government's
profit
share
in years
in which
there
is
They believe
royalty
payments
could
is production.
be specified
at a fixed
and low rate
to assure
a source
not unduly
inhibitof revenue
to the Government , while
ing production
from marginal
deposits.
Some experts
are concerned
whether
the Government
can respond
in a timely
manner if and when profit
share
adjustments
are warranted.
They fear
adverse
affects
on resource
management
objectives.
Adjustments
may be
be warranted
because of uncertainties--at
the time of
the profit
sharing
agreement --over
future
coal prices,
production
costs,
and regulations
affecting
prices
and
costs,
and the availability
of data to support
forecast
results.
CAN THE PUBLIC PARTICIPATION
PROCESS BE MADE MORE EFFECTIVE?
Public
participation
is an important
element
in
the management
of public
lands.
Several
laws including
the Federal
Coal Leasing
Amendments
Act,
Federal
Land
Policy
and Management
Act,
and Surface
Mining
Controland Reclamation
Act as well
as proposed
regulations
have provision
for public
hearings
and other
forms
of public
participation.
These include,
but are not
limited
to:
--Public
tions

hearings
on land use plan recommendabefore
the final
land use plan decision.

--Public
hearings
after
receipt
of a petition
to designate
or terminate
a designation
of
an area that
is environmentally
unsuitable
for mining.
--Industry
and public
in possible
tracts
of tract
boundaries.

expressions
prior
to the

of interest
delineation

--Public
comments
solicited
at the beginning
of the regional
tract
selection
and sale
scheduling
process.
--Public
sale

comments
environmental

and hearings
on the
impact
statement.
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regional

--Public
to the

comments on fair
market
value
prior
determination
of fair
market
value.

--Public

hearings

prior

to

lease

sale.

--Public
hearings
prior
to the consolidation
of leases
in a logical
mining
unit,
if requested
by any person
whose interest
is or
may be adversely
affected.
Two key issues
pertain
to public
participation.
First,
will
Interior's
method of obtaining
public
participation
be the most effective?
Second,
will
Interior
obtain
industry
expressions
of interest
in lease
tracts
at
the most appropriate
time?
Will
Interior's
method of
obtaining
public
participation
be the most effective?
The effect
of public
participation
on Interior
will
be largely
in terms of preparing
for public
hearings
and
reviewing
comments received
at the hearings.
Hearings
are of relative
short
duration
and specified
periods
are
established
for the public
commenting
period.
But,
the
time to prepare
for the hearings
may be lengthy.
Extensive preparation
may be necessary
if Interior
is to have
successful
and meaningful
hearings.
The design
of the
public
participation
process
should
be to facilitate
opportunities
for meaningful
public
involvement.
Some observers
believe
that
too much opportunity
for public
participation
has been created
and this
will
delay
the timely
leasing
of Federal
coal.
Other observers
indicate
that
the problem
is not too much public
participation
but the way in which Interior
will
implement
the
process.
They maintain
that
in the past some public
hearings have been of questionable
value
because
of poor preparation
on the part
of the Government.
They also believe
that
if public
involvement
is not solicited,
further
delays through
legal
proceedings
may occur.
Will
Interior
expressions
lease
tracts
appropriate
the

obtain
industry
of interest
in
at the most
time?

The proposed
land use planning
planning
process
relies
heavily
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regulations
on public

state
that
involvement

early
and throughout
the planning
process
to help identify
issues
and concerns
which should
be addressed.
The regulations
also emphasize
that
public
involvement
is critical
to the development
and assessment
of alternative
plans.
An advantage
of public
involvement
cited
in the
regulations
is that
public
assistance
in identifying
issues
will
add to the efficiency
of the planning
process by helping
the land use planner
concentrate
data
collection
and alternative
formulation
and assessment
on those
issues
that
are of particular
concern.
This
could be helpful
for identifying
areas where additional
data
is needed to apply
unsuitability
criteria.
The final
programmatic
EIS states
that
expressions
of interest
in possible
lease
tracts
would not be solicited
until
land use planning
is completed.
However,
the EIS states
that
comments
and interests
could
be submitted
during
the planning
process
in the form of information
on existing
operations
and on the location
of
resources.
During
the setting
of regional
production
goals
and leasing
targets,
the EIS states
that
industry
could
supply
information
on the overall
demand for coal
and the production
potential
from previously
leased
Federal
reserves
and non-Federal
reserves
for meeting
that
demand.
The final
programmatic
EIS states
that
a key question
has been to decide
the proper
role
for industry
nominations
in a land use planning-oriented
leasing
system.
Interior
criticized
the Energy Minerals
Activity
Recommendation
System because
land use planning
followed
industry
nominations.
They believe
the preferred
leasing
alternative
would give the Government
greater
control
over social
and economic
costs
by deferring
industry
input until
after
land use planning
and by the Government
controlling
the location
and rate
of leasing.
Some observers,
particularly
from industry,
question
the feasibility
of delaying
industry
input
until
land use
planning
is completed.
They maintain
that
industry
expressions
of interest
submitted
prior
to land use planning at Interior's
specific
request
would enable
Interior
to identify
key areas of interest
for coal development
and provide
an informed
basis
for establishing
land use
planning
priorities.
They argue that
this
would not
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decrease
rate
of

the Government"s
leasing.

control

over

the

location

and

Other observers
maintain
that
expressions
of interest are appropriately
received
after
land use planning.
They question
the efficiency
of obtaining
expressions
of
interest
before
the designation
of areas as unsuitable
They believe
Government
has a responsibility
for mining.
irrespective
of industry's
expresto evaluate
all landsp
sions of interest.
CAN STATE GOVERNMENT PARTICIPATION
IN THE LEASING PROCESS BE MADE
MORE EFFECTIVE?
The final
programmatic
EIS states
that
the preferred
leasing
alternative
emphasizes
the role of State
governshould
particiAccording
to the EIS, the States
ments.
pate in the Federal
coal management
and leasing
program
in the following
ways:
--The
States
could
sign cooperative
agreements
with
Interior
to enable
them to participate
directly
in the land use planning
process.
--The
States
could nominate
teria
to be added to the
suitability
criteria.
--Expressions
of interest
tracts
could
be submitted

unsuitability
list
of Federal
in

potential
coal
by the States.

--The
States
could be members of the
coal teams and participate
directly
ranking,
selection,
and scheduling.
--Tract
close
--Before
tion

ranking
and selection
consultation
with
the
establishing
targets,
the

final
States

criun-

regional
in tract

will
be done
Governors.

in

regional
producwould be consulted.

--Before
establishing
a regional
coal sales
schedule,
the Governor
would be consulted
and given
an opportunity
to submit
comments.
The Governor
would also be informally
consulted before
any final
decision
to offer
a tract
for sale.
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The final
programmatic
EIS emphasizes
that
Incomments
on the inter-regional
terior
would seek States'
and cumulative
regional
social
and economic
impacts
of
coal development
in the regional
production
target
setStates'
comments on the intra-regional
ting process.
and site-specific
social
and economic
impacts
would be
obtained
in the tract
ranking
and selection
process.
Interior
and the States
worked
closely
during
the
analysis
of coal leasing
issues
that
led to the preWe have disparation
of the final
programmatic
EIS.
cussed
issues
with
a number of State
officials
who have
Interior
has been receptive
been working
with
Interior.
to constructive
criticism
from the States,
and while
differences
in viewpoint
will
always
exist,
the States
have been provided
a greater
role
in the leasing
program
The purpose
of
than under the previous
leasing
program.
this
section
is not to cast doubt on this
relationship,
but to present
issues
which we believe
should
be carefully
analyzed.
Some observers,
including
officials
in several
Western States,
question
how Interior
will
resolve
issues
leasing
surrounding
the interstate
character
of coal
and development.
These include
effects
of coal development
on air quality,
water
quality
and availability,
and population
shifts
and housing.
This is of particular
concern
when the coal fields
are near State
boundaries.
States
are also concerned
about the adverse
effects
on cities
and towns of increased
coal train
traffic.
A
which may be as long as 100 rail
cars,
divides
coal train,
many small
communities
while
passing
through
unless
underpasses or overpasses
are in place
to allow
the free
flow
of traffic.
Many communities
are concerned
about the effects
of this
disruption
on the availability
of needed
public
services,
such as police
and fire
protection
and
medical
services.
Some States
are keenly
interested
in the setting
of
production
targets
by Interior
and the possibility
that
Interior
may emphasize
low development
in some States
even though
the State(s)
may encourage
high development.
The concerned
States
believe
this
may occur,
for example,
when trade-offs
are made between
high cost/low
production
rate
underground
mine development
and low cost/high
production
rate
surface
mine development.
Several
States
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believe
that
Energy should
formally
obtain
production
projections
from them,
so that
Energy's
production
goals will
be established
at least
with
the knowledge
of the States'
perspective
on future
production
potential.
The States
have told
us that
they and Interior
should
work closely
together
in establishing
logical
mining
units
before
lease sale.
They emphasize
the importance
of this
where State
coal lands
are intermingled
with Federal
coal lands.
They argue that
if Interior
does not do this,
the ability
of the States
to plan and
control
the social
and economic
consequences
of coal
development
will
be decreased.
WILL PUBLIC BODY/SMALL BUSINESS
TRACT SELECTION AFFECT PRIVATE ENTITY TRACT SELECTION?
The Federal
Coal Leasing
Amendments
Act requires
that
a reasonable
number of leasing
tracts
be reserved
for public
bodies,
including
Federal
agencies,
rural
electric
cooperatives,
and nonprofit
corporations
controlled
by these entities.
The act stipulates
that
the
reserved
tracts
must be leased
at fair
market
value.
In addition,
in response
to the Small Business
Act of
1973, as amended,
Interior
would reserve
and offer
coal
lease tracts
as special
leasing
opportunities.
Interior's
draft
programmatic
EIS states
that
the
Leasing
Amendments
Act gives
Interior
discretion
to determine
the number of tracts
to be offered
at special
public
body lease sales
and the frequency
of such sales.
Interior
further
states
that
public
body leasing
could
play a substantial
role
in any new Federal
coal program,
noting
that
public
bodies
currently
provide
slightly
over 10 percent
of the Nation's
electrical
generating
capacity.
Under Interior's
preferred
alternative,
the Secretary would designate
certain
coal lease
tracts
for special
opportunity
lease
sales
for public
bodies.
The
designation
would take place after
the ranking
and selection
process
and only if a public
body had requested
during the planning
or expression
of interest
process
that
it desired
a special
opportunity
lease
sale be held.
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It is not presently
clear how many tracts
Interior
Some
would make available
for public
body lease sales.
observers
are concerned that too few tracts
could be
selected
and ranked to meet the needs of private
entities as well as public
bodies.
They maintain
that the
consequences of this could be public
bodies'
selection
of the most competitive
tracts
while private
entities
are left
to choose from tracts
in less desirable
areas
Key issues pertain
where mining costs could be higher.
to what constitutes
a reasonable
number of coal lease
tracts
to be designated
as special
leasing
opportunities and what criteria
is to be used to select
these
tracts
geographically.
On June 2, 1979, the Secretary
of the Interior
made
a decision
to treat
"public
body" leasing
as a major
component of the system and encourage "public
body" participation,
but not to modify fair market value requirements or provide other financial
incentives.
Regarding
a small business set-aside
program, the Secretary
decided
that the department
should carry through on actions
to
establish
such a program and encourage minority
participation in that program.
QUESTIONS FOR CONSIDERATION
Lease exchange:
1.

Will coal lease exchanges involving
unsuitable
preference
right
lease applications
and leases
be feasible?
Will lease exchanges eliminate
tracts
that could be leased competitively?
Do
the administrative
and technical
costs associated
with conducting
a lease exchange program exceed
the benefits?

2.

What guidelines
should govern lease exchanges
and the location
and timing of exchange?
Should
the exchange applicant
be required
to perform
drilling
necessary
to support
tract
evaluation?
How should Interior
calculate
fair market value
prior
to making an exchange?

3.

What alternatives
to lease exchange should be
considered?
What are the costs and benefits
of each alternative
and how do these compare?
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Non-competitive

leases:

Should
Interior
be authorized
to issue
certain
non-competitive
lease
tracts
by
Would this
negotiated
sale procedures?
promote
orderly
and timely
development
without
jeopardizing
fair
market
value
and competition
objectives?

1.

Surface

owner

consent:

1.

Under Interior's
preferred
option
for obtaining
surface
owner consent,
will
more
tracts
be selected
and evaluated
than
will
be leased
because
the uncertainty
about surface
owner consent
is not resolved
during
the tract
selection
phase?
What other
alternatives
exist
for obtainWhich altering surface
owner consent?
native(s)
promote
the timely
and orderly
development
of Federal
coal and the receipt
of fair
market
value?

2.

How will
the cost to industry
of obtaining
surface
owner consent
be factored
into
the
determination
of fair
market
value?
Should
Interior
establish
criteria
to determine
what a reasonable
cost
is for determining
fair
market
value?
Should
Interior
establish
the "selling
price"
of the surface
Will
consent
to prevent
windfall
profits?
the cost of the consent
significantly
affect
the selling
price
of the coal?

Maximum
1.

economic

recovery:

How should
Interior
define
maximum economic
recovery?
Should
Interior
use the same definition
of maximum economic
recovery
at the
preliminary
tract
delineation
stage and mine
plan approval
stage?
At what point
should
a
precise
determination
be made?
Should Interior
develop
different
methods
for calculating
maximum economic
recovery
which are based on
the quality
of resource
and economic
information?
How would environmental
and social
costs
be used in determining
maximum economic
recovery?
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2.

What are the advantages and disadvantages
of
Interior's
definition
and method for determining maximum economic recovery,
when-the
Should a benefit-cost
method is defined?
analysis
be performed
to evaluate
the feasibility
of the proposed definition
and calculation
method?
How will
a given de,finition
and calculation
method increase
the cost of
mining and what effect
will
this have on the
price of coal?

3.

Should maximum economic recovery
determinations be periodically
reviewed to update
the reserve estimates
for changing conditions
related
to factors
such as engineering,
technology, economics,
environmental.
regulations,
and enhanced knowledge of mining conditions?
How will
a change in the reserve estimate
affect production
requirements,
mining costs,
and risk and uncertainty,
particularly
after
a mining plan has been approved,
mining equipment acquired,
and coal sold to a customer?

4.

Should the determination
of maximum economic
recovery
be left
to industry
subject
to
Government review and approval?
If so, what
detailed
price and cost factors
and other information
will
be required
by the Government
and what assurance will
the Government have
that the information
obtained
is valid?

Minimum royaltyt

I

1.

Will the statutory
minimum royalty
of 12-l/2
percent of the value of surface-mined
coal
distort
the market through discouraging
the
mining of certain
lease tracts?
What are
the costs and benefits
of statutorily
and
administratively
imposed minimum royalty
requirements?

2.

Will maximum economic recovery
be encouraged
in some instances
through lower royalty
requirements?
What is the incremental
cost
impact of higher royalties
given other cost
factor
changes?
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Fair

market

value

estimates:

1.

How should
Interior
adjust
the cost of
money rate
to calculate
the appropriate
discount
rate
for evaluating
lease tracts?
What risk
and uncertainty
factors
should
Interior
consider
in adjusting
the cost
of money to approximate
the proper
discount
Should the discount
rate be based on
rate?
How should
the opportunity
cost of capital?
Interior
determine
the opportunity
cost of
capital?

2.

How should
Interior
estimate
selling
price
over the life
of a proposed
mining
operation?
Under what conditions
should
Monte Carlo or
What factors
affect
other
methods
be used?
the real
coal price
over the life
of the
How can Interior
estimate
the degree
mine?
these factors
will
affect
the real
coal price?

3.

How should
Interior
calculate
electric
power steam market
synthetic
feedstock?

4.

What is the proper
tation
availability
fair
market
value

5.

Alternative

royalties
for
coal and for

way to integrate
and cost factors
estimates?

transpor-

To what degree
of detail
should
Interior
base its fair
market
value estimates?
is a practical
degree
of detail?
bidding

into

What

systems:

1.

Other
than deferred
cash bonus payment,
what
alternative
bidding
systems
should
be evaluated by Energy and Interior
to assure
timely
and efficient
development
of Federal
coal
and the receipt
of fair
market
value?
What
are the advantages
and disadvantages
of the
alternatives?
What are the prospective
costs
and benefits
of each option
compared
to the
system now in use?

2.

What
each

criteria
system’s

should
effect
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be developed
to evaluate
on the intensity
of bidding

competition,
the number of prospective
resource-management?
ders, and effective
Public

State

bid-

participation:
1.

Can the public
participation
process be made
more meaningful?
What methods in addition
to
public
hearings
would be conducive
for public
participation
and obtaining
public
comments
early to avoid unnecessary
delays?

2.

Can the public
participation
process be made
more effective?
Are certain
hearings
repetitious?
Can joint
hearings
be conducted where
more than one agency is required
to hold them?

3.

What is the most efficient
and effective
way
for Interior
to identify
where industry
has an
interest
in mining and where land use planning
should first
be done? Should Interior
obtain
expressions
of interest
in potential
lease
tracts
prior
to land use planning?
Will expressions
at this time help Interior
set planning priorities
and provide
for timely
acquisition
of data needed to evaluate
the area for
unsuitability
criteria
as well as other land
use planning
requirements?
Will expressions
at this time be inefficient
because of uncertainties
over factors
such as unsuitability
criteria?

4.

Would expressions
of interest
before and after
land use planning
have different
effects
on
Interior's
control
of social,
environmental,
and economic impacts and on the rate and timing
of leasing?
If so, how? Would regional
production
targets
and public
and State input to
the lease ranking
and selection
process limit
the effect?
Or, should all coal areas be evaluated before any leasing
decisions
are made?

government
1.

participation:

What is the proper role of State government
participation
in the Federal coal leasing
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process?
How should States be involved
in
the setting
of leasing
and production
targets
and tract
selection
and ranking?

Public

2.

Are existing
decision-making
mechanisms
adequate to enable Interior
to resolve
issues surrounding
the interstate
character
of Federal coal leasing
and development?
What are the alternatives
and their
relative
social
benefits
and costs?
Can alternatives
be implemented equitably
and reasonably?

3.

Should the Government take action
to ease the
disruption
in Western and other communities
caused by unit coal train
traffic?
Can the
railroad
industry
ease some of these problems
by joining
with States in planning
short-run
and long-run
transportation
needs?

4.

How will
Interior
and the States work together
in establishing
logical
mining units prior
to
lease sale?
Should Federal leases be issued
if adjacent
State lease tracts,
which could be
part of the mining unit,
were not leased because of Interior's
failure
to participate
with the States in forming mining units?

body tract

selection:

1.

How will
public
body tract
selection
private
entity
tract
selection?

2.

What constitutes
a reasonable
number of
tracts
to be reserved
for public
bodies?
What criteria
should be used to select
public
body tracts?
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affect

CHAPTER 8
HOW CAN ENERGY AND INTERIOR
IMPROVE LEASE MANAGEMENTTO ENCOURAGE
THE TIMELY AND ORDERLY DEVELOPMENTOF COAL?
Sound lease management is an important
element of
the Federal coal management program.
If Federal coal is
to be developed
in an orderly
and efficient
manner, with
regard for environmental
protection,
the Government must
have clear and reasonable
lease management policies
which
encourage private
sector
investment
and orderly
and timely development.
Some of these policies
are initiated
by
Interior
while others are developed by Energy.
In addition
to the development
of management policies, any lease management system should have well developed feedback mechanisms which can be used to judge the
effectiveness
of lease management policies
in achieving
orderly
development
and satisfying
the demand for Western
Federal coal.
For example, an analysis
of existing
leases,
as discussed
in Chapter 5 , will
provide
the baseline
data
from which informed
judgments can be made about the impact
that different
production
requirements
and logical
mining
unit criteria
could have on coal supply and production
potential.
Two issues

are related

to coal

lease

management.

--Can lease management be improved by streamlining
the permitting
process and revising
diligent
development
criteria?
--Can lease management be improved
logical
mining unit requirements?

by revising

Following
the discussion
of these issues,
we have added
an information
section
which summarizes the lease assignment
provisions
of the new Federal coal management program recently announced by the Secretary
of the Interior.
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CAN LEASE MANAGEMENT BE IMPROVED
BY STREAMLINING
THE PERMITTING
PROCESS AND REVISING DILIGENT
DEVELOPMENT CRITERIA?
The mine development
period
includes
many activities
which occur during
the diligent
development
1/ time
frame and culminate
in the mining
of the coal deposit.
These activities
consist
of many pre-mining
functions
including:
--Acquisition
mining
unit.

of

--Exploration
mining
plan.

work

--Preparation
of
mental
analysis
--Submission
and permit
operating
--Acquisition
financing.
--Construction
facilities.
--Acquisition

reserves

to

necessary

of
of

to

a logical
design

a

a mining
plan and environor impact
statement.

and approval
applications
the mine.
of

form

of the mining
necessary
for

mining
the

equipment
mine

a market

and
for

plan

and capital
transportation

the

coal.

Interior
estimates
that
for a Western
surface
coal
mine,
it normally
takes
4 to 7 years
to begin mining
from
time of lease
issuance.
Interior
also states
that
in some
cases it could
take up to 10 years.
Coal industry
officials
told
us that
8 to 10 years
length
is a more realistic
estimate
of the development
period.
The length
of
ment's
and industry's
demand are directly

this

development
period
ability
to effectively
related.
The longer

L/Diligent
development
means the
meet a minimum specified
level
a given
time frame.
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and the Governrespond
to coal

production
of
of production

coal to
within

the less reliable
are the prothe forecasting
period,
if
development
lead times
Consequently,
duction
goals.
shortfalls
would be
were long, the risk of production
greater
because of numerous assumptions
about the nature
of coal demand 10 years hence.
As the planning
horizon
coal demand forecasts
become more' relibecomes shorter,
able because they are subject
to less uncertainty.
if development
lead time.% are short and
Consequently,
regulatory
policies
clear and stable,
the risk of production
shortfalls
diminishes.
Permitting

process

The length of the development
period is determined
by many activities,
as previously
mentioned.,
One of
these activities,
the permitting
process,
involves
interaction
between the lessee and a number of Federal,
State,
and county government agencies.
For one Western
surface mine, the lessee told us that over 50 permit
applications
had to be filed
with eight Federal and four
State agencies.
These permits
include:
--State
water
permits.

well

and rights

--State

special

--State

mining

--State

industrial

siting

Forest

Service

--Federal

appropriation

use permit--such

'

as a reservoir.

permit.
permit.
special

--Office
of Surface Mining permit,
included
in the above analysis.

I
land

use permit.

a permit

not

The lessee said that 2-l/2 years may be required
to
obtain all permits.
This will
vary depending on such
factors
as the attitude
of the regulatory
authority
and
new laws and regulations'which
may complicate
and extend
the time for obtaining
permits.
:

An important
issue concerning
the permitting
process is whether a redesign
or streamlining
of thatprocess can shorten the development
period.
An analysis
of
the types of permits,
the optimum time,and<sequence
of
filing,
and the period required.
for review and approval
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APPENDIX

Similarly

APPENDIX

VI

in yc4lrApri.l

o Tighter

control

1976 reprt,

VI

you called for-

of national energy strategy:

"Urder the (EMARS)process, the level of lease offerings
would be determined frcm biddiq results in ccmpetitive lease
sales. Lease sales, if enviromentally
aceptable, wculd be
offered as lorg as bids were sufficiently
high.
"Hmever, reliance cm this process places Interior in the
positim of reactiq rather than providing the leadership
needed to develop sound national energy strategy."

(%!a reqvnse:
This report,
which
identifies
many
issues
related
to leaislation
enacted
since
1976.
is not inconsistent
;ith
our 1976 report
as Interior
is suggesting.
This
legisLation--including
the FedeAmendments
Act of 1976,
Federal
Land
ra2 Cool Leasing
PoZicy
and Management
Act,
and the Surface
Mining
Ccntrol
2nd RecZamation
Act--provides
many environmenta
safeguards
which
are now part
of the 2ega2 and po2icy
framework
governing
coal
Zeasing.
This framework
is
quite
different
from the framework
that
existed
before
1976.
In this
regard,
a comprehensive
analysis
of
coa2 Zeasing
issues
must interre2ate
these
environmenta2
safeguards
with
the energy and Zeasing objectives
that
are a2so now part
of the policy
framework.
We are concerned
that
Interior
,may imp2ement
a new
prop-an! that is net we22 thought
out in terms
leasing
of the interrelationships
betieen
environmenta
protection
safeguards,
fair market
value
dete2-minotions,
competitive
iease
saZes,
and national
energy
cb,.Gectives.

o Exclusively canpetitiw
goverment incentive:
"Th? Caqress
(1) the award
of pmspscting
for camercial

sales ti

exploratim

I)

without direct

should enact legislation
that wculd . . .
of leases only c4-1a canpetitive basis an3
permits under which persons could explore
purposes but have m exclusive rights to
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provide for
(2) issuance
for coal
leases."

uncertainties
affecting
the kind of information
and
costs
that
go into
the preparation
of a mine plan,
particularly
when the coal
is uncommitted
and the
necessary
permits
have not been obtained
and approved.
the requirement
might
cause
Under these
conditions,
lessees
to hastily
prepare
a mine plan of little
or no
use to the Government
or a prospective
coal customer.
These and other
observers
are concerned
whether
such a
regulation
would be based on the intent
to obtain
useful
information
or whether
it would represent
an administrative
expediency
to terminate
nonproducing
leases
which
have become an embarrassment
to the Federal
Government.
Another
alternative
for defining
diligent
developFor exment would be in terms of economic
incentives.
ample,
a sliding
scale
rental
could
be designed
to require
automatic
periodic
adjustments
to the rental
as
Some observers
long as a lease were not producing
coal.
believe
this
measure
would assure
a reasonable
return
to the public
and leave
to the lessees'
discretion
the
choice
between
submitting
a mine plan for approval
or
forfeiting
the lease.
Depending
on market
conditions,
a lessee
could
decide
to cancel
the lease
if projected
cumulative
rental
payments
and lease development
costs
outweighed
projected
benefits
(long-term
profitability)
Other
economic
incentives
from developing
the lease.
include
minimum
investment
requirements,
minimum royalThese and other
alternatives
ties,
and tax adjustments.
might
provide
a mechanism
for making
lease management
activities
more related
to market
conditions
than the
present
system
of arbitrary
production
periods.
Many public
and private
sector
officials
are concerned
about potential
resource
misallocation
that
arbitrary
diligent
development
requirements
could
cause
in general
and the misallocation
of scarce
Western
met-r
allurgical
coal reserves
in particular.
They argue that
a critical
resource
input
Western
metallurgical
coal,
into
the production
of coke which
is used to convert
Western
iron ore into raw steel,
L/ may be depleted
too

L/Slightly
more than 6 percent
of domestic
raw steel
is
currently
produced
in seven Western
States--California,
Arizona,
Colorado,
Utah,
Washington,
Oregon,
and Hawaii
--and
substantial
deposits
of metallurgical
coal have
been estimated
by the Bureau of Mines to occur
in
Colorado
and Utah.
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quickly
or used inefficiently
because
of the early
development
pressures
of diligent
development
requirements and the failure
of the regulations
to take market
demand into
account.
These officials
and other
experts
knowledgable
of
domestic
and international
steel
industry
developments
emphasize
that
the demand for metallurgical
coal is driven
by steel
economics
and world
steel
market
conditions,
and
They assert
that
arnot diligent
development
standards.
bitrary
diligent
development
standards
adversely
affect
the efficiency
and competitiveness
of America's
steel
industry
because
of the following
factors:
(1) metallurgical
coal is usually
a blend of various
quality
coals:
(2) the quality
coals
needed do not always
occur
in a
concentrated
area,
meaning
that mining
and exploration
may have to occur
over a large
area at different
depths;
and (3) mining
rates
and development
investment
schedules
are directly
related
to world
steel
prices
and production
meaning
that mining
intensities
vary at different
costs,
rates
at specific
seams depending
upon mining
and reclamation
costs.
CAN LEASE MANAGEMENT BE IMPROVED
BY REVISING LOGICAL
MINING UNIT REQUIREMENTS?
Two requirements
that
need to be carefully
analyzed
are the 40-year
depletion
requirement
and the contiguity
requirement.
Both requirements
are contained
in the
Federal
Coal Leasing
Amendments
Act and both may result
in adverse
social
and economic
consequences.
Further,
these concerns
affect
mine design,
choice
and investment
schedules.
of mining
technology,
Until
they are resolved,
the definition
and calculation
of
--another
requirement
of the
maximum economic
recovery
Federal
Coal Leasing
Amendments
Act discussed
in Chapter
7--will
be unclear
and difficult
to implement.
Depletion

requirement

The depletion
requirement
states
that
the mining
plan for each logical
mining
unit
must require
the unit
to be mined out in not more than 40 years.
Diligent
development
regulations
require
that
the period
begin
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Consequently,
with the approval
of a mining plan.
the years following
plan approval,
during which no
production
is possible
because of mine development
activityp
count against
the 40 year requirement.
Based on the current
maximum leadtime
of 10 years
for diligent
development
and the 3-year requirement
for
submitting
a mining plan in the Federal Coal Leasing
Amendments Act, it might take 7 years after mine plan
approval
before a logical
mining unit started
producing.
This could reduce the mine life
to 33 years,
if the 40year depletion
period begins at the time of mining plan
Such a mine life
could be less than the proapproval.
duction
life
of a large-scale
Western coal mine and
could be counter
to resource conservation
interests.
This, in addition
to the fact that long-term
coal contracts
with utilities
are negotiated
for periods
up to
indicates
the need for a review of the reason40 years,
ableness of the 40-year depletion
requirement
and of
the period for which the requirement
pertains.
Another adverse effect
of the 40-year mine out requirement
could be the limitation
of mine reserves
to
a level that could not support the economic development
of a coal deposit.
The nature of the coal deposit
and
projected
socio-economic
impacts from development
may
justify
a longer mine life
in the interest
of resource
conservation
and economic stability.
For example, proper socio-economic
planning
may call for a gradual phasing in and out of major mining operations
in some Western
coal regions as opposed to the concentration
of several
mining operations
over a 40-year period.
Such a concentration
may be technically
infeasible
within
a 40-year
period since surface mining and underground
mining oper-(
ations are subject
to different
depletion
schedules-because of economic and engineering
conditions--which
may exceed 40 years.
In addition,
communities
interested in stablizing
their
population
and avoiding
an
abrupt cessation
of economic activity
at the end of a
40-year period may elect to encourage major mining operations whose productive
mine lives
are made compatible
with local
and regional
development
plans.
Finally,
steel
industry
experts
indicate
that coking
and steel producing
facilities,
which utilize
metallurgical
coals,
are designed to last longer than 40 years.
They
say it is not economically
feasible
to construct
a modern
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coking
plant
based on the life
of a mine which supplies
the coal input,
particularly
when fluctuations
in world
demand for steel
may cause lower
than usual
utilization
This would make it
rates
for both the plant
and mines.
uneconomical
to deplete
the mine on a strict
40-year
not to mention
resource
misallocation
potential.
schedule,
Contiguity

requirement

The contiguity
requirement
states
that
all lands
Howwithin
a logical
mining
unit
must be contiguous.
some Federal
coal leases
included
in mining
plans
ever,
cannot
be included
in the logical
mining
unit
because
they are not contiguous
and may be forfeited
because
a
logical
mining
progression
would dictate
mining
the
lease after
the diligent
development
period.
some lessees
have leases
that
are
For example,
needed to fulfill
coal supply
agreements,
but which are
not planned
for mining
before
the diligent
development
period
ends, and are not contiguous
to the other
properties
in the mining
unit.
Current
regulations
may cause
actions
not in the public
interest.
The lessee
may make
unnecessary
capital
investments
to mine the leases
out
of sequence
with
the mining
plan.
This could
raise
the
cost of mining
unnecessarily.
On the other
hand, the
costs may be so great
that
the leases
would be relinquished
even though
the lessee
has made an investment
and intends
to mine the coal.
This action
could
also
inhibit
resource
conservation.
LEASE ASSIGNMENT DECISIONS PERTAINING TO THE NEW FEDERAL COAL
MANAGEMENT PROGRAM
Regarding
the management
of existing
leases,
on June
2, 1979, the Secretary
of the Interior
made four decisions
affecting
the transfer
or "assignment"
of existing
leases.
According
to the Secretarial
Issue
Document,
a lessee
may assign
his entire
interest
in a lease,
a portion
of
the lease,
an undivided
interest
in a lease,
or a royalty
share of the lease.
Interior
states
that
since demand
for Western
coal is now growing
and since
entry
into
the
Western
coal markets
through
new Federal
coal leasing
has been restricted,
the current
lease assignment
market appears
to involve
the transfer
of leases
to concerns
that
are in a better
position
to achieve
production
than the original
leases.
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Interior
states that in view of the diliFurther,
gent development
requirements,
the leases which are now
being assigned to coal companies are likely
to become
producing
leases.
Interior
also states
the lease assignment market is likely
to effect
total
production,
and
the degree of competition
in particular
regions.
Interior's

lease assignment decisions
focus on
disclosure
of financial
information,
the
50 percent limitation
on overriding
royalties,
anticompetitve
effects
of lease assignments,
and compliance
with diligence
requirements.

four

areas:

sions

Specifically,
Interior's
are as follows:

four

lease

assignment

1.

Require,
by notice,
all lessees
who recieved
their
leases through
assignments
in the last 5 years
to disclose
the financial
terms
of the assignment within
90 days
after
notification;
and propose
to adopt a regulation
which bars
approval
of new assignments
unless
the terms of the assignments
are
disclosed.

2.

Convene a group to analyze the
information
received
on assignments to determine
whether the
current
requirement
of a 50 percent limitation
on overriding
royalties
should be changed.

3.

Issue a regulation
that (1) requires
all assignments
be sent
to the Department of Justice
for review and, (2) prohibits
approval
of an assignment
except
when it meets the same standards
for lack of anticompetitive
effect as the Department has for
competitive
leases.
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deci-

4.

QUESTIONS
Development

Give nonproducing
leases
on which
assignments
have been filed
for
approval
the highest
priority
for
implementation
of the selected
diligence
and enforcement
option:
and request
the Department
of
Energy to propose
a regulation
that
requires
all assignees
to
submit
a definite
plan for meeting diligence
as a condition
for
approval
of the assignment.
FOR CONSIDERATION
period:

1.

Can the mine development
period
be shortened
by reducing
the time required
to obtain
mining
How can the permitting
and other
permits?
process
be streamlined?

2.

Should diligent
development
regulations
be
modified
to include
milestones
related
to deHow feasible
are milestones
velopment
activity?
related
to specific
development
activities
versus
milestones
related
to economic
incentives?
Should metallurgical
coal be treated
differently
in terms of diligent
development
standards?

3.

Should standards
be developed
which would give
the Government
greater
flexibility
in applying
and enforcing
diligent
development
requirements?
How can the establishment
of diligent
development
requirements
be made flexible
so that
changes
in the market
place
can be taken
into
account?

4.

How should
Energy and Interior
maximum time allowed
to achieve
ment?
Should the present
time

5.

Should different
diligent
development
standards
be applied
to leases
issued
before
and after
August
4, 1976,
(enactment
date of the Federal
Coal Leasing
Amendments
Act)
as they presently
are under Interior
regulations?
If so, what
should
be the basis
for differing
standards
and how should
they differ?
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evaluate
the
diligent
developframe be modified?

Logical

mining

unit:

1.

How should Energy and Interior
evaluate
the
maximum time allowed to exhaust a logical
mining
unit reserve?
What factors
should they consider
for reducing
or increasing
the maximum time allowed to deplete
a logical
mining unit reserve?

2.

Should the statutory
definition
of logical
mining
unit be refined
to allow for inclusion
in a
logical
mining unit of non-contiguous
tracts
or parcels?
What is the technical
meaning of
contiguous?
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CHAPTER 9
CONCLUSIONS,

RECOMMENDATIONS AND AGENCY COMMENTS

This report
brings
to the attention
of the Congress
and the Administration
issues
which have or may have significant
adverse
effects
on the development
and implementation
of a sound Federal
coal management
program
and the
use of Federal
and non-Federal
Western
coal in meeting
Its basic
purpose
is to provide
America's
energy
needs.
a framework
for understanding
the broad range of coal leasing issues
by identifying
and sorting
out the more significant
questions
which face the future
of coal on Federal
lands.
Federal
coal leasing
issues
are important
because
Federal
coal accounts
for about 30 percent
of total
domestic coal reserves
and 60 percent
of Western
coal reserves.
Interior
estimates
that
the Government
conIn addition,
trols
about
20 percent
of non-Federal
Western
coal because
many Western
coal regions
are characterized
by intermingled
ownership
patterns.
These issues
are also important
because
Federal
coal
to continue
through
this
century
is now, and is expected
energy
supply
source.
For example,
to be, a significant
Interior
has estimated
that
existing
leases
and pending
preference
right
lease applications
could
have an annual
production
potential
as high as 450 million
tons by 1990,
a figure
equal
to about 65 percent
of Western
coal production
and 31 percent
of national
coal production
by 1990,
as forecasted
by the Department
of Energy.
But, we and many public
and private
sector
parties
are concerned
about the effect
existing
and proposed
regulations
could
have on the responsiveness
of the new Federal
coal program
in making available--in
a socially
and
environmentally-acceptable
manner--sufficient
quantities
of Federal
coal to meet the Nation's
energy
needs.
FRAMEWORK FOR UNDERSTANDING COAL ISSUES
The following
six overriding
from basic
public
policy
issues
management
concerns
provide
the
the broad range of coal leasing
report.
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questions--progressing
to "down to earth'
framework
for understanding
issues
addressed
by this

--How should Federal coal leasing
goals
and policies
be balanced with interrelated
and often conflicting
national
socio-economic,
and
environmental,
economic objectives?
(See Chapter 3.)
--How well are the two Departments--Energy
working together
in estaband Interior-lishing
and implementing
goals and regulations
to "make it all happen"?
(See
Chapter 4.)
--What, realistically,
is the production
potential
of coal already
under lease-in view of the many legal,
economic,
environmental,
and other factors
affect(See Chapter 5.)
ing its development?
--How should Interior
better
tie together
its determinations
on the amount of unleased coal available
to meet future
needs with on-going
land use planning
and coal exploration
programs?
(See
Chapter 6.)
--How should Interior
proceed in identievaluating,
and
selling
specific
fying,
lease tracts?
(See Chapter 7.)
--How can Energy and Interior
improve
lease management to encourage the
timely
and orderly
development
of coal?
(See Chapter 8.)
Balancing

Multiple

Goals

In recent years, the Congress has enacted various
laws governing
the basic policy
and regulatory
framework affecting
the leasing
and development
of Federal
coal-- e.g.,
the Federal Coal Leasing Amendments Act of
1976, Federal Land Policy and Management Act of 1976,
Surface Mining Control
and Reclamation
Act of 1977, and
the Department of Energy Organization
Act.
These and
other public
laws emphasize the multifaceted
nature of
coal resource management, taking
into consideration
three interrelated
goals-- domestic energy development,
environmental
protection,
and socioeconomic
security
--which,
at times, may be in conflict
but for which a
reasoned balance through appropriate
tradeoffs
is the
ultimate
objective.
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A major concern
we have is that
a reasonable
balance
Uncertainties
between
these goals may not be achieved.
about the achievement
of this
balance
is represented
by
the following
issues:
--When coal leasing
goals
conflict
with
socio-economic,
and ecoenvironmental,
nomic goals,
how should
a trade-off
analysis be performed?
--Who should
pay the cost
balance
among goals?

of

--Can

a less-regulated
private
and efficient
orderly,
opment without
jeopardizing
and social
concerns?
timely,

achieving

a

sector
achieve
coal develenvironmental

As the new Federal
coal leasing
program
is implemented,
we believe
the Administration
and the Congress
should
identify
and weigh alternative
ways of dealing
with
these com,plex issues
and their
potential
consequences
on the public
and private
sectors.
Otherwise,
short-sighted
decisions
the consequences
of which could
and actions
could
evolve,
be unforeseen
adverse
effects
on certain
groups--be
they
environmental,
consumer,
or other--and
on the
industry,
availability
of Federal
coal to meet energy
demand.
Split
Responsibility
Energy and Interior

Between

Interior
has primary
responsibility
for leasing
public
coal lands.
However,
the Department
of Energy Organization
Act requires
Energy to develop
certain
regulations
related
to the management
of energy
resources--also
to establish
energy
production
objectives.
Because of the split
responsibility,
the law established
a Leasing
Liaison
Committee
to assist
in inter-agency
coordination.
We believe
the following
issues--stemming
responsibilities
--are
ones the Administration
gress
ought
to monitor
closely:
--Will

the

split
responsibility
between
enhance or impede efforts
to
develop
effective
regulations?
(Will
the Leasing
Liaison
Committee
function
as an effective
inter-agency
coordinating mechanism?)
agencies
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from split
and the Con-

--Will
leasing
to meet Government-derived
production
goals
restrict
supplies
and
result
in anti-competitive
coal markets
and supply
shortfalls?
--Will
production
goals
the basis
of flexible
reliable
data?

be formulated
methodology

on
and

At the present
time,
there
are major
uncertainties
about how reliable
and useful
Energy's
production
goals
are, whether
such goals
will
actually
be used by Interior
in shaping
the rate
and timing
of new leasing,
and the effect
of all
this
on the state
of competition
in coal markets.
In a recent
reportL/
we expressed
concern
about
whether
the Leasing
Liaison
Committee
can function
effectively
when the departments
are in conflict
or when lease
management
and regulatory
policies--e.g.,
concerning
diligent development,
competition,
and bidding
systems--need
to be resolved
at the department
levels.
In recently
announcing
the new coal management
prothe
Secretary
of
the
Interior
also
announced
estabgram,
lishment
of a new Interior/Energy
working
group,
under the
Leasing
Liaison
Committee,
to coordinate
Energy's
coal
production
goals
with
Interior's
regional
leasing
targets.
We believe
this
and other
top management
cooperation
are
needed to assist
in resolving
potential
conflicts
in objectives
between
the two departments.
Coal

Already

Under

Lease

Previous
efforts
by Interior
to resume Federal
coal
leasing,
including
the previous
leasing
program--the
Energy
Minerals
Activity
Recommendation
System--were
widely
criticized
because
the need to resume Federal
leasing
had not
been demonstrated.
The District
Court
in NRDC v. Hughes cited
this
deficiency
as a major
defect
in the 1975 programmatic
environmental
impact
statement.
We believe
that
a coal leasing
program
should
be designed
regardless
of whether
or not there
is a need now for
new leasing.
In developing
the program,
Interior
should

i/"Federal
Leasing
(EMD-79-60,
June

Policy-Is
4, 1979)

the
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Split

Responsibility

Working?"

consider
all aspects
of pre-lease
and post-lease
sale
If this
is
management
functions
and market
conditions.
done, a reliable,
efficient,
effective,
and flexible
system
should
be in place
if and when a resumption
of coal leasing
is necessary.
Leasing
decisions
can then be made in a
timely
and efficient
manner.
ment

The following
questions
of leased
coal tonnage.

are

relevant

to

the

assess-

--To what extent
is the development
of
existing
leases
restricted
by environmental
considerations?
--To what extent
does an evaluation
of
production
potential
and capacity
of
existing
leases
depend on the formation
of mining
units
that
could
be
mined profitably?
--To what extent
existing
leases
of transportation

is the development
of
prevented
by a lack
networks?

Interior
has not made an analysis
of
to determine
those
that
have environmental
that
are not by themselves
or in conjunction
properties
logical
mining
units,
or those
near transportation
facilities.
Availability

of

Unleased

existing
leases
problems,
those
with
other
coal
that
are not

Coal

Interior
is responsible
for evaluating
Federal
lands
to determine
how much unleased
Federal
coal is available
and suitable
for meeting
coal needs.
Such evaluations
must
be tied
in with
land use planning
and coal exploration
programs.
Three issues
surface.
--Should
regional
be considered
source
values
plans?

coal production
goals
along with other
rein developing
land use

--Will
designation
for coal mining
of information?

of areas unsuitable
be impeded by a lack

--Will
Federal
coal exploration
provide
sufficient
data for timely
analysis
of all potential
leasing
areas?
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We found that
in evaluating
alternative
land uses
--a critical
step in coming up with
regional
land use
plans --Interior
does not explicitly
consider
regional
coal production
goals
or other
resource
needs,
which
could
result
in plans
that
do not adequately
assess
trade-offs
between
coal and other
resource
needs and
values.
We believe
that
such evaluation--considering
demands and values
for all resources--needs
to be employed
as a regular
part
of Interior's
evaluations
of land use
alternatives.
In addition,
Interior
plans
to make recommendations
on lands determined
to be environmentally
suitable
for
coal production
early
in land use planning
if sufficient
data is available
or-- if best available
data is not sufficient-later
in the leasing
process
when sufficinet
Either
way, Interior
plans
to provide
data is available.
an opportunity
for public
comment on criteria
applications.
A major
uncertainty
is whether
delays
in land use planning
and leasing
will
occur
and, if sop whether
an alternative
planning
and leasing
mechanism
could
be developed
to reduce delays
and risks
to acceptable
levels.
we believe
a long-range
Regarding
coal exploration,
plan is needed to provide
public
and private
sector
energy*
coal leasing,
and land use decision-makers
with
better information
for both leasing
and land use decisions.
a long-range
plan could
assist
the Congress
Furthermore,
in considering
alternative
exploration
incentives,
strateand policies.
A key issue
is whether
and, if sop
gies,
how exploration
objectives
can be better
accomplished
through
incentives
to industry
to identify
and analyze
coal deposits.
Identifying,
and Selling

Evaluating,
Lease Tracts

One of the most important
responsibilities
Interior
in implementing
a new leasing
program
will
be to select,
evaluate,
and then sell
specific
tracts
which are responsive to the need for Federal
coal.
We see many potential
obstacles
in accomplishing
this,
including:
--Some means for and agreement
on how
to go about resolving
probable
conflicts
in exchanging
unsuitable
leases
for suitable
ones.
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has

--A

question
as to whether
Interior
can
and should
be authorized
to lease cersuch as bypass tracts-tain
tracts-non-competitively
to reduce
administrative
costs,
save time,
and provide
more certainty
of getting
tracts
into
production.

--Possible
high costs
of gaining
the
consent
of surface
owners
for access
to certain
tracts
otherwise
ideal
for
leasing.
--Dis-incentives
for industry
to enter
lease sales
and develop
Federal
coal
after
it is leased
because of uncertainties
involving
maximum economic
recovery
and higher
minimum royalty
requirements.
--Problems
in
determinations
alternative

making
and
bidding

fair
market
value
in implementing
procedures.

--Finding
ways to streamline
the process
for gaining
public
participation
and
resolving
differences
with
State
and
local
governments.
Coal

Lease

Management

If Federal
coal is to be developed
in an orderly
and
efficient
manner,
the Government
must formulate
clear
and
reasonable
lease management
policies
which encourage
private
sector
investment
and orderly
and timely
development.
We
zeroed
in particularly
on permitting,
diligent
development,
and logical
mining
unit
requirements.
We believe
the
to determine
how it
shorten
development
and reduce
paperwork
State
requirements.

permitting
process
should
be reviewed
can be redesigned
and streamlined
to
lead times,
cut administrative
costs,
and duplication
between
Federal
and

We also find
that
need to be re-examined
the timely
and orderly

diligent
in light
production
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development
requirements
of the effect
they have
of coal and premature

on

cancellation
of leases.
And, finally,
the reasonableness of the 40-year
depletion
requirement
and the manner in which logical
mining
units
are defined
are other
matters
viewed
by us as needing
review
because
of their
potential
effect
on limiting
the coal that
can be produced by a given
mine.
CURRENT PROGRAM STATUS AND
ISSUES REQUIRING IMMEDIATE
ATTENTION
On June 4, 1979, the Secretary
of the Interior
announced
a new Federal
coal management
program,
calling
for a resumption
of competitive
leasing
for the first
Leasing
is
time since
a moratorium
was imposed
in 1971.
to take place
beginning
in January
1981.
But-- as the report
points
out-- many questions
relating
to coal leasing
remain
unanswered,
some of which we believe
need to be
resolved
before
any further
long-term
leasing
can take
place.
Others
can be worked
out during
the early
stages
of the new leasing
program.
Some of the same questions
and issues
have been or
are being
addressed
by either
the Department
of the Interior
or the Department
of Energy.
We note considerable
progress
by the two departments
in developing
a workable
program-including
changes made since
a draft
of this
report
was made available
to them for comment.
But further actions
are needed,
and it is hoped this
final
report
will
further
contribute
to their
resolution.
We believe
important
issues
be resumed:

that--as
a minimum--the
need to be dealt
with

following
four
before
leasing
can

-An analysis
needs to be made of the
production
potential
of existing
leases-in view of the many economic,
environmental,
and other
problems
associated
with
their
likely
development.
This is necessary
to give a
better
fix on how much coal needs to
be made available
to satisfy
demand
under the emerging
program.
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--Interior,
in initially
developing
its
comprehensive
land use plans,
needs
to consider
coal production
goals-as well as demand estimates
for other
resources--to
help make judgments
on
land use alternatives
and foster
an
appropriate
balancing
of energy
goals
with environmental
and socio-economic
This is particularly
important
goals.
because
land use plans
developed
over
the next several
years will
affect
the level
of resource
usage on Federal
lands--whether
recreation,
wildlife,
timber,
coal,
or whatever--for
the
remainder
of this
century
and beyond.
--Interior
needs to evaluate
the impact
of the surface
owner consent
requirement--and
decide
how to implement
it-since
this
will
affect
the economics
and thus the ultimate
leasability
of
proposed
new tracts.
--Final
regulations
are needed specifying (1) how maximum economic
recovery
determinations
will
be made, and
(2) what factors
will
be considered
in establishing
logical
mining
units.
These determinations
are essential
for potential
developers
in knowing
how to respond
to the nomination
process for new leases
as well
as in considering
the implications
of the rules
for existing
leases.
Interior
has recently
issued
its
final
programmatic
environmental
impact
statement
for a new leasing
program,
and final
regulations
are expected
to be issued
shortly.
We found that
the final
programmatic
statement
--while
not effectively
dealing
with
the issues
discussed
above-- is thorough
in defining
the history
and broad
scope of the proposed
program,
in describing
potential
environmental
impacts,
and in providing
good insights
into many aspects
of the proposed
new leasing
system.
In the interest
of getting
on with
a new leasing
we
are
not
suggesting
revisions
to
the statement
gram,
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pro-

self--but
believe
instead
that
open issues
need to be
dealt
with
either
through
the final
regulations
or other
Unless
this
is done,
analyses
called
for in this
report.
the emerging
program
could well
become a major
source
of
uncertainty
and confusion
to private
and public
sector
energy
and environmental
planners.
MATTERS FOR CONSIDERATION BY THE
CONGRESS AND THE ADMINISTRATION
A program
such as this
that
will
impact
on national
welfare
for decades
to come should
be subject
to close
This will
scrutiny
during
the early
development
stages.
increase
its chances
for success
in the long-run
and,
hopefully,
prevent
delays
such as those
encountered
during
the last
decade.
through
Oversight
by the Congress,
particular
committees,
is needed --with
such matters
as:

the appropriate
attention
given

to

--Effectiveness
of Federal
policies
to provide
a
proper
balance
between
the Nation's
interrelated
coal production,
environmental,
social,
and economic objectives.
--Workability
of retaining
the split
responsibilities
between
Energy and Interior.
(A case in point
is
the manner in which Energy's
coal production
goals
will
be used to develop
Interior's
leasing
schedule
and the feasibility
of this
approach
in light
of
differing
agency perceptions
and objectives.
Actions
by Interior
and Energy on recommendations
we
made in a recent
report,
"Federal
Leasing
Policy--Is
The Split
Responsibility
Working?",
issued
June 4,
1979, should
be closely
monitored.)
--Effectiveness
of the Leasing
Liaison
Committee
--as
well
as the newly established
working
group
on production
goals
and leasing
targets--in
ironing
out differences
between
departmental
objectives
and
regulatory
policies.
--Interrelationships
and land use

planning

between
Interior's
coal
and coal exploration
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leasing
programs.

--Feasibility
of streamlining
the permitting
public
participation
processes
to avoid
delays
and duplication
of effort.

and
production

--Clarification
or revision
of certain
statutory
in their
present
form,
have
requirements
which,
potential
for adverse
impact
on balancing
multiple
goals
and achieving
timely
and orderly
development.
These requirements
include
maximum economic
recovery,
logical
mining
unit
formation,
diligent
40-year
mine life,
and minimum royaldevelopment,
ty*
--Feasibility
ity.
--Feasibility
leasing

of

a general

lease

of

short-term
bypass or

non-competitive
emergency
leases).

(e.g.,

--Implementation
requirement.
Before
mend that
the

of

the

new long-term
Secretary
of

surface

exchange

owner

leasing
is
the Interior:

author-

consent

resumedp

we recom-

--Analyze
the production
potential
of existing
leases
by determining
which leases
are included
in logical
mining
units
and which ones will
be
eliminated
by unsuitability
criteria,
inaccessability
to transportation
facilities
or other
factors--and
submit
such analysis
to the Department of Energy.
--Use
regional
coal production
goals
as well
as
demand estimates
for non-coal
resources,
as a
regular
part
of Interior's
evaluation
of land
use alternatives.
--Evaluate
the economic,
energy,
and environmental
implications
of 1nterior"s
implementation
of the surface
owner consent
requirement-including
its effect
on the determination
of
fair
market
value-and
submit
this
study
to
the Congress.
--Publish
logical
public

explicit
mining
hearings.

economic
recovery
and
regulations
for comment and

maximum

unit
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f

In addition
to the above
are highlighted
because
of their
with
the resumption
of long-term
recommend
that
the Secretary
of

recommendations,
which
importance
in connection
leasing,
we further
the Interior:

--Follow
through
in the development
of an appropriate
and workable
mechanism
for achieving
a reasonable
balance
between
interrelated
environmental,
and
socio-economic
energy,
objectives.
--Prepare
range

and submit
to
coal exploration

the Congress
plan.

a long-

--Determine
whether
the process
for fulfilling
public
participation
requirements
can be redesigned
to improve
Government
planning
and
decisionmaking.
--Determine
streamlined.

how the

permitting

process

can

be

--Work
closely
with
the Secretary
of Energy in
making
the Leasing
Liaison
Committee
an effective
interdepartmental
coordinating
and problem-solving body and in expeditiously
staffing
and making
operational
the Interior/Energy
working
group on
coal production
goals
and leasing
targets.
We recommend

that

the

Secretary

of

Energy:

--Use
Interior's
evaluation
of production
potential
on existing
leases --which
will
be done as a result
of our first
recommendation
to the Secretary
of the Interior-in developing
coal production
goals.
--Publish
arriving
nation
mates,

methodology
and procedures
to be used in
at production
qoals,
including
an explaof assumptions
used in making
the estiand make this
available
to the public.

--Work
closely
with
the Secretary
of the Interior
in implementing
a new Federal
coal management
program
that
achieves
a balance
between
public
policy
goals
of domestic
energy
development,
environmental
protection,
and socio-economic
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security.
Particular
attention
should
be
given
to Energy's
statutory
responsibilities
for issuing
regulations
pertaining
to diligent development,
competition,
and alternative
bidding
systems.
--Work
closely
with
the Secretary
of the Interior
in making
the Leasing
Liaison
Committee
an
effective
interdepartmental
coordinating
and
.
problem-solving
body and in expeditiously
staffing
and making operational
the Interior/Energy
working
group on coal production
goals
and
leasing
targets.
AGENCY COMMENTS
The Department
of Energy,
in commenting
on our draft
report
(see Appendix
IVJp noted overall
that
the report
was quite
thorough
and addressed
the major
issues
relevant to the future
management
of Federal
coal resources.
Interior's
response
(see Appendix
V) was
By contrast,
highly
critical
of our draft
report.
Interior's
basic
impression
is that
we are calling
for a reconsideration
of much of the legislation
related
to coal leasing
that
the Con,,,,
n==s
has passed
in recent
years.
They refer
to the Federal
Coal Leasing
Amendments
Act of 1976, Federal
Land Policy
and Management
Act of
1976, Surface
Mining
Control
and Reclamation
Act of 1977,
and other
laws which establish
national
policy
related
to
Whereas there
are certain
aspects
of
coal development.
these laws that
should
be reviewed,
we are not calling
for
a sweeping
review
of such legislation
and have no quarrel
with such basic
tenets
as the need for comprehensive
land
use plans
and an end to speculative
holding
of Federal
coal,
as suggested
by Interior.
We are concerned,
however,
with
how the Administration
will
implement
programs
to support
congressionallyestablished
environmental,
energy,
and social
policies.
Interior's
charges
should
not divert
ua++nn+ion
- --.I -A
from the
unresolved
coal management
issues
which need to be
scrutinized.
Interior
also expressed
concern
that
delaying
implementation
of the Federal
coal management
program
to
study various
issues
would only cause further
uncertainty
about the Government's
ability
to manage its coal resources.
We believe
some issues
must be resolved
before
long-term

i
;.
!

questions
about
the need for
leasing
is resumed--e.g.,
more leasing
and guidelines
determining
maximum economic
recovery
and logical
mining
units.
For the most part,
however,
the issues
identified
in this
report
should
be
evaluated
by the Congress,
Interior,
and Energy during
the
early
stages
of program
development
and implementation.
Interior
has suggested
that,
rather
than
In addition,
being based on detailed
analysis
like
most GAO reports,
is largely
based on the speculations
of anonythis
report
mous "experts"
and "observers"--none
of whom come from
their
department-with
a bias toward
industry
interests.
We agree the report
is somewhat
unique
in that
it takes
a
broad and preliminary
look at a very complex
subject.
It does so deliberately,
and we have tried
to point
out
clearly
that
many of the questions
and issues
raised-very relevant
to a
while
not necessarily
new-- are still
new Federal
coal program
and require
answers.
Our purpose
is to establish
a framework
for early
analysis
and debate
--including
by the Congress
if necessary--to
help make
possible
a successful
coal leasing
program.
As to the charge
of industry
bias,
the issues
were
identified
through
an extensive
process
of discussion
and
analysis,
which
included
probing
the concerns
of a carefully
selected
cross-section
of thinking
from many quarters
both inside
and outside
the Government.
This included
heavy input
from the Bureau of Land Management
and Geological
Survey
as well
as other
Government
people--and,
overall,
we feel
represents
a good balance
and mix of
viewpoints
from those
involved
in or affected
by the
program.
Several
recommendations
do not require
a response
because Interior
concurs.
Our recommendation
regarding
public participation
has been clarified.
Interior
indicates
they have performed
a comprehensive
evaluation
of the surface owner consent
requirement-and we are asking
that
this
be submitted
to the Congress.
Interior
infers
that
they
have already
scbmitted
a long-range
coal exploration
plan
to the Congress
by way of the FY '78 report
on the Federal
Coal Management
Program.
We found,
however,
that
this
report
does not contain
the details
of a long-range
plan,
and we continue
to believe
such a plan is needed and should
be submitted
to the Congress.
The following
and our response

to

discussion
highlights
agency
the remaining
recommendations.
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comments

Production
existing
need for

potential
leases
and
new leasing

of
the

We recommend
that
Interior
determine
production
potential
of existing
leases.
The issue
focuses
on
the extent
to which existing
leases
by themselves
or .
in combination
with other
coal properties
are capable
of supplying
coal to meet the demand for Western
coal.
Interior
states
that
they have analyzed
production
potential
on an overall
basis
by evaluating
mine plans
and by the judgments
of Geological
Survey officials
about the development
potential
of leases
not included
They indicate
that
an analysis
in the mining
plans.
of each lease
is unjustified
on cost-effective
grounds
and that
the submission
of mining
plans
is the most
cost-effective
way to determine
production
potential.
Energy also believes
that
lessees
should
be required
to indicate
their
proposed
development
plans
through
mining
plan submissions
rather
than the Government attempting
to predict
which leases
will
be developed
or relinquished.
Energy states
that
no mining
plans
have been filed
for more than 6 billion
tons of the 17
billion
tons of Federal
coal currently
under lease.
They indicate
that,
given
the 1986 deadline
for developif mining
plans
are not filed
soon it is unlikely
ment,
many outstanding
leases
will
meet diligent
development
requirements.
We believe
that mining
plan submission
will
not
resolve
some important
questions
regarding
production
potential
of existing
leases.
Even if a mining
plan
were submitted
in good faith,
the long-term
production
potential
may be unclear
because of the need for logical mining
unit
formation
and the application
of unsuitability
standards.
Therefore,
the question
as to the
number of leases
and the portion
of the 17 billion
tons
under lease
that
are not in logical
mining
units
or
that
cannot
be mined because
of environmental
unsuitability
will
still
remain
open.
Action
should
be taken by Interior
the lessees
in determining
and formulating
mining
units.
This is a complex
subject
Interior
should
resolve
the problems
of
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to

work with
logical
and we believe
determining

how logical
mining
units
should
be formulated
than simply
requiring
each lease,
individually,
a logical
mining
unit.

rather
to be

Interior
should
also initiate
action
to determine
unsuitability
on all existing
leases,
not just
those
included
in land use planning
units
that
are being
updated.
Unsuitability
determinations
are time consuming
and may
Interior's
decision
to wait
require
considerable
data.
until
a mining
plan or lease exchange
request
is submitted fosters
continued
uncertainty
about
the production
potential
of existing
leases
and the need for additional
leasing.
The question
about existing
leases
should
not be
allowed
to linger
on and go unanswered.
It strikes
at
the heart
of any long-term
leasing
program.
A coal
management
and leasing
program,
such as Interior's
preferred
program,
which requires
extensive
Government
planning,
analysis,
decision-making,
and action,
should
provide
for resolution
of these
issues
at the front-end
to avoid delays
in needed leasing
and to insure
that
coal
supplies
will
not be restricted
by Government
inaction,
thereby
limiting
competition
in the marketplace.
Production
goals
used
during
land use planning
Interior
rejects
our recommendation
that
coal
production
goals
should
be used during
the initial
steps
of land use planning.
Energy also questions
whether
this
is necessary.
Both agencies
are concerned
that
the use
of production
goals
in this
initial
step of land use planning will
diminish
the value
of recreation,
wildlife,
environment,
scenic,
or other
values
when compared
to
coal.
We also recognize
that
this
could
occur.
Other
resources
may not be as easily
quantified
because
of a lack
of market
transactions,
the difficulty
in estimating
reliable measures
of consumers'
willingness
to pay, or other
reasons.
Nevertheless,
the application
of resource
demand
to _all resources
would encourage
comprehensive
land use
decisions
that
are based not only on supply,
environmental,
socio-economic,
and other
legal
or policy
criteria,
but
also on demand factors.
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We also believe
the use of coal production
goals
along with other
resource
values
in regional
land use
planning
does not automatically
mean that
coal values
will
outweigh
the values
and uses of other
resources
Given the present
and future
that
compete
with coal.
values
of competing
resources,
coal's
best use may be
Demand or pro-.
to remain
in the ground
at some sites.
tection
of non-coal
resources
may have little
value
to
society
if they are not consumed or preserved
at a particular
site.
The alternative
of relocating
some activities
may not be feasible
because of some unique
characteristics
or demand factors,
while
coal--our
most abundant
energy
resource--may
in some cases be
produced
just
as well
at alternative
sites.
this
depends on the comparison
of costs
In general,
and benefits
of coal development
versus
non-development
taking
environmental
and
at certain
sites
in a region-other
resource
values
into
account--relative
to similar
comparisons
at alternative
sites
over the region.
It
further
depends on the size of the areas over which
comparisons
are made and specific
coal quality
features
at specific
sites
relative
to the occurrence
of the sther
resources
over the region.
the selection
of coal as an acceptable
Furthermore,
land use will
not automatically
result
in coal being
leased
and developed.
Interior
has established
controls
in the coal management
program
to prevent
this
from happening.
For example,
leasing
targets,
tract
ranking,
State
consultation,
and other
environmental
and socioeconomic
controls-in addition
to coal economics
and
demand-- will
play decisive
roles
in determinations
of
production
levels
in a given area.
One of the guiding
principles
of land use planninq
is the consideration
of present
and potential
uses of
the public
lands.
In formulating
land use plans,
Federal
land managers
are expected
to consider
the potential
for
public
lands
to achieve
contemplated
goals
and objectives.
Bureau of Land Management
field
officials
indicate
that
estimates
of demand for resources
such as coal,
timber,
wildlife,
recreation,
etc.,
are important
factors
that
should
be considered
during
land use planning.
The proposed
by the Bureau of

land use planning
regulations
Land Management
on December
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15,

issued
1978,

require
each District
Manager to prepare
planning
criteria
to guide development
of the land use plan.
the criteria
is to apply
to an
Among other
things,
analysis
of all reasonable
resource
management
alternatives
and the capability
and suitability
of the
public
land resources
to meet social,
economic,
and
These needs are defined
during
the
environmental
needs.
planning
process
through
the State
Director's
guidance,
and coordination
with
other
Federal,
public
participation,
One
State,
and local
government
and Indian
tribes.
resource
management
alternative
will
be selected
to serve
as the proposed
land use plan.
If estimates
of demand for a resource
are not evaluated and used in resolving
resource
and land use conflicts
--whether
the resource
be coal,
timber,
grasslands,
selection
of a land use
wildlife,
recreation,
etc. --the
alternative
that
could
lead to the use of one or more
resources,
may not be based on an evaluation
of the relative
needs for the resource(s).
Interior
indicates
that
coal information
will
not be ignored
during
land use
planning.
They state
that
"Industry
will
be expected
to
argue forcefully
for its
interest
and to submit
detailed
data in support
of its arguments."
It is uncertain
to
what extent
this
type of information
will
be considered
during
land use planning,
althouqh
industry
input
regarding mine plans,
reclamation
and mitigation
strategies,
and regional
impacts
of proposed
mines could
provide
useful
data to State
and Federal
land use planners.
However,
in cases where industry
does not have detailed
data to support
its arguments
but where coal development
potential
exists,
it may not be feasible
to rely
on industry
to supply
information
far in advance
of development.
We believe
that multiple-use
trade-off
analysis--using
a range of coal production
goals
as established
by Energy or
modified
by Interior-needs to be employed
as a regular
part
of Interior's
evaluation
of land use alternatives.
Interrior's
decision
not to take regional
coal production
goals
into
account
during
land use planning
could
result
in land
use plans
that
do not objectively
assess
coal resource
needs relative
to other
resource
needs.
Coal demand in relation
to its availability,
associated
socio-economic
and environmental
regulations
and costs,
and
other
factors
will
influence
when and where development
takes
place.
Land use plans which may not be revised
for 15 years
will
affect
land use and resource
decisions
for the remainder
of this
century.
The plans
should
comprehensively
account
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for all land use factors,
of resource
demand.

including

flexible

estimates

Finally,
by rejecting
our recommendation
regarding
the use of production
goals
in land use planning,
Interior
states
that
' . ..production
goals
should
not enter
the
coal leasing
process
until
regional
activity
planning."
Howeverp
the Bureau of Land Management's
proposed
coal
management
regulations
require
that
prior
to assessing
Federal
lands
for unsuitability
criteria,
a detailed
statement
must be prepared
which specifies
(a) the potential
coal resources,
(b) the demand for coal resourof such designation
on the
ces p and (c) the impact
environment,
the economy,
and the supply
of coal.
Consequently,
estimates
of coal demand will
be used
explicitly
during
land use planning.
Furthermore,
Bureau
officials,
including
the Director,
state
that demand
for resources
has been implicitly
a part
of land use
planning.
In other
words,
demand has been used even
though
Interior,
in its response
to our report,
is
opposed
to it.
Because of the serious
and extensive
nature
of
Interior's
comments,
we annotated
our responses--section
by section
or paragraph
by paragraph--on
the full
text
of Interior's
letter.
(See Appendix
VI.)
It should
be noted
that
subsequent
to Interior's
formal
comments on this
draft
report,
it published
a
final
environmental
impact
statement
and announced
adoption
of the new coal management
program.
These
actions
incorporated
various
changes,
some of which addressed
issues
included
in the earlier
draft
report.
It has been our intent
to recognize
these actions
in
this
report.
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APPENDIX

APPENDIX

I

I

GAO REPORTS RELATED
TO COAL LEASING
Date
Improvements
Needed In
Administration
Of Federal
Leasing
Program
(B-169124)

Coal
March

Administration
Of Regulations
For Surface
Exploration,
Mining,
And Reclamation
Of Public
And
Indian
Coal Lands (B-148623)

August

Further
Action
Needed On Recommendations
For Improving
The
Administration
Of Federal
Coal
Leasing
Program
(RED-75-346)

April

Information
On Federal
Leases
(RED-76-26A)

October

29,

1972

10,

1972

28,

1975

Coal
15,

1975

Role Of Federal
Resources
In Meeting
National
Energy
Goals Needs To Be Determined
And The Leasing
Process
Improved
(RED-76-79)

April

1,

1976

Department
Of The Interior's
Approval
Process
For Coal
Mining
Plans
(EMD-76-6)

July

20,

1976

National
Energy Policy:
An Agenda For Analysis
(EMD-77-16)

January

Energy
Policy
Organization,
Energy Goals

March

Decisionmaking,
And National
(EMD-77-31)

12,

24,

1977

1977

Rocky Mountain
Energy Resource
Development:
Status,
Potential,
And Socioeconomic
Issues
(EMD-77-23)

July

13,

1977

U.S. Coal
Uncertainties

September

22,

Development--Promises,
(EMD-77-43)
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1977
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Date
The State
Of Competition
The Coal Industry
(EMD-78-22)
Problems
Reserve

Associated
Estimates

In
December

With Coal
(EMD-78-23)

Inaccurate
Estimates
Coal Reserves
Should
Corrected
(EMD-78-32)

January

Of Western
Be

Federal
Leasing
Policy--Is
the Split
Responsibility
Working?
(EMD-79-60)
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30,
11,

July

11,

June

4,

1977
1978

1978

1979

Appendix
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II

II

STATUTES TO BE CONSIDERED
IN A FEDERAL COAL LEASING
Anadromous

Fish

Antiquities

Act

Archaeological
ed, 16 U.S.C.
Bald

Eagle

Conservation
of

1906,

Act,

Air Act Amendments
7401, -et seq.

of

Clean
1251,

Water Act
--et seq.

classified

1977,

Coastal
Zone Management
16 U.S.C.
1451, -et seq.
Department
42 U.S.C.
Endangered
-et seq.
Federal
U.S.C.

Act

1977,

of

Act

Coal Leasing
181, --et seq.

of

1973,

Amendments

to
1972,

Federal
Land Policy
and Management
43 U.S.C.
1701, -et seq.

Fish
661,

and Wildlife
--et seq.

Pollution

Control

Coordination

Act,
Act,

II-I

d.
to

42

as amended,
classified

16 U.S.C.
Act

as amend-

33 U.S.C.

Act,

Federal
Coal Mine Health
and Safety
as amended,
30 U.S.C.
801, -et seq.

Federal
Water
1251, -et seq.

668-668

classified

of Energy Organization
7101, -et seq.
Species

Act,

16 U.S.C.

Clean
U.S.C.

757a-757f.

431.

Preservation

Act,

of

16 U.S.C.

16 U.S.C.

and Historic
469, -et seq.
Protection

PROGRAM

1531,

of

1976,

Act

of

Act

to

of

30
1969,

1976,

33 U.S.C.
16 U.S.C.

APPENDIX

National
U.S.C.

APPENDIX
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Historic
Preservation
470, -et seq.

Act

of

1966,

16

Historic
Sites,
Buildings,
and Antiquities
16 U.S.C.
461-467.
as amended,
Migratory
Mining
21a.

Bird

Treaty

and Minerals

Mineral
181, --et

Leasing
seq.

Act,

16 U.S.C.

Policy

Act

of

Act

1920,

of

Mineral
351-359.

Leasing

Multiple-Use
528, --et seq.
Multiple

Act

for

Forest

National
16 U.S.C.

Historic
Preservation
470, -et seq.

Noise

Control

Management

Act

of

Resource
Conservation
U.S.C.
6901, -et seq.
Safe Drinking
U.S.C.
300f.

Water

Soil and Water Resources
classified
to 16 U.S.C.
Surface
classified

Mining
to

Act

Control
30 U.S.C.

1977,

of

16 U.S.C.
521-531.

1969,

1976,

Act

of

42 U.S.C.

16 U.S.C.
1966,

4901,
Act

of

as amended,
--et

and Reclamation
1201, -et seq.

Act
Act

seq.

1976,

classified

Conservation
2001, -et seq.
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30 U.S.C.

42 U.S.C.

of

classified

1960,

of

and Recovery
Act

of

Act

1972,

30 U.S.C.

1978,

Act,

Policy

National
472a.

30 U.S.C.

Lands,

Act

Development

National
Environmental
4321 -et seq.

703-711.
1970,

of

Acquired

Sustained-Yield

Mineral

Act,

as amended,

Mineral
Leasing
Act Amendments
to 30 U.S.C.
193, 201, 203.

II

to
of
of

42
42

1977,
1977,

Appendix

II

Appendix

Wild and Scenic
1271, -et 3.
Wild Free-Roaming
1331-1340.
Wilderness

Act,

Rivers

Act,

Horses
16 U.S.C.

as amended,

and Burros
1131,
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REVIEW OF SELECTED
LEGISLATION

AFFECTING

FEDERAL COAL DEVELOPMENT
Five laws establish
Federal
coal leasing
policy
and significantly
affect
private
and public
sector
prospective
decisions
on choice
of mining
method as well
as where,
when, and how much Federal
coal leasing
and
These laws are:
development
should
take place.
--Federal
Coal Leasing
1976 (30 U.S.C.
181,
--Mineral
Leasinq
(classified
to

Amendments
et
seq.)
-

Act Amendments
30 U.S.C.,
193,

Act

of 1978
201, 203)

--Federal
Land Policy
and Management
1976 (43 U.S.C.
1701 --et seq.)
--Surface
Mining
Control
of 1977 (classified
to
seq.)
and
--Department
sified
to

of

Act

and Reclamation
30 ii.S.C.
1201,

of Energy Organization
42 U.S.C.
7101, --et seq.)

Act

of
Act
-et
(clas-

Although
these laws define
the basic
legal
and regulatory
framework
within
which Federal
coal leasing
decisions
take place,
there
are other
laws and associated
regulations
that
also affect
leasing
decisions.
l/ These
include
a host of environmental
protection
laws (archeological,
land,
water,
and air quality)
which can, in effect,
restrict
leasing
and development
of specific
Federal
coal
tracts.
The Clean Air Act Amendments
of 1977 (calssified
to 42 U.S.C.
7401, -et seq.1
is highlighted
below.
Federal
Coal Leasing
Amendments
Act of 1976
The Federal
Coal Leasing
Amendments
substantially
amends the Mineral
Leasing
L/A

list

of

the

statutes

is

contained
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1976
1920
II.

(30
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U.S.C.
181 et seq.)
The 1920
which authozzed
the leasing
following
discussion
presents
1976 Amendments.

III

act was the first
statute
The
of public
coal lands.
the key provisions
of the

The Federal
coal which can be leased
is limited
to
areas that
are known to contain
minable
coal deposits.
Interior
designates
these
areas as Known Recoverable
Coal
The department
is required
to conduct
a
Resource
Areas.
comprehensive
exploration
program
designed
to obtain
sufficient
data and information
to define
the geographical
extent
of the coal fields,
determine
the presence
of commercial
quantities
of coal,
and estimate
the amount of coal
which is recoverable
by deep and surface
mining
operations.
A series
of detailed
geological
and geophysical
maps and
reports
concerning
all
coal lands
to be offered
for leasing
must be prepared,
published,
and kept current.
This information
is to be used to develop
a comprehensive
land use
information
regarding
the value
of public
plan I improve
resources,
and increase
competition
among coal producers
in the bidding
process.
In addition
to exploration
by the Federal
Government,
private
parties
may engage in exploration
if they obtain
an exploration
license.
This license
confers
no right
to a lease
if commercial
deposits
of coal are discovered.
Copies of all data must be submitted
to Interior.
The
confidentiality
of the data will
be maintained
until
a
lease
is issued
or until
the Secretary
of the Interior
determines
that
public
disclosure
would not damage the
competitive
position
of the licensee,
whichever
comes
first.
A lease
sale cannot
be held unless
the coal lands
are included
in a comprehensive
land use plan,
and the
sale is compatible
with
the plan.
If requested,
Interior will
hold public
hearings
on proposed
land use plans
prior
to their
adoption.
In addition
to land use plan%-.;r\rr
Irr.ry,
Interior
must consider
the effects
of mining
on
impacted
communities
or areas.
The effects
include,
but are not limited
to,
impacts
on the environment,
agricultural
and other
economic
activities,
and public
services.
Public
hearings
about these
impacts
are to
be held before
lease
sale.
Any lease proposal
which
permits
surface
coal mining
within
the boundaries
of a
National
Forest
must be submitted
to the Governor
of
the State
in which the coal deposits
are located.
If
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the Governor
objects
of the Interior
must

to lease
reconsider

issuance,
issuance

the
of

III

Secretary
the lease.

All leases
must be issued
by competitive
bidding
procedures.
Prospecting
permits
for exploration
of
lands where the existence
of a coal deposit
is unknown
cannot
be issued.
The 1920 Act authorized
the issuance
of prospecting
permits
and preference
(non-competitive).
right
leases
where commercial
quantities
of coal were
discovered.
Future
preference
right
leasing
is permitted
only where there
was a valid
existing
right
on August
4,
1976.
Interior
is authorized
to reserve
lease
tracts
and
offer
them for lease to public
bodies.
These bodies
inrural
electric
cooperatives,
and
clude
Federal
agencies[
non-profit
corporations
controlled
by any of these entiThe leased
coal can only be used by the public
body
ties.
lessee
to produce
energy
for its own use or for sale to
its members or customers.
Short-term
sales can be made to
other
parties.
The fair
market
value
of the tracts
must be determined and opportunity
given
for public
comment by Interior.
At least
50 percent
of the acreage
must be leased
under a system of deferred
bonus payment.
This allows
a company to pay for a lease
in a series
of installments.
A coal lease
is issued
for an initial
term of 20
years,
and for so long thereafter
as coal is produced
annually
in commercial
quantities.
Any lease which has
not produced
in commercial
quantities
at the end of the
10 years must be terminated.
The terms and conditions
of
the lease are subject
to readjustment
at the end of its
primary
term of 20 years and at the end of each lo-year
period
thereafter
if the lease
is extended.
A lease cannot be issued
to an existing
lessee
who has held a
lease
for a period
of 10 years,
beginning
August
4, 1976,
and has not produced
coal in commercial
quantities.
The amount of acreage
which can be leased
to a single
lessee
is limited
to 46,080
acres
in any one State
and
100, 000 acres
for all States.
The single
lessee
is a
person,
association,
or corporation,
including
any subsidiary,
affiliate,
or persons
controlled
by or under common control
with
such person,
association,
or
corporation.
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The minimum royalty
for surface
coal is 12-l/2
The base for determination
percent
of the coal value.
A lesser
of value
is to be defined
by regulation.
royalty
may be prescribed
for underground
coal.
Each lease must be subject
to the conditions
of
diligent
development
and continued
operation
of the mine
except
where operations
under the lease are
or mines,
by strikes,
the elements,
or casualties
not
interrupted
The continued
operation
reattributable
to the lessee.
quirement
may be suspended
for not more than 10 years
by
Advance
royalties
canthe payment
of advance
royalties.
not offset
the requirement
for commencement
of production
at the end of the first
10 years of the lease.
Before
lease
issuance
Interior
is required
to determine
which mining
method or sequence
of mining
methods
achieves
the maximum economic
recovery
of the coal within
the proposed
lease
tract.
After
lease
issuance,
no mining
plan can be approved
if it is not found to achieve
the
maximum economic
recovery
of the coal within
the tract.
Mining
plans must be submitted
to Interior
not later
than
3 years
after
lease
issuance.
In addition,
if it is determined
that maximum economic
recovery
is secured
theremay be consolidated
into
a logical
mining
by, coal leases
The 1976 Amendments
do not define
the term "maxunit.
imum economic
recovery."
The 1976

Amendments

define

a logical

mining

unit

as

"an area of land in which the coal resources
can
be developed
in an efficient,
economical,
and orderly manner as a unit
with due regard
to conservation
of coal reserves
and other
resources.
A logical
mining
unit
may consist
of one or more Federal
leaseholds,
and may include
intervening
or adjacent
lands
in which the United
States
does not own the coal resources,
but all
the lands
in a logical
mining
unit
must be under the effective
control
of a single
operator,
be able
to be developed
and operated
as a single
operation
and be contiguous."
A logical

mining

unit

The mining
plan
diligent
development,
that
the reserves
of

cannot

exceed

25,000

acres.

for the logical
mining
unit
must
require
continued
operation,
and production
so
the entire
unit
will
be mined within
a
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period
not to exceed 40 years.
Leases issued
before
Auin a logical
mining
unit
gust 4, 1976, may be included
with
the consent
of the lessee.
The act provides
that
by
regulation
the Secretary
may require
a lessee to form a
and may provide
for determination
logical
mining
unit,
of participating
acreage
within
a unit.
The act also requires
the Secretary
of the Interior
to consult
with
the Attorney
General
at each stage
in
the issuance,
renewal,
and readjustment
of a coal lease.
The Attorney
General
is required
to review
the lease
and
determine
if it creates
or maintains
a situation
inconsistent
with
the antitrust
laws.
Mineral
Leasing
Act
Amendments
of 1978
The Mineral
Leasing
Act Amendments
of 1978 authorized Interior
to exchange
unleased
Federal
coal properties
for eight
preference
right
lease applications
in Utah and
nine leases
in Wyoming.
The lands exchanged
are required
to be of equal value.
For lands not of equal value,
Interior
may receive
or pay cash in an amount up to 25 percent of the value of the coal lease or leases
to be issued,
in order
to equalize
the value.
The exchange
lease
is required
to contain
the same terms and conditions
as the
surrendered
lease.
Interior
is also authorized
to conduct
negotiated
sales
where the removal
of coal is necessary
and incidental
to the exercise
of a right-of-way
permit.
The act requires
the sale to be negotiated
at fair
market
value.
The 1978 Amendments
Act amends the lease modification
requirement.
It provides
that
the added acreage
may corner
the original
lease
as an alternative
to being contiguous.
The act also revises
the terms and conditions
requirement
by specifying
that
the minimum royalty
rate
required
by
law (12-l/2
percent
for surface
mined coal)
would not apply
to any coal mined in the lands contained
in the original
lease
until
the lease
is readjusted
at the specified
expiration
date for the lease's
terms and conditions.
Federal
Land Policy
and
Management
Act of 1976
is

The Federal
Land Policy
and Management
Act of 1976
the first
comprehensive
statutory
statement
of purposes,
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goals,
and authority
for the use and management
of about
448 million
acres
of Federally-owned
lands
administered
by Interior.
The department
is required
to develop,
maintain,
and when appropriate,
revise
land use plans.
In the development
and revision
of these plans,
Interior
must:
--Consider
public

present
lands.

--Weigh
long-term
against
shortterm
--Coordinate
of Federal,

as well
benefits
benefits.

planning
State,

--Use
the principles
tained
yield.
A/

to

the

activities
and local
of

--Give
priority
to the
critical
environmental
Federal
with
State
consistent
the extent
non Federal
ment officials
of land use

as future

uses

of

public

with
those
agencies.

multiple

use

and

protection
concern.

of
2/

areas

susof

land use plans
are required
to be consistent
and local
plans
to the extent
that
they are
with
Federal
law.
The act requires
that
to
practical,
inconsistencies
between
Federal
and
plans
be resolved.
State
and local
governare to be involved
in the development
programs,
regulations,
and decisions.

J/Multiple
use means the combination
of resource
values
that
consider
changing
needs and conditions,
long-term
needs of renewable
and non-renewable
resources,
land
productivity,
environmental
values,
and economic
return.
Sustained
yield
means the achievement
in perpetuity
of a high level
output
renewable
resources
consistent
with

and maintenance
of public
lands
multiple
use.

/Areas
of critical
environmental
concern
means areas
within
the public
lands where special
management
attention
is required
to protect
and prevent
irreparable
damage to important
historic,
cultural,
or scenic
value,
fish
and wildlife
resources
or other
natural
systems
or processes,
or to protect
life
and safety
from
natural
hazards.
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Interior
must prepare
and maintain
an inventory
public
lands and their
resource
and other
values,
giving
priority
to areas of critical
environmental
conmust have reviewed
By October
21, 1991, Interior
cern.
roadless
areas of 5,000 acres or more and roadless
islands
identified
during
the inventory
as
of the public
landsp
During
this
wilderness
having
wilderness
characteristics.
review
Interior
is to submit
recommendations
to the Pre'sident
as to the suitability
or unsuitability
of such area
or island
for preservation
as wilderness.
Mineral
surveys
are required
to be made on these
lands prior
to submitDuring
the period
of review
ting
any recommendations.
and until
the Congress
has determined
otherwise,
these
lands are to be managed in a manner so as not to impair
the suitability
of such areas for preservation
as wilderness.

of

all

The act also states
that
50 percent
of the sales,
and rentals
of the public
lands are
royalties,
bonusesI
other
than Alaska
which has a
to be paid to each State,
The use of these
revenues
by the
separate
provision,
State
and local
governments
is at the discretion
of each
State
legislature,
but with
priority
given
to those areas
that
are socially
or economically
impacted
by development
of leased
minerals.
In
terest
relieve
sult
of
of the
revenues
for any

Interior
is authorized
to make low inaddition,
loans
to States
and local
governments
in order
to
social
or economic
impacts
which occur
as the rethe development
of leased
minerals.
The amount
loans are to be limited
to the anticipated
mineral
to be received
by the recipients
of the loans
prospective
lo-year
period.

Land exchanges
are also authorized
by the act.
The
Secretary
of the Interior
or the Secretary
of Agriculture
can exchange
a tract
of public
land for a tract
of nonpublic
land when the Secretary
concerned
determines
that
the exchange
is in the public
interest.
In considering
the public
interest
the Secretary
is required
to consider
better
Federal
land management
and the needs of State
and
local
people.
Surface
Mining
Control
and
Reclamation
Act of 1977
1977

The Surface
establishes

Mining
Control
and Reclamation
Act
uniform
minimum Federal
standards
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regulating
surface
mining
throughout
the country
on
and for assuring
adequate
mental
impacts
of surface
of the purposes
of the act

III

and reclamation
activities
both public
and private
lands,
protection
from the environSome
mining
in all
States.
are

--establishing
a nationwide
program
to protect
society
and the environment
from the adverse
effects
of surface
coal mining
operations,
--assuring
that
surface
mining
conducted
where reclamation
act is not feasible,

operations
as required

are not
by the

--assuring
that
surface
coal mining
operations
are so conducted
as to protect
the environment,
--assuring
that
the coal supply
essential
to the
Nation's
energy
requirements,
and to its
economic and social
well-being
is provided,
and
strike
a balance
between
protection
of the
environment
and agricultural
productivity
and
the Nation's
need for coal as an essential
source
of energy,
--assuring
that
appropriate
procedures
are provided
for the public
participation
in the development,
revision,
and enforcement
of regulations,
standards,
reclamation
plans,,
or programs
established
by the Secretary
or any State
under the
act,
and
--wherever
Federal
tection
control

necessary,
exercising
constitutional
powers
of the public
interest
of surface
coal mining

the full
reach of
to insure
the pro
through
effective
operations.

The States
can assume the primary
responsibilities
for administration
and enforcement
of the act under federally
approved
State
programs.
will
assume
Interior
these
responsibilities
if a State
does not submit
a program for approval,
or where a State
program
is inadequate.
The act
environmental
environmentally
clude:

contains
protection
sound

performance
during
reclamation.
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--Maximum
utilization
and conservation
of
the solid
fuel
resource
being recovered.
--Restoration
the same or

of disturbed
land
better
conditions.

--Restoration
land contour.

of

--Stabilization
areas.

the

approximate

and protection

--Protection
reclamation

of prime
farmlands
techniques,

--Minimization
hydrological

of disturbances
balance,

--Limitation

on mining

to

of

steep

support

original
of

all

surface

through
to

the

specific
existing

slopes.

The Surface
Mining
Act also requires
Interior
to
review
Federal
lands to identify
those which are unsuitable for all or certain
types
of surface
coal mining
operations.
Prior
to designating
Federal
lands as unsuitable p the Secretary
of the Interior
is required
to consult
with
the appropriate
State
and local
agencies.
If a State
has been approved
by Interior
as the primary regulatory
authority,
it may designate
non-Federal
areas as unsuitable
for surface
mining
if reclamation
is
not technologically
and economically
feasible.
Furtherany person
who has an interest
which is or may be
more,
adversely
affected
may petition
the regulatory
authority
to have an area designated
as unsuitable,
or to have
such a designation
terminated.
A public
hearing
is required
after
a petition
is filed
and prior
to a State's
designation
of an area as unsuitable.
Under the
as unsuitable

petition
process,
areas may be designated
if surface
coal mine operations
will

--be
incompatible
land use plans

with existing
or programs,

State

or

local

--affect
fragile
or historic
lands
in which
such operations
would significantly
damage
important
historic,
cultural,
scientific,
and
aesthetic
values
or natural
systems,
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--affect
renewable
resource
lands
and substantially
reduce
water
supplies,
aquifers
and
aquifer
recharge
areas,
and food and fiber
products,
and
--endanger
life
with
natural
quent
flooding
The act
areas

provides

as unsuitable

following

and property,
and affect
hazards,
including
areas
or unstable
geology.

for

information

--The

potential

--The

demand

--The
impact
environment,
coal.

that

surface
will

coal
for
of

before

coal

lands
of fre-

designating
coal

mining

any

land

operations,

the

be obtained:
resources

of

the

area.

resources.

an unsuitable
the economy,

designation
and the supply

on the
of

One of the criteria
for identifying
unsuitable
lands
pertains
to alluvial
valley
floors.
The Surface
Mining
Act restricts
surface
mining
on alluvial
valley
floors
l/
if mining
would interrupt,
discontinue,
or preclude
farzing
in these areas or materially
damage the quantity
or quality
of water
in surface
or underground
water
systems
that
supply these
val'ley
floors.
A Federal
coal lease or non-Federal
private
coal estate
which contains
an alluvial
valley
floor
may be exchanged
for Federal
coal deposits.
The exchange
authority
is limited
to those mines where coal has not been
mined in commercial
quantities
but for which substantial
financial
and legal
commitments
were made by an operator
before
January
1, 1977.

i/Alluvial
valley
floor
means the unconsolidated
stream
laid
deposits
holding
streams
where water
availability
is sufficient
for subirrigation
or flood
irrigation
agricultural
activities
but does not include
upland
areas which are generally
overlain
by a thin
vineer
of
colluvial
deposits
composed chiefly
of debris
from sheet
erosion,
deposits
by unconcentrated
runoff
or slope wash,
together
with
talus,
other
mass movement
accumulation
and wind blown deposits.
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The Surface
Mining
Act also prohibits
the Secretary
of the Interior
from issuing
a Federal
coal lease when
the surface
owner has not given written
consent
to enter
and commence surface
mining
operations.
One is considered
a surface
owner if he or she (more than one person
can be
included)
--holds
legal
surface,

or equitable

title

to

the

land

--has
his or her princ,ipal
place of residence
on the land,
or personally
conducts
farming
or ranching
operations
upon a farm or ranch
unit
to be affected
by surface
coal mining
or receives
directly
a significant
operations,
portion
of income,
if any, from such farming
or ranching
operations,
and
--has
at
Department
Organization

met
least
of

the above conditions
for
3 years before
granting

a period
of
the consent.

Energy
Act

The Department
of Energy Organization
Act requires
the President
to submit
a National
Energy Plan to the Congress
not later
than April
1, 1979, and biannually
thereafter.
The plan is required
to contain
energy
production,
utilization,
and conservation
objectives
for periods
of
5 and 10 years.
are necessary
to saUnited
States
to meet
the requirements
of the general
welfare
and the commercial
and industrial
life
of the Nation , with particular
attention
given
to the needs for full
employment,
price
stabilienergy
security,
economic
growth,
environmental
proty,
tection,
nuclear
non-proliferation,
special
regional
needs,
and the efficient
utilization
of public
and private
resources.
To achieve
such objectives,
the Plan must identify
the strategies
that
should
be followed
and the resources
that
should
be committed.
tisfy

The objectives
are those which
projected
energy
needs of the

The act also transfers
several
Interior
functions
to
Energy.
These include
issuing
regulations
to foster
competition,
implement
alternative
bidding
systems,
and establish
requirements
for diligent
development
and production
rates.
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The act requires
a Leasing
Liaison
Committee
to be
formed
and composed of an equal number of members appointed
by the Secretaries
of the Departments
of Energy
This committee
has been established
and
and Interior.
it serves
as an executive
level
coordinating
mechanism
on Federal
energy
leasing.
Clean Air
Amendments

Act
of

1977

The Clean Air Act Amendments
visions
that may have a significant
velopment.
These are:

of

1977
impact

contain
two proon coal de-

--New source
performance
standards
requiring
new facilities
to employ the best technological
system of continuous
emission
reduction.
--Requirments
terioration

for preventing
of air quality.

the

significant

de-

Under the new source
performance
standards,
new fossilfuel
boilers
are required
to meet a numerical
sulfur
oxides
emissions
limit
(such as pounds of emissions
per
hour)
and if the plant
can meet the emissions
limit
by
burning
low sulfur
coal,
some treatment
must still
be
applied
to reduce
emissions
by some unspecified
percentage.
Recent
proposed
regulations
would require
the removal of at least
85 percent
of the sulfur
dioxide.
Credit
would be given
for sulfur
removed
in coal cleaning
and preparation,
and the balance
would have to be removed
by the use of scrubbers.
According
to the act,
the control
used must be continuous
rather
than intermittent
and
it must represent
the best technological
system
of continuous
emission
reduction.
The prevention
of significant
deterioration
requirement establishes
three
classes
of geographic
areas and defines
the allowable
pollution
concentration
increments
for
each area.
In Class
I areas
(pristine
areas)
little
or
no change in air quality
levels
are allowed.
Class
I areas
include
but are not limited
to international
parks,
national
wilderness
areas and national
memorial
parks
which exceed
5,000 acres,
and national
parks
existing
as of August
7,
1977, which exceed
6,000 acres.
In Class
II areas a moderate
change would be allowed.
All non-Class
I areas were
initially
designated
Class
II,
subject
to reclassification
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In Class
by individual
States.
would be allowed
to deteriorate
standards.

III

III
areas air quality
down to the national

A new major
emitting
facility,
defined
in the actp
must obtain
a construction
permit
in any area subject
to the prevention
of significant
deterioration
provisions.
The permit
can only be obtained
if it is demonstrated
that
the new source
will
not interfere
with maintenance
of the area classification.
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Department of Energy
Washington,D.C. 20461
Mr. J. Dexter Peach
Director
U. S. General Accounting
20548
Washington,
DC

APR 9

;,c72

Office

Dear Mr. Peach:
This is in response to your request
to Secretary
Schlesinger
to review and comment on the draft
of a proposed report
entitled,
Federal Coal Leasing Issues Facing the New System,
“cMD-79-47.
We appreciate
the opportunity
to review the
report.
We find the draft
report
to be quite thorough
and
the major issues discussed
relevant
to the future
management
of Federal coal reserves.
Our comments are limited
to those issues
Department
of Energy (DOE) responsibilities.

relating

to the

The discussion
of production
goals in Chapter 4 seems somewhat
misleading.
The Department
of Energy,
in formulating
producticn
forecasts
recognized
the problems associated
with unreliable
data and numerous unquantifiable
factors.
As much as possible,
all quantifiable
factors
were incorporatedpinto
the computer
modeling effort.
Also, the final
DOE prcduction
projections
appear as ranges (low, medium, and high) r recognizing
the problems
associated
with uncertainty.
Therefore,
this section
should be reworded to clarify
that methodology
questions
Co
not imply computer modeling problems.
This is not to say that DOE does not intend to review its
current
projection
techniques.
On the contrary,
the Department
is presently
assessing
the process used to develop the projections
for DOI’s environmental
impact statement,
including
a review of the comments relevant
to these projections
received
in public
comments on the EIS.
In addition
to this
review,
we anticipate
putting
into place a continuous
process
of improvement
in Federal coal production
goal development
methodology
which would assume that the best state-of-theart forecasting
techniques
are used,
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In regard to DOI's application
of DOE's goals,
according
to
the Memorandum of Understanding
(September
1978) between DOE
DOI has
and DOI, DO1 agrees to be guided by DOE's goals.
provided
in its propose d coal management regulations
a
process for translating
DOE's goals into leasing
targets.
We suggest that a discussion
of this process be included
in
your final
report.
Comments on Conclusions

of the,Report

Land Use Planning
Ke agree the land use planning
system and its proposed use
to select
coal lease tracts
is not clearly
discussed
in the
However, we realize
the difficulty
in
coal programmatic.
attempting
to identify
and quantify
trade-offs
between coal
and other resource
uses within
a planning
area.
It may be
unwise to require
the DO1 to set specific
trade-offs
criteria
for coal which shouid be used in all planning
areas.
The
preferred
method to deal with non-quantifiable
impacts is to
rely upon the expertise
and judgment of the specialists
within
DO1 field
offices,
Their recommendations
in conjunction
;Jith the input from the various
public
hearings
will
then
serve as the basis for land use alternative
trade-offs.
Any type of Gigid economic model to determine
trade-offs
for
land use would very likely
result
with coal,
timber,
grazing,
or farming
consistentl!r
winning
out over recreation,
environment and scenic values.
Naximllm Economic

Recovery

The DOE has raised
concern about maximum economic recovery
(:,!ZR) designation
and the proposed DOI policy
of requiring
the mining of marginal
seams as long as they return
a marginal
revenue which is greater
than marginal
cost when averaged
with other seams in the field
being mined.
?qe are working
with DOI on a task force to modify
the ?IER determination.
The proposed policy
could result
in the operator
highgrading
the lease by accepting
a lease in which the marginal
ccal seams were included
as recoverable
in the logical
mining unit reserve
calculations.
The ocerator
could then
simply mine the most profitable
coal and-relinquish
the
lease with the less profitable
coal unmined.
Such acticn
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would have the effect
of distorting
estimated
recoverable
coal reserves
from leases and could result
in a shortfall
to the DOE production
forecast.
coal production
relative

of

Need For Leasing
Although
the DO1 may not have identified
a need for additional
we perceive
this to be no
leasing
in the immediate
future,
major problem.
It is considered
to be prudent
policy
to
evaluate,
develop and have in place a Federal coal leasing
program before additional
leasing
is deemed necessary
rather
than waiting
until
additional
reserves
are necessary
and
then implement a new leasing
procedure.
Given the planned enforcement
of diligent
development
regulations,
we anticipate
no problem of over-leasing
Federal
coal
and the entry of speculators
into Federal
coal leasing
in
the future.
No mining plans have been filed
on more than six billion
tons of the seventeen billion
tons of Federal
coal currently
under lease.
We have not determined
how much of the six
billion
tons will
meet diligence
requirements.
Given the
1986 deadline
for development,
it is considered
to be more
effective
to require
the lessees to indicate
their
proposed
development
plans rather
than the Government attempting
to
predict
which leases will
be developed
or relinquished.
If
mining plans are not filed
soon, it is unlikely
many of
these leases will
meet the diligent
development
requirements.
If the DO1 should resume leasing
before an effective
demand
exists,
this will
show up in the markeiqlace
as bonus bids
insufficient
to meet the fair market value of the lease
tract
being offered.
An insufficient
bid will
result
in a
no sale,
thus no over-leasing
of Federal
coal.
Unsuitability

Criteria

The unsuitability
criteri- a of
are being thoroughly
reviewed
the process of evaluating
the
criteria
upon existing
leases

the proposed DO1
by DOE. The DO1
potential
impact
and future
lease
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regulations
is also in
of the unsuitability
areas.
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Mining

Iv

Units

A conclusion
of the draft
report
is that the DO1 should
establish
guidelines
for the formation
of loaical
mining
units
(LMU) and should then establish
LMU's for all leases
before
a new coal leasing
program is implemented.
The
identification
of LMU's could ideally
provide
for an efficient and orderly
development
of Western coal.
However,
given the adequate reserves
and the desire
to allow the
market to operate
freely
without
undue Government control,
it is not presently
desirable
to institute
a totally
controlled coal development
plan for each coal area in the West.
Furthermore,
the combination
of mineral
and surface
ownership
patterns
is not conducive
to the expedient
formation
of
We do not believe
a new coal leasing
LMU's in all areas.
program should be delayed while awaiting
the formation
of
LiW's.
Sincerely,

Robert J. Kal$zer
Director
I
Leasing Policy
Deveiopment
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United States Department

of the Interior

OFFICE OF THE SECRETARY
WASHISGTON, D.C. 20240

April

16,

1979

Mr. J. Dexter Peach
Director
U.S. General Accounting Office
Washingtcm, D. C. 20548
Dear Mr. Peach:
The Inspector General's office has asked me to review your draft
report an Federal coal management cn behalf of the Department of
the Interior.
Thank ycu for the opportunity of commenting.
This draft report is unlike any G&3 report we have ever reviewed.
The GAC)reports with which we are familiar analyze policies and
programs ard formulate recommendations based an data, field investigations, and real-world case examples. This report, cn the other hand,
sears to provide a podium for anoqreo~ "experts" ard "observers" to
speculate, unencumbered by factor example, upon whatmightgo wrong in
a Federal coal managementprogran because of decisions by the Congress
and the Adninistration.
We & find the approach *en in ,preparation
of this document a very interesting ti potentially
valuable methcd
for identifying issues for further &CI study. athough we wrxlld
quarrel with the significance of scse of the issues raised arx3 with
the wisdom of reraising previously legislated issues, we certainly
reccgnize that several of the issues merit further attenticn by the
G&3. Aazordingly, were the report an internal aemorandum to be
employed by the GFO to further identie subjects for (30 external
regxxts it wuLd be a valuable &current. Hcwever, we are deeply
disturbed that this preliminary document, is instead, tD be published as a finished G?Q report and that it contains nunerous conclusions about tk proposed coal managementprcgran drawn directly
fran the issues raised without muzh attention to portraying u-igoiq efforts of the Department.
These speculations are put forward without concrete support and with
virtua.Uy no suggestions as to how we might improve our prcgrams. The
report alleges serious issues and asks a large nunber of questions but
it is arguable whether it "demonstrates, there are serious issues which
still confront the Department's objective of designing and implementing
a sourd program". The basic thrust of the report seems to be that the
Nation should reconsider m=h of the legislation passed in the last two
Congresses an3 that it should delay the possible date for full Federal
V-l
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aml availability,
already delayed 8 yearsI while the government oonducts
additional studies ard analyses. Many of the speculations ard concerns
which are raised imply that rather than re-establishing
the Federal
government's capability to manage coal, these experts would prefer to
begin a mew era of fighting out the old issues. These issuesr such
as the role of canprehensive planning an3 the regulation of Federal coal
to end speculation, were fully considered by the Ccngress and resolved in
the Federal Coal Leasing Ame&nents Act of 1976, Tba Federal Lard Policy
and rHahagementAct of 1976, the Surface Mining Ccntroland Reclamation
Act of1977, and the Departmmtof
Energy Organization Act of1977.

,

Interestingly,
many of the features of F&Ieral coal mamgexent that G&I nm is questioning were supported in earlier GAOreports,
adopted by the Ccngress, and are row being implemented. For instance in
your April 1976 report -76-79,
ycu state that:
Interior should require existing lessees and ,potential lessees
ard permittees to furnish ihformaticm a~ (1) reserve holdings;
(2) production plans; (3) reasons and justification
for r-onproduction; ard (4) the need, if any for additional Federal coal
reserves.
Whereas mw, you are concerned about regulatory
development reguirements may not be tco harsh.
Similarly

in ycur April

o Tighter control

1976 report,

cost and whether diligent

you called for-

of national energy strategy:

"Urder the (EMARS)prccess, the level of lease offerings
would be detemined fran bidding results in canpetitive lease
sales. Lease sales, if enviromentally
xceptable, wculd be
offered as long as hick were sufficiently
high.
"Hcwever, reliance an this process places Interior in the
positim of reacting rather than providiq
tba leadership
needed to develop sound national energy strategy."
o Exclusively canpetitive
qmernmant incentive:
"The Cmgress
(1) the award
of pmepecting
for camercial

sales an3 exploraticn

without direct

should enact legislation
that mid . . .
of leases only cn a canpetitive basis ard
permits tmder which persons could explore
puqmses but have m exclusive rights to
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0 Better data to conduct tract

evaluation:

Tt-3 insure that the public will
leased.

receive fair

value for coal

resources

"

But in this latest report, you m longer seem to feel these recmnendations, m that they are law ard being implemented, were adequately
considered.
The !Xpartmntdoes
rot assert that the preferred program *scribed
in
the Decembe?z15, 1979, Draft Environmental Statement an the Federal
coal mnagment prcgram (draft EIS) or the &xumnt itself,
are beyond
criticism.L/
But, in general, the Department believes that recent
acts by the Caqress have created a coherent legal and policy foundaticn for Federal managementdecisions that can reconcile, satisfactorily,
the many compting
claims
for use of Federal minerals and other Federal
resources inanaged by the Department. lyuch of the conflict
reflected in
the (2.0 report is directly attributable
to the years of start-and-stop
attempts to manap Federal coal without
the benefit of the canprehensive
maw legislation
aopted in 1976, 1977, and 1978.
Y Tk EPA has, in fact suggested that the draft MS should ba anode1
rsplendid example" for Interior's
prcgramatic
statmeats. Because it is
instructive,
set forth below is a nore complete quotation from the EPA
review.
"We comnend the Interior staff for the conscientious work shown in
the draft EIS. The currehtversim
of the EIS cm the Coal Leasing
program is a dramatically improved dzxxnent. We notice an q?en discussicn of problems and issues, arci candor in discussing environmental impacts of the various program alternatives.
The MS is also
n-me clearly written than past WI efforts.
Nany of EPA's past
objections
to the prcg?zamnatic
coal
leasirq
MS has been cbviated
by the detail in describirq the scope of the EIS, the program itself
and the approaches used in discussing impacts, mitigation mas.ures,
ani impacts thrcugh the use of well-developed rrcdeling techniques
and cccasionallycutside
consultants as necessary.
"We hope that the Department will continue to follow this splendid
example in lmw to write aprcgrarnEIS in its subsequent EIS efforts.
Past Co1 efforts have been overly formalistic,
highly structured
and very short cn culling cut issues of a significance.
We tiink
this present EIS dces a cmnendable jdc in initiating
the spirit
of the Ccuncil
of Environmental Quality's
new regulations
stressing
conciseness and attenticm to decisionmaking issues in EISs."
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Tk DeparWent recognizes the complexity, diversity,
and potential for
conflict
inherent in the operation of a minerals management program that
calls for judgments about relative values of mineral, agricultural,
wildlife,
recreation,
ard other resources ard resource uses. However,
the Department does rot share GAO's sense of foreboding about implementing
a program to carry out the Department's Federal coal management responsibi-a
lities.
.Xcstof the questions raised by G&3 have been, for years, debated
by the Congress, reviewed by the courts, studied by the Department of the
Interior,
and other Federal agencies and subjected to the close scrutiny
of the mining ard utility
industry, agricultural
and environmental
interests,
State and local governments, and other parties with a stake
in decisions about Federal coal management.
Because there has been 1-0 active program for managing Federal coal for
almost a decade, it is understandable that the ccanbinaticn of nw legislative mandates presents a challenge, to the Departmant, to the coal
industry, ard to all other interests affected by the developrent and
possible implerrsentation of a new program. The my years of delay and
managementparalysis that preceded develcpment of the proposed new program have contributed to a sense of frustration,
doubt, and fear about
the government's abiliq
to carry out its coal management responsibilities.
The c30 report clearly reflects those fears.
Unfortunately,
the
report does not go beyord expressions of concern, does not, with rare
exception, offer specific axrent about ways to improve the pxsible
implementaticn of a Federal coal managementprogram, ard instead
emphasizes GAO's Qubts about the effectiveness of Congressional xtions
which are the foundation of current Federal resource managementpolicy.
The report annpletely ignores the impacts which the further delay in the
Federal coal managementprogram it recorrnnendswould have cn implementing
credible and consistent national energy policy and on the coal industry
and the environment.
Camnents on the Individual

Sections

The Digest of the draft report reflects the contents of most of the report's
individual chapters:
a cc&inaticm of re-stated general questions about
prospective development of Federal coal, mxe detailed discussion of potential
conflicts
that may arise fran decisions to lease and develcp Federal coal,
cutdated and inaccurate references to current and proposed Department of the
Interior coal managementpractices arxd, building cm this foundation of confusion and uncertainty,
repeated rec=armendations that the Department's work
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to resm xtive management of Federal coal be delayed until the &pcthetical probla
posed by unidentified
"experts" and "observers" and
collected by G?Q are studied.
After enunerating Fiat are described as six crirerriding questions, which,
as noted, are re-statements of basic guestiors addressed by the Congress
in developrent of the legislation which guides and constrains the ,proposed
new Federal. coal managementprcgran, the report outlines, mostly by askirg
still more questions, a series of six sub-issues which are then amplified
m inchapters 3 thraqh 8.
In respondhq t0 the draftreportwemtstnacessarily
give cur views on
issues that will not be truly decided until after the final EIS is canpleted.
Our views are subject to change after wa have evaluated the EIS, the
camnents cn the proposed regulations,
ard other infonnaticn.
1. Ralancing of Multiple

Resource Gcals

G&3 beqim the main part of their report with the concern that, lr. . .
Interior may rot achieve a reasonable balance between these (multiple
resource) goals." Tl?e primary mission of the Eepartment of the Interior
is the achievement of balanced resource decisions. Of course; the key
word here is "reasonable". What is "reasonable" to 01~2interest group
is rarely "reasonable" to another. GAOimplies there is fully
correct, unassailable positicn of equilibrium which can be discovered
through scme unnamedprccess, though later in the bapter it refutes tiis
idea. The ELY makes its lard use decisions based cn entirely acceptable
professional planning techniques.
With respect to the coal management
program &Y's land use decisiorm will be predicated cn a decisionmaking
process which at a minimum integrates State, environmental, ooal,
utility
and other public participation
in the formulation,
develqnent,
and implementation of land use decisions.
The G&2 repxt asks that Interior coherently define national p2icy
opals for Federal codl developmask and then launches into a lengthy
discussion expressiq tk need for energy independence, doubt abut
envircnmental protection qxls,
and general thoughts about sccioeconcxnic security, norie cf wkiich is new or particular
relevant to the
topic at hand. National @icy goals are, in fact, set cut in the legislaticn governing coal. leasing, the XE Organic Act, as well as in the
President's Mtional energy plan and environmental massage to the Cmgress. Furthermre,
the Secretary's goals for the coal program are praninently
and unambiguxlslypresented
in Chapter 3 of the 4aftETS
and nave guided
the ccal managementprogram's develcpment fran the !zeginniq.
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The GA0 report then proceeds to a discussion of l-row tradeoff analyses
should he conducted in planning for coal leasing. This section begire by
implying that the 3 to 4 year effort thatwculd be conducted under the
Department's preferred progrmn to accomplish this purpose is a "casual
approach to decisionmaking".
The report repeats aconcern that industrrwculd
be somehowclosed cut
of the decisioe
process; industry has numerous opportunities
to
participate
in the decisionmaking prccess. These opportunities
begin
early cm the lard use planning ard continue all the way through the lease
sales.
Tk GAOreport then makes its first de rigueur r-cd at regulatory
analysis, but softens it with such observations as "determiniq
and
quantifying all the costs and benefits might be extremely difficult"
(p. 3-17) and "no individual analytical tool or mixture of tools can be
relied cn to provide a quantified objective decision in every case"
(pe 3-18).
The chapter finally roves to a long se&ion seemingly aimed at loosening
existing ard proposed regulation
to correct past canpetitive ti environmental abuses in aoal and environmental management. The Departmant believes
cm the basis of its Own analyses that the coal managementprcgram will
have major ~concanic benefits which would far cutweigh any economic problems
about which the experts and observers have speculated. The largest potential
for economic harm in cur estimation derives from not bakq able to lease
Federal Cal should it be needed. No further Federal leasing would by
1990 increase the cost of electricity
to the consumer by $2.4 billion
according ti an estimate prepared by ICF, Inc., for the Departments of
the Interior and Energy mder a cooperative agreement. Fcr such reasons,
the Deparonent regards as truly unfortunate q suggestion that we reconsider the entire fabric of the Federal coal management and environmental
law-reopen the Congressional debates of the la&decade--before
establishing
a leasing program. The Department has keen, and will continue to be, vigilant
in uncovering ard remvirq
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potential unnecessary costs an the coal industry and the
nation fran the programs within its areas of responsibility.
2. Split Responsibility
the Interior

Between the Departments of Energy and

This discussion in the Digest, and the detailed review of the
issm presented in Chapter 4, concentrates cn two themes.
First, doubt is expressed about the ability of the two Departments to effectively
reconcile potential differences about hug much
coal should be leased. This doubt is based on an unsubstantiated
asscrmpticn that there is an inherent, insoluble contradiction
in the missions of the two Departmants and cn entirely tqqzothetical,
undescribed conflicts which will arise during implementation of
the Federal coal xmnagement program. There is I-O discussion of
actual or specific conflicts over actions being taken or being
prwsed by the Departmtnt of the Interior.
Tk re~rt ignores tie
fact that constructive relationships have been established between
the two Dq artmats in the area of a~.Lleasing.
Second, and dealt
with in much more (still
hypothetical) detail, there are suggested
problems that might arise if the Dqartnent were to fail to lease
enough coal. The discussian simply assumes that the Secretary would,
as a policy determination, use his discretion in a way that kculd
prevent adequate amounts of Federal coal fran being available for production.
Both criticisms are not truly directed at the structure of the proposed
Federal coal management program, and the draft EIS, or at the institUzional relationships ktween the Departmant of the Interior and the
Department of Energy. Instead, the-criticism
are directed at pssible
personal failure by the two Secretaries to adequately pxfom their
duties.
Such discussions of the problerrs that would arise if government
officials
exercise bad judgemnt wculd be relevant to a review of the
Federal coal management prcgran if they were accanpanied by suggestions
for nagulations, standards, or other judgement limiting approaches
that specify required actions and 93 eliminate or reduce the possibilitq
that discretion muld ke abused. However, the remrt also contains
repeated references to the need for discretion,
judgment, balance, and
flexibility
in making coal management decisions. Tk Department of the
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Interior
kelieves that the program and alternatives
described
in the draft EIS represent a proper balance between the need
for specific regulations and the reed for the exercise of
balancd judgement by professional resource managers. Efforts
to impose greater rigidity
or specificity
wculd, at the local
ad regional levels where site-specific
information about
developrent possibilities
and impacts mist be balanced against
regional an2 national energy needs, lead to needless
restraints
an development opportunities
and to Eedless social,
ecoranic, ard envircrmiental conflict
and damage.
3. Need for More Leasing?
discussion in the repxxt's Digest r&es that GAOkelieves
a coal managementprogram should be designed ard established
regardless of *ether cr rxk there is a need MW for rzw leasing.
Considering ttie Digest's earlier general conclusion that the
@parbent has failed to clearly define the energy and other
goals which should quick a coal managementprcgran, the asserticn
of W's belief in the need for a leasing program ;Jculd, to rrPst
readers, imply that the Department has not concluded that a leasing
program is needed. IlOwever, mst of the report's Chapter 5 is
devoted to a summary of the Department's draft EIS discussion
of possible reasons WRy a leasing program should ke implemented
as sari as possi!Ae. Since the kdy of the GAOreport makes it
obvious that the lkparbent
has already acted forcefully
to carry
out the development of a Federal coal management program capable
of leasing in those aixxnts necessary to meet national energy
needs, it would seem that the report's Digest should accurately
reflect the contents of the report by aknowledging, rather
than questioning, the Department's lengthy analysis of this issue.

Tk

Tk report is critical
of the Department for Mthaving
made
~3re specific deteninaticn
of the individual development potential
of existing,
rpnprcducing coal leases. Elsewhere, the report
ackncxrledges that holders of a substantial number of these leases
for a variety af econcanic and environmental reasons, may decide
not to develcp them. These leases will then be subject to cancellation irnder their diligence terms. The Department believes that
rnakirq specific determinations of suitability
for develqxnent,
in the absence of site-specific
environmental information and individual miniq and reclamation plans, would subject leaseholders
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to unfair, even illegal, determinations. The Gepartrrent also
believes that it would be awaste of canpaq andFederal time
and money to require the development of adequate site-specific
information to m&e final determinations lJ, if, in fact, the
lease holder has not determined tiether he plans to develop the
lease. The review policy cm existing leases included in the
preferred program calls for review of uAstanding leases if the
lease holder files a proposed mining plan or if the lease is
included in an area otherwise scheduled for multiple-use planning.
It is at these points that existing leases are subject
to
application of mining unsuitability
criteria.
This approach
is in tba opinigl of the Department the most cost-effective.
The Departitgntal manpower and funds available for coal management are not czaaitted prematurely: this is entirely in keeping
with GAO's concern for ecotic
efficiency.
This approach wrxlld
return the mDst genuinely useful information at the least cost
to the taxpayer and to the prospective co& developer.
The report gives special emphasis to the need to consider
access to transportation
syst3n.s in evaluating the development
potential of existing leases. The report asserts, as an example,
that mine-mouth generation is the cnly possible use of coal from
existing leases cn the Kaiparowits plateau in Sxthem
Utah,
because of the absence of rail facilities
ti transport coal from
Kaiparowits to other markets. In fact, lease holders and potential.
railroad developers have been, for cxme time, studying the feasibili$
of railroad develqment frun Kaiparowits, a& other interests
are pursuing the possibility
of slurry pipeline transport of coal
franUtah toCalifornia.
It is understandable that the G&Oauthors would r&be
familiar with current site-specific
develqment proposaLs,
but the use of the at-of-date
Kaiparcwits conclusions
points b amajorweakness of tba report. Rather than analyziq
the specific structure and goals of the Federal coal managesent
prcgran proposed by the Department of the Interior,
the report
davctes nest of its attention to possible events or circa
stances whichmighth
encounter& by the operators of aq coal
managementprogram.
y

Note that the preferred prcgram mid only require unsuitability
deoisiors duriq the land-use planning with "reasonaole certainty"
and,tiere
that certainty is lacking,wculd
allow lands to proceed forward in ttre process while the necessary data to make the
decisions are being accumulated.
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Without sufficient

or site-specific
information
elements of the
Department's proposed program, much of the discussion, throughout the report, is tco generalized to be of use to anyone attemptmg m analyze those coal management actions which the Departrrent
is proposing m take. While the Departmental officials
with
responsibility
for developing a Federal coal managenmentprogram
did have soma contact with the GG researchers workiq a? this
report, we feel that this contact was perfunctory.
Surprisingly,
those officials
who are most familiar with the proposed program
by virtue of having designed it are not among the "experts" and
"observers" referred m by G.Wthroughout the report.
m relate

4.

event-specific

the possible

Availability

events

to specific

cf Unleased Coal

The first question addressed in this section (Chapter 6) of the
zeprt , "Should Regional Coal !?fcduction Targets Be Ccnsidered
Aloq with Other Resource Values in Developing Land Use Plans,"
displays a basic failure to understand both the general resource
Imanagementresponsibilities
of the De-partment ard the specific
ooal nanagement program analyzed in the draft EIS.
The report is simply incorrect in assertiq
that the value of
coal reserves is rot considered in the Eureau of Land Management's
lard use plan&q system. The balancing and trade-off judgements
called for by 643 are the foundation of the SLY planning system.
The proposed Federal coal managementprcgran calls for consideration
of production gcals in determining how much Federal coal should
be offered for lease in each BLY planning unit. Establishing
leasing targets at the start of the activity
planning process
rather that at the start of lard use planniiq simply assures
that al.1 trade-offs made will be based on a genuine understandii-g of all the resources in questrcn. If the local land
manager 1s given goals for coal tonnages, these goals could
simply overwhelm other equally valid, but less measurable
g~.Ls for resource uses such as recreation or wildlife.
Thse
resources would suffer in any multiple-use planniq exercise
which is dependent cn 'Iprc&ction goals".
The Department believes
in the interest of true canprehensive multiple-purpose planning,
firm production goals should not enter the coal leasing process
until regional activity
planning.
Canprehensive plan means just
that-rot
a land use plan designed for coal lease sales.
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This is mt to say coal information is ignored during land
Industry would be expected to argus forceuseplanni.tq.
fully for its interests and to submit detailed data in
support of its arguments. Further, determinaticn of coal developxent~tential
based onGs estimates is the first screen
required for identifying
lands acceptable for lea&q.
We
believe that earlier assignment of specific production goals,
however, could lead to pressures to diminish the value of
mn-axl
resources so the necessary trade-offs would appear
less in conflict with other resources-a process that would
reduce the Secretary's ability
to approve leasing in those
areas where coal prcduction would cause the least damage
to stock grazing, farming, wildlife,
other mineral developrent
enterprises,
local ccannunities, ard other values. The Department
feels that these tradeoffs must be conducted over broad regional
areas because of the greater decisicn latitude thus gained.
Only by looking at the value of all resources without a predetermined level for one of them will the necessary judgements
the Departnentmustmake about developing or protecting
sune
resources at the expense of others be credible.
The report reiterates field test results of unsuitability
criteria
fran early last summer. It fails to note that
these early draft criteria
were specifically
changed as
a result of that field test arx3 that the Department continues
to field test the changed criteria.
The unsuitability
criteria
application process will, in fact, be the most intensively
analyzed prtion
of the entire preferred &programby the
tine the Secretary makes his decision. The report ignores
the five months' work of the Departmentwide coal mgement
data task force in developing guidelines for the most efficient,
leastcostlymethods
of collecting and applying coal data
at each step in the entire coal management process. It canpletely misses the point that a primary purpxe of the unsuitability
criteria
is to remove most of the uncertainty
about the developability
of leases, but that the final
determination of most of the unsuitability
factors would
!ce made at the time of mining plan approval by the regulatory
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authority and the Office of Surface Mining Reclamation and
Enforcement as part of their mrmal Federal lands program.
These criteria
screen cut lands that Wld encounter environmental road blccks later. If expensive data collectim
is
reeded to assess the unsuitability
during land use planning,
the local lard manager sets out a plan fm acquiriq
these
data and selects the appropriate later step in the process
for doing this. Thus, the government is sellirq tracts m which
the lessee will know that rmst of the mjor envirormental constraints have been identified
and in mst cases have been
cleared.
Tba report displays a lack of understanding of the exploration
features of the preferred program. In particular
it fails to
differentiate
amhg broad advanced exploration over wide areas
to locate coal, field exploraticn to defire recoverable coal
deposits, and site-specific
exploration to prepare for minina.
In fact, locating mawcoal is not the problem that this sect&
implies it is. FCIAA removed the prospector's first right to
coal because of field exploratim.
There is relatively
little
challenge to locating recoverable coal deposits. It is difficult
to understand w& ona would argue that incentives should again
to given to companies for conducting this activity.
Tb? preferred
prcgran would license coal field exploraticm by private canpanies.
5.

Identifying,

Evaluating,

and Selling

Lease Tracts

This sectim of the Digest, which is amplified in Chapter 7,
addresses several distinct
issues that are also covered in
general tern in other chapters of the report.
The first issue, potential exchanges of undevelopable existing
leases for nw leases, is discussed in such a confusing
and erroneous way that it's difficult
to determine what the GAO
reprt
1s suggesting.
Exchange is described, m the one hard,
as a possible solution to otherwise difficult
problems. CR1the
other hard, the report cites a timetable for one specific exchange
authorized by Congress, the Utah Power and Light preference
right lease applicatim
exchange, which illustrates
that try&
to
accomplish an exchange could be too time-consuming to be worth-
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In fact, the timetable cited in the report is, cn its
while.
face, unrealistic
to tha point of absurdity, was never considered
or adopted by the Departrrent, and, as weld k evident from
analysis of the actual timetable adopted for processing as part
of a settlement of a lawsuit the Utah Pawer and Light exchange,
not a reflection
of the work dare by the Department to make exchange a genuinely useful tcxol. Tha report also neglects to mention
that the Federal Coal Leasing AmendmentsAct of 1976 eliminated
the Secretary of the Interior's
general authority to exchange
Federal coal leases, and the Secretary's attempt to hate such
authority restored was rejected by the Ccngress in 1978.
The speculations in the report that the exercise of SUrfaCe
owner consent could seriously interfere with necessary
Federal coal leasing are based cn inaccurate assumptions
and information. First, the report fails to rote that the
Secretary is directed by law to obtain a fair return for
coal and to conduct competitive lease sales and instead
implies that these constraints cn consent purchase in the
proposed Federal coal &management
program were entirely discretionary in t&a Secretary.
Tha report uses irrelevant datafigures about percentages of Federal coal under r-on-Federal
surface-rather
than acknowledging that only a fraction of nonFederal surface cwners are gualifierl *o protect their property
under terms of the surface owner consent section of the Surface
Mining Ccntrol and Reclamation Act. Failure to make the
distinction
between qualified ard non-qualified surface owners
distorts the appearance of conflict
between the property rights
of the limited class of landowners protected by the Surface
Mining Act and the responsibility
of the Departnent of
the Interior
to make adequate supplies of Federal coal available
for davelopmant.
Tk repxt's
ccmnents m the maximumeconomic recovery (MER) policy
of tk proposed Federal coal management program are specific ard
helpful, and coincide with other comments the Departmant has received
cn the draft EIS. These ccauaents have been seriously considered
and will be reflected in the Secretary’s
final decision cn the coal
managementprcgram. As ycu may know, the Department is performing
a more detailed eCOnomiCanalysis MERat the request of the Council
of Econcsnic Advisors.
The Department, for reasons stated in testimony and reports submitted to the Congress, supports the minimum
royalty provisions of the Federal Coal Leasing AmendmentsAct,
and would rrX agree with the GAOconclusion that enforcement of a
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fair return to the United States for developmnt of Federal
coal would serz to interfere with necessary levels of production at reasonable prices.
The report implies that the Departmant is using discounted
cash flow (IX?) for determiraticn
of fair market value
purely cut of administrative
whimsey. In fact, CCF is a sound
technique for rationally
assessing the legislatively
required fair market value of the coal where comparable sales data
are unavailable ati the number of expected bidders is quite
srrall, as is the case with current coal sales. Similarly,
without stating firm numbers, the GA3 implies that the Department
is using unreasonably low discount rates. Khile there are grounds
to debate what discount rate shculd be used, that used
by the Departrent represents a reasonable after-tax
rate of return
for most American corporations. GM suggests using a !lonte Carlo
approach to antiyzing the effect of coal prices on coal
The Department has established an interagency
evaluation.
task force to study fair market value. Prong other things, this
task force is contemplating using Monte Carlo analysis of a
rnxrber of the CCF parameters to assess the variability
of the
mcdel's estimates.
This informaticn should have been known
to the authors of the report and should be noted in the
report.
Tk report questions whether the public participation
called
for in the Department's proposed prcgrmn will ba meaningful
or effective,
cbserxes that public participation
has both
benefits arr? costs, but makes r-o specific criticisms
or
recoamenoations for improving the Department's proposal.
In discussirq industry's role in the proposed program, the report
is inconsistent:
acknowledging , on the me hand, that industry
will be able m participate
in all phases of plannxg, but referring,
cn the other hand, to industry's
inability
to have input until
after planning decision3 have been canpleted.
The preferr&
program
clearly invites industry information and opinion about development
and applicaticn of criteria
for deciding about which lands are unsuitable for Ming,
about identification
of lands that should be
considered for leasing, about the trade-offs that would be necessary
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to designate those lands to actually be offered for leasing,
about the production goals and levels of leasing required
to achieve the production goals, and about the individual
tracts of Federal coal which are of interest to individual
developers. This was rot sufficiently
stressed in the draft
EIS but will be in the final EIS. Again, if the researchers
for this report had been in contact with the proper parties
they would have been aware of this development. The report's
implication that irkdustry does not have clear, specific,
ti timely opportunities
to assure that adequate amounts of
coaJ. are offered for leasing in appropriate locations is
not accurate.
Tl-e report discusses concerns expressed by State officials
who
point out problexts that could arise in the absence of close
cooperation between States and the Department of the Interior.
Ending the open hostility
that characterized StateFederal
relationships during previous , unsuccessful attempts to implement Federal coal leasprcgrams has been one of the
Secretary's highest priorities.
The IXparbtent worked closely
with coal-State Governors ard their representatives during
developrent of the program and alternatives
described in
the draft EIS. While the effectiveness of the resulting
cooperative State-Federal process can be tested only through
experience, the Department believes that the almost decade-long
conflict
between the States and the Department over coal
development has been replaced by a mutually respectful
relationship which will be the foundation for satisfactory
cooperation, reconciliation,
arid planning to assure adequate
production of Federal and non-Federal coal reserves while
resource ard economic values of interest
prOtectkq the Other
to State and local governments.
This view is shared by the States.
For instance, the &arch 23,
1979, issue of the newsletter of the Western Interstate
Enxgy Eoard/WINB, which has been coordinating State input into the
the coal management review, called the involvement of States
in the Federal coal managementprogram a "precedent for
State/Federal ccoperation".
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The newsletter

continues:

"%G.le the rules are only draft at this time and
addition&L changes may be forthcoming, the amount and
quality of State participation
in all Federal a3al
leasing decisions is significant.
Although 113veto
pwer is given to States, the draft rules, if successfully
implemented, makes States through the Governors amajor
participant
in all Federal ccal decisions.
Major State
participation
in Federal ccal leasing decisions has ccnsistently been a significant
energy cbjective of Western
Governors over the past five years.
"%htie scme critical
issues remain to be resolved in the
regulations,
the prccess used in developing the program
and the proposed regulations nay be exemplary of good
State/Federal cooperation.
During the past 10 months
the ,mjor coal States in the Nest--North Dakota, Xcntana,
Wycmiq, Utah, Colorado, and New Mexico ard South Dakotathrough the WIEB Ccal Cc3nnittee have reviewed all the
Deparbnent's major working papers, met innumerable times
with the persons in Do1 who wze developing the program
and participated
in Co1 working sessions an the draft
environmental statement including the example regulations
contained therein.
Together with the strong backing of
coal State Gcvernors, the Caanittee was able to significantly
influence the program's develcpment."
Yet the GAOreport couches its presentation of State/Federal
relations sc as to cast doubt cn this relationship.
The report's concerns abut p2ssible conflicts
Wzween satisfaction
of the leasing demands of both public and ncn-public tx%iies are
based on the report's inaccurate assertion that the ,public
tcdies themselves, rather than Bureau of Lard Managementplanners,
would chcose those tracts to be set aside for public body leasing.
The Department recognizes the potential for Conflict beC&een
plblic and rr3n-public &prospective lessees, as bell as conflicts
between bidders wno would operate captive mines ard those who would
sell to utility
or industrial ccal users, where particular
tracts
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are uniquely suited to service specific users. Such competition
is inevitable. As in all cases where judgement must be exercised
in trade-offs between resources or resource uses, the Department
will make decisions that attempt to balance canpeting interests
fairly while maeting the needs which, cn a case-by-case basis,
must be satisfied.
Neither the public bodies set-aside nor other
elements of the proposed Federal coal managementprcqram surrender
that responsibility
for decisionmaking in the balanced public
interest to any category of resource users.
6.

Goal Lease Management

Thase comments are divided into two categories, neither of them
specific to elements of the Department's proposed Federal coal
managementprogram or the draft US. On? question, posed by the
report without even minimal evidence in support, is whether
Federal coal leases can tze developed in a timely manner in view
of themany Federal, State, and local permits required of coal
developers. The number of permits required is, in fact, rnah
greater than the 15 to 20 suggested by the GAD report.
Greater efficiency
in the permitting process is an important
however, the Department does not believe that objective
g-l;
analysis wrxlld indicate Departmental permitting requirements
to be an obstacle to the timely production of coal from Federal
leases. Furthermre , it should be emphasized that &ere there
may ba substantive conflicts
between mining proposals and
standards for the health and safety, community protection,
air
quality, water quality, diligent development, return of fair
market value, or other requirements, individual companies will
often meet delays or even denials in their attempts to secure
and develop specific tracts of coal.
Zteference is also made to "regu.lationC that require submissichl
of a mine plan within a specific time period, and "observers"
are cited as being concerned whether these "regulations" might
ke an expediency to terminate leases which might become an
embarrassment to the govenwnt.
In fact, the FOPA (Sec. 7(c)
requires mine plans be submitted within 3 years. The GAOdraft
report fails to distinguish between its skepticism about the
substantive value of individual standards, and the efficiency
of the methods used for implementation of the standards.
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GAOReccmnendatiors to the Secretary
The Department has responded, cr is respmdiq,
to nearly all the
reports' rrqor reccmrmdatiohs.
- our response to the first recomnendation for n-ore reasonable
tradeoff decisions is already given ih this letter and does not require
,
further elaboration.
- Tl-ere are really three parts to the second recmnendation. We have
improved our descriptim
of land use planniq fra that in the draft
ELS, and the improved mterial
will appear in the final ELLS.As previously
mention&, we are conducting a mre detailed econmic study of maximum
econmic recovery, and though this material will not appear in the
final EL'& it will be included in the Secretary's Jure 1st decisim
materials. We analyzed the potential production frcm mnprcducing
existing leases in a task force report issued last spring, wa analyzed
it further in the draft EIS, together with other future murces of
coal production, ard we have recently released a major report m management
of existing leases that will appear in the final EIS.
- In response to tba third recommendation, ke would apply unsuitability
criteria
to existing leases in the rmst efficient
rfeans possible.
- We reject
tk recmndatim
far "flexible"
prcducticm objectives
as being oounter to the DOEOrganization Act; we are seeking, lmwever,
to encourage industry participatim
in lard use plannirg processes.
- We have implemented a long-range coal exploration plan, ycur fifth
reccnmendaticn L/.
- The Department &hasinvestigated the economic, energy, and environmerkal
implications of the lawful alternatives
of the surface owner consent
requirement.
- We, frankly, do mt understand what GAOwaild like us to do to "streamline" tk process for public participation,
your seventh reccmnehdation;
it is the Secretary's policy to cperate the coal managementprogram
activities
as openly as possible. This reccmnendaticn can h interpreted
in nmy ways, but to the extent that it wcxlld diminish the opportunity
for public participatim
in coal leasing decisions, wa belie% it to
oe an inadvisable reccnm-tendation.
- We are mt convinced of the reed for n-ore regulations cn maximum
ecomic
recovery ard logical mining units, but we will consider this
recommdation
further.
- Finally, we are and will continue to search cut mans to streamline
permitting processes.
1( See "Federal Coal Hanagemnt Pqram: Fiscal Year 1978," Report Of
the Secretary to the Congress, March 1978, pp. 29-37.
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Conclusion
Past years of failure
to actively
naxge F&eral
coal nave
produced an environrent
in which both government ati
irdustr~
will
ix cnallenged
to iiiprove their effectiveness
in dealing with the real issues which rust & faced if
Federal coal is, in fact,
to be prcdcced in growing arxxnts
to meet national
energy needs.
It is essential
that coal
be produced, as needed, to carry out the President’s
pxliq
53-r increasing
t!! fjatrcn’s
reliance
cn coal. Ynile the
country .has enjoyed, for sa7.e years, a surplus of ccal
ptiucticn
caNcity
over dmard,
it 1s also true that
plans for leasing kditional
Federal coal bve keen delayed.
Tka DepartKent jiiieves
that tkse
delal;; are attributajle
to indecision,
failure
to act, arA ambiguitv
abut perforiznce
of the respxxsibilities
which are, or should te, irrplemented
through the planning ard pxxittxig
processes.
C,rcer’~inty
abut wnere deveiqrent
of Federal coal cCuld, or si-a~ld, take
place, abut ‘mat t!le ixpacts of coal prc&utir,n
wld
ke
on grazing,
far;!:iL:,
wiidli:e,
a:d icxxl cc77nuxties,
estzclian32
the clrrrate of legal ard political
conflict
:kicn fmstrated
previous attkqts
to plan 52r tz leasi?
cti additi.:,naL
%e r5egm:er.t
‘believes that great care rxst k
Federal ~61.
taks
in pclrsuirxg the necessary ard ccxrxenda!3le goal of xprc;in;
be efficiency
of the resoume ,33nageiint prccass. T:ba
Ccngress, tkough enactxe.nt cf laws referred
to earlier
u3 tnese
axaients,
b.s provided the foundation
for nringing
s’&iiity
a& cer’&lntl
to t!! ranagerxnt
cf Federal coal. i+a believe
the G?Q reprt,
by calling
for reconsideraticn
of nurrerous
provisiorrs
of those laws ard a s;gnificant
delay in
implenentaticn
cf the Federal
rmger.ent
program to conduct
additional
studies,
would have t.. inevitable
result cf
dissi?ting
the stability
and certainty
&Ach t!-.e Congress ks
proviaed ti,
instead,
would reopen the vey conflicts
an?.
debates tver oodl pAicy
wkich Y-ave characterized
Yle last decade.
Coal

I understard
that since this respcxxse was first
drafted .zk.ers
of ray staff nave had an opportunity
to discuss their difficulties
wit;9 the draEt
report wil;h tk
staff of GSD resgnsible
for tbie
preparation
of t\e re-port.
I was happy to learn t!!at we have
reacned scze level of mutual txierstxdirq
of or-e an&&r’s
p3sitiors
on this matter.
Yax report &es cb a q3zd job of
surrey:q
issues
ixarlng
cn Fe&ml
coal rranagerent-isaces
<:at
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we have hen mrking on, for sme time. We would welcome
GA3 investigations
that were specific to coal management
issues. I have instructed the mmbers of my staff responsible for coal management b continue this gcd start towards
improving relations between the Departmnt and G&O.
Once again, thankycu
cm the draft.

for allowirq

us the opportunity

Assistant Sexetary, Land
ard Water Resources
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(FULL TEXT CF IKERIOR
‘S COMMENTS
A,VD GAO ‘S DETAILED RESPONSES)

United States Department

of the Interior

OFFICE OF THE SECRETARY
WASHINGTON, D.C. 20240

April

15,

1979

Mr. J. Dexter Peach
Dire&x
U.S. General Accounting Office
Washirqtcn, D. C. 20548
Dear Mr. Peach:

Tiz Inspector General's office has asked me to review ycur draft
report cn Federal coal managementcn behalf of the Department of
the Interior.
Thank ycx~ for the cppcrtunity of oxmenting.
This draft report is unlike any Gp13report we have ever reviewed.
The G&3 reports with which we are familiar analyze policies and
programs and formulate reccrmnendations based cn data, field investigations, and real-world case examples. This report, cn the other band,
seem to provide a podium for anonymous 'experts" and "observers" to
speculate, unencunbered by fact cr example, upon what might go wrong in
a Federal coal managementprcgran because of decisiona by the Congress
and the Mninistration.
We b find the approach taken in preparation
af this document a veti interesting ard potentially
valuable
methcd
for identifying
issues for further Gpd)study. Although wa would
quarrel with the significance af sore of the issues raised ard with
the wisdom of reraising previously legislated issues, we certainly
recognize that several cf the issues merit further attenticn by the
GM. Accordingly, were the report an internal mearxandum to be
enploy& by the GAOto further identify subjects for GAC external
qxrts
it dd
be a valuable cbcumant. However, we are deeply
disturbed that this preliminary document, is insted,
to te published as a finished G?%D
report and that it axtains rmaous conclusions about the proposed coal managementprcgrmn drawn directly
fran the issues raised without much attention t33 pxtraying
a-igoing efforts of the Department.
(GAO response:
We beZieve
that
Interior
may have
miskterpreted
the basic
purpose
and thrust
of our
report
. The report
is main2y
concerned
with
the
identification
and anaZysis
of a broad
range
of
issues affecting
coal leasing which go beyond the
proposed
program.
Many of the questions
and issues

raised

are not raised

sense but for
ea2 framework

the
for

in a critica
or conchsive
of providing
an analyti-

purpose
further

study.

To the

extent

the
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questions and issues are addressed for are not addressed) in Interior’s
proposed program, they are
discussed--and sometimes critiqued--in
our report.
Where we feeZt we couZd draw conclusions and make
recommendations now, we did so. But our basic
purpose was to look beyond the proposed program
and provide overaZZ perspective for evaZuating
the entire spectrum of FederaZ coal management
activities.
We have employed a similar
approach in studying
not only other energy issues but aZso non-energy
issues and have found this to be usefuZ to congressiona 2 conmi ttees having Zegis Zative and
oversight responsibilities.
Interior’s
comments
shouZd not divert attention
from the unresoZved
coaZ management issues which need to be scrutinized,
or precZude congressionaZ conrmittees from considering the important questions which affect the
future of Federai coaZ, a significant
domestic
energy resource in the Nation’s overaZZ energy
picture.
Appendix VII to this report Zists those individuaZs
we interviewed
or who received draft copies of the
report for conunent. The individuamZs we&e e&efuZZy
sei!ected to achieve a baZance of input from among
different
groups affected by FederaZ coal leasing.
Atthough not everybody interviewed fuZZy.agreed
rjith the Llay aZZ the issues were presented and the
questions
posed,, most recognized that these were
the issues and questions in need of attention.
Interestingly,
Interior--on
the one hand--chu.rges
that these experts and observers are merely specuZating on what might go wrong in a FederaZ coaZ
management program but, on the other hand, agrees
the approach is valuable for identifying
issues
for further study.
The very purpose behind our
identification
and anazysis of these issues was
to uncover what might go wrong so that proper
po Zicy decisions can be formulated earty-on in the
decision-making
process, particularly
since many
of the issues are yet unresozved.
Interior
seems
to recognize this in its Zetter (see page VI-ll).wh~
it states:
"In responding to the draft report we
must necessarily
give our views on issues that wi 11
not be truZy decided until after the finaZ EIS is
completed.
Our views are subject to change after
we have evaZuafed the EIS, the conunents on the proposed regu Zations, and other information.
rr)
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T&se speculations are pit forward without concrete SupFort and with
virtually
ID suggestions as to ~GJ we might improve our programs. The
report alleges serious issues and asks a large number of questions but
it is arguable whether it "denxxstrates, there are serious issues which
Still confront the wrtmznt's
objective of designing and implerrenting
a sourd program". The basic thrust of the report seatls to k-e that the
Nation should reconsider muzh of the legislation passed in the bSt two
congresses
ard that it should delay the possible date for full Federal
a-xl availability,
already delayed 8 years, while the government conducts
additional studies and analyses. Marry of the speculations ard concerns
which are raised imply that rather than re-establishing
the Federal
gOVenUnent'S Capability to manage coal, these experts would prefer to
k&n a IEW era of fighting out the old issues. Tkse issues, Such
as tk rOle cf CCXTQrehensi~ plannirq ard the rqulaticn
of Federal coal
to end speculation, Wre fully considered by the Congress and resolved in
the Federal Coal Leasing AmendmentsAct of 1976, Tk Federal Lard Policy
and Nanagement Act of 1976, tie Surface Mining Ccntroland Rclamation
Act af 1977, and the Deprbnent af Energy Organization Act of 1977.
(&lO response:
Interior’s
basic impression seems
to be that we are cal2ir.g for a rac&sldsratton
0,:’
much of the legislation
related
to coa% leasing
that the Congress has passed in recent years.
Whereas there are certain aspects of these Zaws that
should be reviewed, we are not caLZing for a sweeping review of such Legislation
and have no qmrreZ
with such basic tenets as the need for comprehensive
land-use plans or an end to speculatfve
hold&,- 0-Y
LTederal coat, as suggested by Interior.
.I *
tmdever, z3iz;l ho:> t;la ~c~-~~fr~stri7;,re are eomemed,
tion wiZl implement programs ~0 support congress<on.alZ_uestablished
environmental,
energy, and social policies.
Contrary to Interior’s
connnent, tie feel our report incZudes many constructive
suggestions on how to approach
these objectives.
Interior’s
charges should not divert
attention
from the unresolved coal management issues
which need to be scrutinized.
Interior
aZso expresses concern that delaying implementation of the FederaZ coal management program
to study various issues woutd only cause further
uncertainty
about the Government’s ability
to manage its coa% resources.
We believe some issues must
be resolved before Long-term leasing is reswned-e.g., questions about the need for more Leasing and.
guidelines
determing maximum eccnomic recovery and
logica% mining ~Ai5.s.
For the mcst part, kwever,
the issues iJentZfied
in this report should be evalxoted by the Congress, Interior,
and Energ? during
the early stages of progr-n development and implementaticn. I
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Interestinglyp
rtmy of the features of Federal ccal rcanagement that W riw is questionwere supported in earlier GAOreports,
adopted by the Caqress, and are mw b&q implemented. For instance in
your April 1976 reprt RED-76-79, ycu state that:
Interior should require existing lessees and p5%ntial lessees
ard permittees to furnish informatim cn (1) reserve holdings;
(2) production plans; (3) reasons and justification
for mnproduction; a& (4) the need, if any for additional Federal coal
reserves.
Whereas mw, ycu are concerned about regulatory
develqment requ irements may not bz too harsh.

cost and whether diligent

(.?A0 res3onse:
We continue
to believe
in Interior’s
need to have reliobile
information
on coal reserve
holdings,
production
plans,
reasons
for non-production,
and the need for additional
Federal
coal
leasOur position
is not inconsistent
with
that
ing.
taken
in our 1976 report,
as Interior
asserts,
but
we do identi”fy
issues and raise
questions
concerning data needs and policy
implications
associated
‘with new laws crrd Federal
coaZ regulaticns
proposed
since we issued
our 1976 report.
For example,
reForts
to the Congress
and testimony
before
congressional
committees
since
1976 have dealt
with
the
accuracy
and reliabi
Zity
of coal reserve
estimates
under
Federal
lease;
the importance
of such estimates
to the question
of the need for additional
leasing;
of the Federal
the impact
that
certain
provisions
Coal Leasing Amendments Act of 1976 could have on
data needs and on policy
decisions
if reliable
data
is not cvaiiable;
and the impact
on reserve
estimates,
coal production
Costs,
and data needs associated
with
certain
provisions
o$ the Surface
Yining
Confroi
and Rechwtion
Act.
,Tn this

report
we identij’y
issues
and alternatives
diligent
development
regulations
and regulatory
co6 t impacts . While we continue
to believe
in the need for diligent
development,
we also
believe
in placing
the roZe of diZigent
devezopment
regui!ations in perspective
with
other
issues
and
alternatives
that
have been expressed
by experts
inside
and outside
government.
We noted
Interior’s
final EI.T also raises
eoneerns about diligent development
requirements
and their
potential
adverse
impacts
on coal
development
patterns,
efficien&es
in planning
$ or coal
leasing
and production,
“fair
market
value
return
to the government,
end coal
mmpmies
incentives
to develop
coal
leases.)

regarding
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in yc4lrApri.l

o Tighter

control

1976 reprt,

VI

you called for-

of national energy strategy:

"Urder the (EMARS)process, the level of lease offerings
would be determined frcm biddiq results in ccmpetitive lease
sales. Lease sales, if enviromentally
aceptable, wculd be
offered as lorg as bids were sufficiently
high.
"Hmever, reliance cm this process places Interior in the
positim of reactiq rather than providing the leadership
needed to develop sound national energy strategy."

(%!a reqvnse:
This report,
which
identifies
many
issues
related
to leaislation
enacted
since
1976.
is not inconsistent
;ith
our 1976 report
as Interior
is suggesting.
This
legisLation--including
the FedeAmendments
Act of 1976,
Federal
Land
ra2 Cool Leasing
PoZicy
and Management
Act,
and the Surface
Mining
Ccntrol
2nd RecZamation
Act--provides
many environmenta
safeguards
which
are now part
of the 2ega2 and po2icy
framework
governing
coal
Zeasing.
This framework
is
quite
different
from the framework
that
existed
before
1976.
In this
regard,
a comprehensive
analysis
of
coa2 Zeasing
issues
must interre2ate
these
environmenta2
safeguards
with
the energy and Zeasing objectives
that
are a2so now part
of the policy
framework.
We are concerned
that
Interior
,may imp2ement
a new
prop-an! that is net we22 thought
out in terms
leasing
of the interrelationships
betieen
environmenta
protection
safeguards,
fair market
value
dete2-minotions,
competitive
iease
saZes,
and national
energy
cb,.Gectives.

o Exclusively canpetitiw
goverment incentive:
"Th? Caqress
(1) the award
of pmspscting
for camercial

sales ti

exploratim

I)

without direct

should enact legislation
that wculd . . .
of leases only c4-1a canpetitive basis an3
permits under which persons could explore
purposes but have m exclusive rights to
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provide for
(2) issuance
for coal
leases."
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(GAO res onse:
We continua to support competitive
leasing as a genera2 policy.
This report,
however,
identil'ies
tssues affecting
the competitiveness
of
lease sales and pest lease-sai!e competition.
For
exampZe, we raise the issue of (1) whether certain
short-term
Zease tracts,
which can onZy be mined
by the existing
lessee of adjacent coaZ Zand, shou2d
be leased non-competitiveZy--particuZarZy
if the
existing
operator is the most Zogiea2 and efficient
producer of the coal, and (2) whether, under other
circumstances,
Interior
shou2d be a22owed to cond2ct negotiated
short-term
lease sa2e agreements
to avoid costly delays and possible
coa2 bypassing.
Additionally,
maximum economic recovery,
the reliabi2Cty of fair market va2ue estimates,
and alternative bidding systems are other issues af,feetirq
Fre-lease and post-lease
sale competition.
Regarding ex:pZoration,
the report identifies
issues
concerning Interior's
proposed Federa coal management regu'ations,
the current Federal coal exploration program, private
sector exploration
incentives
and the need for a longer-term
exploration
program.
We recognize
that exp2oration
activities
and strategies can be expected to change over time, particularly
as national
energy policy evoZves.
A key
issue is whether and, if so, how expZoration
objeetives can be better accomplished
through incentives
to industry
to identify
and analyze coal deposits.
Interior's
finczl EIS provides ZittZe insight
into
these issues other than a description
of the currer,t expZorat<cn pr3grc3 aezCv<ties.)

0 Better data to conduct tract

evaluation:

"To insure that the public will
leased. "
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ifGAGresponse : we continue to believe in the need
for better data to conduct tract evaluation
and to
&etermine fair market value for the coai leased.
Our concern in this report is with those issues
impacting on Interior’s
effort
to identify
and
evaluate tracts that are responsive
to national
These
energy needs and environmenta
safeguards.
include appZication
of unsuitissues, for exmple,
ability
criteria,
coal exploration,
coal lease exnon-competitive
leasing,
surchange, short-term
and
face Owner consent, maximum economic recovery,
Additional2y,
We quesfair market va2ue estimates.
tion whether Interior
is taking into proper account
determinations
of fair market value either before
implementing
a new program or during the early
stages of program deveZopment and implementatzon.)

Eut in this latest report, you sm longer seem to feel these recamzndations, rx~ that they an? law ard beiq implemented, were adequately
amsidered.

(0~0 response:
Interior’s
impressicn
that cur report takes issue with our past recormendcticns
and
resultant
legiszation
concerning the PederaZ coaZ
leasing program is not a correct perception.
Some
of the issues we identify
are related
to ZegisZation
enacted by the Congress since we issued our 1976
report.
Because of the evolution
of energy and coa2
leasing policy since 1976, we see no inconsistencies
between this report and our 1976 recommendations,
as Interior
is suggesting,
particuZarly
in light
of the policy and regulatory
framework tihich is
now a part of the current coal leasing debate.
Interior
is taking our 1976 report and mistaken@
relating
it to coal leasing issues being debated
in 1379, ;rithout
taking note of the poliq
changes
that ;:ave taken F2ace sine, 1976.)
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The Eepartmnt &es mtassert
that the preferred PpogKambescrm33 m
the Dech
15, 1979, Draft Envimnmntal Statement cm the Federal
coal management program (draft EIS) or the documnt itself,
are byond
criticism.L/
But, in general, the Department believes that recent
acts by the Cmgress have created a coherent legal and plicy foundaticm for Federal management decisions that can reconcile, satisfactorily,
the many competing claims for use of Federal minerals and other Federal
resources managed by the Department. lyuch of the conflict reflected in
the ~240reprt
is directly attributable
to the years of start-and-stop
attenpts to manage Federal coal without the benefit of the canprehensive
new legislation
adopted in 1976, 1977, and 1978.

lJ The EFAhas, in fact suggested that the draft EIS should be a tie1
"splendid example" for Interior's
prcgranmatic statments. Because it is
instructive,
set forth below is a more complete guotation from the EPA
review.
"We axmend the Interior staff for the conscientious work shown in
th draft EIS. The current versim of the EIS an the Coal Leasing
Pnxpm is a dramatically improved docunent. We notice an cpen discussicn of problems ard issues, and candor in discussiq enviromental impacts of the various program alternatives.
The EIS is also
more clearly written than past Co1 efforts.
Many of EPA's past
cbjections to the ~ogramnatic coal leasing EIS has !zeen dwiated
by the detail in describing ths scope of the EIS, the program itself
and the approaches used in discussing impacts, mitigation neasures,
ard impacts through the use of well-developed mcdeli.mg technigues
andoxasiohallycutsideconsultsnts
as necessary.
We hope that the Deparbent will. continue to follow this splendid
example in bow to write apr.cqamEtS
in its subsequent ES efforts.
Past ECX efforts have been overly fomalistic,
highly structured
and very short m culling cut issues of a significance.
wethink
this present EIS does a ccmmendable jcb in initiatirq
the spirit
of the (2curicil of Environmental. Quality's new regulations stressing
comiseness ard attenticn to decisiormkiq
issues in EISs."
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The DeparW@nt recognizes the azanplexity, diversity,
and ptential
for
conflict inherent in the operatic22 of a minerals management program that
calls for juf@znts abut relative values of mineral, agricultural,
wildlife,
recreation, and other resources a&i resource uses. Hwever,
the Department does mtshare W's sense of forekdiq
about implementing
a proqran to carry out the Deparhent's Federal coal management respcnsibiMcst of the questions raised ty GM have ken, for years, debated
lities.
by the Congress, reviewed by the ccurts , studied by the Department of the
Interior,
and other Federal agencies and subjected to,the close scrutiny
of the miniq & utility
industry, agricultural
ard environmental
interests, State and local governments, and other parties with a stake
in decisions about Federal coal management.

Interior's
comment that we are car+
fG.40 response:
cerned about Interior’s
impzementation
of a coal
management program is correct,
although we feel our
concern reflects
something more substantitve
tha;;
a “Sense of foreboding”
as Interior
is saying.
Our
concern deals with basic economy and efficiency
aspects of implementing a program as important
as Interior’s
proposed coal management program.
We realize
that Interior
has Zimited resources with
which to implement and manage such a program and
that reasonable priorities
must be established
if
plans are to be formulated
and implemented in a
manner that is efficient
and responsive
to the
Nation’s
need for Federal coal.
Although some of
the questions we raised have been asked before,
the leasing environment in which the? were raised
in the past is not the same as today’s.
Interior
even recognizes this fundamental feature and, in
this letter,
acknowledges that its proposed program
is subject to change as policies
are debated and
evaluations
continue. )
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Because there has been 113active prcgram for managing Federal teal for
almost a decade, it is understandable that the cmbinatim
of newlegislative mndates presents a challenge, to the Bepartmnt, to the coal
industry, and to all other interests affected by the develcpment ti
possible implementation of a new program0 The many years of delay and
mnagementparalysis
that preceded developmntof
the proposed new program have contributed to a sense of frustration,
doubt, and fear abut
tk government's ability
to carry out its coal management responsibilities.
The GAOreprt clearly reflects those fears.
Unfortunately,
the
report does not go beyot-d expression of concern, does not, with rare
exception, offer specific rxmment abut ways to improve the lpssible
implmentaticm of a Federal coal managementprogran, and instead
m@asizes G4O's doubts about the effectiveness of Congressional z&ions
which are the foundaticn of current Federal resource management ,mlicy.
Tha report completely ignores the impacts which the further delay in the
Federal coal managemantprcgran it reccmaenck would ha= cm implementing
credible and cmsistentrmtional
eneryy@icy
and cn the coal industry
and tk environment.

(GAO res3onse:
Interior
seems tc V&J the report
soZe!,y as a critical
analysis
of the Pepartient's
proposed coaZ management program.
As mentioned
earlier,
the main purpose of this report is to identify and analyze issues affecting
Federal coal Zeasing and not the efficacy
of Interior's
proposed
progrm.
Cur analysis
of the issues, however,
clearly
indicates
that improvements are needed in
certain
areas if an efficient
and responsive program will be ready and working when needed. We
be%ieve some of our recommendations can be acted
on in the earZy stages of program impZementation
and thus should not cause delays in necessary Zeasing.
However, to help further
reduce uncertainties
and prevent unnecessary leasing delays in the Zongterm, our recomnednations
pertaining
to maximum
economic recovery,
Zogical mining units,
and muZtiple-use
trade-off
analysis
should be acted on
before resumption of new long-term leasing.
Interior too recognizes
the importance of these issues
by having included them in special on-going task
f3rces evaluating
or re-evaluating
policy 0ptlcns.i
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Cments

on the Individual

Sections

Tb Digest of the draft report reflects the contents of most of the report's
individual
chapters: a cmbinaticm of m-stated general questions about
prospective developrent of Federal coal, mre detailed discussion of potential
conflicts that may arise fran decisions to lease and develcp Federal coal,
cutdated and inaccurate references to current and proposed Departsrent of the
Interior coal managementpractices a& building cm this foundatim of confusion and uncertai?ty, repeated reccxmendations that the Dqartmmt's
work
tn Dsm~ active rcanagemntof Federal coal be delayed until the hypethetical problem posed by unidentified "experts" and "observers" and
collected by G?G are studied.

(GAO res,ponse:
“outdated

and

Interior's
inaccurate

reference
reSerences

to our use 0'
to

nurrext

a&

Fropcsed Department of the Interior
coal management
practices...t'
is unclear
and 1zo specifics
are offered.
Certain information
not avaiZabZe to us at the time
the draft
report
was prepared
has been added in this
report,
but these changes do not affect
our conclusions and recommendations.
Interior's
corrunent that
our recommendations caZZ for a delay in active coal.
management is not correct,
for reasons discussed
earbier.
Interior's
further
reference
to "hypothetica
problems" is also inconsistent
with
its
owy2
action
to establish
task forces
of these
same problems.
I

to consider

many

enumrating
tit
are described as six overriding questions, which,
as noted, are re-statements of basic questions addressed by the Congress
in davelopsentof
the legislation &ich guides and constrains the proped
new Federal coal mahagementprcgran, the report outlines, rmstly by asking
still mre questions, a series of six sub-issues which are then amplified
cn in Chapters 3 through 8.

After

In responding to the draft report wemLstmxessarily
give cur views cm
issues that will not be truly decided until after the final EIS is cmpleted.
Ola views are subject to change after he have evaluated the EIS, the
camuants m tba proposed regulations, anl other infomation.
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Interior's
pirzt
cd
i%O res;lonss : We wderstcnd
oxzht to Fe one G; remairzapee chat its pxture
ing open to change as it evaluates
the fina
EIS,
comments on proposed coaZ management regulations,
One of 00 coneems, howand other information.
ever, is over whether Interior
is actually
receptive at this point to feasible
alternatives
involvsome of which may surface
ing Federal coal leasing,
as a result of the special task forces,
and public
corrunents received on the draft EIS and proposed
The tone of Interior's
coal management regulations.
letter
gives the impression
that the Department may
not be too receptive
to alternatives
to its preferred program.
we reaZize that Intericr
must consider many statutorr, requirements
in the JeveZopment of a new coal
We also beZieve that future deleasing program.
cisions affecting
the impzementation
0s various
elements of the progrwx should take account of
alternatives--and
their relative
costs and ber.e-tits--that
could achieve statutory
requirements
and, at the same time, be flezibZe
enough to meet
prcgrcm ob:*ectives.
Choosing among alternatives
to achieve a proper balance among competing goals
should not connote an attempt to disregard regulatiorx established
tc protect
the public interest,
as the Interfor
has suggested.)

1. Balancing of Multiple

Resource Gcels

GpDbegirs the main part of their report with the concern that, '. . .
Interior may mt thieve a reasonable balance between these (multiple
resource) goals." The primary missiai of the Deparbnent of the Interior
is the xhievementcf
balanced resource decisions. Of course; the key
word here is "reasonable". What is "reasonable" to one interest group
is rarely "reasonable" tc another. GXI implies there is fully
correct, unassailable positicn cf equilibrium which can ke discovered
through sxlE unnamedprccess, thcuqh later in the chapter it refutes this
idea. The RIM&es
its lard use decisions based cn entirely acceptable
professional planning techniques.
With respect b the ccal management
program &i's land use decisions will be predicated ~1 a decisionmakiq
process which at aminimum integrates State, environmental, coal,
utility
and other public participaticn
in tha formulation, develcpment,
and implementation of land use decisions.
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The GM report asks that Interi% coherently defire national policy
goals for Federal coal developrrent and then launches into a lengthy
discussim expressing the need far energy independence, doubt &out
enviromntal
protection goals, and general thoughts aboutsocioecomic security, bore of which is new or particular relevant to the
topic at hand. National policy goals are , in fact, set out in the legislatim governing coal leasirg, the IXE Organic Act, as well as in the
hesident's
mtional energy plan and environmental massage to the Cmgress. Furthenmre, theSecretary's
goals for the coal prcgram axe praninently
and unmbiguxlslypgesented
inCkpter
3 of the draft EIS and have guided
the coal mnagemnt program's develcpmnt fran the beginning.

(SAC response:
Ixzerior
asserts that one oj our
concerns is that .Tnterior may r,ot achieve a reasonable 3aiance het;een muZtipZe resource pals
and that what is “reasonable”
to one interest
group is rarei& “Tecsonablen to aro’her
-Y
. This
is an accurate refLection of our 0veraZi concern
from a land use planning perspective.
u&r use
of the word "reasombZe" is in the sense that
Interior
should develop a workable, environmenta 2Zy
sound, and ZegaZ I? defensible
program that uouZd
respc-nd ;iith scme certainty
to the cour,tr;l’s
need
for coal producttcn. )

Ths GW repxt

then proceeds to adiscussion of how tradeoff analyses
should ksz conducted inplanniq
for coal leasing. This sectim hegirs by
implying that the 3 to 4 year effort that would he conduoted under the
Department's preferred program to acccmplish this purpose is a "casual
approach to decisionmaking".

(GAO response:
Our reference
to a ‘%asuaZ approach
to decision-making”
d<d not pertain
to the “3 to 4
year effort."
A reading of the section of the
report &we
this is discussed clearly
shows the
context in which $he statzmen$ is made. (See p. 3-U.)
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reprt
repeats aconcern that industry mid be smehowclosed out
to
of the decisiomakiq
process; industry has numerous opportunities
participate
in the decisionmaking Fess.
Tkse opportunities
kgin
early cn tk lad use plannir?3 ard continue all the way through the lease
sales.

Tk

wi75zout being asked.
The opev question is whither
Interior
should specifica2Zy
request certain
types
of ingut from industry
and make this requirement
a
Our report
Joma,,
recognize 3 part of the program.
:c,-gs '7;'Z $;,P3 I LpsCt-Cor CT +h<s blit z'e 5eZieve <t's
)
217 i.7r ;rLz':; r-,s---'-fl
<".'C ‘.C Qlllcjl rn;1,y$59 ccysf&red.

Tl-zzGAOzqxxt then makes its first de rigueur nzd at regulatory
analysis, but softens it with such oEematiors
as "deteniniq
a&
quantifying all the costs and benefits jnight ke extremely difficult"
(p. 3-17) ard "713individual analytical tml or mixture of tools can be
relied cm to provide a quantified objective decision in every case"
(p. Z-18).

f t2J0 resronse:
Irztericr ‘s imiination
rhar x.tr
treatment 0-7. the reguZatory issue is simpZy "de
rigueur"--in
plain EngZish, "faddish"--suggests
that the Department may be treativ
the isszte
too ZightZy.
We hope this does not indicate
a
Zack of wiZiingness
to objectivezy
view and
evaluate the issue.
The need to explore and
eva2uate alternative
methods for reguzatory
control is a contemporary issue which is being de-.
bated in many forums
irz2uding
the private
sector,
tk~ @2ic
zn lar,-e, :kc Tcrpess,
ard t.b Wkr't-a
.5bkse. I
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The chapter finally mves to a long section seemingly aimed at loosening
existing ard pro~sed rqulations
to correct past canpetitive ard envircxmental abuses in cml and environmental mnagemant. The lkpartmmt believes
cm the basis of its om analyses that the coal management program will
have major econmic benefits which wculd far outweigh any economic problems
about which the experts ard observers have speculated. Ths largest potential
for econcmic harm in our estimation derives from mt king able to lease
Federal coal should it be needed. No further Federal leasiq would by
1990 increase the cost of electricity
to the consurrer by $2.4 billion
accordiq to an estimate prepared by ICF, II-C., for the Departments of
the Interior and Energy under a cooperative qreemnt.
_.F such reasons,
the Department regax& as truly unfortunate any suggesticn that ke reconsider the entire fabric of the F&eral coal mnagementand enviromntal
law-reopen theCongressional debates of the last decade-befoE
establishing
a leasing program. The Departnmt has been, and will continue to be, viuilant
in Luzcoveriq ard removiq potential unnecessary costs on the coal industry
ad be naticm frcsn the program within its areas of responsibility.

(GAO response : Interior’s
charge that part of our
report is “seemingty aimed at loosening existing
and proposed reguzations
to correct past competitive and envirorunental
management” is not correct.
The report seeks‘to identify
the issues and questions--including
regulatory
and economic ones-affecting
Federal coal leasing but does not necessarily
offer solutions
to all the probtems.
Alternative approaches nevertheless
exist and th@d must
be recognized and evaZuated early if the Nation's
energy, environmental,
and so&o-economic
objectives
are to be achieved in an effic?:ent
and order&
maYliZer."J
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2. Split Responsibility
the Interior

Between the Departments of Energy and

This discussion in the Digest, and the detailed review of the
issue presented in Chapter 4, concentrates cn two themes.
First, doubt is expressed about the ability of the two Departments to effectively
reconcile potential differences about how much
coal should he leased. This doubt is based cn an unsubstantiated
assumption that there is an inherent, insoluble contradiction
in the missions of the two Departments and cn entirely hypothetical,
undescribed conflicts
which will arise during implementaticn of
the Federal coal management program. There is no discussion of
actual or specific conflicts
over actions beirq taken or being
proposed by the Department of the Interior.
The report ignores the
fact that constructive
relationships
have been established between
the two Departments in the area of coal leasing. Second, and dealt
with in much n-ore (still
hypothetical)
detail, there are suggested
problems
that
might arise if the Department iJere to fail to lease
enough coal. The discussicpl simply assumes that the Secretary would,
as a policy determination,
use his discretion in a way that mid
prevent adequate amounts of Federal coal fran being available for produ=tion.
Both criticisms
are not truly directed at the structure of the proposed
Federal coal management program, and the draft EIS, or at the institutional
relationships
between the Cegatnent
of the Interior and the
Deparbnent of Energy. Instead, the criticisma
are directed at possible
personal failure by the two Secretaries to adequately perform their
duties., Such discussions of the problems that would arise if government
officials
exercise bad judgemant wculd be relevant to a review of the
Federal coal management progran if they were accanpanied by suggestions
for regulations,
standards, or other judgement limiting approaches
that specify required actions and so eliminate or reduce the possibility
that discretion would be abused. Hcwever, the report also contains
repeated references to the need for discretion,
judgment, balance, and
flexibilitv
in braking coal management decisions. Tk-xaDepartment of the
Interior believes that the program and alternatives
described
in the draft EIS represent a proper balance between the need
for specific regulations and the need for the exercise of
balanced judgement by professional resource managers. Efforts
to impzse greater rigidity
or specificity
would, at the local
ard regional levels where site-specific
information about
development possibilities
and impacts must be bdlanced against
regional ard national energy needs, lead to needless
restraints
cn development opportunities
and to needless social,
ecorKmic, ad environmental conflict
and damage.
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(GAO response: We beiieve that Interior
is viewing
our report from too narrow a perspective
by stating that the issues we identify
are not directed
at the structure
of the Department’s
proposed coal
management program and draft EIS but at personal
fai Zure by the two Secretaries
to adequately perContrary to Interior
‘s corrment,
form their duties.
our report does discuss specific conflicts
over
actions taken by Interior
or proposed by Interior
and Energy--such as conflicts
over maximum economic
recovery and the estabZishent of production goals
by Energy and their use by Interior.
These are
not “hypothetical”
problems as Interior
charges.
They represent real issues confronting
the two
agencies.
Interior,
suggests

naturally,
supports its coal progrwn, and
that the imposition
of greater rigidity
or
specificity
wouZd result
in unacceptable results.
We believe that varying degrees of rigidity
or specifity should be evaluated--not just greater degrees.
As Interior
points out, an example is the trade-off
between specific
regulations
and the judgment of
resource managers.
In a Zetter report soon to be issued to the Secretaries of Energy and Interior,
we conclude that
initial
coordination
efforts between the Departments
are not working smoothly because each interprets
its roles and responsibilities
differently
and that
the Leasing Liaison Committee--established
to help
resolve these differences--is
not functioning effective ly . We believe that the Leasing Liaison Committee
has assumed more of a ceremonia; function
than a
problem-solving
function.
The Committee charter
states that it is not a policy-making
body, but
cZearly it was the intent of the Congress and the
ohurter that the Committee become a problem-solving
function.
If the Committee does not asswne this
problem soZving function,
there cu.rrentZy is no
other practical
mechanism to resolve interdepartmenta2 problems--at
least at the departmentai ZeveZ.)
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3. Need for More Leasing?
The discussion in the report's Digest mtes that (242 &lieVeS
a coal managementprcgram should ize designed and established
regardless of whether or rot there is a reed rr3w for new leasing.
Considering the Digest's earlier general conclusicn that the
Depa&manthas failed to clearly define the energy and other
goals which should guide a coal managmnt progEm, the asserticn
of GAO'S belief in the need for a leasing program wrxlld, to sost
readers, imply that the Department has not concluded that a leasing
program is reeded. Ebwever, rest of the report's Chapter 5 is
devoted to a sunmary of the Depabnent's draft EIS discussion
of possible reasons why a leasing program should lze implemented
as scm as possible.Since
the body of theGAl report makes it
cbvious that the Departmsnt has already acted forcefully
to carry
out the development af a Federal coal management program capable
of leasing in those amounts necessary to fteetnational
energy
needs, it wculd seem that the report's Digest should accurately
reflect the contents of the report by acknowledging, rather
than questioning, the Deparbent's lengthy analysis of this issue.
Tl-e report is critical
of the Dqartnentfor
Ix>t'naving made
zze specific determinaticn of the individual development potential
of existing, rr2nproducing coal leases. Elsewhere, the report
ackzwledges that holders cf a substantial number of these leases
for avariety
of econcmic and environmental reasons, may decide
not to develcp them. These leases will then Le subject to cancell&ion tier
their diligence terms. Th Department Lelieves that
makiq specific determinations of suitability
for development,
in the absence cf site-specific
environmental information and individual miniq ard reclamation plans, would subject leaseholders
to &air,
even illegal,
determinations.
Ti-e Department also
believes that it would tea waste of canpaq and Federal tima
and mney to require the development of adequate site-specific
information to make final determinatiorrj L/, if, in fact, the
lease holder has rrat determined whether he plans to c3zvelop the
lease. The review policy cn existing leases included in the
preferred program calls for review of aitstanding leases if the
lease holder files aproposedminirg
planor if the lease is
included in an area otherwise scheduled for multiple-use planning.
It is at these points that existing leases are subject to
application of mining unsuitability
criteria.
This approach
is in the opinicn of the Department tt-9 most cost-effective.
Tl% Deparimental Itmnpower and funds available for&management are not cannitted prematurely; this is entirely in keeping
with GAO's mncern for econanic efficiency.
This approach wculd
return the most genuinely useful informaticn at the least cost
to the taxpayer and b3 the prospective coal developer.
lJ Rote that the preferred prcgram~~ld
only require unsuitability
decision duriq the land-use planniq with "reasonable certainty"
and,where that certainty
is lacki.ng,~ld
allow lands to proceed forward in the process while the necessary data to make the
decisions are hing accumulated.
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(GAO response:
Interior's
fina2 programmatic
EIS
includes a discussion
paper an the management of
existing
leases and lehse applications
which is-a
reprint
of a March 20, 1979, memorandum to the
Under Secretary of the Interior
from the Director,
office
of Coal Leasing, Planning and Coordination.
One of the paper's conclusions
is that existing
leases are subject to substantial
uncertainty
unt-L2 a number of legal and poticy issues are resolved.
The paper says that it will be difficult
to predict
the production
potential
of existing
Leases--even
though Interior
has done so in the development of
its preferred
coal management program--until,
existing land use plans have been supplemented with updates that apply Interior's
un.suitabiZity
criteria.
The extent to which these uncertainties
will affect
Interior's
lease saie scheduling
is unknown.
Interior
has made efforts
within the last year to
evaLate
land use plans for unsuitabizity
criteria
in portions
of 9 planning units.
It does not appear
wiZZing to aggressively
folZow through with this
effort
to evaLate
the remaining planning units
that contain coal leases to which unsuitability
criteria
must be applied.
We disagree that Interior's
program is the most
Qost-effective"
and that it could be defended
on the grounds of "economic efficiency."
The
present plan of applying unsuitabiZity
criteria
to only certain
specified
leases is an inefficient and ineffective
way to manage existing
leases.
An inefficient
and ineffective
program
should not be construed to be economicaZly efficient.
The production
potential
of existing
leases
to which unsuitability
criteria
applies cannot be
known unless the criteria
is applied.
Once this
is done, additional,
data needs may be identified
before unsuitabizity
determinations
can be made.
We believe that Interior's
position
is not wholZy
responsive
to answering the question about need
leasing and that it is not actively
JCar additional
seeking to resclve
this question.)
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Tk report gives special emphasis to the need to consider
access to transportation
systems in evaluating the developrent
potential af existing leases. The restart asserts, as an example,
that mine-muth generation is the a7ly pssible use of a& from
existiq
leases cn the Kaiparowits Plateau in Southern Utah,
&cause of the absence of rail facilities
to transport coal frcm
Kaiparcwits ti other markets. In fact, lease holders ard potential
railroad developers have been, for scme time, studying the feasibility of railroad development fran Raiparowits, ard other interests
are pxsuing the pssibilityof
slurry pipeline transprt
of coal
fMnUtah tocaJ.ifornia.
It is understandable that the G?Q authors mid Ilotbz
familiar with current site-specific
development proposals,
but the use of the a&of-date
Kaiparowits conclusions
points to a major weakness of the report. Rather than analyziq
the specific structure and opals of the Federal coal management
prcgrmpropmed
tzy the Department of the Interior,
tk report
devotes mst of its attention tD pssible events OT circusstances which might be encountered by tbs operators of any coal
mnagemntprcgrm.

reviewers
IGAC response : It appears the Interior
of our draft report overlooked our discussion
in
the draft of the recent proposal for the Kaaiparowits
area that uouId require about 200 miles of tract
for a rail transportation
corridor.
We do not say
l, . . . that mine-mouth generation is the only possible
use of coaZ from existing
Zeases on the Kaiparowits
Plateau. . . . " The Kaiparowits
example uas included
to iZZustrate
the need to consider access to coal
leases in evaluating
production potential.
Interior is not correct in stating
the "use of the
out-of-date
Kaiparowits
conclusions
points to a
rnq'or weakness of the report."
The report identifies
and analyzes issues to uncover what might
go wrong so that proper poLlicy decisions
can be
formuzated early-on in the decision-making
processJ
particularly
when many of the issues are unresolved.)
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Without sufficient
event-specific or site-specific
information
tD relate the possible events to specific elements of the
Departn?x&'s proposed program, much of the discussion, throughout the reprt,
is too generaliz& to b2 of use to anyone attempting to analyze those coal management actions which the Deparixent
with
is proposirq to take. while the Departmental officials
responsibility
for developing a Fderal coal managenment program
did have som contact with the GPD researchers workirq a-~ this
repxt, * feel that this contact was pxfunctory.
Surprisingly,
those officials
who are m3st familiar with G-E prqxsed program
by virtue of having designed it are rot arrong the "evrts"
and
"observers" referred to by GPOthroughout thz report.

(GAOresponse: Wedisagree

that

our

report

has

usefuhzess to those analyzing
proposed
coal managemen-t: actions because it lacks devellimited

opment
of probZems
on a site-specific
or eventThe analyst
must have,
as a
specific
Zeve 2.
starting
point,
a well
developed
understanding
the generic
sense.
of coal policy
issues --in
I$ not,
proposed
actions
and analyses
may be
unresponsive
and inconsistent
with broader
CCKterns.
The report
builds
a foundation
for anaZyzing
and interrelating
complex
issues
and
thus should
be useful
to anyone
trying
to better understand
coal
leasing
and the consequence
of prospective
Government
actions
in a changing
envirownent
characterized
by uncertainty.
A cormnon

theme

throughout
our interviews
was the
characterizing
the ,=21ture,
whatever
the viewpoints
were.
With so vdch uncertainty
about
the future,
we raise questions
about
whether
a major
coaL management
program
wi ZZ a 2 low sufficient
fZexibiZity
to deal with
uncertainty.
For
examp Ze, even if production
forecasting
errors are
recognized
early,
an insufficient
amount of flexibility
may make mid-course
corrections
costh
and
time-conswning.
A reasonabZe
degree
of fZex;bitity
must be built
into a program
to assure
that
it can
respond
without
imposing
unreasonable
dismptions
and unnecessary
costs
on those
affected
by the program,
be they consumers,
industry,
environmental
groups J state
goverrunezts, or others.

uncertainties
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.z;fl . ;tuG,, -l ‘LIE :+k?re <I: contact with InteIIi i' 1' _.;1;‘i 2 ; J 5L‘, -:izc L:LuJiYL2
cf the Office
* the 3irector
c -- ,c. al ;r'asiyit;, PsLzI:r,L~.j
' .- 2nd Cocrdinafim,
ah0 was
of the
respmsibile
-?*or the dssign and preparation
&,2--c
At the time we
I I md j'inal Lpropamnatic EIS.
distributed
an earlier
draft of the report,
we also
perscnaZSy &,-livereJ
severa copies to the Director's
9j;'"ice **.2r mment.
After scheduling a meeting
with the Director
to discuss the issues and the
draft,
he did not attend the meeting--although
we
242 meet with ti.v OS his EtaOff--and he made no attempt
to meet >dJirjz ~t.5subsaquent2y.i

IT’y,‘~l;;~,‘.~~
b

4.

Availability

of Unleased Coal

The first question addressed in this secticn (Chapter 6) of the
report I "Should Regional Ccal Prcduction Targets Be Ccnsidered
Along with Other Resource Values in Developing Land Use Plans,"
displays a basic failure to understand both the general resource
management responsibilities
of the Department ard the specific
coal smnagementprcqram analyzed in the draft ES.
The report is simply incorrect in asserting that the value of
coal reserves is rxx considered in the Bureau of Land Management's
lard use planning system. The balancing ard trade-off judgements
called for by GAOare the foundation of the BI2l planning system.
The proposed Federal coal management progran calls for consideration
of production goals in determining how m=h Federal coal should
be offered for lease in each BLM planniq unit. Establishing
leasing targets at the-start of the activity
planning prccess
rather that at the start of lard use planning simply assures
that &ll trade-offs made will ke based cn a genuine understanding of all the resources in guestian. If the lccal land
manager 1s given goals for coal tonnages, these goals could
simply overwhelm other equally valid, but less measurable
goals for resource uses such as recreation or wildlife.
These
resources would suffer in any multiple-use planning exei-eise
tiich is dependent on "prcduction goals".
The Department believes
in the interest of true canprehensive multiple-purpose planniq,
firm production goals should not enter the coal leasing process
until regional activity
planning. Canprehensive plan means just
that-not
a land use plan designed for coal lease sales.
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is rr)t to say coal information is ignored during land
Industry would ix2 expected to argue forceuseplanning.
fully for its interests and to submit detailed data in
support of its arguments. Further, deterrninaticn of coal developrentp3tential
based cnGs estimates is the first screen
required for identifyiq
lands acceptable for leasing. We
believe that earlier assignment of specific production goals,
however, could lead to pressures to diminish the value of
non-coal resources so the necessary trade-offs would appear
less in conflict with other resources-a process that would
reduce the Secretary's ability to approve leasing in those
areas where coal production would cause the least damage
to stock grazing, farming, wildlife,
other mineral developrent
enterprises, local ccxmunities, and other vaJues. The Department
feels that these tradeoffs must be conducted over broad regional
areas because of the greater decision latitude thus gained.
Only by lcoking at the value of a.LI resources without a predetermined level for one of them will the necessary judgments
the Department must make about developing or protecting
sure
resources at the expense of others be credible.

This

(GAO response:
A detaiZed discussion
of our respcnse
to Interior’s
above cononents is presented in Caapter
9 of this report.
In swunary, we believe that m&ltiple-use
trade-off
anaZysis--using
demand estimates
for ~resources,
ine2uding a range (e.g.,
low, mediwn, and high estimates)
of coa2 production
goa?s--needs
to be bui2t into the evaluation
of 2and use aZtew.atives.
Ne recognize that this may resu2t in coa2
production as the se2ected 2an.a’ use, when otherwise
it might not. We also recognize that other resources
may not be as easily quantified
because of a lack of
market transactions,
the difficuZty
in estimating
reliable
measwes of consumers' willingness
to pay,
or other reasons. Nevertheless,
the app2ication
of
resource demand to a22 resources would encourage comprehensive 2and use decisions
that Se based not only
on supply, enviroinnental,
so&o-economic,
and other
2ega2 or po2icy criteria,
but aiso on ,demand factors .
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Thd SeidcA’YI 1 cf coal
'Ji:;

YlOt

!mtmUtd~c~&

IS ax acceptabZa
n?SU~t

in

Coal

land use
beiq

ZeaSed

T bloreover, Interior
has estabLished
con+~cls in the coaZ management program to prevent
For exampZe, leasing targets,
this "from hirpper,ing.
tract ranking,
State consuZtation,
and other environmental and socioeconomic eontroZs--in
addition
to coa2 economics and demand--will
play decisive
roles in determinations
of production
levels in a
,given area.
zd

&?Z'd

'cpea.

In addition,
by rejecting
our recommendation regarding the use of production
goaZs in Zand use planning,
Interior
is inconsistent
with its own policy.
It
goals should not enter
states that I'.. .produetion
the coal Zeasing process untii! regional
activity
p Zanning . " However, BLM's proposed coal management regulations
reqztire that prior to assessing
F&era5 lands for unsuitability
criteria,
a detailed
stzement
nn~t be prepared which specifies
(al the
LpatentiaZ. coaZ resources,
ibl the demand for eoaZ
Aresmrces, and Ccl the impact of such designation
on the environment,
the economy, and the suppZy of
ccal.
Consqu<ntZy,
estfmates of eoaZ demand wiZZ
5e used expZicitZy during Zand use planning. Furthermore, BLV officials,
including
the Director,
state tizat demand for resources has been impLicitly
a part GJ - land use pZanning. In other words, demand
has beer, used ever, though Interior
guidance has not
,&zetstcd this.)

The report reiterates field test results of unsuitability
criteria
fran early last summer. It fails to note that
these early draft criteria
were specifically
changed as
a result of that field test ard that the Deparbnent continues
to field test the changed criteria.
The unsuitability
criteria
applicatim
prccess will, in fact, ke the most intensively
analyzed Fortion of the entire preferred prcqram by the
time the Secretary makes his decision. The report ignores
the five mnths' work of the Departmentwide coal mnagernent
data task force in developiq guidelines for the most efficient,
leastcostlymhhcds
of collecting and applying codl data
at each step in the entire coal management prccess. It canpletely misses the ph.nt that a primary purpose of the unsuitabillty
criteria
is to mmve mst of the uncertainty
abut the developability
of leases, but that the final
determinaticm of rmst of the unsuitability
factors would
ke mde at the time of mining plan approval by the regulatory
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authority and the Office of Surface Mining Rszlamtion and
Enforcement as part of their normal Federal lands prcgram.
Tkse criteria
screen aut lzds that would encounter environmental raid blocks later. If expensive data collectim
is
naeded to assess the unsuitability
during land use planning,
the local lard manager sets out a plan far acquiriw these
data and selects the appropriate later step in the prmess
far doing this. Thus, tke government is sellirq tracts m which
the lessee will !mow that rmst of the major environmental constraints have been identified ard in most cases have been
cleared.

Interior
correctly
zotes that cup
(GAO response:
draft report did not discuss changes in the criteria
as a result of the field
test conducted by Interior
but fails
to point out that (1) the old field
tests
were reported in the draft programmatic EIS--which
we reviewed--and
(2) the results
of the new field
tests conducted in Alabama, Colorado, Montana, Utah,
and Wyoming were not available
at the time we prepared our draft report.
We have updated our fiml
report to inclde
the results
of later
tests. Segardless of which test is used, however, the issues
are the same and remain unanswered--namely
uncertainties
regarding data availability,cost
and time
of data acquisition,
and impacts of certain unsuitabiZity
criteria
such as a shift
in future mining
sites from relatively
low mining cost areas to reZatively
higher cost areas.
The Interior
reviewer apparentzy overlooked the
section of our report that refers to Interior's
admission that data to evatuate unsuitability
criteria
may have to be obtained after
lease sale,
and that the land use plan wiZ2 be the vehicle
to
identify
information
needs.)
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Th report displays a lack of understanding of the exploration
features of the preferred prcgrm.
In particuL3.r it fails to
differentiate
among broad advanced exploration over wide areas
to locate coal, field exploratim
to defire recoverable coal
deposits, and site-specific
exploration to prepare for mining.
In fact, locating new coal is not the problem that this sectim
implies it is. FCUA removed the ,prospector's first right to
There is relatively
little
coal because of field exploration.
challenge to locating recoverable coal deposits. It is difficult
to understand why one would argue that incentives should again
be given to companies for conducting this activity.
Ths preferred
program would license coal field exploratim
by private canpanies.

tz’on UctiJities
because it did d\ffe&tiate
aqlo~ation
activities
designed
to identify
pqhical
extent
of coa 2 fieZds
and activities
tr iJenrCji/
am? evaluate
coal
leasing
areas
specificall>,
lease
tracts.

bekeen
the gaodesigned
artid, more

IrL+drim
/
mainta~‘ns
/
that
expZoration
for locating
new
We do
recoverable
coal deposits
is not a problem.
,I0 t excress an opiniorl,
particularly
such a broad&
jer.era.1 lsed me,
at this time because a nwnber of
qzlestions zeed mswers.
The report presents quest<ms fcr further
analysis concerning Interior’s
e~~~lcrat-i'm pogrm
and private
sector
expZoratZon.
)rj-3 Icy L&v-d
-f*..- vL licenses

ore

discussed

and

issues

iden-

5?ieJ
nbout the method poposea bv Interior
for
The question
perriSttin;r
private
sector ezpZora&n.
of whe%er it might
be desirable
to offer incentives
for exploration
needs to be amlyzed and answered
in terms cf the foZZowing
factors:
competition,
uncertainty,
investment risk,
shortfall
risk,
quac_v of &Federal funding
leveZs,
and adequacy

cost,

adecf

Fedem L manpower. Yhese factors are crucial
to
2h.s successfd7, rutcme o,t ar. expZoration program
and the s;~eness~~~Z tfe-in
0s ezp219ration with
lzasi?q. li
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Identifying,

Evaluating,

and Selling

Lease Tracts

This section of the Digest, which is anplified in Chapter 7,
&dresses several distinct
issues that are ak.0 covered in
. general tern in other chapters of ths report.
TIE first issue, potential exchanges of undevelopable existing
leases far new leases, is discussed in such a cOnfuSing
and erroneous way that it's difficult
to determine what the GAO
Exchange is described, co tk ore hard‘
report is suggesting.
as a pssi.ble
solution
to otherwise difficult
problems. On the
other hard, the report cites a timetable for ore specific exchange
authorized by Cngress, the Utah Power and Light preference
that trying to
right lease applicatim
exchange, which illustrates
accomplish an exchange could be tco tirre-consumihg to be worthwhile.
In fact, the timetable cited in the report is, on its
face, unrealistic
to the point of absurdity, was never considered
or aOPted by the Dspartnmt, and, as mid be evident frcm
ahalY3i.s of tf-e actual timetable adopted for prccessirg as part
of a settkment of a lawsuit the Utah Fuwer and Light exchange,
not a reflecticn
of the work dare by theDepamnt
to make axchange a genuinely useful tool. The report also neglects to mention
that the Federal Coal LeasingAmer&ents Act of 1976 eliminated
the Secretary of the Interior's
general authority to exchange
Federal coal leases, ard the Secretary's attempt to haw such
CUthOrity restored was rejected by the Cmgress in 1978.

(GAO response:
The timetable
we discslssed in the
draft report referred
to an estimate by the BLE
Utah State Office in October 1978. Zven though
Interior
desires to make exehange a genuinelq usefuZ tool--e.g.,
their March 1979 agreement w&h
the exchange applicant
in the above exwnple which
does not reflect
the BLM State Office estimate-questions remain about the workability
of an
exchange program.
A key issue Concerns potential
conflicts
that could arise between exchanging versus seZecting tracts for competitive
leasing.
Contrary to Interior's
comment, we did include a
statement in our draft report about the exchange
restrictions
imposed by the Federal CoaZ Leasing
Amendments Act of 1976 and the limited
exchange
a-uthority graated In-cerior in the !yO?'d,mwxhen$s
to the MtneraZ Leas&g Act.)
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in the report that the eXerCiz
of SUrfaCe
Owner consent could sxiously
interfere with necessary
Federal coal leasing are based cn inaCCUrate
assmptions
and information. First, the report fails to r-rote that the
Secretary is directed by law to obtain a fair return for
coal and to conduct competitive lease sales and instead
implies that these constraints cn consent purchase in the
proposed Federal coal managementprcgram were entirely disThe report uses irrelevant datacretionary in the Secretary.
figures about percentages of Federal coal under nbn-Federal
surface- rather than ackncwledgiq that only a fracticm of nonFsjeral surface cwners are qualified @ protect their
property
under terms of the surface owner consent sectia-i of the Surface
Mining Ccntrol and Reclamation Act. Failure to make the
distincticm
between qualified and non-qualified surface owners
distorts the appearance of conflict
between the property rights
of the limited class of landowners protected by the Surface
Mining Act and the responsibility
of the Department of
the Interior
to make adequate supplies of Federal coal available
for development.
The speculations

(!A40 resimnse:
Our report expZicitty
recognizes
that the Federal Coal Leasing Amendments Act requires
that aZI Zeases be issued by competitive
bidding
procedures and that fair market value be determined.
tie raise a question about aZternatives
for obtaining
surface owner consent and its affect on fair market
value.
Ve state that "the extent to which futwe
tract seZection and leasing actions wiiZ require
surface owner consent is not know."
The figures cited in our draft report indicate
that large areas may be affected by surface ower
consent provisions.
The actual size of the areas
to be afzected is not known, but Interior
is
Looking at this in its land use pZanning activities, although a recent ongoing Interior
task
force report indicates
that surface owner consent
alternatives
should be carefuLly evaluated.
We aLso recognized tke distinction
betieen quaZified
and non-quaZipLed surface ouners in our detailed
iiscxssion
of the Sur+flce bEniry ControZ and RecZamation Act--which
was incl&ded as an appendix to
r;he &aft
reprt.
Iv'e tiave Srought this discussion
;~mVar2~ in the text of our ~ina2 report.)
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Tke report's cxmnents m the maximumeconcanic recovery (MER) policy
of tk propsed Federal coal managementprogram are specific ard
helpful, and coincide with other axments the Departmnt has received
QI the draft EIS. These cments have been seriously
considered
and will ba reflected in the Secretary's final decision m the coal
As ycu may know, t&Department
is ,perfomiq
mnagemhtprcgram.
a nore detailed econcxnic analysis MERat the request of the Comcil
of Ecorxmic Advisors. The Department, for reasoffi stated in testinony and repxts submitted to the Ccngress, supports the minimum
royalty provisions of the Federal Coal Leasing AmendmentsAct,
and xuld rot agree with the G?O conclusion that enforcement of a
-1r rWx?m to the United States for developrtent of Federal
Coal would serve to interfere with necessary levels of pmduction at reasonable prices.
We believe minimum royalty
provisions
(GAO response:
should. be analyzed to determine if there are circwnstances which wouZd justify
a variance from the staGAD report iZZustrates
some
tutory requirements.
situations
that shouZd be given attention.
The
issue is not characterized
appropriately
by stating
that we concZude that to obtain a fair
returnwould
interfere
with necessary ZeveZs of production
at
The issue is more complex and
reasonabLe prices.
attuned to site-specific
conditions
rather than to
over-all
production
requirements.)

Tlx re&ort implies that the Department is using discounted
cash flow (CCF) for determinaticn d fair market value
purely cut of administrative
whimsey. In fact, tCF is a sound
technicp
for rationally
assessirq
the legislatively
reqired fair market value of the coal where ampxable
sales
data
are unavailable and tl-xa number of expected bidders is quite
smll, as is the case with current coal sales. Shilarly ,
WithOUt
stating
fim numbers, the GAG implies that the Department
is using unreasonably low discount rates. mile there are grounds
to debate what discount rate should be used, that used
by the Department represents a reasonable after-tax
rate of return
for most American corporations.
GPOsuggests using a Monte Carlo
approach to analyzing the effect of coal prices MI coal
evaluatim.
The Department has established an interagerxcy
task force to study fair market value. mng other things, this
task force is contenplatiq
using Monte Carlo analysis of a
mter
of the CCF parameters to assess the variability
of the
nxdd's estimtes.
This informatim should have been known
to the authors of the report and should be noted in the
report.
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iG.&?
rest2onse:
3ur Siscttssion
of farr market uaLce
estCmcti2n cmceTr.s the technfcal
aspects oz. the
~stzma5ior: prccsss.
In discussing
these we are ncz
taking issue iwith a specific
discount rate, but
rather our concern is with the concepts used and
their interrezation
with various elements comprising fair market value.
We have been aware of Interior's
task ,force regarding fair market vaZue and
Monte Carlo approaches and have had discussions
with some of its members. We do not suggest, at
th<s time, that Interior
adopt a particular
estimation process but do discuss impJications
associated
Sth the various aoproaches that could be employed.)

T,k repxt questions &ether the Fublic participation
called
for in the Department's proposEd program will ke meaningful
or effective,
&serves that pblic participation
has koth
benefits ard costs, but makes 113specific criticisms
or
recomtaendations for improving the Departrrent's propsal.

&IO res=or,se:
Our discussion
oS pubZic participation requiremeds
is presented s<mplg as an issue
o$ some concern, and we make no claim to have a
soZLction.
-Public participction
requirements
raise
questions as to the extent the public should be
afforded an opportunity
to cement or otherwise
participate
in particular
phases of Government
decisionmaking
and how Interior
should encourage
and invite
pubZic participation
that is meaningful
and constructive.
Our point is that if the process
is considered routine and is performed perfunctcriZy,
it may be time-consuming
and possibly resuZt in
legal or other delays to leasing.
The process shouZd
provide the Government with important
<n-formation to
zonsi.<er in r?akinc deccsiora.)
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In discussing industry's role in the proposed program, the report
is inconsistent: acknowledging, cn the me hand, that industry
will ba able to participate
in all phases of planning, but referring,
cn the other hand, to industry's inability
to have input until
after planning decisions haw been canpleted. The preferrd
program
clearly invites industry information and opinion about development
ard applicatim cf criteria
for deciding about which lands are unsuitable for mining, about identification
of lands that should ba
considered for leasing, about the trade-offs that would be necessary
to designate those lands to actually be offered for leasing,
about the prcducticn goals and levels of leasing required
to achieve the production goals, and about the individual
tracts of Federal coal which are of interest to individual
developers. This was rot sufficiently
stressed in the draft
EIS but will be in the final EIS. Again, if the researchers
for this report had been in contact with the proper parties
they would have been aware of this development. The report's
implication that industry does mt have clear, specific,
ard timely opportunities to assure that adequate amounts of
coal are offered for leasing in appropriate lccations is
mot accurate.

(GAO response: Our report is not inconsistent
regarding industry’s
role in the preferred
program.
The
program wouZd permit industry
to make their concerns
known during Zand use p Zanning, but would not request
expressions of interest
until
land use planning is
completed.
If Interior
perceives an inconsistency
in this, it should be in the context of the preferred
program.
The issue of industry
participation
reflects
the degree to which certain
information
is to be used
by Interior
during the various phases of the leasing
system, including
unsuitability
criteria
appZication,
tract selection
and ranking,
etc.
Our discussion
of
this issue was based on our discussion
with Interior
officials
and other experts.)
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The report discusses concerns expressed by State officials
who
point out problems that could arise in the absence of close
cooperation between States and the Departrrwt of the Interior.
Ending the open hostility
that characterized StateFederal
relationships
during previous , unsuccessful attempts to implement Federal coal leasing programs has been one of the
Secretary's highest priorities.
The Departrent worked closely
with coal-State Governors and their representatives during
development of the program and alternatives
described in
the draft EIS. While the effectiveness of the resulting
cooperative State-Federal process can be tested only through
eqerience,
the Department believes that the almost decade-long
conflict
between the States and the Department over coal
development has been replaced by a mutually respectful
relationship which will be the foundation for satisfactory
cooperation, reconciliation,
and planning to assure adequate
production of Federal and mn-Federal coal reserves while
.
protecting the other resource ard economic values of interest
to State and local. governments.
For instance, the .Yarch 23,
This view is shared by the States.
1979, issue of the newsletter of the Western Interstate
Energy Eoa.rd/WINB, which has been coordinating State input into the
the coal management review, called the involvement of States
in the Federal coal managementprogram a "precedent for
State/Federal ccooeration".
The newsletter

continues:

"mile the rules are only draft at this time and
additional changes may be forthccmiq,
the amount ard
guality of State participation
in all Federal coal
leasing decisions is significant.
Although m veto
power is given to States, the draft rules, if successfully
implemented, makes States through the Governors a major
participant
in all Federal coal decisions.
Major State
participation
in Federal coal leasing decisions has consistently been a significant
energy cbjective of Western
Governors over the past five years.
"While scn-e critical
issues remain to be resolved in the
regulations,
the process used in developing the program
and the proposed regulations may be exemplary of gocd
State/Federal cooperation.
During the past 10 months
the major coal States in the West-North Dakota, Hontana,
Wycxnirg, Utah, Colorado, ancl New Mexico ard South Dakotathrough the WIEB Coal Ccnmittee have reviewed all the
Department's major working papers, met innmrable
times
with the persons in Co1 who were developing the program
ard participated
in DC1 working sessions cm the draft
environmental statement including the example regulations
contained therein.
Together with the strong backing of
coal State Gavernors, the Catmittee was able to significantly
influence the program's development."
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Yet the G&0 report couches its presentation of State/Federal
relations so as to cast doubt cn this relationship.

Our discussion
of State partici/Gil0 response:
pation is not critical
of either Interior
efforts
It mere23 presents some of
or State concerns.
these State/Federal
issues that are of major
concern.
The resolution
of the issues is not
simple, and we recognize that Interior
and the
States have made considerable
strides
in develwe have qdatad
oping an effective
relationship.
our report tc reflect
these efforts.)

The report's concerns akut possible conflicts
between satisfaction
of the leasing demands of both public and non-public bodies are
based an the report's inaccurate assertion that the public
bodies themselves, rather than Bureau of Lard Management planners,
kloUld chcose those tracts to be set aside for public body leasing.
The Department recognizes the potential for Conflict between
public and t-on-public prospective lessees, as Well as conflicts
between bidders who would operate captive mines and those who would
sell to utility
or industrial coal users, where particular
tracts
are uniquely suited to service specific users. Such competition
is inevitable. As in aU cases where judgement must be exercised
in trade-offs between resources or resource uses, the Departrent
will make decisions that attempt tr, balance conpetiq interests
fairly while meeting the naeds which, on a case-by-case basis,
must be satisfied.
Neither the public bodies set-aside nor other
elements of the proposed Federal coal managemantprqram surrender
that responsibility
for decisionmakiw in the balanced public
interest to any category of resource users,
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(GAO respcnse:
Our discussion
of the pzlblic body
tract selection
issue does not assert or imply
that public bodies would select specific
tracts-but that the set-aside
program could have implications affecting
private body tract selection
opportunities, particuhrty
under a limited
leasing policy restricting
the number of tracts
that the Government makes avaiZabZe over a period
of time.)

6.

Coal LeaseManagement

These corn-rents are divided into two categories, neither of them
specific to elements of the Department's proposed Federal coal
managementprogram or the draft FE. Ore question, posed by the
report without even minimal evidence in support, is whether
Federal coal leases can be developed in a timely manner in view
of tk airy Federal, State, arid local permits required of coal
developers. The nun&r of pxmits required is, in fact, much
greater than the 15 to 20 suggested by the GM report.
Greater efficiency
in the permitting process is an @orbant
goal; however, the Department does not believe that objective
analysis xuld indicate Departmental &ermitting requirements
to be an obstacle to the timely productian of coal f?zun Federal
leases. Furthemre,
it should be en@sized that where there
may be substantive conflicts
betweenmining proposals ard
standards for the health and safety, ccxmnunity protection,
air
quality, water quality, diligent develqment, return of fair
market value, or other requirements, individual companies will
often meet delays or even denials in their attempts tD set=
and ckvelcp specific tracts of coal.
Reference is also made to Vegulations"
that require submission
cf amine plan within a specific time period, and "observers"
are cited as being concerned whether these "regulations" might
be an expediency to terminate leases which might beccxnean
embarrassment to the government. In fact, the FCUA (Sec. 7(c)
requires mine plans ba submitted within 3 years. Tk G?D draft
report fails to distinguish between its skeptic&n about the
substantive value of individual standards, and the efficiency
of the methods used for implementation of the standards.
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(GAO response: Even though Interior
“does not
believe that objective
analysis
would indicate
Departmental permitting
requirements
to be an
obstacle to the timely production
of coal from
Federal
leases,
I’ they state that ‘we are and
wilt continue to search out means to streamline permitting
processes. ” We believe this
commitment to improved efficiency
is essential
to performing
an objective
analysis.
The statutory
requirement
for mine plans pertains
only to leases issued after August 4, 1976. Interior refers to “the efficiency
of the methods used
for implementation
of the standards,”
without explaining
haJ the efficiency
would be achieved and
in what way it would be efficient.
For example,
if mining plans are required before market forces
are allowed to act, it is questionable
how useful,
valid,
or meaningful
the plans wouZd be. )
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GAORecannendations to the Secretary
The Department has responded, or is responding, to nearly all the
reports' major recmnendations.
- our response to the first recmnendation for rmre reasonable
tradeoff decisions is already given in this letter and does not require
further elaboration.
- There are really three parts to the second recmendation.
We have
improved our descripticn cf lard use plannirq fran that in the draft
EIS, and the improved mterial
will appear in the final EIS. As previously
mentioned, we are conducting a mre detailed economic stm cf maximum
econcmic recovery, and though this material will mt appear in the
final EIS, it will lz included in the Secretary's Juns 1st decisim
mterials.
We analyzed the potential production frcnn r-mprcducing
existing leases in a task force report issued last spring, we analyzed
it further in the draft EIS, together with other future sources of
coal production, ard we have recently released a major report cn magement
of existing leases that will appear in the final EIS.
- In response to the third recomnendation, we would apply unsuitability
criteria
to existing leases in the mst efficient
mans possible.
- We reject the reccmendatim fm "flexible"
prcductim objectives
as king counter to the !XE Organization Act; we are seeking, kmwever,
to encouraqa industry participatim
in lard use planning prccesses.
- We have implemented a long-range coal exploration plan, your fifth
reccmnendatim L/.
- Tba Departmnt has investigated the econcmic, energy, and environmental
implications of the lawful alternatives
of the surface owner consent
requirement.
- We, frankly, dc mt understand what GAOwould like us to Q to "streamline"
the prccess for public participation,
your seventh reccnmendation;
it is the Secretary's policy to cperate the coal mnagement prcgram
activities
as openly
as possible.
This reccmnendatim
can ke interpreted
in many ways, kut to the extent that it would diminish the opportunity
for public participaticn
in coal leasirg decisions, we belie= it to
!.ze an inadvisable recomnendation.
- We are mtmnvinced
of the reed for nme regulations on maximum
econanic recovery ard logical mining units, but w will consider this
recoinnendation further.
- Finally, we are and will continue to search out nvaans to streamline
pxmittiq
prccesses.
lJ See "Federal Ccal rclanagementProgram: Fiscal Year 1978," Report of
the Secretary to tk Congress, March 1978, pp. 29-37.
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(Gflo responsal : Our detaiZed discussion bf Interior's
proposed action on our draft recommendations is
inc7lmdcd in Chapter 9. Briefly,
concerning our first
recommendation, we continue to believe in the need
for bettor mechanisms--both for the Congress, and
the Adzinistrafion--to
assure an appropriate balance
is achieved between energy, socio-economic and
environmental goals.
Our second recorionendation dealt with shortcomings in
the draft EIS. While some important changes have since
been made in the final EIS, we believe certain matters
still
require attention
before Federal leasing can
be resumed. The description
of land use pZanning
has been expanded, aZthough it is vague about the
appZication
of the "threshoZd concept" to future coai!
management. Interior
recognizes the probZemc abaut
max~km economic recovery and is working on them.
In ad&f-ion--and
very importantly--the
final EIS
stil7, does not adcquate2y analyze the production
potential
of existing
leases, and thus does net make
a cusc cstatZishing
the need for new leasing.
As to the third recommendation, already discussed on
page VI-29, we disagree with Interior's
concept of
efjicienq
in applying unsuitability
criteria
to
existing
leases.
Interior's
response to our foudh recommendation-using flexible
production goaZs in land use planning-is discussed in depth on‘page VI-23 and 24. We beZieve
Inlerior's
desire to exclude the use of resource
demand estimates in land use planning woui!d inhibit
the development of sound and comprehensive plans..
Contrary to Interior's
comment, we cannot agree
that Interior
has implemented a Long-range exploration plan--our fif-th recommendation.
This is
discussed in more detail on page 9-U.
The sixth recotruncndation--evaZuating
various
implications
of the surface' owner consent
requirement--has
been investigated
according
Interior.
In view of Congressional oversight
responsibilities,
Interior's
investigation
should be reported to the Congress.
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.
Our seventh
reconunendat-ion--“streamZininu”
the vublic
participation
process has been cZarCfied"in
the'
final report.
We corltinue to support meaningful
and constructive
pubLie participation
and our
reconnnendation is directed to help assure that this
actually
happens.

Concerning our recommendation on publishing mcxcinnm
economic rkovery and logical mining unit regulations--we believe it is essential for industry and
the various affected offices within the Interior
Department and the Department of Energy to know
exactly what the criteria
and ruZes ore for making
the determinations.
We are happy to see Interior's
tiZ2ingness
to consider this recommendation

further.
The ninth recormnendation--streamlining
the permitting
process--is
a matter of serious concern to many in the
private sector and State government.
We note Interior
is open on this.
Further comments are on page VI-35.

Conclusion

e

.

Past years of failure to actively manageFederal ax1 have
produced an environment in which both government and
industry will ha challenged to~improve their effectiveness
in dealiq with the real issues which must be faced if
Federal coal is, in fact, to be produced in growing amxnts
to meet national energy needs. It is essential that coal
be produced, as needed, to carry out the President's policy
for increasing the Nation's reliance cn coal. While t@
country has enjoyed, for scme years, a surplus of coal
productian capacity over demard, it.is also true that
plans for leasing additional Federal coal have ken delayed.
The Department believes that these delays are attributable
tc indecision, failure to act, and ambiguity about performance
of ttre responsibilities
which are , or should be, implemented
through the planning and permitting processes. U-certainty
about where development of Federal coal could, or should; take
place, abut what the impacts of coal production xculd be
and lccal caxnunities, established
on 9raziwr farming, wildlife,
the climate of legal and political
conflict which frustrated
previous attempts tc plan for the leasing of additional
Federal coal. The Cqxxtmznt believes that great care must h
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taken in pursuiq the necessary an3 ccamendable goal of iqxoving
the efficiency of the resource mnagement prcxess. Th
Congress, through enactment of laws referred to earlier in these
amrunts, has provided the foundation for bringing stability
ard certainty ti the managementof Federal coal. &e believe
the G?D report, by caLling for reconsideration of ~-~~~rous
provisions of those laws and a significant
delay in
implementation of the Federal coal mgerrent
prcqram to conduct
additional studies, would have the inevitable result of
dissipating the stability
and certainty which the Congress &.s
provided ard, instead, would reo~ the very conflicts
and
deixtes over coal policy which have ci?aracterized the last decatie.

(GAO response) : We believe We have adequately
dealt with these comments in previous responses.)

I understand that since this response wx first drafted memkrs
of my staff nave had an qqrtunity
to discuss their difficulties
4th tW uraft report with the staff ot LXI res!on;luie for the
preparation cf tkke reprt.
I ias bppv to learn that we :havr
reached some level of mutual understandiry of one another's
msitions on this matter. Yox reprtdoes
~$2a good lob of
surveying issues oeariq on Federal coal management-issues that
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we have been htxking on, for sme time. We mid welccme
GPO investigations
that were specific to coal management
issues. I have instructed the mmbers of my staff respnsible for coal management to continue this gcxd start towards
improving relations lzetween the Department and GAO.
Once again, thankycu
cn the draft.

for allowirq

us the oppxtunity

to comment

Sincerely;

GuyR.M tie- in
Assistant Secretary,
and Water Resources

Land

(GAO's final
comment: Interior
has a most important
and difficult
responsibility
in developing a sound
and viabZe Zeasing program.
The issues are compZez
and viewed by persons with differing
and sometimes
confZictirzg
perspectives.
We have stressed in the
remarks to Interior's
letter
that our primary purpose is to identify
and anaZy.ze coal leasing issues
--issues
that any coaZ leasing program should be
responsive to.
We hope Interior
wiZZ view the fina2
report in this constructive
manner.1
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VII

GAO INTERVIEWED

OR WHO RECEIVED
THE ISSUES

COPIES

OF

DOCUMENT OR

DRAFT REPORT FOR COMMENT
More than 100 experts
from over 60 different
organizations
were interviewed
by GAO.
Although
some of those
interviewed
did not fully
agree with
the way the issues
were presented
and the questions
posed,
most recognized
that
these were the issues
and questions
especially
in
In this
report,
we do not attribute
need of attention.
statements
or opinions
to any particular
individual,
unless the individual
is in a Government
policymaking
position.
ORGANIZATION
Alabama State
Survey
American

Geological

Mining

Atlantic

Richfield

Attorney

at

Bank

of

INDIVIDUALS
Thomas Joiner,
ogist

Congress

Charles
dent
Charles
Coal

Company

Cook,
Dietrich,
Leasing

INTERVIEWED
State
Vice

GeolPresi-

Chairman,
Committee

F.C.

Witmer,
Manager,
Resource
Development
Group
Gerald
F. Rupp, Manager,
Permits
and Compliance

Law

Sheldon
Bierman,
Attorney
Washington,
DC

America

Richard
Larsen,
Vice
President
and Senior
Economist
Renold
D. Thompson,
Jr.,
Assistant
Vice
President
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ORGANIZATION
Burlington
Inc.

Cameron

INTERVIEWED

James R. Walker,
General
Counsel
George Morrison,
Associate
General
Counsel
Mike Donahue,
Vice PresiTransportation
dent,
Gerald
K. Davies,
Assistant
to the Vice President

Northern,

John Baker,
Vice President,
Information
Services
John Hand, Vice President,
Special
Projects

Engineers

Colorado
Department
Natural
Resources

David Walker,
the Director

of

Assistant

Colorado
Energy
Institute

Research

Program
Joan Martin,
Policy
qerr

Colorado

Association

David

Mining

Colorado
School
of
Research
Institute
Consolidation
Company

Mines

Larry
C.
ident,

Coal

Energy

to
Mana-

Manager

Albert
G. Melcher,
ant Manager
for
Development
Fuller,
Mining

James R. Coleman,
Vice President,
Division
Stanley
Suboleski,
Engineer

Continental
Tllinois
National
Bank and
Trust
Company

Council
of
Tribes

Cole,

AssistBusiness
Vice-PresSecond
Mining
Mining

Ed Gabriel,
Executive
tor
Ellen
Brown,
Director
Policy
and Analysis

Resources

Council
on Wage and Price
Stability

Jack

Duncan,
Brown,
and Palmer

Edward

Weinberg,
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Campbell,
Research
and Government
Affairs
Division
Weinberg,
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Attorney
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ORGANIZATION
Electric
Power
Institute
Empire
tion
ITEL

Research

Energy

Corpora-

Consultant

Montana Bureau
and Geology

of

Alan

Barnes,
Planning

Coal

Robert

Schmidt,

Director

of

Dr.

of

Defense

New Mexico
Department
Energy and Minerals

of

Office
of the Governor
North
Dakota
State

Northern
Energy
Company

Geologist

Robert
Shelton,
Associate Director,
Behavioral
and Social
Sciences

Ray Peck, Director
of
Regulatory
Affairs
Committee
on Coal Leasing

Associa-

Natural
Resources
Council

Matson,

Leo Barry,
Jr.,
Commissioner
Timothy
Gallagher,
Research
Specialist

of

National
Academy
Sciences

North
Dakota
Department

A.

Frank Meek, retired,
U.S.
Bureau of Land Management

Mines

Montana
Department
State
Lands

National
tion

Richard
Geologist

INTERVIEWED

William
R. Rose, Vice
President,
Marketing,
Rail
Division

Corporation

Independent

Dr.

VII

Land

Resources

of

Jonathan
Jim

Lash,

Hill,
Division
and Minerals

Dwight
Conner,
Coordinator
Dick

Attorney

Loman,
University
Lands

of

Mining

Energy
Commissioner
and School

Gerard
Drummond,
President
Garth
Duell,
Senior
Vice
President
William
Lyons,
Vice President,
Administration
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ORGANIZATION
Northern
Plains
Council
Office
of
Budget
Peabody

Resource

Management

Coal

Pennsylvania
University

and

VII

INTERVIEWED

Patrick
Sweeny,
tor
Bill
Cook, Staff

Staff

Gary

Budget ExamTechnology

Bennethum,
iner,
Energy
Branch

Direc-

Assistant

Company

Director,
David H. Gambrell,
Federal
Coal Leasing
Gregory
Leisse,
Attorney
Jim Hobbs, Vice President,
Resource
Management
John Arnold,
Vice President,
Engineering

State

Dr.

Public
Service
Colorado

sor

Company

of

Richard
L. Gordon,
Profesof Mineral
Economics

Don Lancaster,
Fuel Supply

Manager of
Development

Republic
National
of Dallas

Bank

Peter
Szabo,
and Mining

Vice President
Engineer

Resources
Inc.

Future,

Dr.

Milton
Fellow,
Policy

for

for

the

Rocky Mountain
Environment

Center

Rocky Mountain
Company

Energy

Sierra

Club

Sierra
Club Legal
Defense
Fund

on

Russell,
Center
Research

John D. Kennedy,
Director

Senior
Energy

Executive

Steve Berg-Hansen,
Director
for Governmental
Affairs
and Policy
Analysis
Linda Rathbun,
Manager of
Economic
Research
Brandt
Calkin,
tor,
Sante
Office

Staff
DirecFe, New Mexico

Gregory
Thomas, Attorney,
Washington,
DC
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INTERVIEWED

Sunoco Energy
Company

Development

Lamont Laue, Manager,
Exploration
and Acquisition
Department
Merritt
Kirk,
Jr.,
Manager,
Special
Project
Leasing
Program
Jody Sweringhouse,
Government Relations
Department

University

of

Arizona

Dr.

University

of

Michigan

Dr.

University

of

Wyoming

George Gould,
College
of

Donald Wells,
Professor,
Department
of Economics
Dr. DeVerl
Harris,
Professor,
Department
of Mining
and
Mineral
Engineering
Gregory
A. Daneke,
ProSchool
of Natural
fessor,
Resources
Professor,
Law

U.S.

Bureau of Land
Management,
Colorado
State
Office

State
Director
Dale Andrus,
Cecil
Roberts,
Energy
Minerals
Coordinator
Ed Parsons,
Mineral
Economist

U.S.

Bureau of Land
Management,
Denver
Service
Center

Ed Montgomery,
Chief,
Energy and Minerals
Staff
Economist
Pat Geehan,

U.S.

Bureau of Land
Management,
Utah State
Office

William
G. Leavell,
Associate State
Director
Earl Hindley,
Regional
Planner
Lyman Moore,
Resources
Branch

U.S.

Bureau of
Management,
Washington,

Monte Jordan,
Staff
Chief,
Program
Development
Staff,
Office
of Coal
Management
Dale Zimmerman,
Chief,
Mineral
Resources

Land
DC
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U.S.

U.S.

Department

of

Energy

Department
of the
Interior,
Washington,
DC

U.S.

Department

U.S.

Environmental
tion
Agency

of

VII

INTERVIEWED

Robert
Kalter,
Director,
Office
of Leasing
Policy
Development
Robert
Lawton,
Assistant
Office
of
Director,
Leasing
Policy
Development
Daniel
Dick,
Economist,
Office
of Leasing
Policy
Development
Hon.

Guy Martin,
Assistant
Secretary
for Land &
Water Resources
Steven
Quarles,
Director,
Office
of Coal Leasing,
Planning
and Coordination
Joe Browder,
Special
Assistant
to the Assistant
Secretary
Charlie
Towle,
Economist,
Office
of Coal Leasing,
Planning
& Coordination
Robert
Uram, Assistant
Solicitor,
Branch
for
Onshore
Minerals,
Division
of Energy & Resources
(former
acting
Director,
Office
of Coal Leasing,
Planning
& Coordination)

Justice

Nancy McMillen,
Attorney,
Antitrust
Division
Gregory
J. Werden,
Economist,
Economic
Policy
Office,
Antitrust
Division

Protec-

Dr.
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Assistant
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Office
of Research
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VII

INTERVIEWED

U.S.

Geological
Denver

Survey,

Conservation
George Horn,
Manager,
Central
Region,
Conservation
Division
William
Feldmiller,
Deputy
Conservation
Manager,
Central
Region,
Conservation
Division
Earl Cox, Staff
Advisor,
Mining,
Central
Region,
Conservation
Division
Thomas Blair,
Chief,
Economic Evaluation
Unit
John A. Peterson,
Staff
Mineral
EconoAdvisor,
mics,
Central
Region,
Conservation
Division

U.S.

Geological
Reston,
VA

Survey,

Dr.

U.S.

Steel

Utah

Division
and Mining

Utah

House

Utah

International,

Thomas Friz,
Deputy
Assistant
Director,
Energy & Mineral
Resources (Coal)
Richard
Bernknopf,
Economist,
Program
Analysis
Office

George Robbins,
Manager,
Mineral
Property
Furman Burge,
Chief
Geologist,
Resources
Development,
Coal & Stone
Bruno Scipioni,
Director,
Raw Materials
J.K.
Hayes,
District
Geologist,
Western
District
G.H. Sides,
Chief
Engineer,
Western
District

Corporation

of

of

Oil,

Gas,

Representatives
Inc.

Ron Daniels,
Leasing
Representative

Chairman,
Task Force
John

Coal
Garr

W. Drew Leonard,
Vice President
Robert
D. Wheaton,
Vice
President,
Exploration
Charles
Dietrich,
Senior
Council
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Utah

International,
(can't.)

Western

Inc.

Energy

Western
Interstate
Board

INTERVIEWED

David Crouch,
Senior
Environmental
Engineer
A.P. Cogliancho,
Mineral
Products
Marketing
Paul Schmechel,
Arthur
K. Neil:,
Planning

Company

Energy

Doug Larsen,
Rick Griffith,
tant

President
Manager

Deputy
Staff

Perry,

Wyoming Department
of
Economic
Planning
and Development

John

Goodier,
Development

Wyoming Department
of
Environmental
Quality

Robert

Wyoming Office
of State
Planning
Coordinator

Richard
Hartman,
State
Planning
Coordinator
Al Minier,
Staff
Assistant

Wyoming State
Survey

Dan Miller,
Gary Glass,

Slope

Carbon,

Geological

Inc.
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Director
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Manager
Chief,
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Director

State
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Deputy Director
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DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR
TASK FORCE EFFORTS
Task

Objectives

Force

Initiate
study
on an experimental
basis
of the cost
effectiveness
and resources
management
implications
of
establishing
quaranteed
public
access
to coal tracts.
As time permits,
recommend
further
efforts
needed
for tract
unitization.

1.

Access

2.

Small

3.

Fee Coal
Program

4.

Tract

5.

Tract
Ranking,
Selection,
and
Sales Scheduling
Process

Business

Exchange

Delineation

Investigate
opportunities
for an agreement
between
Small Business
Administration
and Interior
to incorporate
small
businesses
and minorityowned businesses
in the preferred
leasing
program
alternative.
Develop
procedures
and guidelines
on the processing
of
private
fee coal qualifying
under the Surface
Mining
Act
for possible
exchange
and
and recommend
regulatory
language.
Develop
procedures
for preliminary
tract
delineation
from
lands
acceptable
for further
consideration
for leasing.
Develop
procedures
for tract
ranking,
selection,
and
scheduling
and some specific
analysis
requirements.
(Note:
State
and local
government
involvement
should
be considered
part
of the delineation
and
selection
process.)
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Objective

Force

6.

Surface
Owner
Consultation

Develop
a more detailed
analysis of surface
owner consultation
procedures
for implementation
by the Bureau of
Details
reLand Management.
lating
to qualifying
surface
owners under the Surface
Mining Act must be studied.

7.

Unsuitability
Criteria-Memorandum of
Understanding
Between
the
Forest
Service
and the Bureau
of Land Management

Develop
an umbrella
agreement
between
the agencies,
specifying how the Forest
Service
will
apply
unsuitability
criteria.

8.

Energy Minerals
Rehabilitation
Inventory
and
Analysis
(EMRIA)

Analyze
the EMRIA program
as to the role
it might
play
in the Federal
Coal Program.
Study should
identify
the
critical
steps
in the process
where special
expertise
in
acquiring
reclamation
data
would be most needed.

9.

Intertract
Bidding

Develop
specific
procedures
to incorporate
the intertract
sales method
in the preferred
Federal
coal leasing
alterna
tive.

10.

Memorandum of
Understanding
With Advisory
Council
on Historic
Preservation

Develop
a Memorandum of Understanding
to cover cultural
resources
pertaining
to Federal
coal management.

11.

Maximum
Recovery

Define
operational
approaches
to maximum economic
recovery.
Propose
necessary
modifications
for Secretary's
consideration.

Economic
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Task

Force

Objectives

12.

Fair Market
Value

Define
fair
market
value
process
for use in Secretary's
preferred
leasing
program.
Analyze
and
define
specific
procedures
to
develop
these values.

13.

Preference
Right
Lease
Applications

Develop
procedures
to qualify,
approve,
or disapprove
PRLAs.
Determine
PRLA priorities
for
processing.
Study commercial
quantities
definition.

14.

Filing
Fee
Amounts

Determine
administrative
charges
needed to adjust
the
current
filing
fee for coal
lease
licenses
under the
preferred
leasing
program.

15.

Emergency
Leasing

Develop
criteria
and specific
procedures
to incorporate
emergency leasing
as part
of preferred
leasing
program.
Propose needed regulatory
language.

16.

Bonding

Develop
procedures
for having
consistent
requirements
to
assure
payment
of all rentals
and royalties,
and satisfaction
of all
lease
terms
including
reclamation.

17.

Public
Interest

18.

Current
Coal
Regional
EIS
Correlation
to
New Coal Regional
EIS.

Body

VIII

Define
"public
ly as to what
ify,including
and integrate
ing program.

body" specificalentities
would qualgovernment
agencies
in preferred
leas-

Develop
approach
for scoping
and
outlining
new regional
EISs.
Review all on-going
regional
EISs
and determine
usefulness
of their
content
to new coal regional
EISs if Secretary
selects
preferred
leasing
program.
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Objectives

Force

Develop
details
of process
for defining
regional
production
goals
and leasing
Study development
targets.
of coal projection
models,
resource
data,
and production
intention
data.

19.

Regional
Targets

20.

Study of Data
Needs and Methods
Of Preferred
Leasing
Program

Review data needs of the preferred
program.
Define
strategoes
for maximizing
return
for budgets
used for data efforts.
Identify
opportunities
for greater
efficiency
and coordination.

21.

Correlation
Between State
and Federal
Coal Regulatory
and Leasing
Processes

Examine State
and Federal
processes to identify
opportunities
for improving
management.
This should
include
opportunities
for unifying
Federal
and
State
data or filing
requirements.

22.

Economic
Impact
of
Unsuitability
Criteria
and
Maximum Economic Recovery

Perform
economic
analysis
of
alternative
approaches
to
accompanying
objectives
of
unsuitability
criteria
and
maximum economic
recovery.

23.

Office
of
Surface
Mining, Geological
Survey,
and
Bureau of Land
Management
Working Agreements

Draft
memorandum
standing
between
agencies.

End Use Requirements

(Hold pending
Solicitor's
opinion
on legality.)

24.

Coal

VIII

(Initiate
Federal
cision.)
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